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Introduction

The muon was discovered in 1936[1] by Anderson and Neddermeyer. It came as a 
complete surprise and is one of the first particles found that is not normally present 
in matter on earth. Its discovery was preceded by the discovery of the positron in 
1932[2], also by Anderson. Both types of particles were found in cosmic radiation, the 
only high-energy laboratory available at that time.

The discovery of muons was actually the result of a rigorous search for the pion, 
which was predicted in 1935[3] by Yukawa as the mediator of the strong interaction. 
However, though the discovered muons had the predicted mass, they did not have the 
predicted strong interaction. On the other hand, it had become clear that the newly 
discovered positron, the electron or the proton could not account for all phenomena 
found within the cosmic radiation. Thus, on theoretical grounds, the investigation was 
started how to account for the phenomenon that a proportion of cosmic-ray particles is 
highly penetrating. These particles pass through thick layers of heavy matter and lose 
their energy mainly through ionization. Furthermore, it had been observed that these 
penetrating particles had to have a mass intermediate between the masses of the proton 
and the electron. The unexplained phenomena were unravelled by the notion that a 
muon is like an electron (or positron), but without any strong interaction in matter and 
about two-hundred times heavier. The pion was discovered only much later, namely in 
1947[4] by Powell.

There are various ways to detect muons. The technique chosen typically de
pends on expected momentum range, applied readout technique, required detection 
efficiency, limitations on cost and size, and thus on applicability. For example, the 
Wilson cloud chamber[5-7], used for the cosmic-ray experiments of the early days, 
serves well to introduce some of the general principles.

First of all, a medium is needed that signals the passage of a charged particle. 
Already for this purpose, a number of alternatives exist. Several of them will be en
countered in the next chapters. In case of the cloud chamber, an under-cooled vapour 
is used as detection medium. Whenever a charged particle passes, it leaves a conden
sation trail showing up as a visible track.

Secondly, it is important to register the exact position coordinates of this track. 
There are numerous registration techniques, depending on the medium and the partic
ular setup used. Taking a photographic image of the condensation trails makes sub
sequent processing possible. Other techniques use different ways to produce such
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“images”.
The trajectory of a charged particle is influenced by the component of a magnetic 

field perpendicular to its direction of flight. By using strong magnets, the particle 
path is bent inside the magnetic field. Typical parameters as charge and momentum 
can be inferred from the curvature. Subsequent chapters describe how the muon track 
parameters are obtained within the ATLAS sub-detectors of interest.

The ATLAS detector[8] (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) is one of the general-purpose 
detectors designed for an experiment with the LHC[9] (Large Hadron Collider) at 
CERN, the European Laboratory for Particle Physics. The aim of this experiment is to 
probe further into the fundamental forces of nature than has been currently possible. 
Since the LHC opens up an unexplored energy region, the general-purpose detectors 
also have to be able to deal with the unexpected. In order to get there, lots of research 
has been undertaken to prove that the detectors can cope at least with a broad variety 
of expected physics processes. Here, a strong emphasis lies on the physics process in 
which the Higgs boson decays exclusively into two pairs of muons. In the currently 
used theory, which is called minimal Standard Model, the Higgs boson is responsible 
for giving mass to elementary particles. It is presently the most important phenomenon 
to be investigated and, henceforth, its discovery of prime importance to the LHC ex
perimental programme.

This thesis comprises of two parts. In the first part, issues are discussed where the 
physics of interest is typically dealt with on a per-track, i.e. single-muon, basis. The 
physics that deals with multiple muons is covered in the second part. A number of 
appendices give detailed insight into several important topics.

Part I consists of seven chapters. Chapter 1 is meant to introduce a historical view 
of particle detection techniques. Track parameters are analysed in Chapter 2. Muon 
detection techniques specifically used by ATLAS are examined in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 
provides insight into the magnetic field configuration of ATLAS. The detection cham
ber configuration is described in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 delves deep into the software 
tools provided by the ATLAS software community. This provides the crucial knowl
edge needed for the application of the tools in Chapter 7. Here, the MuFit software, 
developed by the author of this thesis, is described and analysed. It is used to recon
struct muon tracks, on the basis of the described detection techniques, magnetic field 
and detection chamber configurations, to obtain muon track parameters. Chapter 7, 
therefore, is the heart of this thesis as it forms the documentation of the MuFit pack
age, which is the main contribution to ATLAS by the author of this thesis. Even though 
mainly standard analysis methods and tools have been used for Chapters 6 and 7, the 
results presented therein are novel, as they describe the interplay between the virtual 
ATLAS detector and the tools used, e.g. the MuFit software. It has been the intention 
of the author to be as thorough as possible in preparing the data and subsequent results 
as to ensure their reproducibility.

Part II consists of four chapters. The first of them (Chapter 8) provides the back
ground for the Standard Model. This theory is explained in Chapter 9. Modern labora-
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tories do not rely on cosmic radiation only to produce interesting particle interactions, 
but particle colliders are used instead, such as the future LHC. Its features are summa
rized in Chapter 10 to provide the necessary information. This information is used in 
Chapter 11 by the author to calculate new discovery potentials of LHC for the Higgs 
boson. Here, special attention goes to the Higgs boson decay into four muons, which 
is the main subject of this thesis. The analysis shows that the ATLAS detector is well 
suited for this physics channel. Again, great effort has been undertaken by the author 
to prepare reproducible data, i.e. Higgs boson decay interactions, and results. These 
results, obtained through the use of the author’s MuFit tool, are carefully compared 
with previous studies (performed within the ATLAS community).

Chapter 12 summarizes the conclusions that follow from the analyses presented 
in parts I and II. It has been the author’s purpose to reserve his gritty opinions till 
the end and present them in this chapter, which is primarily meant for expert readers. 
This can also be said of the appendices. Appendix A reviews possible settings for 
the GEANE software tool to tune its behaviour with respect to energy loss recupera
tion. Appendix B provides the data flow within the MuFit software package. It also 
explains the method used for fitting the muon track parameters to the position coordi
nates. A mathematical formulation of the Standard Model is given in appendix C. In 
appendix D, numerous distributions are shown and analysed, from which important pa
rameters of the Higgs boson decay are extracted. Acronyms and abbreviations, which 
have been introduced and used throughout the thesis, are summarized in appendix E.

The thesis ends with two summaries, namely one in English and one in Dutch.
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Chapter 1 

Particle detection techniques

In order to be able to study elementary particle interactions, one has to design particle 
detectors. We, therefore, start with a short historical overview describing the major 
detection techniques used to this purpose. A rough selection of available techniques 
has been made to show the development as well as the advantages and disadvantages. 
The short overview in this chapter is loosely based on the first chapter of a book by 
Shutt[10]. Typical timing quantities have been taken from Table 2 of the first chapter 
of a book by Ferbel[11].

1.1 Photographic emulsions

The oldest detection technique uses photographic emulsions. Chemical reactions, 
namely the forming of silver oxide (AgO), take place in the emulsion along the trajec
tory of the charged particle. A visible blackening of the emulsion along the track is the 
result. After development, the emulsion is scanned for this blackening in a microscope.

Both advantages and disadvantages of this technique are enormous. The obvious 
disadvantage is that the emulsion only gets developed after some time. This means 
that all timing information is lost and a lot of tracks from numerous events run through 
the same emulsion. Furthermore, it is painstaking and time consuming, thus expen
sive, work to search for the microscopic blackening. Its important advantage is the 
precision of the technique, since the position of the track can be measured within a 
few micrometres. This gives the possibility to perform very specialized and/or precise 
measurements. For instance, nowadays emulsion is still being used in the CHORUS 
experiment[12] at CERN, which uses detectors taking care of timing information and 
additional detectors predicting the location where to search for the tracks.

1.2 Cloud chambers

A completely different technique is the Wilson cloud chamber[5-7], though, again, a 
trail of ionizations is left behind by charged particles during their passage through a 
sensitive volume. In order to obtain the sensitivity to charged particles, a volume is
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filled with a mixture of non-condensible gas and vapour in equilibrium with a small 
amount of liquid. A sudden adiabatic drop in pressure decreases the temperature, 
which results in a supersaturation of the gas-vapour mixture. In this situation, con
densations will form along the track of the charged particle due to the ionizations. 
However, these condensations are also formed wherever other cores for condensation, 
like gas impurities, are present. A stereographic picture is made to record the event.

This technique has the disadvantage that the chamber needs to be brought back to 
its initial condition after the event recording. During this dead time, which takes about 
one to two minutes, no further events can be recorded. Also practically no contami
nation may be present, since this would mean that the condensations form in wrong 
places. The low matter density of the gas-vapour mixture might be disadvantageous as 
well as this prevents the Wilson cloud chamber to act as a target to induce elementary 
particle reactions. A prime advantage is the fact that the ionizations stay present for 
quite some time, which gives ample of opportunity for the condensation drops to grow 
and to take a picture. Actually, the drops continue growing if the positive charge is 
not removed actively, e.g. by performing a voltage sweep. The drops would otherwise 
start drifting downwards, due to gravity, until they reach the liquid at the bottom. It 
is possible to lower the pressure only at the moment when external detectors, for in
stance counters, have registered the passage of a charged particle. In general, each 
photographic picture will then show an event of interest.

1.3 Bubble chambers

The operating principles of the bubble chamber can be seen almost as inverse to the 
cloud chamber. In 1952, Glaser[13-15] suggested the application of a superheated 
liquid as a particle detector. Here, a liquid is brought above its boiling point by a sud
den decrease in pressure. Upon passage of the charged particle characteristic bubbles 
will be formed at the ionizations(1). Again, a stereographic picture is made to record 
the event. Afterwards, the pressure is raised in order to get rid of the bubbles and to 
prepare for the next superheating and recording cycle.

A difficulty is that the liquid should not be boiling before the picture is taken. How
ever, rough surfaces are always present at the faces of the volume and serve as/cause 
boiling centres. This means that only a very short time window is available in which 
the event has to take place. Thus, the bubble chamber is sensitive only for a limited 
amount of time, which is a few milliseconds. If the short sensitive time causes no 
problem, then a nice advantage is that it does not matter much which material is being 
used for construction. This opens the possibility to build really big chambers(2) that 
can fully contain the elementary particle reaction, i.e. the event.

(1)This process can be compared very well to what happens when someone stirs liquid which has been 
heated well above its boiling point in a microwave oven; it suddenly starts to boil fiercely (mainly at the 
rough surface of the spoon).

(2)One of the most important big chambers was Gargamelle[16] at CERN, which has led to major 
physics discoveries, one of which is the discovery of neutral currents[17] in 1973.
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1.4 Spark chambers

Another often used detection technique is the spark chamber[18-20]. Here, the princi
ple of detection is based on a spark (discharge) between two electrodes. Basically, the 
chamber consists of a number of parallel plate electrodes with a gas in between. The 
ionizations along the trail of the highly energetic charged particle cause the creation of 
positive ions and free electrons. A discharge occurs when applying a large potential 
difference between the plates because of a multiplication of the ionizations by the po
tential field. The visible effect is a spark of which a stereographic picture can be taken. 
Two fully different types of operation are available for the spark chamber, each with 
its specific merits and demerits.

If the electric field is continuously present, then every passing charged particle will 
cause a discharge. This makes it rather impossible to select any particular type of event 
or particle beforehand. Furthermore, spontaneous discharges can occur, but should be 
avoided, because the operating voltage of 5 kV/mm is close to the electric breakdown 
of the gas. A big advantage is that in this mode of operation no external detectors 
are needed to signal the passage of a charged particle. The chamber itself detects the 
particle and can as such be used as trigger for other systems. We shall see in Sect. 3.2 
that the ATLAS detector uses this technique in a slightly adapted form.

To explain this, we need to study the multiplication stage somewhat better[21]. 
With a sufficiently low electric field, only further ionization by the free electrons will 
occur. This results in an avalanche towards the positively charged electrode, i.e. the 
anode. The chamber is said to work in avalanche or proportional mode. The charge of 
the electrons is collected within a few nanoseconds, but the charge of the ions takes a 
factor thousand longer to be collected by the cathode. Though, the positive charge can 
also be removed using Freons and a gas recycling system. When the electric field has 
passed a certain threshold, which is gas dependent, then there will also be secondary 
processes, like photon emission, causing the generation of additional avalanches. This 
process is additional to and slower than the primary avalanche since a column of ions 
has been created to link the anode and cathode. The chamber is said to work in streamer 
or Geiger mode. The total charge is collected within a microsecond. Increasing the 
electric field further results in a breakdown because of space charge deformation of the 
electric field. The chamber(3) is said to work in discharge or spark mode.

The other possibility is to apply the electric field only when an external reference 
system has signalled the passage of an interesting particle. This is possible, since 
the potential difference can be generated extremely fast. Since the high-voltage pulse 
lasts for a number of nanoseconds, only short streamer discharges develop, typically 
of a few millimetres. Compared to the bubble chamber, the main benefit is that the 
short time window of sensitivity can always be made to overlap with the event. The 
sensitivity is of the order of a microsecond in which the event takes place, while the 
sensitivity in case of a bubble chamber lasts for about a millisecond in which more

(3)Proportional counters and Geiger counters, which also detect the passing charged particle them
selves, had been developed already before the spark chambers. The ATLAS detector utilizes the 
avalanche mode for muon track measurement.
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events can overlap. This superb time resolution has the consequence that the events 
become very clean, i.e. without a background superimposed. The large build-up of 
charge makes the chamber insensitive for almost one second after the event, however.

Figure 1.1: Fragment o f bubble chamberphoto showing several charged tracks.

A disadvantage of the techniques described in Sect. 1.1 to Sect. 1.3 above is the 
need to use photographic recording material, of which an example can be found in 
Fig. 1.1. The films have to be developed, scanned, and measured, before the track 
information is available in digital form. Only then are the events available for analysis. 
If in a certain experiment millions of pictures have been taken, then this signifies that 
a lot of time and work is needed to get useful information out. In order to obtain 
the information cost effectively, a fully automated recording of the events is preferred 
as soon as more than just a few events are expected. The spark chamber technique 
makes this possible, since the exact conductor at which the discharge current pulse 
has occurred can be pinpointed by properly segmenting the plate electrodes. This 
automatically gives the location of the track, which then can be processed further in a 
digital manner. As we shall see further on, precisely this technique is used in modern- 
day detection chambers, although in a number of variations.

1.5 Scintillation counters

In the previous section we saw that two electrodes with an electric field between them 
can serve as a counter. Another technique which is often used as trigger is the scintil
lation counter[22]. Here, the principle of operation is based on the excitation of atoms 
of the scintillating medium. Light is emitted at the end of the scintillation process, 
either directly or through the use of wavelength shifters. In inorganic crystals, the 
excitation is achieved by freeing electrons and (electron) holes which then will move 
through the crystal until they reach an activator. This activator is actually an impurity 
in the crystal lattice with which the medium has been doped. The activator goes into 
an excited state, with higher energy levels, during the recombination and falls back to 
its ground state while emitting light. This scintillation process needs quite a period
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of time to complete, namely in the order of a microsecond[23], which is temperature 
dependent. On the other hand, in organic scintillators the time to fall back into the 
ground state is of the order of a few nanoseconds only, because molecular levels are 
excited here. To be more precise: most of the excitation energy is transformed into 
vibrations and only a small fraction into UV-radiation. However, to detect the light in 
these scintillators, the radiation needs to be transformed into visible light afterwards 
using photoluminescence in wavelength shifting solutes, i.e. the so-called wavelength 
shifters. An advantage is that one can produce (plastic) scintillators in any arbitrary 
form.

Quite often the scintillator itself can take care of the light transportation because of 
its transparency. In this case a photomultiplier tube[11], coupled to the end of a slab 
of scintillation material, can be used to transform the photons into an electronic signal. 
Actually, the technique of scintillation is much older than the photomultiplier, but at 
that time it was only possible to detect the light flashes by naked eye. Consequently, 
the Geiger-Müller tube(4), which is based on an electric discharge, was preferentially 
used to detect the passage of a charged particle.

Many of the techniques described above have been developed further. So, in the de
tectors that are currently used, those ideas come back, though in slightly adapted forms. 
One subject that has not been addressed yet is the detection of non-charged elemen
tary particles, i.e. electrically neutral particles. These particles can not be measured 
directly, since they are non-ionizing, but their energy can be absorbed and, therefore, 
measured by calorimeters. This thesis does not deal any further with either neutral 
particles or calorimetry.

(4)A counter operated in Geiger mode.
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Chapter 2 

Track Parameters

Apart from the need to identify the particle, it is also necessary to know the so-called 
track parameters. This means that every point on the particle trajectory has to be 
known, together with the corresponding momentum. When the particle moves in vac
uum through a uniform static magnetic field, with magnitude \B\, then a solution to the 
Maxwell equations[24] can easily be obtained:

r ( t )  =  r0 +  V| fê|| +  a(ê^ ,1 sinw g t +  ê^,2 cos Wßt) .

This expression represents a helix with starting point at location r0 and radius a. Fur
thermore, ê|| denotes the unit vector parallel to the direction of the magnetic field 
B, and are the two unit vectors perpendicular to it. The initial velocity
component along the magnetic field is given by v| and can be obtained from the 
relation p (t)  =  gmv(t). Alternatively, the momentum follows from v(t) =  v||ê|| +  

WBa( ê^,1cos WBt — ê^,2 sin wgt).
The important parameters for physics are Wb, the gyration or precession frequency, 

and a, the radius of the helix. By definition: Wb =  ê\B\/gm c  =  êc \B \/E  with E  the 
conserved energy of the particle. If the energy, or velocity, of the charged particle is 
low, then the possibility exists that it will start to spiral in the magnetic field. This 
makes it almost impossible or at least very hard to detect the particle. To the contrary, 
a highly energetic particle will move along a small part of the arc of a helix with 
large radius a. For very high energies, however, this can even go as far as that the 
particle seems to move along a straight line, despite the bending power of the magnetic 
field. The radius holds a direct relation to this and is given by the important formula: 
ê\B\a =  cp^. Here, p±  denotes the amount of momentum of the particle perpendicular 
to the magnetic field. This quantity already determines to a large extent the movement 
of the particle and does as such provide useful information. The notation p T is used in 
the remainder of this thesis, to denote the transverse momentum, instead of using the 
academic form (p±). As we will see in the next sections, there is more information 
available about the track which helps in its final definition/specification.
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2.1 Detectable particles

Since the early days of cosmic radiation research, an enormous spectrum of elementary 
particles has been discovered. They all have certain properties, which allow us to 
identify them uniquely. Among these properties are: mass, charge and lifetime(1). 
Many particles decay practically immediately, i.e. within about 10o23 seconds after 
their creation, by means of the so-called strong interaction. One normally refers to 
those particles as resonances. Therefore, it is not useful to speak of the lifetime of 
the particle; the width of the resonance(2) is being used instead. Most of the other 
particles decay by means of the weak interaction. Here, no typical lifetime can be given 
since it varies from about 10o17 to 10o8 seconds, and in case of the free neutron even 
103 seconds. Only very few elementary particles are stable(3). Table 2.1 gives some 
properties[25] of a very limited number of particles. The measurement inaccuracy, or 
quoted error, on every number is much smaller than the last decimal given, except for 
the lifetimes of the neutron and neutral pion, which are more precisely presented as 
t n =  886.7 ±  1.9 s and t p0 =  8.4 ±  0.6 x 10o17 s respectively.

particle
name

symbol charge Q 
(in units of e)

lifetime t  
(in s)

mass m 
(in MeV/c2)

electron eo o 1 stable 0.511
proton p +  1 stable 938.3
neutron n 0 887 939.6
photon g 0 stable 0.0
muon y± ±1 2.2 ■ 10o6 105.7
pion(s) p0 0 7o08. 135.0

p± ±1 2.6 ■ 10o8 139.6
kaon(s) K± ±1 1.2 ■ 10o8 493.7

K l 0 5.2 ■ 10o8 497.7

K S 0 8.9 ■ 10o11 497.7

Table 2.1: Some properties o f a limited number o f elementary particles.

It is common knowledge that atoms consist of protons, neutrons and electrons, 
while electromagnetic radiation, such as light, consists of photons. Furthermore, every 
particle has an accompanying anti-particle with exactly the same lifetime and mass 
but opposite charge. This means that certain neutral particles can be identical to their 
anti-particles.

(1)For instance, the lifetime is needed for distinction in the KL-KS system where the mass difference 
is minimal. It is also important to note that the average or mean lifetime is fundamentally different from 
the half-life of a sample of radioactive material, though the values differ by the constant factor ln(2), 
for particles at rest.

(2)Typical widths are r  =10-100 MeV, with a corresponding lifetime, according to r  =  h /t , of order 
10o23 seconds.

(3) Stability denotes a measured, average lifetime larger than the current age of the universe.
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2.1.1 Interaction with matter
In reality, the particle will never move in complete vacuum; there will always be some 
matter present. That is why it is useful to look further into possible interactions of 
charged particles with various media. All matter consists of more or less regularly 
placed atomic nuclei with bound and even free electrons circling around them. Al
though the material looks homogeneous and electrically neutral on a macroscopic 
scale, this definitely is not true when looked at on a microscopic scale. The charged 
particle will experience the material mostly as empty space during its passage through 
it. The presence of positively charged nuclei and negatively charged electrons is mainly 
noticed by the prevalence of Coulomb forces. Different elementary particles undergo 
the influence of these forces in matter differently. We will not go into detail on all 
of these processes and on which elementary particles exactly participate in them, but 
concentrate on the two major processes concerning muons. Full details can be found 
in texts by Sauli[21] and by Jackson[24].

2.1.2 (Ionization) energy loss
Firstly, we discuss the interaction of muons with the electrons present in the material. 
The Coulomb force has a repellent effect between /jo and eo , while it has an attractive 
effect between j+  and eo . This means that the muon and (bound) electron push each 
other away or draw together at close proximity. Since the muon is many times more 
massive than the electron, its direction practically is not changed by this interaction. 
The electron, on the contrary, can change its trajectory completely .

Several things can happen, depending on the energy or momentum transfer. Bound 
electrons can change their orbit thus leading to an excited state of the atom, or they 
can be knocked out completely thus leaving the atom ionized. The maximum energy 
transfer can be computed from relativistic kinematics and is given by the expression: 
Em  =  2mec2g2ß2, where me denotes the electron mass, c the speed of light, ß the 
velocity of the incident particle divided by c, and g =  1 / \J  1 o  ß2. The expression 
is only valid for g <  10, corresponding to a maximum energy transfer of 100 MeV 
for a muon with momentum 1 GeV/c. This amount of energy will in general not be 
transfered because of its high improbability, i.e. the probability falls off exponentially 
for increasing energy transfers. Still, an energy transfer higher than the minimum 
ionizing energy of typically 20 eV is extremely likely. The liberated electrons are 
called 8-rays when they have acquired an energy of a few keV or more, of course with 
a maximum of Em . As we have seen in the previous chapter, the detection of charged 
particles is based on this kind of interaction, namely the ionization of atoms. Figure 2.1 
shows a qualitative example(4) of the excitation or ionization probability by 100 keV 
electrons in water.

(4)To get a more quantitative feeling, it would be good to refer to the GEANT manual[26] which 
explains how these processes can be simulated. For now it suffices to say that the chance for an atom 
to get into an excited state, rather than being ionized, increases at increasingly larger distances to the 
passing charged particle, up to a certain maximum distance.
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Figure 2.1: Relative probability o f excitations and ionizations due to 100 keV 
electrons in water as a function of the energy transfer (in keV).

Although the initial track direction of the muon does not change much, the muon 
still can transfer a substantial amount of energy to the electron. The net effect of this 
interaction is called energy loss, which effectively means that the velocity of the muon 
decreases. A catastrophic energy loss inside the material will have the consequence 
that the track parameters change considerably.

2.1.3 (Coulomb) multiple scattering
Secondly, we discuss the interaction of muons with the atomic nuclei present in the 
material. Now the j -  experiences an attractive Coulomb force, and the j + a repel
lent one. The atomic nucleus is a massive cluster of protons and neutrons completely 
immobile compared to the fast moving muon. The influence of the passing muon on 
the nucleus, therefore, is almost nil: the energy transfer is small as well. Instead, the 
muon itself will be pushed, or pulled respectively, from its trajectory. So, after each 
scattering the track direction of the muon will have changed. The muon encounters not 
one but many nuclei during its traversal through the material. This results in successive 
scatters. The consequence of this multiple scattering process is not only a change of 
the track direction but also a shift of the track compared to the location of the original 
helix.

The change in track parameters depends on the density of the medium. Air and 
other gases can be considered as vacuum. Experience has shown that the theoretical
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helix still represents a good approximation for such low matter densities. Even for ma
terial of high density, the net angular deflection due to multiple scattering is not large, 
unless the amount of material traversed becomes really huge. However, in any material 
sometimes large angle scattering does occur, but this should be attributed to rare single 
scatters. It has the consequence that the typical Gaussian statistical distribution of the 
multiple scattering process exhibits additional tails due to these single scatters.

2.2 Decay in flight
Energy loss (through ionization) and multiple scattering can be seen as examples of 
rather continuous processes which the muon experiences when interacting with matter. 
An example of a discrete process is the decay of a muon. The chance for this to 
happen inside the detector is highly unlikely for fast moving muons. A muon with a 
momentum of 1.5 G eV /c has an apparent average lifetime of t / \ J  1 — ß2 =  0.03 ms 
(using ß =  |p |c/E ). On average, it will have travelled a distance[27] of slightly more 
than 9 km through vacuum during this time. Using this as the minimum detection 
energy, together with an exponential decay distribution®, one can calculate that at 
most 0.2 percent of the muons have a chance to decay inside the ATLAS spectrometer, 
which has a maximum span of d =  20 m. It should be reminded that this calculation 
gives the worst case scenario, i.e. in reality the percentage is lower(6).

(5)The expressions f( t , t) =  exp (—t/gt)/gt,  with gt the apparent lifetime, and J0d/vf(t,t)d t =  1 — 
exp(—dm/pt),  with v =  p/gm, give the probability that an individual muon will decay[28] at time 
t =  d /  v while travelling a distance d.

(6)Substituting more common values like, e.g. d  =  15 m and p  =  40 GeV/ c  gives less than a 0.01 
percent decay chance.
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Chapter 3 

Spectrometer detection techniques

Several techniques exist to detect (charged) muons. In the following, it will be indi
cated which choices have been made for the ATLAS detector and what determined 
these particular choices. Since the detector has to operate in an unexplored energy 
range, the necessity arises to build in as much safety as possible. Therefore, the first 
decision was to build a muon detection system that can work in a stand-alone fash
ion, i.e. independently from the rest of the ATLAS detector. Furthermore, it has been 
decided to split the system in two manners.

Firstly, precision chambers are used, for an accurate position measurement of the 
track, together with fast (trigger) chambers, to signal the passage of interesting muons. 
These trigger chambers also help the precision chambers with the measurement of the 
track position.

Secondly, the flux of ionizing particles is not the same everywhere. The largest 
contribution to this flux does not come from muons but from background. This calls 
for the use of different technologies in specific parts of the spectrometer. Chambers 
positioned in high flux regions of the detector have a finer segmentation, and thus a 
higher cost. The change in technology applies to both precision and trigger chambers. 
As a result of this a total of four different types of chambers are used in ATLAS.

3.1 Charge drift

Before going into a detailed study of the four technologies, it is necessary to explain 
how the ionizations, caused by the passage of the charged particles, can be measured 
electronically. A good, theoretical description can be found in texts by Tolsma[29] and 
by Sauli[21]. Only the most important points will be reviewed here.

We concentrate on gases for which the number of ionizations is 5 to 50 per cen
timetre, which corresponds to mixtures with average atomic numbers of 2 to 30. These 
primary ionizations are fully localized near the track; the initial direction of their 
movement is completely random due to multiple scattering. The ionizations are not 
distributed uniformly along the track but appear as clusters. The size of the cluster de
pends on the energy of the primary emitted electron: it is one when the energy is below
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the ionization potential of the gas; it is larger than one when the energy of the primary 
electron is big enough to ionize additional atoms. The clusters are also distributed 
randomly along the track.

Now it is necessary to pick up a signal. For this purpose, a potential difference is 
applied over the gas volume. The ionization products move due to the resultant electric 
field. The positively charged ions move along the electric field lines to the cathode, 
while the electrons are accelerated in the direction of the anode. Figs. 3.1(a), 3.1(b), 
and 3.1(c) below show electric field contours and charge drift lines for three common 
configurations of the electrodes. The influence of a magnetic field is shown in the case 
of the drift tube, where the bending of the drift lines is clearly visible. The bending 
automatically has the consequence that the path has become longer, thus resulting in a 
larger drift time. This effect is quantified by the angle (Lorentz angle) through which 
the drift lines are bent towards the anode.

(a) Two parallel plate elec
trodes, the upper one at +8.9  
kV and the lower one at earth 
potential.

(b) Two parallel plate elec
trodes at earth potential and 
sense wires at +3.1 kV.

(c) A drift tube, with the tube 
wall at earth potential and the 
sense wire at +3.3 kV.

Figure 3.1: Electric field contours or equipotential lines (shown as dashed lines) 
and charge drift lines (shown as full lines) for a number o f different electrode 
configurations (shown as grey objects).

Due to the acceleration caused by the electric field, the electrons obtain more than 
enough momentum to escape from the ion. However, it is not necessarily so that their 
velocity is fully directed along the field lines. When the energy supplied by the field 
is sufficient, the electrons will cause secondary ionizations, or even a completely new 
track of ionizations in case of a 8-ray production. So, diffusion will occur, which 
results in a sideways growth of the cluster with additional ions and electrons. All 
these additional electrons are also accelerated towards the anode. The energy obtained 
through the acceleration in the electric field is used for, again, further ionizations of gas 
atoms. Hereby, an avalanche of electrons can be created, or even a discharge (spark) to 
the anode. The whole process described above develops extremely fast, in a fraction of
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a nanosecond, and gives rise to an electric signal (current) of typically 105 electrons(1). 
This number is usually called the gas amplification factor, or simply the gain.

At the same time, the ions move towards the cathode, but much slower because of 
their mass. So, this movement does not result in the creation of an avalanche (to the 
cathode). Instead, a slowly moving, positively charged cloud is formed. It takes a few 
microseconds before the ion cloud reaches the cathode. During this time, the proper
ties of the drift cell are influenced by the space charge as caused by the cloud which 
decelerates the ions. Luckily, it could be shown by Tolsma[29] that the influence is 
not large. The long signal tail measured at the anode can be attributed to the induction 
caused by the moving positively charged ions.

Figure 3.2:
Pulse shape, as seen 
by the preamplifier, 
of a single cluster 
consisting of a very 
large number (>  200) 
of electrons.

Figure 3.3:
Possible pulse shape, 
as seen by the pream
plifier, o f a superposi
tion o f clusters com
ing from a 170 GeV 
muon track.

Figure 3.4: Example 
of a signal, as seen 
by the discriminator, 
after processing by 
specialized electron
ics performing tail 
cancellation.

In the end, a typical signal resulting from one cluster is shown in Fig. 3.2. However, 
since many clusters have been formed, one has to add up their individual contributions 
in order to get the final signal shape. An example is shown in Fig. 3.3. The apparent 
typical signal time is a few hundred nanoseconds(2). Normally, special electronics are 
needed to transform the capricious signal into a smooth one. An example is shown in 
Fig. 3.4 where we can see that it is possible to decrease the signal time, using specially 
designed electronics. It would go too far to fully describe the electronics, so the idea 
is given instead.

At some point, all charge carried by electrons and ions has reached either anode 
or cathode. During that time, the drifting charge has induced currents in the elec
trodes, which are either wires and/or strips (as plate electrodes are usually segmented

(1)105 electrons x 1.6 • 10—19 C/electron« 16 fC.
(2)This signal time is smaller than the time needed for the ions to reach the cathode because the closer 

the ions get to the cathode, which is at earth potential, the slower they move and thus the less their 
induction.
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in strips). These currents are picked up and fed into a preamplifier, where the ampli
fication ensures the possibility to really measure the signal/charge/current. Electronic 
noise, which is a statistical process due to the motion of electrons in the conducting 
medium and a function of temperature, is always present and amplified as well. There
fore, a discriminator is used to compare the incoming signal with a certain thresh
old. If the signal stays below this minimum then it will be ascribed to noise. On the 
other hand, a possibly interesting event has occurred as soon as the signal exceeds the 
threshold. It would now be possible to sample the shape of the current, or to clock the 
moment at which the threshold was exceeded, but there are many other measurement 
methods which give useful information about the signal.

Detailed simulation studies have been performed to understand this signal devel
opment. The ATLAS simulation and reconstruction software does not use these sim
ulations, but uses parametrizations(3), instead. Hereby, several independent steps are, 
and can be, combined into one parametrization describing the process.

One important process which adds to the signal has not been mentioned yet. Not 
only the electrons contribute to the diffusion of the clusters, but also the photons which 
have been produced during the avalanche. Their subsequent avalanches, however, are 
not necessarily located in close proximity of the original avalanche. In order to prevent 
the signal from diffusing too much, one normally adds a quenching component to the 
gas. This quencher has many vibrational and rotational degrees of freedom, which 
absorb the photons and thus prevent them from traveling too far.

In this paragraph, the most important demands[30] regarding the detection system 
are summarized. Two fundamental limits cannot be circumvented, namely diffusion, 
which means that clusters can yield different drift times even when circumstances do 
not differ, and ionization, which can yield strongly varying cluster sizes so that the 
threshold exceeding cluster does not always come from the nearest ionization. The 
operating point will be chosen such that the most accurate position measurement is 
obtained. As we have seen, the potential difference determines how fast electrons and 
ions drift towards the anode and cathode, respectively. It also influences the gain, 
which needs to be sufficiently high, in order to be able to discriminate a signal from 
noise. Furthermore, it governs the operating regime, i.e. the system operation in pro
portional, streamer or even discharge mode. Close to the wire, the electric field, re
sulting from the potential difference, can be extremely dense, which can cause gas 
breakdown. The gain is highly affected by the choice of gas mixture, where a high 
fraction of a noble gas is favourable. However, a fraction of quencher is needed to pre
vent spurious avalanches. Furthermore, a low minimum ionization energy is helpful 
for the creation of a large number of clusters. The gas also needs to be non-flammable 
to prevent a possible explosion. Addition of electronegative gases helps to clean up 
the ions and allows for higher gain operation. A magnetic field is necessary to ob
tain the track parameters, but increases the drift time. On the other hand, addition of

(3)This is necessary for speed of execution; simulations of the models would be too much time con
suming, while a parametrization of a model only involves a few additions and multiplications.
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carbon dioxide helps in reducing the resultant Lorentz angle. The gain influences the 
choice of threshold for the discriminator, which in turn influences the track resolution. 
A temperature below room temperature would be useful but not practical to achieve, 
but a constant temperature is important so that the resolution does not degrade. Apply
ing an overpressure improves the resolution because cluster diffusion and fluctuation 
is reduced as more ionizations occur along the track. The mechanical system needs 
to withstand that pressure, though. Finally, in regions of high flux, aging should not 
occur too soon, so that the system can remain in operation for a fair number of years. 
This aging is actually defined as the process whereby a polymeric coating is deposited 
on the electrodes due to chemical radicals that are formed by the ionization process. 
It has the effect that the electrodes will function less and less as the years go by, due 
to the increasing resistance of the electrode surfaces. The polymers also cause an in
creased release of secondary electrons thus leading to more secondary ionizations and 
spurious avalanches.

It is clear that a lot of requirements restrict possible choices. Some requirements 
are more or less conflicting, so in the end concessions had to be made.

3.2 Resistive Plate Chamber (RPC)

The first detection technique used for the spectrometer that we shall look at is the 
RPC[31-33]. It is a good example of the improved spark chamber technique and also 
the easiest to describe. In ATLAS[34], the RPCs cover a surface of about 3650 m2 
with a total of 355,000 active channels. Figure 3.5 shows the schematic setup of this 
detection technique.

Figure 3.5: Schematic cross section of a double gas gap RPC. 1: polystyrene 
structures; 2. insulating polyethylene; 3. Bakelite™; 4. aluminium sheets and 
support; 5. polycarbonate frame; 6. gas gap; 7. polycarbonate spacers.

The basic principle is a uniform electric field applied between two plate electrodes, 
see Fig. 3.1(a). The ionizations, caused by the passage of a muon, give rise to the 
occurrence of an avalanche. Streamers should not occur, since they spoil the time 
resolution, but cannot be banned completely because of the small distance (2 mm) 
and high potential difference (8.9 kV) between the electrodes. The sensitive part of
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the cell is the gas volume, which has variable areal dimensions up to a maximum of 
108 x 249 cm2. A prototype exists with dimensions 50 x 50 cm2. The gas mixture used 
is 97%/3% tetrafluoroethane (C2H2F4)/iso-butane (C4H 10). The chamber does not 
have a very high gain, as the gain is highly distance dependent, i.e. the maximum gain 
exists for a cluster at 2 mm distance from the anode. However, the charge produced 
(0. 3 pC) is enough for a signal to be picked up by the preamplifier. Furthermore, the 
gas has the property that it absorbs UV-radiation, thus making sure that the emitted 
photons stay localized.

The electrodes are two thin layers of conducting graphite painted on Bakelite™ 
material, which have the same dimensions as the gas volume. This material has a very 
high resistivity (p) in the order of 1010 W cm. The high resistivity ensures that the 
signal charge will not leak away sideways. So, both discharge and signal stay very 
much localized near the original track. This high resistivity, in combination with the 
highly quenching gas, prevents the creation of sparks, which occurs when the gas gap 
is made smaller than 2 mm.

A polycarbonate frame makes sure that the gas volume is properly sealed off. With 
the help of additional spacers it also takes care of keeping the resistive plates at a 
fixed distance of 2 mm. The high voltage is applied on the graphite paint. These 
layers are protected by a film of insulating PET (polyethylene-terephthalate). Copper 
strips are used to measure the signal. These strips are glued on the cell and collect the 
charge. Placing the strips orthogonal to each other in the two planes, the possibility 
of a two-coordinate(4) read-out system is achieved. Even though the avalanche takes 
place mostly within the 3-4 cm width of the strips, it still has advantages to read out 
the neighbouring strips as well. The resulting signals can then be used for a charge 
centre-of-gravity calculation. This method leads to a position determination which is 
more accurate than the strip width.

The chamber described above has a rate capability of 1 kHz/cm . It is possible 
to increase this rate by decreasing the total charge of the signal. To achieve this, one 
would have to choose either a different gas with a lower multiplication factor (gain), 
or resistive plates with a lower resistance. In conclusion, the important parameters of 
the RPC are:

signal charge 0.3 pC
rate 1 kHz/cm2
time resolution 1.5 ns
signal duration < 20 ns
position resolution 1 cm

Another option is a so-called double-gap RPC, as shown in Fig. 3.5. This is actually 
the option used for the ATLAS RPCs. It has the advantage of an optimized time 
resolution since non-Gaussian tails disappear, when combining the time measurements 
of both gaps. Furthermore, the efficiency of 97% of the single gap RPC is enlarged to

(4)It is three dimensional actually since the position of the gas volume is well known.
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practically 100% for the double gap RPC due to the fact that the dead space caused by 
the polycarbonate frame and spacers is reduced. A further reduction comes from the 
staggering of the chambers, as shown in Fig. 3.6, resulting in a minimal dead space 
overlap.

66

Figure 3.6: Cross section showing two staggered double-gap RPCs.

The space resolution of a full ATLAS RPC chamber becomes as good as 6.5 mm, 
see Fig. 3.7. Structures of 50 mm and 10 mm thick polystyrene, sandwiched between
0.5 mm thick aluminium sheets, provide the mechanical stability of the staggered 
chambers.

Residual (cm)

Figure 3.7: Position resolution obtained from a double-gap RPCs.
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3.3 Thin Gap Chamber (TGC)

The TGC[35, 36] is a chamber technology that uses high amplification factors, typ
ically 106, but which still operates in proportional mode. In ATLAS[34], the TGCs 
cover a surface of about 2900 m2 with a total of 440,000 active channels. Figure 3.8 
shows the schematic setup of this detection technique.

Graphite layer.
Pick-up strip

+HV 

‘  ^  •
50 ^m wire

1.8 mm

~  1 \ 1.4 mm
f

1.6 mm G-10

Figure 3.8: Schematic cross section of a TGC, showing its components and a 
read-out strip orthogonal to the wires.

The basis here are again two plate electrodes, though they both act as cathodes this 
time. These electrodes are made of 1.6 mm thick doubly printed G10 (printed circuit 
board) on which a layer of graphite has been painted. In order to obtain enough me
chanical stability, a 5 mm thick support of low-cost paper honeycomb is used, with 
an additional layer of 500 jm  thick G10. Facing the gas volume, a copper cladding 
is used to electrically earth the chamber, while patterns of read-out strips or pads are 
etched into the copper facing the honeycombs. Gold plated tungsten wires of 50 jjm 
diameter provide the anode. An anode “plane” is made by placing the wires in pre
cise 1.8 mm intervals, between the two plate cathodes. The resulting drift field has 
already been sketched in Fig. 3.1(b). It is obtained by the application of a 3.1 kV po
tential difference between anode and cathode. The high gain results from the strong 
field and gives rise to a fast signal development. Since the gas gap is small, i.e. the 
distance between the cathodes is only 2.8 mm, it ensures a restricted drift time for the 
ions. Together, these advantages explain the very good time resolution of the TGC. 
Normally, the gas mixture 55%/45% carbon dioxide (CO2)/n-pentane (n-C5H 12) is 
used because of the elaborate experience® gained with it. This gas mixture is highly 
quenching and provides a good signal without causing streamers in its saturated mode. 
It has the disadvantage that it is highly flammable and, therefore, requires adequate

(5)Mainly with the OPAL detector[37] at CERN.
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safety measures. Using another gas, 80%/20% CF4/iso-butane (C4H 10) would reduce 
the flammability and improve the timing resolution. However, the final choice has 
not been made for this gas, since it is electronegative and thus reduces the detection 
efficiency.

As with the RPCs, the sensitive area of the TGC varies from 39 x 104 cm2 to 167 x 
216 cm2. Prototypes of 10 x 10 cm2 as well as 1.6 x 1.2 m2 do exist. In principle, the 
anode wires can be read out to obtain a very precise position measurement. However, 
this will not be done with the TGCs used in ATLAS, since we are primarily interested 
in the trigger function of these chambers. So, the copper strips and the wires ganged 
in groups of 4 to 20 wires are read out and this coarse position measurement helps the 
first-level trigger in getting a better momentum definition. The important parameters 
of the TGC are summarized in the table given below:

signal charge 0.5 pC
rate 20 kHz/cm
time resolution 1.3 ns
signal duration < 25 ns
position resolution 2 -  10 mm

4 —14 mm

depending on the number of wires 
grouped together 
depending on the strip width 
(for second coordinates)

2

Furthermore, it needs to be noted that the signal is quite independent of external 
influences; the rate (up to 20 kHz/cm2), the angle of incidence, and the externally 
applied magnetic field have no large effect. The efficiency of the chamber is 100%, 
except for the area taken up by the wire support, which accounts for a dead space of 
about 3-4%. This can be improved by using double or triple chambers, as has been 
done for the ATLAS TGCs, see Fig. 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Cross section showing a triplet and a doublet TGC. The scale o f the 
gas gap is highly exaggerated and the thickness o f the honeycomb between two 
TGCs is 20 mm.
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The prime task of the two types of trigger chambers described above is the de
termination of the time at which the muon passes. This time stamp is needed by the 
precision chambers to identify the correct event corresponding to the measured muon 
track. Later on it will be explained why a coarse position measurement is needed in 
addition.

Since the fast detection techniques have been described, we can now turn to the 
precision techniques for an accurate position measurement. Actually, from the previ
ous table one derives that the TGC combines position and time measurement.

3.4 Cathode Strip Chamber (CSC)

The CSC[38] is a chamber technology that combines a high position accuracy with a 
very short ion drift time. These properties are useful for position measurement cham
bers which have to operate in high flux regions. This is the case for ATLAS, where 
high amounts of ionizing radiation are expected close to the beam pipe. The choice has 
been made to use the CSCs in that area, instead of the standard position measurement 
chambers (MDTs), which can only cope with a certain flux of ionizing particles. This 
standard measurement technique will be described in the next section. The transition 
between the two techniques is chosen such that a safety is built in against unexpected 
situations, especially against an underestimation of the flux levels from poorly under
stood sources. In ATLAS[34], the CSCs will cover a surface of about 27 m2 with 
a total of 67,000 active channels. The schematic setup of this chamber is shown in 
Fig. 3.10.

Figure 3.10: Single CSC layer showing construction details.

Again, the CSC technique is based on plate electrodes as the cathodes and planes of
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wires as the anodes, see Fig. 3.1(b). The basis for the multilayer modules are sheets of 
18.75 mm thick N o m e x ® [39] honeycomb (hexcel). The properties of this lightweight 
polymer are, amongst others, very good mechanical stability, easy mouldability, and 
low conductivity. A 0.5 mm thick layer of printed circuit board, FR-4 fibreglass lami
nate with 17 jm  copper cladding, is put on both sides of the hexcel sheet. The copper 
forms the cathodes of the chamber. Five of these panels are hung into a rohacell frame 
in order to obtain a four-layer chamber, e.g. see Fig. 3.11. The copper claddings at the 
outside of the chamber, where no gas is present, serve as electromagnetic shield. The 
panels and frames are lightweight, merely 1 kg/m  , but still strong enough to with
stand the tension on the wires, with a force of about 40 kg/m. It is for this reason that 
the 30 jim diameter gold-plated tungsten wires are connected directly to this frame.

Figure 3.11: Design of a three-layer 
CSC chamber.
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Figure 3.12: Layout o f wires and 
strips in CSC with d =  S =  W/2  =  
2.54 mm.

Typical for the CSC is that a so-called symmetric cell layout has been chosen. This 
means that the distance between the anode wires and the distance between anode and 
cathode planes are equal, see Fig. 3.12. The distance is only 2.54 mm, i.e. 5.08 mm 
between cathode planes, which results in very short drift times, namely less than 30 ns 
for the ions. A non-flammable gas mixture, 30% /50%/20% argon (Ar)/carbon dioxide 
(CO2)/tetrafluoromethane (CF4) is used, which gives a proportional amplification gain 
factor of 4 ■ 104 at a potential difference of 2.6 kV.

Though prototypes are working with a sensitive area of 45 x 37 cm2, in principle 
every desired width and length can be chosen for the geometry. For ATLAS, the CSCs 
come in two types, see Fig. 3.13, with variable dimensions of 40-114 x 120 cm2. The 
same flexibility applies to the read-out: the copper can be etched along any direction. 
In ATLAS, the orientation of the chamber will be such that the wires run in radial 
direction towards the beam pipe.

One of the two cathode planes has strips etched in the direction orthogonal to the 
wires. This gives the accurate position measurement, where a strip read-out pitch of 
5.08 mm results in a position resolution of 60 jm  using the centre-of-gravity method. 
Actually, the excellent resolution can not be explained by the wire pitch and centre-of- 
gravity method alone. A special trick has been used, which is shown schematically in 
Fig. 3.14. The width of the actual read-out strips is only 1.07 mm but they have two 
1.63 mm wide intermediate strips between them, thus explaining the 5.08 mm pitch, 
see Fig. 3.14(a). Reading out all strips would introduce too many active channels, so
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7 ^  C,

Figure 3.13: Dimensions (in mm) of the two types o f CSC module and the orien
tation o f two modules towards the beam interaction point.

capacitive coupling of intermediate strips to read-out strips is used, see Fig. 3.14(b). 
Now, the excellent resolution is obtained by (charge) integration over a number of 
strips. For the four-layer chamber, even a position resolution of 40 jm  is feasible, see 
Fig. 3.15.

(a) (b)

1 .07  m m

0 .2 5  m m

1 .63  m m

A n o d e  w ire

Figure 3.14: (a) Widths o f read-out and intermediate strips. (b) Circuit showing 
the capacitive coupling o f strips.

In principle, it is possible to read out the wires for a second coordinate measure
ment. This would result in a position resolution of approximately 1 mm if no drift 
time measurement is used. A number of wires could be ganged together to reduce the 
number of read-out channels at the cost of a less accurate position measurement. In 
ATLAS, this wire read-out will not be used. Instead, it has been decided to etch the 
copper in the second cathode parallel to the wires, in order to obtain another set of 
strips that will give a second coordinate measurement of 5 mm precision. Here, the
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R esiduals (mm)

Figure 3.15: Position resolution ob
tained by prototype chamber (up
per plot) and by the best performing 
layer (lower plot).

Figure 3.16: Time resolution ob
tained by prototype chamber for the 
arrival time that was registered first.

strip segmentation is much coarser than in the first cathode, such that the number of 
read-out channels is kept to a minimum. This set of strips is also used for the timing 
of the bunch crossing. The maximum drift time of 30 ns is practically within the 25 ns 
bunch crossing time of LHC. Selecting the plane with the earliest time of arrival, one 
can obtain a time resolution of 3.6 ns, see Fig. 3.16, which is good enough to correctly 
identify the event to which a muon belongs[34].

The conclusion is that the CSCs are able to operate in a high flux environment with 
rates going up to possibly 5 kHz/cm (including a safety factor of 5), while providing 
good position measurements. It has to be remarked that this is achieved by tilting the 
chambers towards the beam interaction point, as shown in Fig. 3.13 in order to let, on 
the average, tracks pass perpendicular through the chambers, thus reducing the track 
inclination and, therefore, the degradation of the resolution. The CSC performance is 
summarized in the table below:

signal charge 1.15 pC
time resolution 3.6 ns
signal duration < 30 ns
position resolution 40 jm bending coordinate

5 mm second coordinate

3.5 Monitored Drift Tubes (MDT)

The MDT[40, 41] chamber is a novel technology that was developed fully within the 
ATLAS muon collaboration. It came forward as the result of a combined effort to
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integrate several competing techniques[42-44]. In ATLAS[34], the MDTs will cover 
a surface of about 5500 m2 with a total of 370,000 active channels. A schematic 
representation of two complete chambers is given in Fig. 3.17.

RASNIK

Cross plate 

Multilayer 

In-plane alignment 

Longitudinal beam

Figure 3.17: Schematic representations o f a barrel and an endcap MDT chamber.

Starting-point is the use of a tube as a drift cell, see Fig. 3.1(c). The tube acts as 
cathode and is made of a hard aluminium alloy of the AlMn-type (ALUMAN 100). It 
has an outer diameter of 3 cm where the wall has a thickness of 400 jm . These tubes 
can be produced by the industry such that they satisfy stringent tolerance requirements. 
For instance, the outer diameter does not exceed 30,000+30 jm , the wall thickness 
satisfies the dimensions 400 ±  20 jm  and the maximum eccentricity is 15 jm . The 
anode is a gold-plated 97%/3% tungsten (W)-rhenium (Re) wire of 50 jm  diameter 
operated at a potential of 3.27 kV. It is fixed at the outer ends of the tube by endplugs 
of which a conceptual design is shown in Fig. 3.18. The tube length can vary from
0.7 m to 6.3 m, depending on its position in the spectrometer. An additional wire 
locator is inserted in the middle of the tube as soon as its length exceeds 4 m, in order 
to avoid that the wire is moved out of the centre of the tube by electrostatic forces, 
vibrations, or chamber deformations.

Figure 3.18: Schematic representation of an MDT tube with endplugs at both 
ends. The tube is cut in two, so that the largest part o f the wire is not shown.

In comparison to the other techniques described before, the MDT chamber utilizes 
completely different concepts developed to obtain a technology which is cheap and 
which can cover a large area. This detection technology is specialized in an accurate 
position measurement of a muon track in the direction of its deflection caused by the
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externally applied magnetic field. The need to cover a large area requires the use of 
long tubes. However, it was found that, in practice, no support structure exists to keep 
the tubes rigid enough. The simplest solution to this problem was to allow the chamber 
sag due to gravity, but to give the wire such a tension that it has an equal sag. Because 
of deviations to the chamber geometry which are caused by air flow, temperature dif
ferences, vibrations, and other external influences, the necessity arises to continuously 
monitor the chamber. It is floppy by nature and the deviations are accurately registered 
in order to guarantee a high precision position measurement. Figure 3.17 shows the 
support structure and monitoring system (RASNIK).

No final choice has been made yet for the drift gas, though the requirements have 
become clear. Lots of research has come up with a gas mixture of 91% /4% /5%  argon 
(Ar)/nitrogen (N2)/methane (CH4) being the best candidate found(6) since the ‘Techni
cal Proposal’[8]. The choice has been made to operate under an absolute(7) gas pres
sure of 3 bar. This has the advantage that the resolution of a single tube is much better 
than under normal atmospheric pressure. Furthermore, the Lorentz angle diminishes 
and the overpressure ensures that the tube stays round to a higher precision.

The following list of specifications is taken as the operating point. First of all, the 
gas gain will be 2 ■ 104. This choice ensures that the wires will function long enough 
to detect the signal during the lifetime of the experiment. Namely, the efficiency of 
detection by the wires diminishes in time because of a polymeric coating that forms 
upon them. This aging is caused by chemical radicals formed with the charge build
up, binding into larger molecules, i.e. the polymers. The low gas gain infers that the 
potential difference between anode and cathode has to be low. This, in turn, has the 
effect that the drift time becomes longer. Especially for the maximum drift time, i.e. 
for tracks which pass at a distance of 1.5 cm from the wire, this is of importance. It 
should not exceed 500 ns, because otherwise the association of the muon to the cor
rect event becomes too difficult and/or there can be other muons or ionizing particles 
(background radiation) also passing through the same tube at a distance closer to the 
wire, which spoil the drift time measurement. An important point to note is that the 
gas gain should still be such that the gas is operated in proportional mode.

The previous discussion implies that a fast gas needs to be used. Almost in contrast 
to this is the need that the Lorentz angle is less than 10° for practical reasons. Namely, 
the Lorentz angle depends on the magnetic field component along the wire, which 
varies in a long tube thus making it too hard to choose the proper drift time to drift 
distance (r-t) relation for large (unknown) Lorentz angles.

Probably the most strict demand is that, for safety reasons, the gas should be non
flammable. In practice, this means that the amount of flammable components in the 
gas is at most at a one percent level.

(6)The fall-back options of using pure argon (Ar)/carbon dioxide (CO2) mixtures is under study, but 
also a different mixture of the standard gas, namely 92%/5%/3% argon (Ar)/nitrogen (N2)/methane 
(CH4 ), is being studied.

(7) An absolute pressure of 3 bar implies that the overpressure is practically 2 bar, or 2 atmospheres.
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Figure 3.19: The r-t relation of MDTs, but without a magnetic field.

Upon final choice of the gas(8), a precise r-t relation is made, as shown in Fig. 3.19. 
This is an accurate correlation of the distance to the wire perpendicular to the muon 
track, which is the shortest distance and called drift distance (r), and the difference 
in the (triggered) time of passage of the muon and arrival time of the signal, which is 
called drift time (t). The r-t relation is used to obtain a position measurement from 
the time measurements. The accuracy of the drift distance determined in a single tube 
averages around 80 jm , see Fig. 3.20. However, the orientation of the muon track with 
respect to the tube is still fully undetermined and consequently a mattress or multi
layer which consists of several staggered planes of tubes is used. The combination of 
information from neighbouring tubes now determines the angle of the muon track, e.g. 
with respect to the mattress.

A problem still arises with the configuration of three or four layers of tubes such as 
has been chosen for the ATLAS experiment. The angle with which the muon crosses 
the mattress is not always unambiguous because of the inaccuracy in the drift time to 
drift distance measurement. Furthermore, the tubes are not hundred percent efficient 
and sometimes fail to register a signal. Additionally, areas of dead space exist which 
are caused by the walls of the tubes. Because of these considerations, it has been found 
useful to mount another mattress of MDTs on the other side of a spacer. This spacer or 
support frame has been preformed to follow the natural sag of MDTs and houses the 
monitoring system. It has been kept as lightweight as possible. The result is a stable 
structure with highly necessary redundancies, as is shown in Fig. 3.21. Additionally, 
the statistical precision on the measured coordinate is improved to about 40 microns 
by this combined structure.

(8)A linear r-t relation is provided by pure gas mixtures of Ar/CH4, where the single tube resolution 
is independent of the background. This gas is subject to aging though. A pure Ar/CO2 gas mixture does 
not age, but it is too slow and non-linear. In practice, this means that the drift tube properties change 
too much due to the space charge effects, which worsens the single tube resolution in high background 
regions. So, the gas of interest will be a mixture of argon, carbon dioxide and methane with a possible 
additional gas component.
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Track Distance to Wire [mm]

Figure 3.20: Single-tube MDT position resolution versus drift distance.

The position of the muon track along the wires is not measured by the MDT cham
bers at all. Instead, the MDTs depend on the trigger chambers (RPCs, described in 
Sect. 3.2, and TGCs, described in Sect. 3.3) to provide this second coordinate, i.e. the 
position along the wire.

We conclude with a table showing the MDTs parameters of importance:

signal charge 1.7 pC
signal duration <  480 ns
position resolution 40 jm bending coordinate

4 -  14 mm second coordinate
angular precision 0.3 mrad bending coordinate
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Figure 3.21: Pictures showing part o f an MDT chamber where the spacer structure 
has not been drawn; the distance between the multilayers is not to scale. Only the 
top layer o f tubes for the lower multilayer is shown. The solid straight lines 
correspond to infinite momentum muon track possibilities while the grey circles 
represent the approximate drift distance. The left picture shows a situation where 
the top multilayer cannot decide on the possible track, but it becomes clear from 
the lower multilayer. The picture on the right shows tracks running through dead 
areas and one tube that failed to register a signal; again, the lower multilayer is 
decisive on the correct track.



Chapter 4 

Spectrometer magnets

In order to be able to do relevant physics, criteria have to be set on the precision 
with which the track parameters are measured. The purpose of the muon spectrom
eter is to measure muons with a minimal transverse momentum p T of 5 G eV /c and 
a maximum p r of 1 TeV/c, or even beyond. To be more precise, the target is a 
momentum resolution of DpT/ p T «  2% at p T =  100 GeV/c, and DpT/ p T «  10% at 
p T =  1000 GeV/c[8]. These criteria can be directly translated into demands for the 
precision of the muon detection chambers and the strength of the magnetic field which 
is used to bend the particle trajectory, depending on its track parameters.

The ATLAS community has chosen to adopt a global coordinate system with its 
origin at the (nominal) beam collision point in the centre of the ATLAS detector. The 
x-axis points parallel to the plane of the collider ring towards its centre. The j-axis 
points towards the earth surface, while keeping perpendicular to the x-axis. The z-axis 
lies along the direction of the proton beams, in such a way that a proper right-handed 
coordinate system is obtained. Often, a diameter R =  \Jx2 +  j 2 is used which defines 
the radial distance from the collision point. Roughly speaking, between the longitudi
nal boundaries -6 .7 5  m <  z <  6.75 m, the space available for the muon spectrometer 
starts at a diameter of 4.25 m going outward. Beyond |z| >  6.75 m, in principle, the 
complete area can be used.

Now, two fully distinct options exist. In the first option, The available space can 
be filled with iron in order to slow down the muons appreciably. Advantageous to this 
option are the facts that the very energetic muons can be bent off easily because they 
lose velocity and that the whole structure remains compact(1). However, it becomes 
more difficult to adhere to the momentum resolution, because the combined effect of 
multiple scattering and energy loss is not exactly known along the muon track. This 
makes the combinability of measurements less effective.

With the other option, the space available stays practically empty, such that an open 
structure is formed. In order to bend the highest-energetic muons, the necessity arises

(1)It is worthwhile to note that the other general purpose LHC experiment has chosen for the solid iron 
mode of operation as can also be inferred from its name: CMS[45] stands for Compact Muon Solenoid. 
ATLAS stands for A Toroidal Lhc ApparatuS. From a technical and economical point of view, it is 
impossible to build a solenoid with the same volume as the ATLAS toroids.
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for the muon to travel a long distance through a strong magnetic field. Within the 
ATLAS community the choice has been made for this second option[46-48].

The bending of the muon track occurs in the R — z  plane, because use is made of a 
magnet system that produces a toroidal field.

4.1 Magnet Systems

Elaborate research and much deliberation has led to the conclusion that an eightfold 
symmetry would be the most cost-effective approximation of a torus. Both a large 
muon barrel magnet as well as two muon endcap magnets show this eightfold segmen
tation, see Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Barrel and endcap cryostats supported by feet and rails. The right
handed endcap cryostat has been moved from its position out o f the barrel cryo
stat.

The eight coils which comprise the barrel toroid[49], individually look like race
tracks, as can be seen in Fig. 4.2. The windings are made of a superconducting mate
rial, namely 20 kA aluminium stabilized niobium-titanium (NbTi). They are stacked 
in a so-called winding house, as shown in Fig. 4.3, which has been pre-formed as a 
racetrack. It has a height of 4.98 m and a length of 24.95 m.

Additional stiffening ribs are installed in the winding house to prevent the coils 
from becoming circles under the large magnetic forces. Small asymmetries between
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Figure 4.2: Barrel racetrack casing.

the coils give rise to large forces, so that their relative positions need to be fixed. This is 
ensured by housing each coil in a separate cryostat. It maintains an inside temperature 
of 4.5 K, needed for the NbTi to be superconducting. Voussoirs are mounted between 
the cryostats in order to hold them at equal distances. Furthermore, struts at the radial 
end of the cryostats also serve the purpose to carry the forces of asymmetries between 
the coils. The struts run parallel to the voussoirs, as can be seen in Fig. 4.4.

, 288 ,— ----------------¡<s£—

house showing dou
ble p ancakes of  con- Figure 4.4: Voussoirs (at the inside) and struts (at 
ductors. the outside) keeping each barrel cryostat in position.

The total dimensions of the barrel toroid come down to an inner bore of 9.44 m 
and an outer diameter of 20.08 m (radially from 4.72 m to 10.04 m) with a length of 
25.26 m.

The barrel toroid by itself does not suffice to bend muons throughout all the avail
able space. To give more coverage, use will be made of two additional endcap toroids 
[50] to be pushed inside the barrel toroid from either end. Muons moving close to 
the beam pipe are now bent much more by the additional (forward/backward) mag
netic field. In the endcaps, the eight coils sit together inside one cryostat. The whole 
structure has been rotated by 22.5° with respect to the barrel toroid, in order to fit in. 
Inside the cryostat are support frames to keep the coil structures in place. The support
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frames are kept in fixed position by support webs to prevent any asymmetry between 
coil positions, see Fig. 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Figure 4.6:
Support structures o f endcap coils. Assembly o f one endcap coil.

The coil structure is shown in Fig. 4.6. It consists of a central plate with a pre
formed groove and additional cover plates. The double pancake racetrack windings of 
superconducting material are placed inside the grooves. The windings are again made 
of aluminium stabilized niobium-titanium. Dimensions of the endcap cryostats are: an 
inner bore of 1.65 m, an outer diameter of 10.70 m (radially from 0.825 m to 5.35 m) 
with a length of 5.00 m each. The endcaps have a peculiar shape in order to fit inside 
the barrel magnet system, i.e. the outer diameter of the endcap cryostats is larger than 
the bore of the barrel cryostat, but, because of the rotation, the effective outer diameter 
is 9.13 m. Figure 4.1 already showed the right-hand of the endcap cryostats, the other 
one being barely visible inside the other end of the barrel structure.

One has to consider that the cold elements shrink in size while the temperature is 
brought down from room temperature to 4.5 K, so the dimensions previously given are 
only valid after this cool down.

Because the magnetic field provided by the toroid magnets does not reach far into 
the central volume (|z| <  6.75 m, R <  4.25 m), an additional solenoid[51] is used to 
provide the bending of charged particles close to the interaction point. The windings 
are made of the familiar niobium-titanium superconductor. They constitute one coil, 
which has a solenoidal shape of 2.44 m diameter and 5.30 m length. It is operated at 
4.5 K inside a cryostat that houses a calorimetric sub-detector as well.

In conclusion, Fig. 4.7 shows the superconducting material, i.e. the windings, of 
the complete magnet system[52].
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of coil material, showing eight large barrel coils, sixteen 
endcap coils and the central solenoid.

4.2 Magnetic field

It would normally be possible to calculate the magnetic field components, i.e. direction 
and size, from the distribution of magnetic windings at every desired point in space. 
To do this, all magnetic material has to be taken into account. However, Fig. 4.7 
does not show all magnetic material in the ATLAS detector. Especially in the area 
between the solenoid and the barrel toroid, a large amount of ferromagnetic material 
is present that needs to be included into the calculation. Furthermore, there are many 
small deviations in material position during operation of the detector, originating from 
temperature changes, vibrations, and deformations. This would mean that the mag
netic field map would have to be recalculated continuously, which is impossible to do. 
So instead, about 2000 cubes of size 1 x 1 x 1 cm3 are placed at strategic locations 
inside the detector to measure the local magnetic field. Three orthogonal faces of the 
cubes are equipped with Hall probes, which perform the actual measurement of field 
components in three directions, see Fig. 4.8. This helps in the field map reconstruction 
only if the position of the probes within the detector is exactly known. So, the cubes 
are placed on precision instruments.

Figure 4.8: Measuring cube showing one Hall probe (out of 
three) and four fixation points.

Because of symmetry reasons, the components of the magnetic field B are denoted
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B =  (Br , Bf, Bz). In a perfect toroidal field, only the Bf component is non-zero, while 
only the Bz component is non-zero in a perfect solenoidal field. The ATLAS mag
netic field has a transition from a (length limited) solenoidal field to an approximately 
toroidal field, so that all components are present at every point in space, though some 
component values can be very small. So, the bending of a charged particle track oc
curs mainly in the x — y  plane within the solenoid, mainly in the R — z  plane within 
the toroids, and there is almost no bending in the space in between. Figure 4.9 shows 
a number of representations of the magnetic field, but only projections can be drawn 
since it is a three dimensional vector field.

Figure 4.9: Strength of magnetic field components in Tesla. Bz and Br as function 
of z  and R in the central region, and Bf as function of f  and R at z  =  0 in the whole 
detector.

The solenoid provides a field of 2 T strength which peaks to 2.6 T on the supercon
ducting material. The peak fields on the superconductor for barrel and endcap toroids 
are 3.9 T and 4.1 T, respectively.

4.3 Sagitta measurement

In Chapter 2 is explained how to define the muon transverse momentum p -, which 
is the main parameter of interest. The magnetic field as obtained from the toroids is 
absolutely non-uniform. Only at large distances from the coils does the approximation 
of a perfect toroidal field hold. Nevertheless, it is quite useful to start from the simplest, 
most ideal, situation in order to explain some mathematics. So, for demonstration 
purposes, a homogeneous magnetic field and a muon track in perfect vacuum is used, 
see Fig. 4.10.

The figure shows a muon following a perfect helix (where the bending by the mag
netic field is exaggerated). The figure represents the projection of the helix onto a plane 
perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic field, which means that only an arc with 
radius a remains. Furthermore, three measurement stations have been drawn, denoted 
by the numbers 1, 2, and 3. The muon enters the spectrometer at station 1 and leaves 
it at station 3. The real distance traversed by the muon between these stations is called
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Figure 4.10: Definition o f sagitta measurement showing a muon track going 
through measurement stations 1 to 3. The radius o f the arc (a) is shown by the 
dotted line.

the track length. With the symbol l  we only denote the shortest distance between the 
two stations in a projection onto the plane mentioned above. Halfway between these 
stations, the track has the largest deviation from l. This deviation (the sagitta) is usu
ally denoted by the parameter s. It is advantageous to place a measurement station 
at this position, in order to achieve the best measurement of the sagitta, itself. In the 
figure, this station is denoted 2 .

A bit of geometry leads to the equation:

l  =  2 • \J a2 — (a — s)2 =  2 ^ 2as — s2 .

In reality, the arc will look much more like a straight line. Mathematically seen, this 
means that a »  s, and thus an approximation can be made, i.e.

e l2
a «  l2/ 8s , or p j  =  - |B |— . (4.1)

c 8s

These quantities are all well measurable. Usually, the direction of travel of the muon 
and the direction of the magnetic field will not be perpendicular to each other. Using 
the angle 0 between both directions, it is still possible to calculate the momentum. The 
relation is: p T =  p sin0, so that p  =  (e /c )(l2/8 s )(B /sin0). The same factor applies to 
the relation between the track length L and l, namely L «  l /  sin 0, although in this case 
the approximation l  »  s  had to be made, which certainly holds for virtually straight, 
high momentum tracks.

However, the real situation is far from ideal. Firstly, the magnetic field is not 
homogeneous and actually not even properly toroidal either. This can be seen from 
Fig. 4.11, where the inhomogeneous transition from barrel to endcap magnetic fields 
is drawn. The magnetic field is of such complexity that besides the Bf component, Bz 
and Br components exist also. This results in the observation that actually no plane 
of projection exists in which the muon is bent along the arc of a circle. Only by 
rough approximation does the muon follow a helical trajectory through space. To 
solve this, use is made of the bending power that the muon experiences. The bending
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Figure 4.11: Magnetic field component Bf for f  =  0 and f  =  p /8  at z  =  10m  as 
a function of R showing the inhomogeneity o f the magnetic field.
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power is the integrated field strength along the muon track from entrance to exit of the 
tracking volume, i.e. the part of the spectrometer between stations 1 and 3. This field 
integral is evaluated as ƒ B ■ d7 for muons with an infinite momentum, thus moving 
along a straight line. Because of these considerations, one should remark that the peak 
field of the magnets does not matter. Figure 4.12 shows the bending power of the Bf 
(or B±) component for different inclinations of the track. Here, 0 is the angle between 
the beam pipe and the muon track. It is represented as the pseudo-rapidity quantity 
h =  — ln(tan 0 / 2) in the graph.

Secondly, another non-ideal complication is that the muon does not move through 
vacuum but through a space filled with matter. Structures such as magnets and detec
tion chambers cause difficulties through multiple scattering and energy loss processes. 
Actually, all material between measurement stations 1 and 3 influences the precision 
of the muon spectrometer, especially for muons with momentum below 100 GeV/c, 
where multiple scattering has the most prominent influence, or below 20 GeV/ c where 
energy loss fluctuations are most important. We will deal with the momentum resolu
tion, in great detail, in Chapter 7.

One can perform a back-of-the-envelop calculation in order to get an idea of the 
size of the sagitta. At h ~  0, one has 0 «  90° which means that p -  equals p. The 
lever arm in the detector is about 5 to 6 m and, according to Fig. 4.12, the integrated 
field is about 2 Tm. Rewriting formula (4.1) to obtain the sagitta in terms of known 
quantities gives: s(in mm) =  37.5 ■ Bl(in Tm) ■ l(in m )/p T(in GeV/c), which yields 
s =  3.5-4.0 mm for a p T =  100 G eV /c muon(2). It is also possible to calculate the 
error in momentum determination from the error in sagitta measurement. Assuming 
the sagitta measurement error to be 60 jm , which is a 1.7% relative error compared 
to 3.5 mm, gives a relative error of 1.7% on the transverse momentum determination, 
since D s/s  =  DpT/ p T =  D p /  p.

(2)This value is in agreement with figure 4 in the ATLAS Internal Note M U0N-N0-150[53].
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h

Figure 4.12: Integrated magnetic field for the central region (top left graph) and 
the full detector (left graph) for charged particles with infinite momentum. The 
top graph shows the magnetic field map in the transition region, along the EE- 
station (see next chapter), with an interval o f  0.1 Tm.
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Chapter 5

Spectrometer layout

With the magnet structures fixed, as described previously and shown in Fig. 4.1, all 
remaining space can, in principle, be used to house detection chambers. This state
ment is not strictly true, since there are many other, even rather stringent, restrictions 
that can impose precise demands on the chamber layout. An example of a precise re
striction is the location of the support feet that keep the whole ATLAS detector lifted 
off the ground. The full muon barrel apparatus, i.e. precision chambers, trigger cham
bers, support structures, cabling, pipelines et cetera, is connected via the barrel toroid 
cryostats to the feet. Furthermore, the support feet also have a support rail attached to 
them. Not only the muon endcaps but all other detector components rest on these rails. 
This includes the calorimeters with an overall total weight of about 4000 tons, as well 
as the inner detector. In the end, the ATLAS detector will weigh about 7000 tons.

Space is also needed for the cabling of the spectrometer, the calorimeters, and the 
inner detector. This comprises of power lines (both low and high voltage), of read
out channels (mostly fiber transmission lines), and of trigger lines which run between 
chambers and/or detectors. However, most intrusive are the pipelines, which have to 
satisfy certain safety rules. Especially the cryogenic cooling pipes cause difficulties, 
since they may neither be flexible nor may they have many bends or bridge a large 
height difference. The supply and waste pipes of the water cooling can be a lot smaller, 
while gas in- and outlets are supplied by flexible tubes. During an experimental run, 
calamities can occur, possibly causing a quick temperature rise. Over-dimensioned 
waste pipes and valves have been built into the system in order to avert explosions in 
such an event.

Every change in the layout has to deal with the points mentioned above. In addi
tion, it is necessary to have access to every part of the ATLAS detector after it has been 
installed inside the cavern. For this purpose, the muon endcaps and the calorimeters 
have been placed on the rail support system, so that they can be moved out of position. 
The dimensions of the muon chambers, which are manufactured on production sites 
all around the world and transported to Geneva, have to be such that they are trans
portable. Furthermore, we want to position the chambers such as to take maximum 
use of the effective bending power of the magnetic field.

Many rounds of adjustments were needed in order to obtain the final layout of the
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Figure 5.1: 3D-view of chamber positioning. RPCs or TGCs are always posi
tioned together with MDTs. Part o f the barrel has been cut out.

muon spectrometer, as shown in Fig. 5.1. It turned out to be possible to maintain a 
rather full coverage around the interaction point while fulfilling every other require
ment. Actually, the strategies according to which chambers are placed in the barrel 
and in the endcaps differ. So, both systems will be treated separately. This reflects 
the trigger chambers also, where different technologies are used in barrel and endcaps. 
Finally, a point which has not been mentioned yet but which also follows the explicit 
distinction between barrel and endcaps, is the alignment system dealing with (devi
ations of) the detector element positions in the spectrometer. This alignment system 
follows the chamber layout closely as will be explained later on.

5.1 Muon barrel

The barrel muon spectrometer uses just one strategy. The precision measurement is 
performed by the MDT chambers already described in Sect. 3.5. For trigger purposes, 
the RPCs are used as described in Sect. 3.2. The open structure of barrel magnet and 
cryostats gives a very good opportunity for a proper sagitta measurement. This can be 
seen from Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, which show cross sections of the chambers along with the 
magnet structures.

Visible are three shells around the centre of the detector. Hereby, every shell rep
resents a measurement station as given in Fig. 4.10. The first station, which is denoted 
as BI (Barrel Inner), has large chambers (L) between the lower ends of the barrel coil 
cryostats and small chambers (S) which fit precisely between the calorimeters and the
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bottom of the coils. The outer shell of chambers (BO) can be placed easily. Again, the 
small chambers are positioned close to the cryostats, but this time on top of the outer 
ends, while the large chambers are placed further inward along the struts, even though 
this decreases the so-called lever arm. This lever arm equals more or less the distance 
the muon travels through the magnetic field. Positioning the middle station, denoted 
as BM (Barrel Middle), is a lot more difficult since the stiffening ribs of the coils are 
in the way. This is not much of a problem yet for the large chambers, because they 
are placed between the ribs along the voussoirs. However, the small chambers end up 
right inside these structures. The solution is to give these chambers a shorter length.

Figure 5.2: Cross section in x —y  plane o f a barrel standard sector.

There are a few chambers in the setup which have exceptional dimensions. The BIL 
chambers next to the rails cannot have the same dimensions as in the other sectors and 
are therefore narrowed. As this would introduce an unacceptable loss in coverage, this 
is recovered by placing BIR (R for rails) chambers below the rails. Though some of the 
barrel cryostats have been integrated with the feet, this is not possible to accomplish 
with the chambers. Also some BML chambers are special. So, the BMF (F for feet) 
chambers between the feet are shorter than the standard BML chambers. This loss 
in coverage cannot be recovered. Also some of the BOL chambers are replaced due 
to the presence of the feet. It is possible to introduce two types of chamber (BOG 
and BOH), which together form a BOF chamber which, inserted in the (hollow) feet 
structure, recover practically all space. Figure 5.4 shows the different shapes of BIR, 
BMF, BOG, and BOH chambers.

A small overlap exists between every large and small chamber within a station, in 
order to warrant the best possible coverage. This also helps for the alignment, since 
muons traversing the overlap are detected by both types of chamber, from which a
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Figure 5.3: Longitudinal view of standard sectors showing large (L) chambers 
and small (S) chambers. Dashed lines show the projection o f endcap chambers 
and cryostat from the other view.
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Figure 5.4: Shapes o f BIL, BIR, BMF, BOG, BOH, BOL chambers and half a 
support rail in one o f the feet/rail sectors.

relative positioning can be inferred, off-line. Four rows of tubes are stacked in each 
multilayer of the BI-station, while the multilayers of all other stations are equipped 
with three rows of stacked tubes.

A last point to note about the muon spectrometer barrel is that it has been decided 
to lead all services (i.e. cables, pipelines, et cetera) out in a radial plane around the 
interaction region. That is why a cutout has been made for the full barrel at z «  0 as 
can be seen in Fig. 5.3.

Figure 5.5: Logic o f low and high p j  trigger schemes in barrel and endcap.

The barrel trigger chambers (RPCs) follow the layout of the precision chambers 
(MDTs) together with which they are placed in one overall chamber structure. The pre
cise placement of the MDTs, RPCs and support structures can be taken from Fig. 5.2. 
Double gap RPCs are fastened both on top and below the MDTs of the BM-station, 
while they are only fixed underneath or on top of the MDTs of the BOS- and BOL- 
stations, respectively. This has to do with the trigger logic[54] as presented in Fig. 5.5.
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The figure shows a so-called low-pr trigger, with a threshold of 6 GeV/ c, where at 
least three of the four RPC layers around the BM-station have to give a signal within a 
prescribed coincidence window. A high-p j  trigger, from 20 GeV/ c upwards, demands 
an additional coincidence with a signal in at least one of the two RPC layers in the BO- 
station. This way, the trigger logic takes into consideration that an RPC is not 100% 
fully efficient, while the incidental trigger rate as caused by random background radi
ation is kept very low. Using other trigger window sizes, it is possible to reconfigure 
the barrel muon trigger for another threshold value in the range of 6 to 35 GeV/ c  

It is impossible to keep the structure of the magnet cryostats with the chambers 
connected to them rigid(1). So, the necessity arises to register any deformation. This is 
precisely the task of the alignment system[55-57], which measures and combines all 
deformations. As remarked already in Sect. 3.5, every MDT chamber houses its own 
in-plane alignment system with RASNIK[57] monitors. These monitors register every 
deviation of the middle (cross-)plate with respect to the ends of the chamber. The 
alignment of the chambers with respect to each other can be done due to the fact that 
the chambers in the three stations mutually form a projective tower. The four corners 
of the middle chamber are now monitored by radial, projective light rays with respect 
to those of the inner and outer chambers. In addition, the mutual positions of the 
projective towers are registered by proximity sensors and axial light rays. Figure 5.6 
shows the alignment scheme without the RASNIK monitors.

MDT chambers

Cross-plates

RASNIK M ask

Reference frame

Axial Beam 

proximity sensor 

Transparent Si sensor 

Radial beam

Figure 5.6: Alignment scheme of muon barrel showing the in-plane and overall 
chamber alignment.

A remark is that the wires of the MDTs run perpendicular to the beam pipe/z-axis. 
All deformations measured have to be calculated back to deviations on the positions of 
the wires. Additionally, the RPCs take care of a rough position-finding along the wires,

(1)The task to actively reposition the chambers to exactly known locations is too arduous.
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which is called second coordinate measurement. The combined resolution needed here 
is about 6 mm, in order to know the magnetic field strength with sufficient precision. 
With this knowledge, i.e. the wire position, the second coordinate, the magnetic field 
and the drift time, it now becomes possible to determine the track position coordinates 
accurately.

5.2 Muon endcaps

The strategy chosen for the muon endcaps differs from that of the muon barrel, because 
the cryostat is now a closed structure which makes it impossible to position chambers 
inside, see Fig. 4.1. Therefore, no direct sagitta measurement can be accomplished in 
the largest part of the muon endcaps. Still, in order to profit most from the magnetic 
field, the inner station EI (Endcap Inner) and the middle station EM (Endcap Middle) 
are placed as close as possible to the endcap cryostats. Using a third measurement 
station, it becomes possible to measure the angle under which the muon leaves the 
middle station. Placing the outer station EO (Endcap Outer) further away from the 
interaction point improves the precision on this measurement. That is why the EO
station is placed against the walls of the cavern in which the ATLAS detector is housed.

Figure 5.7: The shells o f the endcap showing the inner, extra, middle and outer 
stations. In one sector, the support feet and rail are shown as well.

The EI-station has a double segmentation. There is a radial segmentation in two 
rings, namely an inner FI-ring (F for forward) and an outer EI-ring (E for external). An 
eightfold segmentation in azimuth is used for both rings where small (S) and large (L) 
chambers overlap in the FI-ring. This is not possible for the EI-ring, because the barrel 
magnet coils are in the way. So only EIL-chambers exist which have the proper cutouts 
for the support rails. Since the occupancy for an MDT chamber would be too high for 
chambers close to the beam pipe, CSC chambers are used instead for the FI-station. 
They are segmented in small and large chambers too, and extend in pseudorapidity 
over the range 2.0 <  |h| <  2.7. Figure 3.13 already showed the two types of CSC 
chamber.

The EM-station is a complete shell extending radially from 173.5 to 1134 cm, with 
only two cutouts for the rails. Also this station has the eightfold segmentation with 
large and small chambers in an EM-ring and FM-ring.
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The two rings that make up the EO-station are not placed on top of each other, see 
Fig. 5.3, because the cavern can not be made large enough to allow for this. Actually, 
only the EO-ring is fixed directly to a support structure on the cavern wall. A trench 
is made in the cavern floor in order to prevent cutouts to the lowest EOL- and EOS
chambers. The FO-ring is placed even further away from the interaction point, at the 
end of the beam pipe shielding, which means that it ends up inside the support structure 
of the EO-ring. Again, both rings show the familiar eightfold segmentation in large 
and small chambers.

There is a small range(2) in pseudorapidity 1 <  |h| <  1.4 where it is possible to 
perform a sagitta measurement in the endcaps. This possibility is supported by the 
use of an extra station, which is placed on top of the endcap cryostats. Its shape is 
completely adapted to the space available. There are two semi-rings with an eightfold 
segmentation. The EE-ring consists of small chambers that fit inside each barrel coil, 
and of large chambers placed between two barrel coils. A very peculiar BEE-ring 
consists of small chambers that are placed in the castellations of the endcap cryostats,
i.e. in the very small remaining space between endcap cryostat and barrel cryostat, 
with an orientation similar to the barrel chambers (which explains the B), see Fig. 5.7.

A small overlap exists between every large and small chamber within a station to 
ensure the best possible coverage. In certain regions, the muon will pass both through 
endcap chambers and barrel chambers. These regions are denoted as the intermediate 
or transition region. It is very easy now to lead all services out radially since there is 
sufficient space between the stations.

The trigger uses an adapted strategy as well, though the logic stays more or less 
the same. As there is no room inside the cryostats, there is also no use to place trigger 
chambers at both sides of the endcap magnets. The bending of the muon track by the 
magnetic field cannot be measured this way. Instead, all trigger chambers are placed 
behind the magnets, as shown in Fig. 5.8, so that use is made of the fringe field. Since 
the background radiation is rather high in most part of the endcaps, the decision has 
been made to use the TGC technology for the trigger chambers. There are double-gap 
TGCs in front of the EI-station but are used for second coordinate measurement. A 
triple-gap TGC layer is placed in front of the EM-station, while two double-gap TGC 
layers are placed behind it. All TGC chambers follow the segmentation of the MDT 
chambers except for the FM-ring where eight large chambers provide the full coverage. 
Figure 5.3 already showed the schematic build-up of the endcap. This is clarified in a 
spatial sense by the pictures in Fig. 5.7.

Figure 5.5 demonstrates the trigger logic. The requirements for a low-p j  and a 
high-pr trigger remain practically the same as in the barrel case. Namely, three out 
of four TGC layers behind the middle station and, additionally, one out of three TGC 
layers of the inmost station should give a signal in a specified coincidence window. 
Actually, the sizes of these windows vary because of the very complex magnetic field. 
The complex magnetic field also necessitates a resolution of 1.1 to 1.6 cm on the sec-

(2)This rapidity range translates into two ranges for the 0-angle, namely 27.7° <  8 <  40.4° and 
139.6° <  0 <  152.3°.
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ond coordinate measurement, which in fact implies a high granularity for the TGCs. 
This high granularity makes it easier to obtain sharp thresholds at 6 G eV /c and at 
20 GeV/c, while it keeps the incidental trigger rate sufficiently low also, even though 
the flux of background radiation is considerably larger than in the barrel. Because of 
the complexity of the magnetic field, there are also trigger windows needed in the non
bending direction. These windows are required to be 100% efficient for all muons. In 
practice, trigger windows of 13 cm going down in size to 3 cm, in regions far from the 
coils, need to be used. These values can be compared to the barrel trigger windows, 
which are 30 to 50 cm depending on the pseudo-rapidity.
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Figure 5.8: Position o f TGC chambers in the endcap. Some MDT stations are 
shown for comparison. The scale o f both axis is in mm.

Also the alignment strategy uses a modified concept. Projective towers cannot be 
realized since not many light rays can be guided through the cryostat. The basic as
sumption adopted here is that chambers within a plane form a rigid structure. Every 
chamber is precisely defined and connected by alignment bars to its plane. These 
planes themselves are placed with respect to reference bars which, in turn, are moni
tored very precisely. Figure 5.9 shows the concept.

Every displacement of any bar can be translated directly into an appropriate cham
ber deviation. The bars themselves are made of a carbon fibre composite which has no 
thermal expansion at room temperatures. Possible deformations of the bars resulting 
from, for instance, gravity are monitored by on-bar RASNIK systems. There are axial 
light rays that connect the chamber bars to the reference bars.

A final remark is that triggering with TGCs is foreseen for only part of the angle 
where CSCs take over from MDTs. This means that the CSCs need to provide the
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Figure 5.9: Scheme of endcap alignment showing part o f the cryostat and mea
surement stations. The reference bars are barely visible. The station to station 
alignment bars have a common, virtual point o f projectivity.

second coordinate measurement. Consequently, the coverage of the precision mea
surement chambers is slightly larger than the coverage of the trigger chambers, i.e. 
|h| <  2.7 and |h| <  2.4, respectively.



Chapter 6 

Software packages

The software, used for the analyses in this thesis, consists of a fair number of pack
ages. Most of these packages have been made available by the ATLAS software com
m u n ity ^ ]  in the 1.0.1 production release(1). Several packages are part of software 
releases that are provided by the CERN software community. The dependence on 
packages of external vendors has been kept to an absolute minimum. Though, it is 
clear that all software needs to be compiled, i.e. translated into machine executable 
code, at some stage where the dependence on the machine architecture and (native) 
compiler support is paramount.

One can order the software packages into a more or less layered model. The lowest 
layer consists of packages dealing directly with the machine architecture, for instance 
I/O, graphical and mathematical functions. On top of this is another support layer with 
packages that provide more elaborate and extended, machine independent I/O, graphi
cal and mathematical functionality. This is CERN software in the form of ZEBRA[60], 
HIGZ[61] and CERNLIB[62], respectively. Another layer can be said to consist of 
toolbox packages with well defined interfaces and functionality, like SLUG[63] and 
GEANT[26], which provide frameworks for event manipulation, i.e. I/O, and detec
tor simulation, respectively. Then, a large number of packages written by the ATLAS 
users exist, which perform specific duties, like building parts of the detector geometry, 
collecting signals in parts of the detector, reconstructing the track parameters of certain 
particles, et cetera. These packages change often since the demands and insights into 
their functionality are not everlasting. The topmost layer consists of the user applica
tions which are in fact relatively small packages that bind the user packages together 
into useful programs, as a simulation or a reconstruction program. However, also ap
plication programs can be huge, as in case of PAW[64] or other analysis programs.

In the time period from mid 1993 to the production release (and later), which is 
the time period during which work has been done for this thesis, most of the software 
packages have gone through an (enormous) transition. This means that functionality 
has been added, removed, or changed, which in turn means that possible “bugs” have

(1) Actually, the 1.0.1 production release is the only production release available. It is in use since 26 
May 2000[59]. All releases before and after this one, until 2 August 2001, are development releases 
which are less well defined.
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been introduced and/or corrected. Several packages will be dealt with in greater de
tail in the next sections and the changes that have been made to them with respect 
to the production release will be described. Some of these changes have entered in 
subsequent development releases, others are just for private use.

6.1 Overview of simulation software

FORTRAN/C/C++ libraries
ZEBRA AGE [G-CALOR/G-FLUKA^

Figure 6.1: Data flow through various packages going from physics (data) to sim
ulated detector data. The dashed lines represent alternatives to the most general 
data flow which is denoted by solid lines, while the directions o f major over minor 
data flows are given by solid and transparent arrowheads, respectively.

Starting point is an executable program, for instance DiceMain[65], with version 
tag 00-00-06, which takes a data card file as primary input. Data flow through the exe
cutable program is presented in Fig. 6.1. The data cards influence the precise definition 
of the detector and the physics simulation. Table 6.1 gives a condensed summary of 
the data card file used for single-particle data generation. Operational data cards for 
the number of events to be generated (TRIG), random seed initialization (RNDM) and 
debugging purposes (TRAP, TIME, DEBUG) have been left out for clarity. The file 
differs from the default data card file[66] proposed by the ATLAS software commu
nity.

The first change introduced is an extension to the SLUG package[63], with version 
tag 01-23-35. The SLUG package is an additional layer on top of GEANT[26], with 
version tag 21-08-33, and provides unified services to that. In practice, this means that 
it allows all sub-detectors to be treated in the same way. It also defines the program 
flow based on the options specified in the data card file. Furthermore, it takes care of 
the internal data flow, as well as that from and to external files. These duties make 
SLUG the skeleton of the full ATLAS software.

The subroutine SLBEAM[67] is extended in such a way that there are more pos
sibilities for single-particle generation. The default data card for this purpose is: 
KINE 0 type Emin Emax "Hmin "Hmax j min j max mode, where type stands f° r the PDG
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dice job_h iggsd istribution_single_m uons_no_secondaries.dat Page 1/2

■ Datacard File for DICE Version 3.21

LIST
C GENERATE event: kine(2):
C kine(2)=0: mu+=13 and mu-

All detectors are activated

■ Muon database should be M2.8

27th October 98C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C

--------------------  C

=13, pi=211 g=22 pi0=

C Higgs distributi 
KINE 0 0. 10. 50.
C
C ---- digitization

1 
1 
0 
1 
1

n the full detector with mass 150GeV 
-2.7 2.7 0.0 6.2831853 150.

and simulati

larger ZEBRA.O file of 2G approx. 2 0

'EVNT'
'KINE'
'HITS'
'DIGI'

GEANT TRACKING CARDS ------------------

SIMULATION 
DIGITIZATION 
RECONSTR 
ANALYSIS 
OUTP
C allow fo 
FZLI 2000 
*BKIO '
*BKIO '
*BKIO '
*BKIO '
C
C -----
AUTO 0 
OPTI 2 
DCAY 2 
MULS 2 
PFIS 2 
MUNU 2 
LOSS 3 
PHOT 2 
COMP 2 
PAIR 2 
BREM 2 
DRAY 2 
ANNI 2 
C atrec 
HADR 2 
ABAN 0
C 100 keV as a first speed compromize 
CUTS 1=.0001 2=.0001 3=.0001 4=.0001 5= 
CUTS 6=.001 7=.001 8=.001 9=.001 10= 
CUTS 11=100.E-9

does not contain hadronic packages

lectron=11, m 
-13 alternate

and analys status

d ice job_h iggsd istribution_single_m uons_no_secondaries.dat Page 2/2
*MODE 'SLUG' 'DEBU' 0 'PRIN' 0 'GRAP' 0
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
C
C-GEOMETRY DEFINITION OF ATLAS (FULL LAR + COIL IN FRONT+ AIR T)- 
C
C----------------------------------------------------------------------
C
*MODE INIT' 'PRIN' 0
*MODE GEOM' 'PRIN' 0
*MODE 'DOCU' 'PRIN' 0
*MODE 'CLOS' 'PRIN' 0
*MODE 'DIGI' 'PRIN' 0 'RAND' 1
*MODE 'RECO' 'PRIN' 0
*MODE ANAL' 'PRIN' 0
*MODE 'CONS' 'PRIN' 0
*MODE 'GENE' 'PRIN' 0 'RAND' 1 'HIST' 0
*MODE INPU' 'PRIN' 0
*MODE 'OUTP' 'PRIN' 0
C Magnetic field
*MODE MFLD' 'GEOM' 1 'MFLD' 0 'PRIN' 1 'HIST' 0
C The Atlas geometry
*MODE 'ATLS' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 1 'GRAP' 0 'MFLD' 1
*MODE 'PIPE' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 1 'GRAP' 0 'MFLD' 1 'SIMU' 1
*MODE 'CRYO' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 1 'GRAP' 0 'MFLD' 1 'SIMU' 0 'DIGI' 0
*MODE COIL' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 1 'GRAP' 0 'MFLD' 1 'SIMU' 0 'DIGI' 0
C Inner tracker - versio 95-1 on (Morges layout
*MODE 'PIXB' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 1 'GRAP' 0 'MFLD' 1 'SIMU' 1 'DIGI' 1
*MODE 'PIXE' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 1 'GRAP' 0 'MFLD' 1 'SIMU' 1 'DIGI' 1
*MODE SCTT' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 1 'GRAP' 0 'MFLD' 1 'SIMU' 1 'DIGI' 1
*MODE 'ZSCT' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 1 'GRAP' 0 'MFLD' 1 'SIMU' 1 'DIGI' 1
*MODE 'XTRT' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 1 'GRAP' 0 'MFLD' 1 'SIMU' 1 'DIGI' 1
*MODE INAF' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 1 'GRAP' 0 'MFLD' 1
C Calor imetry
*MODE 'CALO' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 0 'RECO' 0 'ANAL' 0
*MODE 'COPS' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 1 'GRAP' 0 'MFLD' 1 'SIMU' 0 'DIGI' 0
*MODE 'ACCB' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 1 'GRAP' 0 'MFLD' 1 'SIMU' 0 'DIGI' 0
*MODE 'ENDE' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 1 'GRAP' 0 'MFLD' 1 'SIMU' 0 'DIGI' 0
*MODE HEND' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 1 'GRAP' 0 'MFLD' 1 'SIMU' 0 'DIGI' 0
*MODE 'TILE' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 1 'GRAP' 0 'MFLD' 1 'SIMU' 0 'DIGI' 0
C Muon (Parameters read from AMDB muon database)
*MODE AMDB' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 1 'GRAP' 0 'MFLD' 0 'SIMU' 0 'DIGI' 0
*MODE 'MINT' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 1 'GRAP' 0 'MFLD' 0 'SIMU' 0 'DIGI' 0
*MODE 'MUCH' 'GEOM' 1 'PRIN' 1 'GRAP' 0 'MFLD' 1 'SIMU' 1 'DIGI' 1
C
STOP
STOP

Table 6.1: Data cards of a typical DiceMainjob.

particle type[68], e.g. type =  ±13 for a p±, and mode defines whether E stands for the 
momentum p  (mode =  0) or the transverse momentum p r (mode =  1). This way, sin
gle particles of one given type are generated with uniform distribution in h, j  and p  
(or p T). The first extension is to allow type =  0 to generate positively and negatively 
charged muons alternately. The second extension is an attempt to simulate a more 
physical distribution. To do this, a “Higgs mass” is specified with mode =  150, which 
then results in a single-particle distribution consisting of both p+ and ¡T  moving out 
isotropically, i.e. uniformly in 0 and j ,  from the interaction region with transverse 
momenta mainly in the range from 15 to 40 GeV/ c and an exponential tail falling off 
to the Higgs mass specified. Figure 6.2 shows the relevant distributions for 400.000 
generated single muons, where the tail for pT above 50 G eV /c has been cut off.

pT (in G e V /c ) 17 p (in G e V /c)

Figure 6.2: Muon track parameter distributions resembling physical events.
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The next set of data cards makes clear to SLUG that the simulation, digitization 
and (simple) analysis stages should be performed for every event and that the out
put of the generated event and tracks (EVNT, KINE) and simulated signals (HITS, 
DIGI) should be kept in a separate file for further processing. An additional data card 
(FZLIMIT 2000) was needed in order to override the default and allow for files greater 
than 200 MB.

The remaining data cards of the first column help in optimizing GEANT, e.g. so 
that it orders all volumes/detector elements along the most profitable axis(2) (OPTI). 
Furthermore, the tracking of a particle stops when its momentum is below 100 keV /c 
(CUTS 1 to 5), thereby releasing the remaining energy into the current medium. This 
does not hold for electrons, which are treated more carefully (ABAN). Several discrete 
physics processes (DRAY, BREM, PAIR) are approximated by continuous energy loss 
calculations for electrons and muons which have momenta below 1 M eV /c (CUTS 6 
to 10). Multiple scattering (MULS) is taken into account using the Moliere theory[69, 
70]. Continuous energy loss (LOSS) due to ionization is applied to particle momenta 
below 1 MeV/ c where restricted Landau-fluctuations are used. 8-rays are generated 
for particles with higher momenta.

It has been decided not to generate secondary particles originating from discrete 
processes (DCAY, PFIS, MUNU, PHOT, COMP, PAIR, BREM, DRAY, ANNI), but 
only to alter the muon track parameters according to these processes. The advantage 
is a profound speed increase: the simulation of a single muon is, on average, 6 to 7 
times faster than in a full physics simulation. This increase will be even larger in case 
of complex multi-particle events. It is, of course, necessary to perform a number of 
studies in order to quantitatively understand the disadvantages of this procedure, but 
they are summarized qualitatively first.

Very important to note is that no electrons originating from 8-ray production are 
generated and simulated. This means that there will be far less tracks in the detec
tors that could spoil good signals. The same applies to photons which are suppressed 
completely and thus cannot generate tracks in other parts of the detector. Signals 
in calorimeters are obtained from particle showers. These showers are now neither 
generated nor simulated, so that the calorimeters measure meaningless signals. By de
fault though, many other effects that would spoil signals are already not reproduced, 
like minimum bias, pile-up, (background/electronics) noise, inefficiencies and cham
ber deformations.

This thesis concentrates on the muon spectrometer and energy loss corrections 
along the full track length. So, it was decided to study the difference in energy 
loss (DE) obtained for simulated and non-simulated generation of secondaries in dis
crete processes. To this purpose, two single-muon samples were generated with p  =  
45 GeV/c, h =  0.084, j  =  1.4865 rad (0 ~  j  ~  85.2°): one with, the other without 
secondaries. Both samples were generated without multiple scattering contributions 
(MULS 0) and without a magnetic field (MFLD 0), in order to obtain straight tracks.

(2) Given the cylindric nature of the detector, the axis most profitable to increase the tracking speed of 
GEANT is the z-axis.
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Figure 6.3: Energy loss o f perfect muon tracks in the ATLAS detector (a & b) 
with and (c) without the generation of secondaries.

Figure 6.3(b,c) shows the energy loss distribution in both cases(3). The graphs are 
definitely not symmetric, which implies that they are not defined by their mean and 
rms (root mean square or standard deviation). A simple, standard histogram compari
s o n ^ ]  gives a 93% conformance in distribution shape and normalization.

Davidek and Leitner[72] explain how these distributions can be defined by a nor
malization factor (P1), a most probable value (MOP =  P2 — 0.13054 ■ P3), a Gaussian 
smearing ( s  =  P4) and the full width at half maximum (FWHM =  2 ^2 l n 2  ■ P3). The 
values for these parameters follow from fitting a Landau distribution convoluted with 
a Gaussian to the energy loss distributions. In case of a full physics simulation we 
find: MOP =  3.0754±  0.0002 GeV and FWHM =  0.688 ±  0.001 GeV, while we find: 
MOP =  3.0764 ±  0.0002 GeV and FWHM =  0.687 ±  0.001 GeV without generation 
and simulation of secondaries. The two distributions differ, since the most probable 
values do not overlap within their error margins. However, the precision of the fit is ex
tremely good compared to the error margins that we are normally(4) dealing with. So, 
the conclusion is that the results, concerning energy losses, in the remaining chapters 
are not affected by the choice of secondary generation.

However as already mentioned, all track parameters are influenced by the discrete 
random processes, and indeed this behaviour is found. In Fig. 6.4(a), the tracks show a 
spread of 6.4 mm (rms) in both perpendicular directions (with a track length of 14 m), 
or s  =  5.3 mm for the half-width of a Gaussian fitted to the central region of the curve,
i.e. not taking into account the tails of the distribution. No difference in half-width was 
found between the two samples.

The smearing behaviour explains why the Landau distribution, which is the ex
pected distribution, has to be convoluted with a Gaussian, in order to get a better fit 
quality. Only some muons stay very close to the straight track, namely those with the

(3)200.000 muons were generated, and about 15 of them decayed before reaching the outside of the 
ATLAS detector, which is a realistic approximation of the decay probability as calculated in Sect. 2.2.

(4)The precision of the convoluted fit is better than 1 MeV while an energy difference of 100 MeV is 
normally not of importance to the studies in this thesis. Actually, from now on, the term energy loss will 
be used both for DE and Ap  since the influence of the mass of the muon is negligible. This also means 
that momenta can be given in terms of GeV instead of GeV/ c.
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most probable energy loss. Muons undergoing multiple (different) discrete processes 
move away from the straight track, thus encountering slightly more or slightly less 
material. In fact, this is of importance when one makes the choice to correct for the 
average energy loss or the most probable energy loss.

Figure 6.4(b,c) shows the energy loss distribution when nearly straight tracks have 
been selected. One can determine from Fig. 6.4(b) that a Landau distribution does not 
describe the distribution correctly. Instead, a Moyal function[73] fits this cut distri
bution better for the bulk part of the distribution, see Fig. 6.4(c). The Moyal function 
represents an analytic approximation of the energy loss of a minimum ionizing particle 
(mip), i.e. it does not take into account the complexity of multiple discrete processes. 
So, the conclusion is that muons which stay close to the perfect track (parameters) are 
also the ones which are described best by the most probable energy loss.

As a last remark one should note that the MOP has not changed much in Figs. 6.3 
and 6.4, while the mean, which is connected to the average energy loss, has changed 
appreciably due to the reduction of tails in the distribution.

A x a n d  Az ( in  c m )  AE ( in  G eV) AE ( in  GeV)

Figure 6.4: (a) Criterion for straight tracks, applied on energy loss calculation for 
(b) Landau distribution fit and (c) Moyal function fit.

The next data cards are there for debugging purposes and for signalling the actions 
of SLUG. The magnetic field data card (MFLD) loads the magnetic field map from an 
external file, for which version B-3D-O.1 (BmagAtlas02.data)[74] was used. The last 
data cards are used by the DICE package[75], with version tag 03-21-07, and define 
which detector elements need to be present. There is a division into four regions, 
namely a region for the beam pipe and shielding, an inner region for the inner detector, 
a central region for the calorimeters, and an outer region for the muon spectrometer. 
The precise definitions of these regions are important for this thesis, since it is on 
the boundaries of these regions that track parameters can be compared between the 
simulation and the reconstruction.

In order to do this properly, two changes to the production release code were 
needed. Firstly, the longitudinal boundary between the central and outer region was 
originally set at |z| =  676 cm. However, the geometry description of the muon sub
detector (the Atlas Muon DataBase for simulation and reconstruction: Layout AT- 
640080PL version M, file AMDB_SIMREC.M2.8[76]) expects this boundary to be at
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|z| =  675 cm. So, it was decided to change the definition in the subroutine ATLS- 
GEO[77] accordingly.

Secondly, the subroutine GUSTEP[78] was changed such that the track information 
is not only available at the interaction point and at the first material-free location along 
the track inside the outer region. Instead, the information is made available at the 
interaction point, at the precisely defined boundaries between regions and at the first 
point of the track inside an MDT. Figure 6.5 shows the above defined points, together 
with the names of regions and boundaries for a sample of generated tracks.
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Figure 6.5: Definition o f region names, boundaries and first detection point (along 
the track) in the muon spectrometer barrel.

Actually, the fact is that not DiceMain but AtreconMain[79], with version tag 00
00-15, is used for both simulation and reconstruction. This is possible because all 
simulation software packages are integrated into the reconstruction program, except 
for packages dealing with hadronic particles[80], as G-CALOR[81] with version tag 
00-00-31, G-GHEISHA[82] and G-FLUKA[83] with version tag 21-08-33. The ad
vantage is that only one executable program needs to be maintained, which helps in 
preventing mistakes. Simulation of hadronic particles is not needed for this thesis, 
since we are not interested in jets or calorimetric information. It has been checked that 
DiceMain and AtreconMain give exactly the same output, when using the same input 
data cards (and selecting HADR 0 or HADR 2). A few minor changes were made 
to ZEBCOM[84], PAWCOM[85], and AGSBEGM[86] to allow for much larger data 
storages.

6.2 Overview of reconstruction software

Starting point is the executable program AtreconMain, which takes a data card file 
as its primary input. Data flow through the executable program is presented in Fig. 6.6. 
The data cards influence the origin of data input and outcome of reconstruction and
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F0RTRAN/C/C++ l i b r a r i e s z e b r a  age
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Figure 6.6: Data flow through various packages going from simulated detector 
data to reconstructed data entities. The dashed lines represent alternatives to the 
most general data flow which is denoted by solid lines, while the directions of 
major over minor data flows are given by solid and transparent arrowheads, re
spectively.

analysis packages. Table 6.2 gives a condensed summary of the data card file for a 
reconstruction job. Operational data cards for the number of events (TRIG), event 
selection (PICK, SKIP) and debugging purposes (TRAP, TIME, DEBUG) have been 
left out for clarity. The file differs in major aspects from the default data card file[87] 
proposed by the ATLAS software community.

The first data card (KINE -1) is still default and means that the event data are to be 
read from an external ZEBRA file. The data cards DIGITIZATION, RECONSTRUC
TION, ANALYSIS, and OUTPUT also signify that we are performing standard recon
struction. The BKIO data cards define the data that can be found in the external file 
’ZEBRA.P’, namely: event headers, event kinematics, detector hits, and detector dig
its. These last two types of data are the output of the simulation run and represent the 
electronics data which come out of the ATLAS detector.

Part of the reconstruction program depends on GEANE for particle tracking. In 
order to be able to work with the GEANE package[88,89], version tag 21-08-33, it is 
necessary to have the detector description functioning as in the simulation. A default 
solution would be to read in the geometry from tape, but several tests have shown that 
this simple approach does not work properly. Consequently, the geometry is generated 
again, by means of the SIMULATION data card. It was also necessary to make a small 
change to the initialization routine UGINIT[90] of SLUG. This change checks after the 
build-up of the geometry tree whether the reconstruction flag has been set, and if so, it 
assumes that the program needs to be a genuine reconstruction job, thereby resetting 
the simulation flag. It has been checked thoroughly that this solution gives exactly the 
expected behaviour in all cases. Namely, the geometry descriptions of both simulation 
and reconstruction match and GEANT/GEANE functions properly.

Then, a number of data cards follow that will be explained later-on. The left col-
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atrecon job_geane_average_energy loss_correction .da t

C -----  particle generati
KINE -1
C
C ---  digitization and s
SIMULATION 1 
DIGITIZATION 0 

1 
1 
0

EVNT'
'GEOM'
KINE'
HITS'
DIGI'
GEANT TRACKING CARDS -

RECONSTR 
ANALYSIS 
OUTP
*BKIO 'P'
C*BKIO 'P'
*BKIO 'P'
*BKIO 'P'
*BKIO 'P'
C
C -----
LOSS 3 
MULS 2 
AUTO 0 
OPTI 2 
DCAY 0 
PFIS 0 
MUNU 0 
PHOT 0 
COMP 0 
PAIR 0 
BREM 0 
DRAY 0 
ANNI 0 
HADR 0 
ABAN 0
CUTS 1=.00001 2=.00001 3=.00001 4=.00001 5=.00001 
CUTS 6=10000. 7=10000. 8=10000. 9=10000. 10=10000.
CUTS 11=100.E-9
C-------------------------------------------------------------------
C--- GEOMETRY DEFINITION OF ATLAS (FULL LAR + COIL IN FRONT+ AIR T
C-------------------------------------------------------------------
C Magnetic field
*MODE 'MFLD' 'GEOM' 1 'MFLD' 0 'PRIN' 0 'HIST' 0 
C The Atlas geometry
*MODE
*MODE
*MODE
*MODE
C
*MODE
*MODE
*MODE
*MODE
*MODE
*MODE
C
*MODE
*MODE
*MODE
*MODE
*MODE
*MODE
C
*MODE
*MODE
*MODE
STOP

ATLS'
PIPE'
CRYO'
COIL'
PIXB' 'GEOM' 1 '
PIXE' 'GEOM' 1 '
SCTT' 'GEOM' 1 '
ZSCT' 'GEOM' 1 '
XTRT' 'GEOM' 1 '
INAF' 'GEOM' 1 ■ 
Calorimetry
CALO' 'GEOM' 1 '
COPS' 'GEOM' 1 '
ACCB' 'GEOM' 1 ■
ENDE' 'GEOM' 1 ■
HEND' 'GEOM' 1 '
TILE' 'GEOM' 1 '
Muon (Parameter
AMDB' 'GEOM' 1 ■
MINT' 'GEOM' 1 '
MUCH' 'GEOM' 1 '

(Morges layout)

n AMDB muon database

a trecon job_geane_average_energy loss_correction .da t Page 2/2 
*MODE ’ANAL’ ’PRIN’ 0 
*MODE ’RECO’ ’PRIN’ 0 ’H IST’ 1 
C
C—  Activate CALO Unpacking and Reconstruction — C
C
*MODE ’TRIG’ ’ RECO’ 0 
*MODE ’CALO’ ’RECO’ 0 ’H IST’ 0 
*MODE ’ECAL’ ’RECO’ 0 
*MODE ’HCAL’ ’RECO’ 0 
*MODE ’EMIS’ ’RECO’ 0 
*MODE ’XCON’ ’RECO’ 0 
*MODE ’XHOU’ ’RECO’ 0 
*MODE ’EGAM’ ’RECO’ 0 
C
C—  Activate Tracker Reconstruction
C
*MODE ’PIXB’ ’RECO’ 1 ’PRIN’ 0 
*MODE ’PIXE’ ’RECO’ 1 ’PRIN’ 0 
*MODE ’SCTT’ ’RECO’ 1 ’PRIN’ 0 
*MODE ’ZSCT’ ’RECO’ 1 ’PRIN’ 0 
*MODE ’XTRT’ ’RECO’ 1 ’PRIN’ 0 ’HIST’ 0 
C
C—  Activate Tracker Packages

*MODE ’AXXX’ ’RECO’ 0 
C
C—  select iPatRec, (but not xKalman or PixelRec)

‘MODE ’IPAT’ ’ PRIN’ 0 ’RECO’ 0 ’HIST’ 0

C—  Activate Muon Reconstruction

C—  Activate Muon Identification 
C
‘MODE ’MUID’ ’PRIN’ 0 ’RECO’ 0 ’H IST’ 0

C—  Activate Combined Ntuple (no space after =’, decimal dot . mandatory) 
C
‘MODE ’CBNT’ ’PRIN’ 0 ’RECO’ 1 ’H IST’ 1
*DETP ’CBNT’ ’ KINE.BASIC=’1. ’ KINE.NPARMAX=’10. ’KINE.NVERMAX=’ 10. 

’KINE.PILEUP=’0. ’KINE.GENZ=’3. ’KINE.BPHYS=’0. 
’KINE.MUPTMIN=’0.1 ’KINE.ELPTMIN=’-1 . ’KINE.GAPTMIN=’-1 . 
’KINE.JETS=’0. ’KINE.TRACK=’1. ’KINE.MOTHER=’1. 
’KINE.DAUGHTER=’0. ’KINE.VERT=’ 1. ’KINE.DIRVERT=’1. 
’TRAC.BASIC=’0. ’TRAC.NTRACMAX=’30. ’T R A C .R O A D -1 “  
’TRAC.NSEEDMAX=’20. ’TRAC.IPAT=’1. ’TRAC.PIXL=’0. 
’TRAC.XKAL=’0. ’TRAC.XHOU=’0. ’TRAC.FITCOV=’1. 
’TRAC.FITHIT=’1. ’TRAC.FITEND=’1. ’TRAC.FITCVE-TT 
’TRAC.FITSEED=’1.
’CVNT.BASIC=’0. ’CALO.BASIC=’0. ’JFNT.BASIC=’0. 
’CENT.BASIC=’0. ’ETNT.BASIC=’0. ’M ISS.BASIC=’0. “  
’EMCA.BASIC=’0. ’EGNT.BASIC=’0. ’ATLF.BASIC=’0. “

’CBNT’ ’MUON.BASIC=’0.
’CBNT’ ’M INT.BASIC=’0. ’M lNT.Truth=’1. ’MINT.Mbox=’1.
’CBNT’ ’USER.BASIC=’1. ’USER.USECALO=’1.

STOP

Page 1/2
C
C

All detectors are activated 
Muon database should be M2

C
C

MODE ’XKAL’ ’RECO’ 0 
MODE ’PIXL’ ’ RECO’ 0

C

Table 6.2: Data cards o f a typical AtreconMain job.

umn of Table 6.2 ends with the geometry description, already familiar from Table 6.1. 
The right column describes which software packages are to be used during the recon
struction phase. In general, SLUG is made such that it reads in the data cards in two 
goes: the first part deals mainly with simulation, the second part with reconstruction 
and analysis. Since the reconstruction part is not executed during the simulation run, 
Table 6.1 has two STOP data cards following one-another. Table 6.2 has two parts that 
are both fairly large, because the simulation phase is partly executed in a reconstruction 
run using the simulation part.

It can be seen from the reconstruction part that the calorimeter are not processed 
in any way (neither are any trigger data). The data cards ANAL(YSIS) and R E C O N 
STRUCTION) are there for debugging purposes. The lower-level packages of recon
struction in the inner detector are, in principle, activated. However, AXXX is not 
activated in this example and the high-level packages IPAT(REC)[91], with version 
tag 00-00-33, XKAL(MAN)[92] and PIXL(REC)[93], both with version tag 01-42
26, are not executed either. This means that we are only interested in reconstructing 
muons when using these particular settings in the data card file.

The software package that performs the muon reconstruction is MUON(BOX)[94], 
with version tag 05-02-05. The next data card denotes that Muonbox should not output 
any information (IBOX.IPRI=0) and that it can take an (almost) infinite amount of time 
to find all tracks in the muon spectrometer (IBOX.TMAX=9999 seconds) per event. 
This might seem odd since the data cards in the simulation run were chosen such
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that the quickest processing was obtained. However, we are interested in the highest 
possible reconstruction efficiency, which means that all tracks that are present should 
be found, no matter how long it takes. Figure 6.7 shows the number of seconds used 
by the muon reconstruction packages for reconstructing single muons in the lower part 
of the detector. The figure also shows the number of track candidates per single muon.

10" 10 
t im e per event

nber o f candidates per muo 10" 10 
t im e per event

■nber of candidates per muon

Figure 6.1: Two samples o f 100,000 single muons (a,b) with and (c,d) without 
incorporation o f secondaries during simulation. (a & c) Time needed by muon 
reconstruction software per event. (b & d) Number o f track candidates found per 
single muon track.

A significant difference can be observed between the samples with and without 
generation of secondaries during the simulation run. It can be clearly seen from 
Fig. 6.7 that the muon reconstruction takes longer when secondaries are generated 
and simulated by GEANT during the simulation run. This is caused by the fact that 
more tubes have signals in them, e.g. because they were hit by a 8-electron, whereby 
more track candidates per event are considered valid by the pattern recognition. Some 
candidates can be properly removed using information from the other sub-detectors, 
but this is not taken into account in the studies reported here.

The Muonbox package is by far the most time-consuming package of all recon
struction codes, even though much effort has been put in optimizing the code. It is 
very advantageous for this reason to store the results of Muonbox in a separate file, 
which can be read in again afterwards for further processing. The subroutine ’MBox- 
Commons.cxx’ was written to this purpose; it is based on an existing Muonbox subrou
tine ’MUONMOD’[95]. The subroutine reads or writes the Muonbox data structures 
IBOX, MBOX, VBOX, TBOX, DBOX, and SBOX as requested and does some addi
tional initializations, which are normally done by Muonbox.

A large number of files needed to be changed to make this by-pass solution work 
properly. The changes to the MuonboxInterface package[96], with version tag 00-00
19, are: addition of a missing common block to COINTR.INC[97], construction of a 
C++ compliant COFIDR.INC[98] No changes were necessary to COMCAN.INC[99] 
and COSUPO.INC[100]. Some changes to the Muonbox package concern the files 
IBOX.INC[101], MBOX.INC[102], VBOX.INC[103], TBOX.INC[104], d b o x .in c  
[105], and SBOX.INC[106], which were made C++ compliant. The tool package 
AgeToCxx[107, 108], with version tag 01-00-01, was used to obtain the respective
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’.cxx’ and ’.h’ files. Also a number of bugs were found and corrected in it. Further 
testing showed that the data structures read in by MBoxCommons are exactly equiv
alent to those obtained directly from Muonbox. Small changes were made to ’RE- 
C 0M U ’[109], ’SUP0IN’[110], and ’WRICAN’[111] in order to allow for the neces
sary inclusion of super space-points into the data (which are disabled in the standard 
production release).

The main steering routine ’ARECON’[112] of the ATRECON package[113,114], 
with version tag 01-42-26, needed to be changed in order to take into account several 
possibilities concerning muon reconstruction. These possibilities are: read Muonbox 
data and run MuFit, run Muonbox and run MuFit, run Muonbox and write data and 
run MuFit, run Muonbox and write data, use Monte Carlo information and run only 
GEANE. Two packages were written specially for the studies in this thesis, namely 
’MuFit’, which will be described in appendix B, and ’GEANETracking’ which is used 
in the remainder of this chapter. The latter one uses Monte Carlo information only, 
provided by the simulation (GEANT), in order to be able to run GEANE and check its 
performance.

The next data card prevents the muon identification package[115], with version tag 
00-00-22, from running since this tries to combine information from the three major 
sub-detectors. The last package is used for analysis and it combines all requested re
construction data into one histogram file which is called the combined ntuple[116]. 
In the form presented, it provides access to the full event kinematics (KINE) and 
to user provided data (USER). Small changes were made to ’CBNT’[117], ’CBNT- 
Track’[118], ’CBNTKine’[119] and ’cbntMuid’[120]. ’CBNTUser’[121] was com
pletely rewritten, in order to provide access to the MuFit package results. Also a small 
problem was discovered in the subroutine ’AgDATCAR’[122], which sometimes pre
vents certain data cards from being read in correctly. It has been checked that this 
problem did not occur anymore after the change of ’CBNT’ and ’CBNTKine’.

We turn back to the data cards in Table 6.2 that were not dealt with up to now, 
namely those that are commented as GEANT TRACKING CARDS. It seems as if  they may 
only apply to the simulation, but in fact they influence the behaviour of the GEANE 
package which is used during reconstruction. What happens is that GEANT is initial
ized in such a way that the geometry description is fully equal to the simulation run, 
but the parameters for the physics processes are chosen differently. These parameters 
influence internal GEANT tables which are used by GEANE.

One very important task of the GEANE package is to track particles through the 
detector. It performs this task in such a way that the track parameters do not change 
randomly from one step to the other. Instead, the track parameters change analytically 
and as such give an approximation of the original track parameters. Statistically seen, 
this means that the track parameters do not change due to multiple scattering, i.e. the 
MULS data card can have any value different from zero. Of course, the estimated 
errors on the track parameters do change due to the multiple scattering process. Dis
crete random processes (DCAY, PFIS, MUNU, PHOT, COMP, PAIR, BREM, DRAY, 
ANNI, HADR) can not be approximated at all. This means that their data card param
eters are set to zero, or an estimation can be made of the energy loss they might induce,
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in which case the data cards are set to one/two.
An important choice to be made is whether one wants GEANE to perform an av

erage energy loss correction or a most probable energy loss correction[88, 89]. In the 
first case, it is necessary to set the CUTS data card to five times low (10-5 ) and five 
times high (105), while the value for the LOSS data card does not matter as long as it is 
not zero. In the second case, it is necessary to set the CUTS data card to ten times low 
(10-5 ) and the LOSS data card should be 2. The explanation comes from the GEANT 
manual[26]: the CUTS data cards 5 to 10 determine the cutoff energy value (in GeV) 
where the GEANT internal tables switch from continuous energy loss to full Landau 
fluctuations. The remaining data cards are needed for optimization purposes only.

The version tag 21-08-33 of the GEANE package suggests that it is adapted to the 
latest GEANT package that is used by the ATLAS software community. In fact, this is 
not true: the GEANT tracking routines have changed enormously in GEANT3.16 and 
GEANT3.21, while the tracking routines of GEANE are still based on GEANT3.15. 
This gives some incompatibilities. It was decided to correct the subroutines ’ER- 
TRAK’[123], ’ERTRGO’[124], and ’ERTRCH’[125] in order to resemble precisely 
’GTRACK’[126] and ’GTMUON’[127] again.

A detailed analysis was performed afterwards to check the compatibility of the two 
packages, i.e. the old version of GEANE and the corrected version of GEANE. They 
were found to agree on a step by step basis. It was also checked thoroughly whether 
both types of energy loss corrections show the behaviour wanted. The GEANETrack
ing software was used on the two samples of Sect. 6.1 while the physics parameters 
were varied. No difference between the two samples was found during the tracking 
with GEANE. This obviously has to do with the fact that the tracking during a recon
struction run is independent of the tracking during a simulation run.

Furthermore, there is no dependence on the MULS data card of the tracking pa
rameters at all. There is a small difference in energy loss correction when the discrete 
random processes are set or not. This difference amounts to about 0.029 GeV. In case 
the discrete random processes are set (data cards are 1 or 2), then a small amount of 
the energy is lost due to these processes, during simulation, and the GEANT internal 
tables are calculated accordingly. This yields a small energy correction deficit during 
reconstruction when only these tables are used. The CUTS parameters can be varied 
in a range(5) from 10-5 to 105 GeV, but it is too hard to interpret any non-extreme 
value(s). Setting CUTS high yields an energy loss correction of 3.855 GeV, for any 
LOSS value different from zero, which is a bit less than the expected 3.88 GeV. Set
ting CUTS low gives a most probable energy loss correction of 3.49 GeV for LOSS= 2 
only, which is much more than the expected 3.08 GeV. It is possible to get the energy 
loss correction much lower using low CUTS values and LOSS= 1,3,4 but the energy 
correction of 1.83 GeV obtained this way is too low. Table A.1 in appendix A has a 
complete list of energy loss correction values. Giving all data cards the same setting 
as during the simulation run, see Table 6.1, gives an intermediate energy correction of

(5)This statement is not entirely true: CUTS parameter number 10 has a lowest value of 2.04 GeV 
since GEANT does not permit to let it have a value below four times the electron mass.
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2.35 GeV, which is not useful either. The impression might be that there could be a 
setting that reproduces the wanted 3.08 GeV energy loss, but it was decided not to try 
and tune the data card parameters in order to obtain this.

The conclusion seems to be that it is best to use the average energy loss correction 
settings, as shown in Table 6.2. This has been tested with the more realistic data sam
ple, already presented in Fig. 6.2. The realistic data sample has a number of obvious 
advantages over the samples of one specific track, since the energy and angular ranges 
considered are much wider, i.e. a large energy range is sampled across the whole detec
tor. The result is presented in Fig. 6.8, which shows the GEANE energy loss correction 
divided by the GEANT true energy loss during simulation, as a function of pseudo
rapidity.
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Figure 6.8: Energy loss correction of GEANE divided by true energy loss, (a) us
ing average energy loss correction, or using most probable energy loss correction 
(b) with GEANETracking and (c) with MuFit.

A number of pronounced problems can be identified. For instance, the average 
energy loss correction is in fact not an average at all. If so, the ratio should be exactly 
unity for all angles and momenta, but Fig. 6.8(a) shows the ratio to be always above 
unity, with a rising tail. Plotting the ratio versus the muon momentum at the vertex, it 
also starts above unity and rises gradually, but this behaviour cannot be interpreted in 
a geometrical sense, i.e. no dependence on position or material composition has been 
found.

From Figs. 6.8(b) and (c), one can see that the ratio is almost unity for pseudo
rapidities up to |h| <  1.56 in case of most probable energy loss correction by GEANE. 
This is not as expected, since the most probable energy loss correction is always 
smaller than the average true energy loss and, hence, the ratio has to be smaller than 
one. In fact, the ratio should fall off rather slowly, because there are less and less 
muons that do not lose a significant part of their momentum. This effect is due to 
the amount of material encountered. It is possible to obtain a flat ratio over the entire 
momentum range by applying very tight cuts on the true energy loss. This situation 
would hold when the calorimeters would be well able to measure the energy lost by 
the muon, i.e. one does not expect GEANE to do the full correction for the energy 
loss anymore. Anyhow, the tail decreases too fast and too abruptly beyond the pseudo
rapidity |h| >  156. Plotting the ratio versus the muon momentum at the vertex, it
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starts above unity and falls off gradually, but this behaviour cannot be interpreted in a 
geometrical sense, i.e. no noticeable dependence on position or materials.

A wiggle is clearly present in Fig. 6.8(c) in the pseudo-rapidity range ° .7 <  |h | <
0.8 which indicates that the detector geometry causes a tracking error. The differ
ence Figs. 6.8(b) and (c) can be explained from the fact that GEANETracking uses 
exactly the same track parameters as in the simulation, while the track parameters are 
somewhat off after the fit performed by MuFit. So, the difference in track parame
ters explains a major difference in the amount of material seen in that region, which 
coincides with the crack between barrel and extended barrel tile calorimeter.

Figure 6.9: Energy correction o f GEANE when doing (a) average or (b) most 
probable energy loss correction and (c) the true energy loss o f GEANT.

Figure 6.9 shows possible reasons why the ratios presented in Fig. 6.8 behave un
expectedly. The problems clearly originate from the energy loss correction of GEANE. 
In case of average energy loss correction, a number of bands appear at high eta, while 
two bands appear at low eta, in case of most probable energy loss correction. It is very 
improbable that this should have happened since there is no trace of any kind of band 
structure in the true energy loss graph of Fig. 6.9(c). The simplest deduction would 
be that the new tracking routines are at error, but the fact is that the new tracking rou
tines have been introduced precisely for this reason. That is to say: the old version of 
GEANE showed these band structures as well and it was hoped that the new tracking 
routines would have cured the problem. As this is not the case, a lot of effort has gone 
into isolating these effects, and this has been successful.

The eta-dependence of the band structures in the high eta region hints at a ge
ometrical cause, but it was found that the dependence is on momentum rather than 
pseudo-rapidity, see Fig. 6.10(a). There has been success in separating the bands in 
the low eta region: a clear phi dependence is observed. This is shown in Fig. 6.10(b). 
It is possible that certain geometry description packages inside DICE have changed the 
GEANT parameters of physics processes, but it is not clear how that can explain the 
band structure observed. There is also a very peculiar band of points below 2.2 GeV 
in Fig. 6.9(a) which is not understood either. Figure 6.10(c) shows the geometrical 
distribution of these points with very low energy correction. It is clear again that there 
are some problems with the combination of the ATLAS detector geometry with the 
GEANE tracking software.
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Figure 6.10: (a) Momentum dependence of band structures at high eta (p >  
70 GeV/c). (b) Phi dependence o f bands at low eta (|h| <  1.2 and 2.6 <  DE <  
4.1 GeV). (c) Eta and phi dependence of low energy loss band (DE <  2.4 GeV).

Anyhow, one concludes that the analysis of a single track is not to be trusted. In
stead, a tuning of parameters is needed after all, thereby replacing the suggested param
eter settings[88,89]. The parameters of interest are: LOSS and CUTS (numbers 5 to 
10), where the latter ones are more precisely identified as BCUTE/M, DCUTE/M and 
PPCUTM. If BCUTE/M is set high, then the discrete random process of Bremsstrah
lung is accounted for as a continuous energy loss. The same applies for DCUTE/M 
in case of 8-ray creation and PPCUTM in case of electron-positron pair creation. Ta
bles A.1 and A.2 in appendix A give the full dependence of two tracks on these param
eters of interest. One observation of importance is that the PPCUTM has a reverse ef
fect on the tail rise/decrease in the high eta region compared to BCUTM and DCUTM. 
Numerous tests have proven the combination LOSS 1-4, BCUTM 105, DCUTM 10-5 
105, PPCUTM 10-5 and discrete random processes switched on to give a decent ratio. 
The results are presented in Fig. 6.11. Since these results are good, it is for this reason 
that the settings, as defined above, have been accepted.

0.6

0 .4

0.2

0 (o)

p (in GeV)

Figure 6.11: Ratio o f energy loss correction, for the optimum set o f tracking pa
rameters, and true energy loss as function o f (a) pseudo-rapidity and (b) momen
tum. (c) Energy loss correction as a function o f pseudo-rapidity.

The other important tasks that are performed by GEANE, as error estimation (on
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the track parameters) and error transportation, are not covered in this chapter but are 
delayed to Chapter 7, instead. It should be noted though that both ratios, in case 
of average as well as in case of most probable energy loss correction by GEANE, are 
compatible with unity within their spread (as shown in Fig. 7.16). The geometry and/or 
tracking problems do not seem to be severe using fitted tracks, compared to the straight 
tracks of GEANETracking, except for the wiggle at ° .7 <  |h | <  ° .8.

6.3 Application of standard software

It is quite instructive to go into more detail when looking at the modularity of ATLAS 
software. Some of it has already been presented in the previous sections, where at least 
the major division into simulation and reconstruction software has become clear.

The simulation software is divided into two steps: event generation and detec
tor response. In the first step, a generator, as P y t h i a [128], is instructed to sample a 
number of physics distributions of interest. That is to say: the generator simulates a 
selected process that can occur when the two particle beams collide in the centre of 
the detector. The result is kinematical data of the produced (semi-)stable elementary 
particles, i.e. resonance particles have already decayed by means of the strong inter
action. See Chapter 8 for an explanation. The kinematical data consist of particle 
type and track parameters, see Chapter 2, including the common origins, which are 
called vertices, of particular tracks. In the second step, SLUG feeds GEANT these 
kinematical data and the detector description to obtain the detector response signals. 
They can be the so-called raw signals, from individual detector elements, or they can 
be so-called digitized, which means that the raw signals are transformed into (detector 
dependent) electronics data. The task of the simulation software ends here, because 
we have now obtained data that can be compared to data that comes directly from the 
ATLAS detector.

The task of the reconstruction software is to help in the analysis of the original 
physics process. In practice, this means that the underlying physics distributions are 
reconstructed for the process of interest. The idea behind the reconstruction software 
is to split up the task into a number of phases[129-131]. The proposed scheme is 
very elaborate, but the current realization in ATRECON does not follow it precisely, 
because some packages perform tasks of several phases in one go.

First, the data are moulded in a preprocessing phase, such that they can be eas
ily used by the next reconstruction phases. In practice, this means that noisy or dead 
channels are flagged as the signals are unpacked. Also, calibration can be performed or 
background/noise can be added, if that has not already been done before. The prepro
cessing is different for every sub-detector and should result in the end in well defined 
(realistic) data. Then, another preprocessing phase is called namely the trigger phase, 
which is only applied on generated data, since the detector itself performs the trig
gering during operation. In this phase, it is checked whether all necessary thresholds 
have been exceeded in order for the data to have been registered in the first place. One 
would normally expect this to happen during digitization by the simulation software,
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but doing it in this step makes it much easier to analyse the effect of certain thresh
olds. The triggering phase is rather special in the sense that it already performs a fast 
coarse reconstruction which is, however, not precise/good enough to be used by the 
next phases.

Phase 1 focuses on a reconstruction per sub-detector. Clusters of energy deposit are 
searched for and combined by the calorimetry packages. The muon packages search 
for track elements in the muon chambers and combine them to fitted tracks inside the 
muon spectrometer. Straight tracks, thus high energy particles, are possibly found and 
also fitted inside the inner detector.

Reconstruction phase 2 is characterized by the fact that the information from the 
sub-detectors is combined as much as possible. Tracks from the muon spectrometer 
are backtracked through the calorimeters and the inner detector towards the beam pipe. 
The calorimetric clusters also provide seeds for the inner detector to do a more refined 
track search. In essence, the notion is that the sub-detectors are combined in order to 
provide and improve track parameters over the full length of the particle track.

Phase 3 is defined as the particle identification phase. This means that every track 
obtained is checked whether it is compliant with a certain particle hypothesis. The 
third phase also associates tracks, either from jets or isolated particles, to vertices. As 
a result, one obtains a list of primary and secondary vertices and updated tracks which 
originate from these vertices.

The analysis software can be seen as performing the final phase, where it is checked 
whether the reconstruction objects conform to the physics event. Or, in how far do the 
reconstructed data match the generated physics distributions ?

6.3.1 Data samples
In the previous section, it has been noted that there are two means to obtain data for 
the reconstruction software. Since no detector has been built yet, so far only data can 
be obtained from the simulation software. This part of the thesis focuses on single 
muons, so that no physics generator is used yet to obtain the physics distributions. A 
number of data samples have already been used and discussed. Table 6.3 gives more 
or less just a summary(6).

6.3.2 Resolution studies
The complete muon spectrometer has now been described rather elaborately and the 
reasoning behind several solutions has been explained. Every decision had an impact 
on the performance, which is normally quantified by the momentum resolution. In 
fact, a resolution quantifies the match between reconstructed and generated physics

(6)The encoding of the physics row has the following meaning: 1 means that secondaries were gener
ated and tracked, while 0 means that there was not any generation of secondary particles in the sample. 
The encoding of the remark row is as follows: mH means that realistic distributions were used for the 
track parameters, as shown in Fig. 6.2, while ’mfld’ signifies the absence of a magnetic field, thus 
resulting in straight muon tracks.
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values. Quoted as a percentage of the true parameters, it gives the deviation of the 
reconstructed parameters. If the detector elements are accurate enough and the recon
struction software works well, then it is possible to have good resolutions such that the 
original physics process distributions can be extracted from the reconstructed data.

sample number 1 2 3 4 5 6
single tracks 200000 100000 400000 200000 200000 50000
charge + /- + /- + /- + /- + /- + /-
physics 0 1 0 0 1 0
Pmin( GeV/c) 20.0 20.0 10.0 45.0 45.0 45.0
p max( GeV/c) 448.4 448.4 373.7 45.0 45.0 45.0
PT,min( GeV/c) 20.0 20.0 10.0 44.8 44.8 11.0
p T,max( GeV/c) 60.0 60.0 50.0 44.8 44.8 11.0
j min (radians) 3.32 3.32 0.00 1.48 1.48 1.48
jmax (radians) 6.11 6.11 6.28 1.48 1.48 1.48
jmin (degrees) 190.00 190.00 0.00 85.17 85.17 85.17
jmax (degrees) 350.00 350.00 360.00 85.17 85.17 85.17
hmin -2.70 -2.70 -2.70 0.09 0.09 2.09
h max 2.70 2.70 2.70 0.09 0.09 2.09
0min (radians) 3.01 3.01 3.01 1.49 1.49 0.25
0max (radians) 0.13 0.13 0.13 1.49 1.49 0.25
0min (degrees) 172.31 172.31 172.31 85.19 85.19 14.19
0max (degrees) 7.69 7.69 7.69 85.19 85.19 14.19
remark mH mfld mfld mfld

Table 6.3: Description of single muon data samples.

Using models and parametrizations, it becomes possible to make theoretical pre
dictions on the performance of the detector. Because of the extremely large number of 
parameters involved, it is clear that an exact solution cannot be given. Put differently: 
the complexity in correlations between parameters and variables is so overwhelming 
that the design of the spectrometer is based on lots of concessions which had to be 
made. This shortcoming will sometimes become apparent in results presented. As an 
example, Fig. 6.12 shows a theoretical prediction of the momentum resolution curve, 
averaged over the j-angle, as a function of pseudo-rapidity for p T =  100 GeV/c.

Complicating items that have been taken into account are the three-dimensional 
magnetic field, the resolution on position measurements, the detailed chamber layout, 
and a simplified material distribution in order to take material effects into account. The 
multi-parametric nature of the problem signifies that, in order to get the final curves, 
several parameters have been averaged, for instance by means of a mathematical in
tegration. Special emphasize has to be put on the h (track) parameter. It essentially 
denotes the polar angle between a plane perpendicular to the beam pipe, centred around
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Figure 6.12: j-averaged momentum resolution for p j  =  100 GeV/ c muons. The 
dashed curve corresponds to the bottom sectors, which have a different chamber 
layout due to the support feet, while the solid curve corresponds to the standard 
sectors.

the interaction point, and the direction of the muon track. It can, therefore, be seen as 
a replacement of the more familiar angle 0, using:

h =  — ln(tan0/ 2) .

Inverting the equation gives 0 in terms of h. If, in the expression tan 0 =  R/z, the angle
0 is replaced by 2 ■ arctan(exp —h) and a Taylor series is made, then it becomes clear 
that a small change in z results in a proportional change in h according to:

z =  R / tan(2 ■ arctan(e—h)) =  R ■ (h +  h 3/6  +  0 (h 5)) ~  R ■ h .

This relation is sometimes useful in order to get a first insight.
A detailed material distribution inside the spectrometer has been taken into account 

for the determination of the momentum resolution. The effects of multiple scattering 
in the magnet support structures stand out clearly from the curves. There is also the 
influence of the fluctuations in energy loss which occur mostly when the muon passes 
through the material of the calorimeters. The calculations were based on the principle 
that an energy loss of more than 5 GeV will be picked up correctly by the calorimeters, 
which means that there is no influence of catastrophic energy loss on the resolution 
curves. The alignment was taken into account by translating it into deviations on the 
chamber positions. All other possible influences on the position measurement were 
bundled together into one resolution per multilayer.

Care was taken to use the correct chamber layout. It needs to be remarked that 
some of the spikes in Fig. 6.12 are caused by inefficiencies in this chamber layout. 
Especially, the wall at h ~  0 is due to the layout shown in Fig. 5.3. The effects of the 
muon trigger were not considered because we are not dealing with any kind of specific 
physics at this point.
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The advantage of a semi-analytic evaluation of the muon momentum resolution is 
that the turn-around time is very short, i.e. changes in chamber layout and/or material 
distribution can be recalculated and compared very fast. Doing the same comparisons 
using the full software chain would yield an unacceptable turn-around time. However, 
a full simulation and reconstruction gives a better insight into the current state of the 
software.

However, there is another approach[132] which is more like an intermediate solu
tion. It performs a full 3D tracking instead of using the integrated magnetic field along 
a straight line. This way, the material present along the track is picked up much more 
precisely. So, in effect, two simplified integrations, over magnetic field and material 
distribution, are now replaced by very detailed integrations. The result of this approach 
is shown in Fig. 6.13. It has the remarkable feature that the wall at h ~  0 has virtually 
disappeared, which can be explained by the fact that the track curvature makes sure 
that at least three multilayers have been hit. Theoretically seen, it should be sufficient 
to do a track parameter estimation when three multilayers have been hit.

h(pT=100 GeV)

Figure 6.13: j-averaged momentum resolution for pT =  100 G eV /c muons. 
Solid curve corresponds to the standard sectors, the dashed curve to the feet sec
tors.

6.3.3 Pattern Recognition
The theoretical calculations do not take pattern recognition inefficiencies into account. 
Full track reconstruction is more realistic in that sense, since it depends on the pattern 
recognition to select the hits belonging to the muon track from all other hits present 
in the muon detector. These other hits originate from background radiation mainly 
and are not (necessarily) correlated. Some hits may originate from 8-rays, and they 
spoil the real muon hit more often. This is also the case with noise from electron
ics. Correlated noise is not only caused by 8-rays but by punchthrough as well. The
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punchthrough comes from pions decaying into muons, in the hadronic calorimeters, 
mainly. According to calculations[133-135] of the influence from photon and neu
tron background, the single tube occupancy will in general remain below 10% for the 
MDTs.

Thermal neutrons, i.e. with energies below 100 MeV, have a very small cross sec
tion, which allows them to travel a long distance through gas. These neutrons generate 
an abundance of low energy (<  10 MeV) photons that cause ionizations of the de
tector gas inside the MDTs. Since it would go too far to explain the origin of these 
backgrounds, one should keep in mind that they are of such complexity that it is hard 
to calculate the rates and occupancy levels in the muon system. Typical detector cap
ture efficiencies for photons are lower than 1% and even lower than 0.1% for neutrons. 
However, the rates can be as high as 1 kHz/cm2 for photons and 10 kHz/cm2 for neu
trons, respectively, inside the MDTs. While they are even a factor ten higher for the 
highest pseudo-rapidity, where the CSCs have taken over from the MDTs. Figure 6.14 
shows the total counting rates, obtained by multiplying the background rates with the 
detector efficiencies, as a function of pseudo-rapidity.

n

Figure 6.14: Total counting rates, in the three stations as a function of pseudo
rapidity, due to background radiation.

It should be remarked that it is also very hard to do a decent background simu
lation. For this reason, it has been decided to use an additional safety factor. The 
necessity for this follows from an example of a worst-case scenario. Consider a large 
chamber in the inner station at h ~  0.7. It has a tube length of 2.7 m and can un
dergo a rate of 80 Hz/cm  . At maximum drift time, this yields an occupancy of 
500 ns x 80 H z/cm 2 x 3 cm x 270 cm «  3%. The effect of the background hits is that 
a muon track cannot be recognized or found by naked eye. This is shown in Fig. 6.15.
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z (m )

Figure 6.15: Recognition o f a single track with magnifications o f regions tra
versed by the muon. All other hits stem from background radiation.

Many algorithms exist[136] for performing pattern recognition, of which a number 
have been used by ATLAS[53,94,137-139]. The most important one is Muonbox[94], 
which is an implementation of the standard ATLAS software. It has been used already 
for many studies. The starting point is to combine hits using certain logic in the most 
outward chambers, because the occupancy is lowest there. This logic depends on a 
good knowledge of the r-t relation, see Fig. 3.19, to obtain a reasonable drift distance 
measurement from the measured drift times. Necessary corrections for the Lorentz 
angle and signal propagation time, along the wire, are inferred from the coarse second 
coordinate measurement and the corresponding magnetic field. The intricate interplay 
of track location and corrected drift time measurement calls forth additional iterations 
before the final track location is found.

Now, the profit from having separated the two multilayers or mattresses with a 
spacer structure becomes evident, since combining the two line-pieces (vectors) of the 
multilayers immediately rejects a very large part of the random background. Using the 
second coordinate, as measured by the trigger layers, makes it possible to reconstruct 
a track segment in the outermost measurement station. This strategy can be applied to 
the middle and inner stations as well, though it results in many more faulty segments 
caused by the higher occupancy. The momentum can now be estimated for every 
sensible set of three segments using for instance a Look-Up Table (LUT)[137]. Here, 
the task of second-level triggering ends[138]. Performing a more precise tracking now 
improves the error on the estimated momentum significantly. Spoiled hits, e.g. where
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the drift time has been influenced by a 8-ray, and inefficient tubes are recognized at 
this stage.

It is also possible for the pattern recognition, i.e. Muonbox, to start constructing 
vectors in the middle station and combining them to segments. The association of these 
segments in the middle station to the segments in the outer station can be done already 
using precise tracking to obtain a good momentum estimate. This way, it becomes 
much easier to find the proper segment in the inner station, since this segment needs to 
have a good fit with the track obtained in the previous step.

As an example, Muonbox is able to find back at least 95% of the tracks simulated 
in the interval - 2.8 <  h <  2 .8, with a chance of less than 0.1% of reconstructing a 
wrong(7) track. Figure 6.16 shows an example of entry points into the spectrometer of 
tracks that were not found by the pattern recognition. The presentation is deformed, 
because the samples used have tracks mainly in the two bottom sectors and because all 
points have been projected onto a quarter of the detector. The black areas correspond 
to the cutout around z «  0 m and to the support feet and rails.
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Figure 6.16: Spectrometer entry points o f unrecognized tracks.

(7)Also called fake or ghost track.
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6.3.4 The parameter fit
The pattern recognition delivers estimates of the track parameters at the innermost 
muon measurement station. However, in order to be able to do proper physics, it is 
necessary to know the track parameters and appropriate errors at the interaction point. 
The MuFit program was written to accomplish this task. It performs a separate fit of the 
track parameters in the spectrometer and does a backtracking® of them to the primary 
vertex. The materials present and the magnetic field inside the ATLAS detector are 
dealt with very concisely. MuFit uses the results of Muonbox in order to deliver the 
track parameters and error estimates at every point along the muon track, or likewise, 
at every desired location inside the ATLAS detector.

(8)The backtracking ensures a proper treatment of energy loss corrections because energy loss in the 
case of normal tracking becomes “energy gain” in the case of backtracking.
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Usage of MuFit

Now, that the chain of software has been described, it becomes important to check 
whether the quality of the fit procedure is sufficient to meet certain requirements. A 
number of tests are tackled to give a feeling of this quality. As the studies for this 
thesis have progressed during the years, one can also say that the understanding and, 
therefore, the quality of the software has increased during the years. A valid conclusion 
which results from this notion is that the quality and understanding will definitely still 
increase during the coming years. Actually, this statement proved to be right already, 
since the performance of the MuFit package (developed until June 1996) is less in 
comparison with Cobra[140], which has the best performance at present and still is in 
development. It is interesting to note that like MuFit the Cobra package is also based 
on GEANE. So, the aim of this thesis is not to show the ultimate performance, but only 
to show the state of affairs with the software as described previously. It is left to other 
scientists to perform additional studies to progress beyond this point.

In order to keep a good overview, it is necessary to say something about the MuFit 
internals, before going into a performance analysis. However, the reader is referred 
to appendix B for a detailed account on the programming structure of MuFit and its 
interaction with GEANE. MuFit needs a certain amount of input before it can start the 
fit procedure. The requirements on this input have been kept to a minimum with the 
profit to allow any pattern recognition code(1) to feed its output to MuFit. The input 
consists of a list of track candidates, where every candidate needs to be accompanied 
by a minimum of track information. This track information consists of the positions 
of the multilayers or mattresses, as defined in Sect. 3.5, and the positions therein, that 
have been hit, with an appropriate error estimate for every position. To speed up the fit 
procedure, it is useful to have a preferred sign of the charge and a momentum estimate, 
though this is not strictly necessary.

The information is transformed to a coordinate system used by GEANE. This 
yields the additional profit that every possible type of information is available in a 
well-defined reference framework. In this framework, a multilayer is essentially re

(1)In practice, Muonbox is the only pattern recognition code for the muon spectrometer that has been 
developed by the ATLAS software community and it, currently, does a lot more than only the pattern 
recognition.
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placed by a plane of infinite dimensions. The track angles are deduced from the two 
multilayers of the outermost station. GEANE tracks the muon from the most outside 
multilayer to the multilayer closest to the calorimeters. All previously defined planes 
are crossed this way and it is possible to compare the calculated track parameters with 
the pattern recognition information. Depending on the quality(2) of the pattern recog
nition information, the track will be pulled towards the preferred position, in every 
plane. If the initial momentum or charge estimate was completely off, then it takes 
more iterations before the final track parameters are obtained.

After all track candidates have been fitted, the second phase of muon reconstruction 
is started. Another coordinate system, or reference framework, is used, so that the track 
parameters are easily obtained at the volume boundaries of interest. The volumes and 
boundaries are defined in Fig. 6.5. In this second phase, MuFit can also perform a seed 
generation. A seed is defined at the boundary between inner detector and calorimeters, 
so that it can be used by inner detector pattern recognition codes. Sect. 7.4 deals with 
MuFit generated seeds in detail.

There has been no attempt to use MuFit for the third reconstruction phase, i.e. an 
overall refit of the muon track, as the design of MuFit is too rigid to make this possible. 
Part of the success of Cobra can be explained by the fact that it is flexible[141] enough 
to be used for the third phase.

7.1 Super space-points

The fit procedure of MuFit starts where the pattern recognition of Muonbox ends, 
namely at the point where it is more-or-less clear which muon detector elements con
stitute a track. Muonbox also has computed track parameters at the entrance to the 
muon spectrometer. However, what was(3) missing and is needed for physics studies, 
is the estimate of the errors on the track parameters. This is one of the main reasons 
why the MuFit package has been developed.

Instead of going back to the detector hits and trying to use them for the fit, it has 
been chosen to use an approach which is faster by making the simplistic assumption, 
in the first phase of the muon reconstruction, that the pattern recognition has found a 
valid track. During a later phase, the third one to be precise, the fit procedure can try 
to figure out whether the track is really valid and which hits should actually be used. 
The faster approach entails the use of part of the information already available. In each 
multilayer, a three-dimensional space-point has been calculated by Muonbox from the 
combined information of the detector hits in that multilayer or mattress. This point is 
called super space-point. It consists of three space coordinates, i.e. the location of the 
space-point, with an estimate on their respective errors.

(2)This quality or weight is proportional to the inverse of the squared error estimate.
(3)The version of Muonbox, with tag 05-02-05, included in the ATLAS software 1.0.1 production 

release does in fact have error estimates on the track parameters at several locations along the complete 
track, namely at the vertex, at the boundaries between inner detector, calorimeters and muon spectrom
eter. So, it is possible to make a direct comparison between Muonbox and MuFit.
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Figure 7.1 shows the reference frames used by Muonbox, which differ from the 
Cartesian overall ATLAS coordinate system. The frame in the muon barrel differs from 
that in the muon endcap, because the MDT detector tubes have different orientations.

(x,y,z) ATLAS coordinates (L,S,T) Muonbox coordinates (x,y,z) ATLAS coordinates (L,S,T) Muonbox coordinates

Figure 7.1: Two and three-dimensional comparison of ATLAS and Muonbox co
ordinate systems in the muon spectrometer barrel and endcaps. Cross sections of 
an M DT chamber are shown in the two-dimensional frames.

A super space-point consists of the set (L, S, T) with error estimates sL, s S  and 
s T . Both for the barrel and the endcap, S stands for the distance of the hit along 
the tube wire to the middle of the tube, see Figs. 7.2 and 7.3. Figure 7.2 shows an 
arbitrary MDT multilayer in the spectrometer barrel with its corresponding (L, S, T) 
reference frame, while an MDT barrel chamber is shown in Fig. 7.3 along with the 
proper directions of L, S, and T. It might seem awkward, in first instance, to use the 
coordinate set (L, S, T), but in fact it is a natural choice.

Figure 72: M DT multilayer place
ment in barrel-(L, S, T) frame.

Figure 73: Definition of L, S, and 
T directions relative to an MDT 
barrel chamber.
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The sign of S gives the direction along the wire as seen from the beam pipe in either 
clockwise(+) or anti-clockwise(-) sense. It is often called the non-bending parameter.

The bending parameter is denoted by L and stands for the distance of the hit to the 
centre (of gravity) of the station, measured along the tube layer and orthogonal to the
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non-bending parameter. It can have a negative sign only in the muon barrel, where it 
defines which hemisphere of the barrel is concerned.

Finally, the parameter T  stands for the distance between the centre of the ATLAS 
detector and the centre of the multilayer with the hit. It, in turn, is orthogonal to both 
the bending and the non-bending parameters. The parameter T  can have a negative sign 
only in conjunction with a hit in one of the muon endcaps, where the sign distinguishes 
between the forward and the backward endcaps.

Since only distances are given and no directions, it is still necessary to have addi
tional parameters defining the orientation of the reference system. For this purpose, 
Muonbox also provides the sector number of the multilayer and the information of 
whether it concerns the barrel or one of the endcaps.

To summarize the text above, one can compute the following transformation tables. 
For the muon barrel the table looks like:

z =  L
x  =  T  cos f  — S sin f  (7.1)
y  =  Scos f  +  T  sin f  ,

or

L =  z

S =  ycos f  — x  sin f  (7.2)
T =  y  sin f  +  x  cos f  .

For the muon endcaps it is as follows:

z =  ± T

x  =  L  cos f  — S sin f  (7.3)
y  =  L  sin f  +  Scos f  ,

or

T =  |z|
L  =  ysin f  +  x  cos f  (7.4)
S =  y  cos f  — x  sin f  ,

where the plus or minus sign determines whether to use the forward (+) or the back
ward (-) endcap.

The idea behind the construction of the muon spectrometer is to have three con
centric measurement stations around the beam interaction region. Ideally, each station 
should enclose the angular region defined by 0 <  j  <  2p radians and —2.7 <  h <  2.7. 
This would provide six super space-points in six multilayers for every muon track thus 
giving enough opportunity to perform a satisfactory pattern recognition and track fit. 
However, most stations do not cover the full angular region and there are overlaps be
tween chambers inside a station. Figure 7.4(a) shows the number of super space-points
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used by MuFit for the muon track. The majority of tracks has been fitted using six su
per space-points indeed. One track of this particular sample was lost during the fit as 
it has zero super space-points used.

The location of every muon chamber inside the spectrometer is well known. This 
is due to the fact that the chambers are precisely put in place, and because any chamber 
movement is registered by the alignment system. The accuracy of the alignment sys
tem is reflected in the parameter T, since it measures the distance between the centre of 
the beam pipe and the middle of the multilayer. According to [34], a typical accuracy 
of 20 jm  is needed, so this is used as the error estimate (sT ) on this measurement.

The bending parameter L is also known precisely, since it has a direct relation to 
the distances between the track and the wires, as can be seen from Fig. 7.3. Since 
this distance is known with a typical error of about 85 jm , the so-called single-wire 
resolution, the statistical average over the three layers is still better, with a typical 
resolution of 65 jm[34]. Sometimes, not enough layers have hits, so that the super 
space-point in that multilayer cannot be computed. This would result in a very large 
error estimate on the bending parameter in that particular multilayer. It is for this 
reason that Muonbox leaves out those multilayers.

Figure 7.4(b) shows the Muonbox provided measurement error estimate on the 
bending parameter L. This estimate is sometimes, misleadingly, called measurement 
resolution, or even resolution for short. The appearance of two distinct low value 
spikes can be traced back to the subroutine ’SUPOIN’[110] of Muonbox, which cal
culates the measurement error estimates on the super space-point coordinate values. It 
imposes a hard lower limit of 85 jim divided by -s/275 in case of a super space-point 
determined from a three tube multilayer, or divided by -s/375 in case of a four tube mul
tilayer. The underlying reason is that a measurement in one multilayer only, cannot be 
better than these hard lower limits. So, the best possible measurement is 45 jm  in the 
barrel inner stations, and 54 jm  in all other stations.

As can be seen from Fig. 5.5, only part of the multilayers have trigger chambers 
fixed to them. Since the measurement of the non-bending parameter S can only come 
from these trigger chambers, this implies that an error estimate on S can only be de
rived in those cases. The segmentation of the trigger chambers varies throughout the 
spectrometer, so that the typical measurement error varies between 1 cm and 3 cm. 
However, the combined measurement is a bit better still. For those multilayers which 
do not have a measurement on the non-bending parameter, a large default error esti
mate (of 50 cm) is taken. Figure 7.4(c) shows the Muonbox provided measurement 
error estimate on S. The non-bending parameter is often called second coordinate 
measurement.

Again, a structure of spikes can be distinguished in this sub-figure. It is also caused 
by the ’SUP0IN’[110] subroutine of Muonbox. The pattern is too complex to allow an 
explanation for every spike, but it can be derived from three sets of numbers. The first 
set represents the segmentation of the RPCs. Here, we have three values: 3.07, 3.89, 
and 3.95 cm. They are to be combined with a second set consisting of the values: 2, 4,
6, -s/8, and vT2. This second set represents the divisors for the first set that come from 
specific combinations of trigger chambers. The third set consists of the values 0.5 and
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0.75 cm, which represent the hard lower limits used for the TGCs. It is of interest to 
note that the smallest measurement resolution possible, about 0.5 cm, is obtained both 
in the barrel and endcap middle stations.
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Figure 7.4: (a) Number o f tracks with a given number o f super space-points. Mea
surement error estimate (b) on L parameter and (c) on S parameter, (d) Improved 
measurement error estimate on Sparameter.

Now, a possible strategy is to treat the super space-point information provided by 
Muonbox as is, i.e. MuFit performs a first phase track reconstruction without trying 
to use any additional information. However, there is another strategy proposed with 
respect to the large default error estimate on S. Statistically seen, a valid error estimate 
would also be the length of the MDT tubes divided by i/Î2 . This latter factor comes 
from the statistical variance/accuracy(4) of a uniform distribution[28]. Figure 7.4(d) 
gives the newly obtained measurement resolution on S. The spike at 50 cm has de
creased a bit, thus giving rise to a plateau from about 20 cm upwards. However, as 
will be shown later on, the influence of this improvement on the reconstructed track 
parameters and fit quality is small.

(4)A uniform distribution has a probability density function: f(x) =  1V0 <  x <  1, from which the 
variance is calculated as: s 2 =  Jq x2dx — (ƒ0 xdx)2 ^  s  =  1/ %/T2.
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Using the transformation tables, Eqs. (7.1) and (7.3), one can calculate the ATLAS 
coordinates of all super space-points. This has been done for many tracks, and the 
results are shown in Figs. 7.5 to 7.7. The structural layout of the spectrometer can be 
recognized, as well as the fact that two multilayers are separated by a space(r).
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Figure 7.5:
Barrel super space
points in x-y projec
tion.

Figure 7.6:
Super space-points in 
R-z projection.

Figure 7.7:
Super space-points in 
L-T projection.

As can be envisaged from the previous, the success of the fit, performed by MuFit, 
depends heavily on the quality of the pattern recognition, as performed by Muonbox. 
So, if Muonbox does not find a particular track then it cannot be processed by MuFit 
either. Likewise, any ghost track found by Muonbox is presumed valid by MuFit and 
processed as such. The quality of the fit depends on the quality of the super space
points, i.e. the error estimates or weights on them. This means that MuFit cannot do 
better than Muonbox, provided the latter functions optimally. However, it has been 
shown[142] that Cobra obtains better results than Muonbox, since it uses more infor
mation. In fact, one should speak of an iterative, competitive process in which pack
ages are constantly updated and improved, in order to overhaul weaknesses(5) and/or 
to gain an advantage over the other packages.

Figure 7.8 shows the track finding efficiency of the pattern recognition, without 
taking into account the quality of track parameters. It is clear that there are difficult 
areas, where only two measurement stations or even less are available. The presence 
of these problem regions has a direct influence on the recuperation possibilities of the 
physical processes, i.e. distributions, under study. 0 therwise(6), the performance of 
Muonbox is excellent, with an average track finding efficiency of over 99.5%.

(5) An example: version 5.2.5 of Muonbox performs significantly weaker for very low energy muons, 
approximately 5 GeV/ c and less, when compared to MuFit (and Cobra). The reason for this behaviour 
has been identified and, therefore, the newer releases of Muonbox do not show this weakness anymore.

(6)The track reconstruction efficiency is about 97% when averaged over the full detector, i.e. |h | <  2.7.
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Figure 7.8: Tracks recognized by Muonbox as a percentage of the GEANT gen
erated tracks, as a function o f  h and j  for one quarter of the spectrometer.

7.2 Consistency checks of MuFit

Experience over the years has proven that it is always necessary to perform a number 
of relatively simple tests. The chain of software is of such complexity that a lot of 
non-foreseen behaviour can occur (at rather surprising places sometimes). Especially, 
since many people have contributed to parts of the software chain, it has to be verified 
how one part can have unexpected effects on other parts. These tests should have been 
straightforward and easily performed, after each new release of the ATLAS software 
framework. In practice, it has often been necessary to check every part of the software 
chain, before the MuFit package, in order to solve problems encountered by the fit 
software. In Chapter 6, we have already described necessary changes, in detail. Here, 
only a number of tests will be presented which are essential to MuFit. These tests are 
based on the differences between Muonbox and MuFit, or put differently: the extra(7) 
functionality of MuFit forms the basis of the consistency checks.

Even though not much material is present in the spectrometer, it is necessary to 
take it into account and to correct the track parameters for it. If  it is not possible 
to apply a correction, then at least the error estimates on the track parameters can be 
changed in such a way that they correctly reflect the effect. Since the GEANE software 
package, used by MuFit, makes use of the detailed geometry description of GEANT,
i.e. the simulation, this implies that the distribution of material inside the spectrometer 
is precisely known.

(7)Actually, the extra functionality applies only to the situation of several years ago, when Muonbox 
did not do the backtracking (nor did Muonbox provide the error estimates on the track parameters).
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The material distribution, as seen by infinite momentum muons(8), is shown in 
Figs. 7.9 and 7.10. Figure 7.9 shows a map of the average energy loss inside one 
quadrant of the spectrometer, as seen by the simulation. The measure used is the 
number of radiation lengths (X) encountered, divided by a specific gauge (XQ), which 
is the mean distance traversed by a high-energy electron before it has lost all but 1/e  
of its energy by bremsstrahlung. For aluminium(-equivalent): X  =  24 g/cm 2 with a 
corresponding mean distance of 8.9 cm.

Figure 7.10 shows the same map, but this time using the average energy loss, as 
calculated by the reconstruction software, for two quadrants of the spectrometer (cor
responding to one quarter of its full size). The appropriate, corresponding gauge is now 
57.6 MeV for a 40 G eV /c muon, which experiences a mean dE /dx =  2.4 MeVcm2/g  
in aluminium. One observes several structures, namely the barrel coils (at j  =  ±22.5° 
and ±67.5°), the endcap coils (at j  =  0°,±90° and ±45°) and the support feet (at 
j  =  -7 1 °  and -64°).

Vx/x0

Vx/x„

Figure 7.9: Map o f square root of 
number o f radiation lengths, inside the 
spectrometer, as a function o f  h and j  
(left). Fraction o f phase space versus 
maximum number o f radiation lengths 
(right).

■

Figure 7.10: Map of square root of 
the average energy loss correction, 
divided by 57.6 MeV, as a function 
of h and j .
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7.2.1 of multiple scattering
The track following procedure of GEANE takes multiple scattering into account by 
increasing the error estimates on the track parameters. It cannot change the track 
parameters themselves, because multiple scattering induces an angle of deflection in 
a random direction with an unknown amplitude. Averaged over an infinite number of 
tracks, one would obtain zero nett deflection. Straight tracks have been used to produce 
Fig. 7.11, but multiple scattering effects were turned on during simulation, this time.

(8)These straight tracks cannot be simulated, nor do they exist in reality of course, but they can be 
approximated well by turning off the magnetic field, multiple scattering effects and energy losses (also 
those due to discrete random processes).
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This means that samples 4 and 6 from Table 6.3 have been augmented(9). At the 
vertex, the track parameters were taken from the simulation by GEANT. Figure 7.11 
shows the differences between the GEANT location (L,S) of the track at the exit of the 
ATLAS detector and the expected location of the track if it were a completely straight 
line. Figure 7.11 also shows the deviation of the track angles (0 ,j)  at the exit of the 
detector compared to those expected for a straight line. The bulk of the distributions 
is described by a Gaussian, while they all exhibit a non-Gaussian tail as explained 
in Sect. 2.1.3. The magnitude of the deviation of the two orthogonal track location 
parameters is the same, as the amount of material encountered is exactly equal for 
both. Any possible difference in these parameters is purely statistical.

A L ( in  c m )  AS ( in  c m )

A 0  ( in  r a d io n s )  t\cp ( in  r a d ia n s )

Figure 7.11: Deviation due to multiple scattering from a straight line o f track 
parameters L, S, 0, and j ,  computed after simulation by GEANT at the exit o f the 
detector.

The same track parameters at the vertex have been fed into GEANE. This time, 
there is no deviation from a straight line, but the error estimates on the track parameters 
reflect the presumed deviation. These error estimates of the track parameters at the exit 
of the detector are plotted in Fig. 7.12. It should be noted that another modification to

(9)The augmentation alone is not of interest, since two sets of track parameters are concerned. The 
figures were produced using a sample of 500.000 tracks in the full detector, containing both ¡ r  and ¡+  
with momentum 25 GeV/ c, the magnetic field and all energy loss processes were turned off, thereby 
obtaining tracks affected by multiple scattering only.
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the GEANE program-code had to be made, in order to obtain this result. Subroutine 
’TRPROP’[143] is modified, entailing the change of a sign(10) in some of the matrix 
elements[141].

ctl ( in  c m )  cts ( in  c m )

ct0 ( in  r a d ia n s )  ( in  r a d ia n s )

Figure 7.12: Reconstruction error estimate coming from multiple scattering only, 
for track parameters L, S, 0, and j .  The shaded area represents tracks isotropic in 
0 and j .

Though it seems strange at first glance, it is actually natural that the error esti
mates on the track parameters L and S are similar. The underlying reason is that it is 
the amount of material seen, which determines the magnitude of the error estimate. 
This amount does not differ, of course, between L and S. On the other hand, the 
error estimate distributions on j  and 0 differ, because the detector extends more in 
the direction of the latter. Put differently, the track generation is non-isotropic in 0 
and j ,  which causes the difference in Fig. 7.12. In the plot of the error estimate S j 
on j ,  an area is shaded that represents those tracks that are isotropic, which is true 
for |h| <  0.2 only. It extends to 0.01 radians just like s 0. One observation, which 
does not follow from the figure, is that the error estimates correlate very well, i.e. 
S0 ,L =  SL,0 =  V a L,LS0,0 =  SLS0 and S j,s  =  Ss,j =  ^SS,SS j,j  =  SsS j, while all other

(10)A coordinate transformation from a spherical coordinate system was used, instead of a transfor
mation from a cylindrical coordinate system. As the transformation has to go from a natural multiple 
scattering coordinate system to the natural coordinate system of the magnetic field[144-146].
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correlations remain zero. This means that the displacement of the track is indeed com
pletely explained by the change of angles.

Finally, Fig. 7.13 shows that GEANE, on average, has an error estimate compatible 
with the real deviation, though it exhibits a consistent underestimation. The distribu
tions are almost Gaussian with widths larger than one, where the tails can be attributed 
to rare large scatters. The conclusion which results from this is that multiple scatter
ing is correctly taken into account during the fit procedure by an increase of the error 
estimates on the track parameters. However, the method used by GEANE to take the 
multiple scattering into account, is based on a classical approximation, which is not 
valid because of the small step size involved. Furthermore, as is noticed here, the Par
ticle Data Group[68] states that the usage of this approximation method results in an 
underestimation of the multiple scattering effect.

AL/ctl AS/cts

A0/ c r0 t \p /u v

Figure 7.13: Real deviation of straight track divided by estimated deviation/error, 
for the multiple scattering effect only.

7.2.2 of energy loss
One important property of the fit procedure is that it can trace back the track to its point 
of origin. While doing this, the calorimeter is tracked through and since the calorimeter 
consists of a lot of material, a muon loses on average about 3.5 GeV of its energy in 
it. Although it should be possible to reconstruct this energy loss from the information
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available inside the calorimeter, at least first studies have shown this to be a difficult 
task. However, in case of a large energy deposit such as catastrophic energy loss by 
the muon, it is expected that the calorimeter is able to signal such an event. Still, we 
want to keep the procedure as fast and simple as possible with the consequence that 
no information of other sub-detectors is used during the first phase of the muon track 
reconstruction. So, we rely completely on the ability of GEANE to correct the track 
parameters (and error estimates) for energy losses. In order to check this again (see 
also Sect. 6.2, Fig. 6.11), track parameters were compared at the entrance and exit of 
the calorimeters.
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Figure 7.16:
Spread on comparison 
of simulation and re
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In Fig. 7.14, the average energy loss of a muon during the simulation by GEANT 
is plotted, along with error bars showing the spread in energy loss. Cases of catas
trophic energy loss have been cut out as not to deform the picture. A structure stands 
out clearly around |h| ~  1.3. It is due to the material(11) of the extended barrel tile 
calorimeter[80].

Figure 7.15 uses the same tracks but the energy loss correction of GEANE is plot
ted. It shows a much smaller spread.

Finally, Fig. 7.16 shows the comparison of the energy loss during simulation with 
the energy recuperation by the reconstruction, again exhibiting the spread. This com
parison is based on the division of the energy loss correction according to GEANE by 
the true energy loss according to GEANT. The average of the division is close enough 
to one as to conclude that the energy loss of a muon is correctly taken into account 
during the fit procedure (see also Sect. 6.2).

The spread on the average energy loss shown in Fig. 7.14 is not at all reproduced 
by Fig. 7.15. Still, it is important to have an indication of this effect, which is in 
fact reflected by the increase of the estimated error s e  on the momentum (or energy) 
parameter, shown in Fig. 7.17. The appropriate comparison, in Fig. 7.18, leads to the

(11)Figure 1-4 of the ATLAS Calorimeter Performance TDR[80] shows the number of absorption 
lengths as a function of h. In general this number stays below 15 but has an (isolated) peak at |h| «  13.
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conclusion that GEANE has a correct estimation of the energy loss fluctuations, as 
long as catastrophic energy losses are signalled by other means.
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Figure 7.17: Spread on average en
ergy loss fluctuation estimate.

Figure 7.18: Comparison of real 
and estimated energy loss fluctua
tion.

7.2.3 of pull distributions
Another type of test is one which shows the validity of the fit procedure itself, i.e. 
whether the mathematics has been implemented correctly. A little trick is played in 
order to perform the fit in a controlled manner. This is done with the assumption that 
the result of the procedure has to be known if the input into it is known. So instead 
of using the measurements as made available by Muonbox, the whole pattern recog
nition is replaced by a toy model. It computes the super space-points and associated 
measurement error estimates, as well as the track parameters at the entrance of the 
spectrometer directly from the Monte-Carlo information of the simulation.

There is some difference between the error on a parameter and its error estimate, 
also often called error window. Suppose that the error on a measurement is known(12) 
to have a Gaussian distribution, then a typical value for the error estimate would be the 
width of that Gaussian. Likewise, a uniformly distributed error on a parameter has an 
associated error window of half of its half-width. In all cases the real error distribution 
divided by the error estimate has to result in a distribution with its mean at zero and 
width (RMS) at one, e.g. as in Fig. 7.20. In this case, we would be able to construct 
an optimal fit procedure[28] to the underlying distribution(s). The distribution of the 
absolute measurement error divided by the ideal measurement error window does not

(12)It is fundamentally impossible to obtain the error on a measurement, as this value could only have 
been obtained by another measurement, which results in a spiral dependence. In practice, an error 
estimate, or even a measurement error, is checked by a statistical combination of high precision mea
surements.
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necessarily have its mean at one. It is at one for the uniform distribution, but not for 
the normal distribution, see Fig. 7.19.
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Figure 7.19: (a) Uniform distribution of 2p total width. Absolute errors divided 
by error window, for (b) uniform and (c) normal distributions. The error window, 
or error estimate, is represented by a dashed line in all three examples.

Errors on L, S, and T are taken randomly according to Gaussian distributions and 
imposed by shifting the obtained MC track locations. Since the error on T reflects 
more-or-less the error on the position of the chamber, it can be considered negligibly 
small compared to the others because the position is supposedly well known. The er
rors on L and S are chosen such that they become more comparable, instead of being 
several orders of magnitude apart as is the case with the super space-points obtained 
from Muonbox, see Fig. 7.4. This helps to check the stability of the fit procedure. Fig
ure 7.20 shows the errors as imposed by the toy model. The appropriate (1s) estimates 
of the measurement errors are shown by dashed lines, but the imposed estimates differ 
from them in order to study the behaviour of the fit procedure. The imposed estimates 
are: Sl(before fit) =  10 cm and ss(before fit) =  0.1 cm, i.e. a large overestimation of 
the measurement error DL and a large underestimation of the measurement error DS, 
respectively.

AL(before fit) (in cnn) AS(before fit) (in cm)

Figure 7.20: Errors imposed on the L and S coordinates, according to the toy 
model. The dashed lines represent the appropriate measurement error windows.
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It is possible for MuFit to diminish the errors and error estimates on track measure
ments. At least, this possibility exists theoretically but is not easily attained in practice. 
Factually, only five (parameter) measurements are needed to calculate the track param
eters. Since there are in general six super space-points(13) associated with a track, the 
conclusion follows that it is over determined (by a few parameter measurements). In 
practice, this means that the results of the fit procedure show a small improvement on 
the measurement errors and error estimates. For instance, if  the error estimates in
serted into the fit procedure are highly exaggerated, then the error estimates resulting 
from the fit can be much smaller and thus reflect the spread in errors on the measure
ments better. The argument goes likewise when the case is vice versa, i.e. when error 
estimates largely underestimate the errors, although this situation more often results in 
an unstable fit. The effect of MuFit on the measurement errors and error estimates is 
indeed an improvement.

From the sub-figures in Fig. 7.21, we can determine the following behaviour of the 
fit procedure. When looking at the L parameter in Fig. 7.21(a)-(c), it can be concluded 
that MuFit was able to improve it, compared to the toy model imposed values. The 
Gaussian width of the error on L has reduced from 9.97 ±  0.02 mm (in Fig. 7.20) to 
7.87 ±  0.02 mm as shown in Fig. 7.21(a). This can only have been accomplished by 
changing the value of L, as is shown in Fig. 7.21(b). Most tracks were changed in 
a favourable way, see Fig. 7.21(c), since DL(after fit)/DL(before fit) <  1 in a large 
number of cases.

The argument goes likewise for the S parameter, which is shown in Fig. 7.21(d)-
(f). However, it needs to be remarked that the measurement error estimate imposed was 
apparently so small that the fit procedure could hardly change the value of S, which can 
be concluded from the peaks found in Figs. 7.21(e) and (f). The fact that it did change 
in most cases, has only become possible by increasing the error estimate/window from
0.1 cm to more appropriate values up to about 4 cm, shown in Fig. 7.21(h).

Also, one can see that the error estimate on L has been improved in Fig. 7.21(g), 
by about 2 to 4 cm, to Sl (after fit) =  8 cm or less. In both cases though, the ideal error 
window of 1 cm is not obtained.

The most important plots, Figs. 7.22 and 7.23, show the real error on a parameter 
divided by its error estimate, which is called the pull distribution of a parameter. The 
error estimate under consideration is the one resulting from the fit procedure, while the 
real error is defined to be the difference between the generated track parameter, coming 
from the simulation, and the reconstructed track parameter, coming from MuFit. An 
optimal[28] fit procedure should give a Gaussian distribution around zero with width 
one. If the pull distribution comes out correctly for every track parameter, then the fit 
procedure can be trusted.

The fact that the error window on the S coordinate was set far too small, reflects 
itself in the pull distributions of the track parameters S and j  in Fig. 7.22. Firstly, they

(13)Six super space-point measurements as in Fig. 7.4(a) would give rise to twelve parameter measure
ments (leaving out the T parameter measurements), but not all super space-points have meaningful S 
parameter measurements, as shown in Fig. 7.4(d).
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Figure 7.21: (a) Error on L parameter after the fit. (b) Change in value and (c) 
relative error on L parameter before and after the fit. (d-f) Same for S parameter,
(g) Improvement on L parameter imposed error window o f  10 cm and (h) correc
tion o f S parameter imposed error window of  0.1 cm, where the peak o f 5.5% 
unchanged tracks has been cut off.
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Figure 7.22: Pull distributions o f track parameters S and j .
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do not look like proper Gaussians, which points at some instability of the fit procedure. 
Secondly, the width of the pull distribution of S comes out smaller than one because 
the mean error estimate, shown in Fig. 7.21(h), is larger than the optimum value, which 
is 7.69 ±  0.02 mm as shown in Fig. 7.21(d). Thirdly, the width of the pull distribution 
of j  is larger than one reflecting the underestimated error window in this direction.

Figure 7.23: Pull distributions o f track parameters L, 0, and Q.

Figure 7.23 shows the pull distributions of track parameters L, 0, and Q/p. They 
are Gaussian, so it can be argued that the fit procedure performs stable in this direction, 
given the poor input of the measurement error estimates. However, it is clear that the 
overestimation of the L coordinate is not overcome since the widths of the pull distri
butions are almost ten times too small. This is in agreement with Fig. 7.21(g) because 
not only the error window has decreased but also the real error, see Fig. 7.21(a). As 
expected, the pull distribution of the charged inverse momentum shows that the over
estimated error on the L coordinate has a stronger impact on it than the underestimated 
error on the S coordinate.

We conclude that no major bugs are present in the MuFit software(14) package as its 
output can be understood. However, the observation that follows from this intermezzo 
using the toy model, is that the requirement on the quality of the output from the pattern 
recognition code(s) is rather strict. In order to obtain satisfying fit results, Muonbox 
needs to provide error estimates that agree well with the measurement errors made.

7.2.4 of robustness
The initial step of the fit procedure starts with a preliminary estimate of the track 
parameters. These estimates are provided by the pattern recognition, or alternatively 
by the toy model, which already come up with decent values. It was tested that the 
fit procedure is robust enough to perform a satisfactory fit even in the case that these 
parameters would be off. In order to test this, a simple default was taken for the initial 
track parameters, namely a track starting at the first super space-point and pointing 
straight to the last super space-point with random charge and random momentum.

(14)The existence of less clear software bugs is not excluded, since they could become apparent in more 
extreme situations as the toy model more-or-less only tests the ideal situation.
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Figure 7.24 shows that the fit procedure recuperates from this detrimental situation. 
The number of iterations needed to perform a satisfactory fit increases however, with 
respect to the normal procedure. Also the number of tracks that causes difficulties to 
the fit procedure increases. In some cases certain super space-points were removed in 
order to make the fit possible, but the fit remained successful in more than 99.9% of 
all cases.

Figure 7.24: Cross section o f an arbitrary segment o f the spectrometer showing 
outlines o f MDT chambers and two magnet structures. Dotted lines coincide 
with the planes o f detection wires. The first and last iteration o f a low momentum 
muon track fit are represented by the dashed curves and the true Monte Carlo 
hits by crosses, which proves recuperation from the false charge and momentum 
assignment. The good pull distribution confirms the robustness.

The pull distribution of the charged inverse momentum(15) demonstrates nicely 
that the fit works in this non-ideal case. Working with the inverse momentum has the 
advantage that tracks with a high momentum, which are virtually straight anyhow, do 
not deform the plot(s). Also the charge assignment is more difficult to make in case 
of highly energetic muons, which is nicely reflected in the fact that the values 1/ p  and 
— 1 / p  lie close to one-another for p  »  200 GeV/ c

Figure 7.25 shows the %2 probability distribution for the toy model. The number of 
degrees of freedom (NDOF) is given by the number of super space-points times two 
measurements where applicable, i.e. there is a good S parameter measurement, minus 
the number of five track parameters, which needs to be fixed/fitted. A flat distribu
tion reflects the fact that we adhere to the laws of statistics, but this would be an ideal 
situation. The non-flat distribution gives information on the quality of the measure- 
ments[136] and how they are treated by the fit procedure. Namely, an excess near zero 
signifies that the fit was over constrained, e.g. when the estimated measurement error 
windows have been set too small, or when a too large number of degrees of freedom 
are used. Likewise, an excess near unity points to evidence for an under constrained fit, 
e.g. when the error windows were overestimated by the pattern recognition, or when

(15)It is actually the charged inverse momentum (Q /p) that is used by both MuFit and Muonbox, as a 
replacement for the track parameters Q(charge) and p(momentum).
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they are (still) too large after the fit procedure. So, from Fig. 7.25(a) we conclude 
that the error windows after the fit procedure are too large compared to the real differ
ence in parameter values. Of course, this does not come as a surprise given the results 
in Sect. 7.2.3. It has also been checked that no hidden degrees of freedom exist, as 
Fig. 7.25(b) suggests the incorrect %2 probability behaviour opposite to Fig. 7.25(a).

Figure 7.25: Probability distribution o f  %2 for the toy model. (a) Five fixed de
grees o f freedom, (b) and the hypothetical case o f six fixed degrees.

7.3 Performance of fit procedure

All ingredients have been dealt with by now, i.e. every software package or compo
nent, that influences MuFit, has been identified and tested up to a certain extent. Fur
thermore, part of MuFit has been tested and proven to work successfully, even under 
nonideal circumstances.

As shown in Fig. 7.4, the input obtained from Muonbox, is not ideal. So, the tests 
described previously are now applied on this realistic input. The results are found in 
Fig. 7.27. They apply to sample 3 of Table 6.3. However, special measures had to 
be taken as not to deform the plots due to a large number of tracks, especially in the 
endcaps, where the fit procedure has failed.

The proof of this failure comes from Fig. 7.26(a), which shows the error estimate 
on the track parameter S, i.e. the non-bending coordinate. The resolution on this pa
rameter goes up to 35 cm, while it is normally expected to be below 4 cm. This ob
servation has been checked rigorously, whereby it was found that tracks with a small 
number of contributing super space-points, i.e. three, four or five, allow Ss and S j  to 
become very large. Consequently, the error estimates on the other track parameters 
become under constrained too, which leads to very large values of sl  and s q. This 
is shown for the track parameter L, i.e. the bending coordinate, in Fig. 7.26(b) and 
only for tracks for which the fit procedure failed. The resolution on this parameter 
is expected to lie around 50 jm , while the values shown are much larger. Fig. 7.26(c) 
shows the percentage of successfully fitted tracks as a map, of h and j ,  which has been
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folded to one-sixteenth of its full size. From this figure, the conclusion follows that the 
fit procedure was unsuccessful mainly in those endcap regions where the muon cham
bers do not overlap. These tracks have in common that they yield only two second 
coordinate measurements lying close to one another in the middle station. This is not 
sufficient to constrain the direction of the track thereby giving error estimates which 
are much larger than the actual errors on the track parameters. This is considered to 
be a failure, or unstability, of MuFit which can only be circumvented using additional 
information.

crs (in  c m ) crL (¡n  c m )

Figure 7.26: (a) Error estimate on second coordinate (after fit procedure), (b) Er
ror estimate on precision coordinate for unsuccessfully fitted tracks only and (c) 
percentage of successfully fitted tracks as a function of  h and j  (for one-sixteenth 
of the muon spectrometer).

It was decided to remove all tracks from the sample for which the fit procedure 
failed, i.e. Ss >  4 cm. The %2 probability distribution and pull distributions on all 
track parameters of the successfully fitted tracks is shown in Fig. 7.27. It does not 
come as a surprise that the %2 probability distribution exhibits an excess near unity, as 
the default measurement error window on S clearly overestimates the real error on this 
coordinate measurement. The charged inverse momentum parameter comes out best, 
while Ss and especially S j  seem somewhat overestimated, or under constrained. The 
pull distribution for the bending parameter L does not come out well at all, but this can 
be explained rather easily. Namely, the information of the simulation is obtained at the 
wall of the first tube hit in the muon spectrometer while the track parameters that come 
out of MuFit are given at the central plane of the first multilayer. This implies a little 
difference in the T parameters (see Figs. 7.2 and 7.3), which has the effect that the DL 
value cannot be computed accurately enough resulting in the non-Gaussian behaviour 
of its pull distribution. In the end, one concludes that the fit procedure behaves well 
enough to trust the track parameters and their error matrix for those tracks that were 
successfully fitted.

7.3.1 Quality considerations
Actually, the fact that the fit procedure works well, mathematically seen, does not 
necessarily mean that the results are of good quality, e.g. as is shown in Fig. 7.26.
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Figure 7.27: Probability distribution and track parameter pulls.

7.3.1.1 ATLAS defined quality requirements

A simplistic criterion to judge the quality of the fit output is to expect it to be the same 
as the generated input track parameters. This will never be the case, thus it is better 
to formulate a practical definition. The input to that comes from requirements speci
fied in the ATLAS Muon Technical Design Report[34], which states (amongst others): 
(for the pattern recognition:)
1. chamber positioning resolution should be better than 30 jm ,
2. measurement accuracy of bending parameter has to be about 50 jm ,
3. sufficient resolution on the second coordinate is 5 to 10 mm.
(for the fit procedure:)
4. transverse momentum resolution should be better than 10- 4p /  G eV /c for p j  >  

300 GeV/c,
5. transverse momentum resolution of a few percent is expected for transverse mo

menta of p r  <  300 GeV/  c.
(for combined muon reconstruction:)
6. momentum resolution should be about 1% for low momenta.
(for physics analysis:)
7. mass resolution needs to be about 1% for an intermediate Higgs mass (of mH =  100 

to 200 G eV /c2).
Only some of these requirements pertain to the first phase of muon track reconstruc
tion.

Figure 7.28 shows plots relevant for a comparison to the criteria above, where
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Figure 7.28: Resolution on (a) L parameter and S parameter in (b) barrel and (c) 
endcap.

successfully fitted tracks have been used only (see Fig. 7.26). It is obvious that the 
requirements for the pattern recognition cannot be used for the fit procedure without 
taking proper care. For instance, there is a peak just below Sl =  50 jm , for the bending 
parameter L in Fig. 7.28(a). While this seems to be the behaviour wanted (for the 
second requirement), one also has to take into account the tail. It is this absurdly long 
tail, going up to 1000 jm , which spoils the fulfilment of the requirement. This tail is 
caused partly by those under constrained tracks for which the number of super space
points is too small. The second coordinate resolution does not seem to suffice in the 
barrel (in Fig. 7.28.b), according to the third requirement, but it is more than sufficient 
in the endcaps (in Fig. 7.28.c).
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Figure 729: (a) Transverse momentum resolution versus transverse momentum, 
(b) momentum resolution versus momentum and (c) charged inverse momentum 
resolution. All resolutions are averaged over the full detector. Monte Carlo in
formation used are the track parameters at the primary vertex. The horizontal 
lines in (a) and (b) represent the average transverse momentum and the average 
momentum resolutions.

The same can be said about the momentum resolution shown in Fig. 7.29, which is 
also not consistent with the required specification, i.e. the fifth requirement. However, 
this statement needs to be elaborated.

Firstly, it is possible to calculate the momentum resolution using the fitted momen
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tum track parameter. This can be done by comparing it with the GEANT information 
obtained at the first tube hit. Another strategy is to backtrack to the beam pipe first, 
as to obtain the track parameters close to the primary vertex. They can then be com
pared with the GEANT generated track parameters. In practice, it turns out that there 
is not much difference, since GEANE is well able to correct for the energy loss, in the 
calorimeters. So, this latter option has been used in order to produce Fig. 7.29.

Secondly, not much can be said about the fourth requirement, stated for the trans
verse momentum, since the sample used does not include muons with such high mo
menta. The transverse momentum resolution for low momenta is above 3%, see 
Fig. 7.29(a), which is at the high end of the few percent required in the fifth require
ment.

Thirdly, the momentum resolution for low momenta in Fig. 7.29(b) stays well 
above the 1% stated in the sixth requirement. This leads to the conclusion that the 
stand-alone spectrometer is clearly no replacement for the combination of inner detec
tor and spectrometer, as used by the combined muon reconstruction.

Lastly, the (transverse) momentum resolutions just discussed have been averaged 
over h and j .  This means that the structure of the spectrometer has not been taken into 
account. Since there are regions which yield a momentum resolution better than the 
stated 3%, there are also regions where the momentum resolution is much worse. The 
proof of this is shown in Fig. 7.29(c), which exhibits that the momentum resolution, 
averaged over h, j ,  and p , consists of two components. These two components are 
inferred from the numbers in this figure, which define two Gaussian distributions on 
top of each other. The important/central component coincides with matter free regions, 
yielding a resolution of about 2.5% , while the other component denotes the influence 
of material in the spectrometer in the tails of the distribution, with an (average) reso
lution degradation to about 8%.

Figure 7.30 shows the momentum resolution as a function of j  and as a function of 
h. Clearly, the coils and support feet (see Fig. 7.10) give rise to a momentum resolution 
degradation in the corresponding j  regions. The presence of struts, voussoirs, and/or 
ribs (see Fig. 6.13) causes small resolution degradations at low h, but the degradation 
around h ~  15 is primarily due to the transition region from barrel to endcaps (see 
Fig. 4.12).

In conclusion, it is better to define another, more workable set of requirements, on 
which to judge the quality of MuFit. To perform this redefinition, we go back to the 
basic duties of the muon spectrometer.

7.3.1.2 MuFit defined quality requirements

The muon spectrometer has to detect all muons in an h-range of -2 .7  to 2.7 (7.7° <
0 <  172.3°). However, some muons decay before they reach the spectrometer and 
some other muons have a too low momentum. It is not expected that they should be 
detected by the muon spectrometer, so a practical lower limit is set at p T «  5 GeV/ c.

Upon detection, the muon reconstruction tries hard to calculate the track parame
ters, but it cannot do much better by itself than just described. For every muon detected,
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Figure 7.30: Charged inverse momentum resolution versus j  and versus h , show
ing degradation in areas with an excessive amount o f material. Monte Carlo in
formation obtained at first tube hit.

a path is specified, going through the calorimeters and inner detector towards the inter
action region, along which the muon probably will have travelled. The spectrometer 
will be aided by the inner detector in pin-pointing this track, when the inner detector 
reconstruction software is able to find the proper hits belonging to the particular muon 
track. The match is most successful if  the information from both subsystems can be 
combined, in order to provide more accurate track parameters. These considerations 
lead to a new set of requirements, which can even be made free of information from 
the track generation:
(for the pattern recognition:)
1. each muon, going through the spectrometer, should be detected and measured.
(for the fit procedure:)
2 . every measured muon, which originates from the interaction region, should have 

fitted track parameters pointing back to the interaction region,
3. every backtracked muon candidate has to deliver a seed on the outer boundary/shell 

of the inner detector.
(for the combined muon reconstruction:)
4. every seed has to belong to a muon track segment, if  the track candidate adheres to 

a genuine muon,
5. fake seeds should not give rise to fake muon track segments in the inner detector,
6. track parameters, to be combined, should be comparable within their (estimated) 

error windows.
Especially this last requirement makes sure that information is combined only when 
we are dealing with the same, genuine muon track in both sub-detectors. With this 
redefinition, it also becomes easier to compare MuFit and Muonbox.

The requirements are not easily enforced, since again a lot of information needs 
to be combined. The first three requirements do not pose a problem since they refer 
to the first phase of muon reconstruction. However, the remaining three requirements 
cannot be checked yet, since they apply to the second phase of muon reconstruction, 
which has not been dealt with yet. So, for now a slightly adapted requirement is used,

:
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namely that the charged inverse momentum resolution should not exceed 100% for any 
single track. Another option would be that the absolute charged inverse momentum 
resolution should be below several times the (estimated) error window (multiplied by 
the momentum)(16), but it has been verified that this option gives worse results.

Concerning the first requirement, it is best to refer to Figs. 6.16 and 7.8 which 
show the areas where the muon spectrometer is not 100% efficient in detecting muons. 
Excluding these areas of difficulty, the track finding or detection and measurement 
efficiency is over 99.5%. For the full phi and rapidity range (|h | <  2.7), the average 
efficiency is 97%.

Figure 7.31: Longitudinal and transverse distances o f closest approach between 
muon track candidates and the detector origin.

Some things can be said about the second and third requirements as well. By 
default, the version of Muonbox used performs an extrapolation of every candidate 
track to the interaction region. Figure 7.31 shows the longitudinal (20) and transverse 
(^0) distances of closest approach of the muon track candidates to the centre of the 
ATLAS detector, as well as their definition. The transverse/longitudinal distance of 
closest approach is often referred to as transverse/longitudinal impact parameter. The 
tails in Fig. 7.31, which reach up to ±100 cm, are not shown in the plots, but they are 
not of importance since the pull distributions behave well. This in turn indicates that 
Muonbox is able to estimate the error windows well. It delivers a seed for every track, 
with an efficiency of 100%.

The situation is somewhat different when using MuFit, as this can operate in two 
distinct modes. The first mode, which has been solely used up till now, uses only the 
super space-points in the spectrometer to obtain the track parameters. It can happen 
that this information is not limiting enough to constrain the track parameters, as shown 
in Fig. 7.26. As a result, a small number of tracks do not cross the inner detector 
boundary at all. This situation is considered as a fit failure if  the original track did 
indeed originate from the interaction region. The positive effect of this method is 
that it does not introduce a bias and as such can be used to reconstruct muon tracks

(16)The charged inverse momentum resolution can be compared with the estimated error window mul
tiplied by the momentum as follows:
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stemming from pion decays in the calorimeters, which should help reduce some of the 
background. The seed generation efficiency in this mode is over 99.5%.

There is a difference between MuFit and Muonbox in the way the distances are 
obtained that describe the closest approach of the muon track to the ATLAS detector 
origin. Muonbox calculates them for every track, as shown in Fig. 7.31. MuFit only 
takes those tracks into account that pass through the beam pipe, which has a radius 
of 2.5 cm near the interaction region. There are two reasons that help explain why a 
number of tracks do not cross the beam pipe during the backtracking phase.

Firstly, the accuracy of the second coordinate fit is of the order of several millime
tres, which means that the j  angle parameter is not accurately determined either. Dur
ing simulation, the muon has undergone multiple scattering where the precise Monte 
Carlo information, i.e. the location and magnitude of the angles of a scatter, is only 
known to the simulation itself. This precise information is unavailable during the fit 
and consequently the track parameters cannot be corrected for the random scatters. 
However, the error estimates on track positions (e.g. second coordinate) and angles 
(e.g. j  angle) are increased by the average contributions. On the other hand, the track 
momentum during reconstruction will be different from that of the simulation in or
der to fit the measured points. This is especially the case when single, large scatters 
have occurred, as is explained in appendix B. Effectively seen, the initial inaccuracy 
is augmented during the backtracking phase.

Secondly, the solenoidal magnetic field inside the inner detector causes a deflection 
of the muon track in the x-y plane, i.e. a change of the j  angle (parameter). This change 
is partly undone in the magnetic field of the return yoke, but not entirely since the muon 
momentum has decreased by an unknown amount, by then. So, during backtracking 
the j  angle changes as well, but by different amounts since the muon momentum is 
not known accurately. This gives an extra contribution on the initial inaccuracy.

Figure 7.32: Transverse distance o f closest approach and error window on trans
verse distance, obtained by MuFit for tracks crossing the beam pipe.

Even if the backtracked muon misses the beam pipe, this does not mean that the 
fitted track parameters are wrong. The reason is that the error windows on the back
tracked parameters have become so large that the interaction region is still encom
passed. Figure 7.32 shows an illustrative comparison. Only the transverse distance
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(^o) is shown in the figure, since the longitudinal distance (Z0) does not differ much 
from what was already shown in Fig. 7.31. Another name for the transverse distance of 
closest approach or transverse impact parameter is just impact parameter (IP), which is 
very misleading of course. The pull distributions, of the distances of closest approach, 
do not behave well as s IP is largely overestimated and s z  somewhat underestimated. 
About 50% of the fitted muon tracks go through the beam pipe.

7.3.2 Using a vertex constraint
The second mode of MuFit includes the beam pipe as an additional super space-point. 
This method introduces a clear bias, because all muon tracks are expected to originate 
from the interaction region. The additional super space-point is obtained by imposing 
a measurement at the detector origin with measurement error estimates: sL  =  60 cm, 
s S  =  1 cm, s T  =  0 cm. This has profound consequences, which are mainly positive. 
For instance, all tracks are successfully refitted and the inner detector seed generation 
efficiency is 100%. There is an improvement on the %2-probability distribution, see 
Fig. 7.27 and Fig. 7.33(a). It has become flatter and the peak at 1 has decreased, which 
indicates that more information has been used successfully. Also, the resolution on 
the S parameter in the muon spectrometer barrel has improved drastically, compare 
Fig. 7.26(a) and Fig. 7.33(b) keeping in mind the difference in vertical scale. Finally, 
the seed definition has become better, but this subject is postponed till later.

Figure 7.33: (a) Improved %2 probability, (b) S parameter error window and (c) 
charged inverse momentum resolution, due to MuFit beam pipe constraint.

As expected, there is not much improvement on the momentum resolution, or the 
L and h parameter resolutions, since they are constrained sufficiently already by the 
measurements inside the muon spectrometer. The pull distributions shown in Fig. 7.27 
become better as can be seen from Fig. 7.34 for 0, j ,  and S. An explanation could be 
that a different type of constraint has been introduced, namely a severe constraint on 
the S and j  parameters. This behaviour has been tested as a function of the constraint 
severity, using a measurement error estimate of s S  =  5 cm. As expected, the improve
ments just mentioned become less profound and the results are between those shown 
in Figs. 7.27, 7.28 and 7.33, 7.34. There seems to be a statistical 1s (or 68%) effect, 
since the number of tracks reaching the beam pipe goes down to 83% (which equals
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50% plus 68% of the remaining 50%), in this particular case. The muon tracks that 
miss the beam pipe come from the muon spectrometer barrel which is explained by the 
fact that the S parameter resolution exceeds 10 mm for those tracks.

It takes more time(17) to fit a single track using the beam pipe constraint, since the 
track length has become a lot longer and the muon encounters many more volumes. 
When using the more severe constraint of s S  =  1 cm, the number of tracks that crosses 
through the beam pipe increases to 93%. This percentage depends on the fraction 
of tracks in barrel and endcaps, as the latter ones always reach the beam pipe. It 
also depends on the transverse momentum, i.e. the percentage reaches almost 97% for 
muon tracks with p -  >  40 GeV/  c

Figure 7.34: Improved pull distributions on track parameters o f interest at the 
primary vertex, due to MuFit beam pipe constraint.

7.3.3 Stand-alone performance
One kind of benchmarking often looked at, is the muon spectrometer stand-alone per
formance. This means that all detector elements that constitute inner detector and 
calorimeters are treated as dead material. The explanation is that it could happen, 
during a very unlikely situation, that only the muon spectrometer functions(18). This 
would also be the case if no information of the muon tracks could be isolated from 
calorimeters and inner detector. Figure 7.35 presents the stand-alone charged inverse 
momentum resolution, averaged over j  and p T, as a function of pseudo-rapidity (h), 
using the beam pipe constraint, but leaving out the feet sectors. The resolution is 
calculated by fitting the entries in a particular eta-bin with a normal distribution, and 
taking the resulting half width at half maximum (=  s). Comparing Fig. 7.35 with 
Fig. 6.13 one can conclude that MuFit performs according to the theoretical expecta
tion. Especially when taking into account that the material of the RPCs was neglected 
by mistake[147] in producing the latter figure, it even seems that MuFit achieves a 
momentum resolution which is better than (theoretically) expected.

(17)One second per track is needed now, which is still about six times faster than the full pattern 
recognition, but is about two times slower than before.

(18)Though it can be argued that no-one would power up the detector when this disaster happens.
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Figure 7.35: Stand-alone spectrometer muon momentum resolution (at vertex), 
averaged over j  and 5 <  p T <  120 G eV /c using MuFit beam pipe constraint 
without feet sectors, as a function o f h. The dashed line shows the resolution for 
the feet sectors only.

The performance would increase a lot when the full spectrometer would be matter 
free. As this is not the case, this essentially means that only part of the spectrometer 
performs according to the fifth requirement of Sect. 7.3.1.1. The impact on muon 
physics is large and can be expressed in a number that denotes the useful volume 
of the spectrometer. A map is used for this calculation, see Fig. 7.36, which shows 
the fraction of usefully fitted tracks per h - j  bin. The limit is set at twice the best 
possible charged inverse momentum resolution, which equals 3.5%, for every single 
muon track. The result obtained is that only two-thirds of the spectrometer volume 
could be used for physics analysis in stand-alone mode. Furthermore, no noticeable 
difference between MuFit and Muonbox was observed.

7.4 Muon seeds
The way out of the disastrous situation sketched in the previous section, is to make it 
possible to combine information from various sub-detectors. This feat is accomplished 
by giving a seed, at the outer boundary of the inner detector, to the inner detector 
pattern recognition software codes. XKalman[92] is used for this purpose, as it seems 
to be too difficult to make iPatRec[91] work with the software changes introduced in 
Chapter 6. The extra data cards[148] used are:

*MODE ’AXXX’ ’RECO’ 1
*MODE ’XKAL’ ’PRIN’ 0 ’RECO’ 1 ’HIST’ 0
*DETP ’XKAL’ ’INRO=’1. ’ONOFF=’0. ’INRO=’2. ’ONOFF=’1.

INRO=’3. ’0N0FF=’0. ’INRO=’4. ’ONOFF=’1. 
PDG1=’13. ’PDG2=’-13. ’PDG3=’0. ’PDG4=’0. 
INRO=’5. ’0N0FF=’0.
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which means that seeds are constructed from tracks found by Muonbox, and from 
tracks generated at the vertex.

Figure 7.36: Percentage o f fitted muon tracks with momentum resolution below 
3.5%, averaged over 5 <  p j  <  120 GeV/ c as a function of  h and j .

For Muonbox seeds, the h and j  values of the track intersection point with a cylin
der of radius 105 cm and half-length 320 cm are used, see Fig. 7.37. The standard 
half-widths in h and j ,  namely Dh and D j, are set at 0.5 each which are also the 
XKalman defaults. This means that all tracks found within the window (h — Dh, h +  
Dh) x ( j  — D j, j  — D j) are considered valid. The use of an h x j  window makes 
life easier for the inner detector pattern recognition code since the size of the win
dow does not change along the track. It needs to be remarked though that this default 
window size is really large(19), thus making it more probable that false tracks will be 
found. For GEANT/Monte Carlo generated seeds, the argument goes likewise though 
the intersection points do now reside on a cylinder with radius 140 cm and half-length 
360 cm.

(19)As a comparison: for z =  0 cm the window/box size around the intersection point equals 109 cm x 
105 cm, increasing to 351 cm x 105 cm at |z| =  320 cm, and decreasing to 45 cm x 43 cm at the ends 
of the cylinder for R =  43 cm. Actually, the window boxes are asymmetric and highly influenced, i.e. 
exaggerated by the value of h +  Dh. So, taking only the value of h — Dh into account, one gets more 
sensible boxes of 269 cm x 105 cm and 34 cm x 43 cm.
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Figure 7.37: Concept o f seed definition and quantities involved.

MuFit uses a different approach that was first proposed[149] many years ago. It 
utilizes the structure for ROAD banks[148], where a road half-width is defined in both 
transverse and longitudinal directions on a track-by-track basis. These quantities can 
be compared to the window box sizes. Figure 7.37 shows the definitions of all sizes 
involved. Since we are not dealing with planes anymore, but with cylinder surfaces, 
this implies that some definitions have changed slightly. For the curved barrel surface, 
the track parameters still are Q/p, h, j ,  L, S, and T, but with the adapted definition 
that the distance T does not equal the radius (R) of the cylinder. Instead, we now use:

L =  z

T =  V R 2 — S2 (7.5)

S =  R • (arctan ^ -  j  — j )  ,

where j  equals the azimuthal track direction. This azimuth can be defined for the track 
pointas well, thus giving f  p =  arctan (y/x). Upon inspection, it is found that Eqs. (7.1), 
(7.2), and (7.5) on page 80 do not differ essentially. For the flat cylinder end-surfaces, 
the track parameters Q/p, h, j ,  L, S, and T remain to be used. Again, the roles of L 
and T are interchanged, as was the case for the muon spectrometer endcaps, since T 
always measures the fixed distance to a point of reference. So,

T =  |z|

L =  V R 2 — S2 (7.6)

S =  R • (arctan ^ -  j  — j )  ,

in this case, which is equivalent to Eqs. (7.3) and (7.4).
The longitudinal and transverse half-widths of a seed are now defined as: DLhw =  

9 • S l  (for the longitudinal half-width), and DShw =  7 • Ss (for the transverse half
width), where S l and Ss represent the error estimates obtained by MuFit. Multiplying
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these estimates by the above factors ensures that over 99.5% of the seeds coincide 
with a valid track inside the inner detector. The remainder of tracks is assumed to have 
been misfitted. Figure 7.38 shows the seed half-widths used by MuFit as a function 
of pseudo-rapidity. For comparison, the transverse half-width is also shown when no 
vertex constraint would have been used.

0  1 2 77 0  1 2  r¡ 0  1 2 77

Figure 7.38: Longitudinal and transverse half-widths as a function o f pseudo
rapidity using the MuFit beam pipe constraint, compared to the transverse half
width without constraint.

Taking into account the cylinder half-length of 345 cm and radius of 115 cm used 
by MuFit, it is possible to make a comparison with the default road definitions used 
by XKalman (and Muonbox). The window box sizes are roughly equal to 2 ■ ALhw x
2 ■ AShw, which leads to a maximum average box size of 36 cm x  45 cm when using 
MuFit. Likewise, using the equations A j =  AShw/R  and Ah =  ln(tan(^ arctan(R/L+  
ALhw))) — ln(tan(2 arctan(R/L))), it is clear that the maximum window size is found 
at N  ~  1 . 2 where A j «  0.2 and Ah ~  0.1 in average. The conclusion follows that it 
is well possible to use seeds on a track-by-track basis smaller than the default Ah =  
A j =  0.5 assumed by XKalman.

7.4.1 XKalman performance
Using the muon seeds, the inner detector pattern recognition code constructs a road, 
going from the seed to the beam pipe, in which all inner detector hits are sampled. 
Hereby, a new track segment is obtained inside the inner detector, which should be 
combined with the extrapolated track from MuFit. Two types of operation are available 
for the hit sampling of XKalman, namely it is possible to choose whether or not to use 
the interaction region(20) as the origin of the track. This beam constraint is clearly 
far more restrictive than that used by MuFit. On the other hand, the accuracy of the 
measurements in the pixels near the beam pipe is already such that tracks originating 
from the primary vertex also point back to it.

Figure 7.39 shows the results of the XKalman-fit procedure in comparison to the 
Monte Carlo / GEANT generated tracks parameters. Here, the parameters: Q /pT,

(20)The interaction region is defined as the region in which the beams collide. It is defined by the 
Gaussian widths s x =  s y =  16 pm and s z =  5.6 cm around the vertex (0,0,0).
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1 / tan 0, j ,  A0, z0 are used at the vertex to describe the muon track. One can see that 
these parameters are natural variables to use when the transverse momentum is used 
as reference, since most distributions are flat as a function of p r. The reason to use 
the transverse momentum as reference seems strange but has to do with the magnetic 
field. Tracks having the same p - experience a comparable amount of deflection by the 
magnetic field. This leads to comparable sagittas for those tracks, which is exactly the 
behaviour wanted as it is the sagitta that is measured by the detector. It has been found 
that the pull distributions do not behave very well, i.e. they are Gaussian but do not 
obey unity width.
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Figure 7.39: XKalman track parameters: 1/ tan 0, j ,  A0, and z0 compared to 
GEANT track parameter values, as a function of p r  using the primary vertex 
constraint.

7.4.1.1 XKalman compared to MuFit

Average values for IP =  DIP =  |AA01 and Az0 can be inferred from Fig. 7.39 and com
pared to those of the muon stand-alone reconstruction given in Figs. 7.31 and 7.32, 
already. It is no surprise that the former is orders of magnitude better, see Table 7.1. 
Likewise, the accuracy of the angles 0 (or h) and j  is expressed in terms of micro
radians, while the accuracy of the muon reconstruction code is more-or-less in the 
order of milli-radians, which is again a difference of a few orders of magnitude. A 
valid conclusion is thus that there is no use in combining position and/or angle param
eters of the reconstruction codes. Or, in other words, the positional and angular track 
parameters can be taken directly from the inner detector pattern recognition software.

1.0 <  |h| <  1.2 2.5 <  |h| <  2.7
average MuFit Muonbox XKalman MuFit Muonbox XKalman
DIP (pm) 9 ■ 102 1.24 ■ 104 5.91 303.3. 4.11 ■ 103 5.8
Az0 (pm) 2.50 ■ 104 2.64 ■ 104 66.4 2.46 ■ 104 2.50 ■ 104 170
A j (prad) 3.52 ■ 103 4.08 ■ 103 94 4.1 ■ 103 4.8 ■ 103 125
A0 (prad) 2.69 ■ 103 2.99 ■ 103 227 206. 203.7. 76

Table 7.1: Average position and angle accuracy for track reconstruction codes. 
(Muonbox does not have a vertex constraint. Last digits are not significant.)
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7.4.2 Combining track information

The situation is different regarding the momentum information of MuFit and XKal
man, as this is comparable over a large range of pr. Figure 7.40 shows the charged 
inverse momentum resolution obtained by MuFit at the vertex using the beam pipe 
constraint, as well as the error estimate on this track parameter as a percentage of the 
generated muon momentum. This is considered to be the best possible muon stand
alone performance. The same is done for the stand-alone inner detector using the 
muon seeds as its input. The result, in Fig. 7.41, shows the charged inverse trans
verse momentum resolution obtained by XKalman using the interaction region, and 
the error estimate on this track parameter as a percentage of the generated transverse 
momentum.
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Figure 7.40: Muon stand-alone resolution for the charged inverse momentum 
track parameter, and its error estimate.

It can be debated whether to use the interaction region constraint for XKalman or 
not, as it becomes more and more effective at higher momenta, i.e. at p T =  100 GeV/ c 
the improvement has become a full percent on the momentum resolution. In any case, 
it seems valid to conclude that the stand-alone inner detector momentum resolution 
is better than the stand-alone muon spectrometer momentum resolution up to p T «  
100 GeV/c. The stand-alone muon spectrometer performance becomes crucial for 
higher values of p — which is of importance to physics(21) beyond the standard model.

We are dealing with statistical quantities here, which means that the combination 
has to be applied in a statistical manner. In practice, this implies that a factor \[2  
can be gained, at maximum when the two values and their weights are roughly equal.

(21)Part two of this thesis deals with several physics goals of ATLAS. When compared to CMS, the 
decision to choose for a well performing stand-alone muon system could prove advantageous, especially 
in the endcap regions where a toroid performs much better than a solenoid.
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Figure 7.41: Inner detector resolution for the charged inverse transverse momen
tum track parameter, and its error estimate.

The combined result is presented in Fig. 7.42, which is explained in detail in the next 
section.

7.5 Combined performance

In order to perform the statistical combination in a mathematically correct way, it is 
necessary to first transform both sets of track parameters and their respective error 
estimates, i.e. covariance matrices, to a common set. This is done by means of a Jaco- 
bian transformation matrix, using the transformation ZM =  (Q /P , p — 9, j ,  S, L, (T ))

Z f =  ( Q /p j ,  1/ tan9, j ,  A0, 20). The covariance matrices are s ]  and s f b for MuFit and 
XKalman, respectively. Now, the relation p j  =  p sin 9 gives rise to the Jacobian ele
ment J 11 =  1/ sin 9. The only other element of interest is J 12 =  Q cos 9 /p sin2 9, since 
all others J 13 =  J 14 =  J 15(=  J 16) remain zero. It is not of any importance to calculate 
every Jacobian matrix element, since only the ones mentioned previously play a role 
in combining the momentum information. Transforming MuFit results into the refer

ence frame used by XKalman is done as follows: Zm ̂  Z'M  =  J abZbM  and s ]  ^  s 'M  =  
J acsM¡Jdb. Or, in a shorthand notation: Z m =  JZm and s 'm =  Jsm JT. Since s 12 =  s 21 
in general, we have now obtained that s 'M  =  s ] ^ /  sin29 +  2 (Q cos9)s]M¡/p sin3 9 +  
(cos2 9)s 2M i/p2 sin4 9, which happens to be the square of the error estimate on the new 
charged inverse transverse momentum (of MuFit).

Having the results of MuFit and XKalman in the same reference frame makes it 
possible to perform the actual combination. This is given, in general[88,89], as Zcomb =  
(s 'M ) +  s —1)—1(s'm 1Z'm +  s — 1Zi) with covariance matrix s œmb =  ( s 'M  +  s —1)—1. 
Since Zfomb =  Zf for a =  2 ... 5, it is only instructive to show Z(!omb =  ( Q /piOcomb and
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s 1omb which should be interpreted as the improved combined momentum and its error 
estimate. See Fig. 7.42 for a comparison with the original values coming from MuFit 
and XKalman, as were shown in Figs. 7.40 and 7.41.
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Figure 7.42: Improved charged inverse transverse momentum resolution (repre
sented by full lines inside the left sub-figure), and its percentual error estimate 
(represented by full lines inside the right sub-figure), obtained through statistical 
combination o f muon stand-alone (dotted lines) and inner detector (dashed lines) 
track segments.

Since the resolutions were obtained by fitting a normal distribution to the contents 
per bin, a test is to acquire a feeling(22) of the pull distribution D(Q/ pT) /  sq / pT, which 
is trivially obtained as it evolves from dividing the values in the figures of interest on 
a bin-by-bin basis. Another test is to compare the results of Fig. 7.42 with results 
stemming from other approaches, like COBRA[142] and STACO[132]. It should be 
remarked that the procedure used by STACO is based on exactly the same mathemat
ical formulas for the statistical combination as described above. Surprisingly enough, 
it is found that the simplistic approach used by MuFit yields the same results as its 
recent counterparts.

Several remarks need to be made though. Firstly, MuFit performs only the first 
phase of muon reconstruction, and prepares for the second phase. This means that 
it assumes that all tracks found by Muonbox are due to genuine muons originating 
from the event of interest. The other codes perform a combined fit, i.e. the second 
phase of muon reconstruction, in order to prepare for the third phase, where a muon 
(track) is uniquely identified. So, since they do not assume that a track comes from a 
genuine muon, their performance and efficiency is a bit different. Secondly, this also 
means that these codes do not utilize a primary vertex constraint, in general. Thirdly,

(22)This is not true for Fig. 7.40 because the central peak of the momentum resolution (in Fig. 7.33.c) 
is narrow compared to the width of the distribution. The momentum resolution comes from the central 
peak, and would be largely overestimated when taking the tails of the distribution into account.
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the underlying data samples used to evaluate the performance are fundamentally dif
ferent. MuFit uses a sample that resembles muons coming from Higgs decays, while 
performance comparisons between competing combined fit methods are based on dis
tributions flat in h and j ,  at a given value of p i. The former has relatively more tracks 
inside the muon and inner detector barrels, where fit results happen to be better than in 
the endcaps. Direct comparisons of Fig. 7.42 to other results[150] may, therefore, be 
misleading.

Figure 7.43 shows the fraction/percentage of successfully combined tracks as a 
function of h and j ,  averaged over the momentum range 5 <  p i  <  200 GeV/c. It is 
clear that the combined fit method fails in several regions, shown in dark in the figure. 
The overall success rate lies at 93%, for a total of 200.000 tracks. Detector and/or pat
tern recognition inefficiencies make up the largest part of the missing 7%. Namely, 3% 
of the tracks have not been found by Muonbox, most of them are located at |h| ~  0 or 
in the feet sectors. Another 1.7% of all tracks is not found by XKalman, since the inner 
detector has a pseudo-rapidity coverage of |h | <  2.5, only. When trying to combine in
formation, in 0.8% of all cases no inner detector track is found within the road defined 
by the provided seed. This percentage can be decreased by increasing the seed widths, 
at the risk of finding fake inner detector tracks. For the remaining 1.5% combining 
failures, the track momenta of the two track segments are too far off to be combined 
sensibly. There are three possible underlying reasons for this kinematical mismatch: 
either one of the track segments was misfitted or the error on the track momentum was 
by far underestimated, or the muon may have experienced a catastrophic energy loss 
inside the calorimeters. This percentage can also be decreased, e.g. by relaxing the 
requirement on the kinematics. No h, j  or pT dependencies can be found in case of 
miscombined track segments.

Now that the tools of interest have been thoroughly analysed, it is time to look at 
an application of muon track reconstruction. The next part of this thesis deals with a 
case study.
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Part II 

Multiple muons





Chapter 8 

Introduction to the theory

A rather elaborate description was given in Part I how to obtain the track parameters of 
elementary particles, in particular muons, using the ATLAS detector. Then, of course, 
the question arises of what can be done with this knowledge. In order to be able to 
answer this question, it is necessary to first introduce several basic notions.

8.1 Constituents of nature

According to the ancient Greeks(1), everything around us consisted of four constitu
ents, namely earth, fire, air, and water. Hidden herein lies an awesome thought which 
is usually unnoticed by modern man. The Greeks had been able to abstract the notion 
that it is possible to construct larger structures using existing building blocks, a clear 
example from everyday experience, into the notion that possibly all matter around us 
can be considered as larger structures built up of still smaller, but yet fully unknown, 
elements. This idea goes under the name of reductionism[152], a concept that is still 
constantly criticized, also because it implicitly entails an even more profound thought. 
This is the belief that the full structure can not be more than just an addition of the 
parts. Or put otherwise, the properties of a substance should follow completely from 
the properties of its constituents. In the light of this, it becomes obvious that earth, 
water, air, and fire stand for different, much more abstract, elements(2).

So, in short, it is not really the nomenclature that matters but more importantly 
how the basic notions are dealt with. In view of this, it becomes understandable why it 
took numerous centuries before this, as we see it, strange and limited worldview began 
to change. During the Middle Ages, attention was primarily paid to the (divine) en- 
tirety[155,156], while reductionism became fashionable again in the Renaissance with 
the rise of art and science. The four ancient Greek elements did not fit any more into 
the new vision of the world and their place was gradually taken by many tens of chemi-

(1)Reference [151] states this to be the vision of a certain Empedocles (about 490-430 B.C.).
(2)It is questionable altogether in how far the vision of the ancient Greeks can be said to be reduc- 

tionistic[153], though Democrites (about 460-370 B.C.) conceived the notion of finite divisibility of 
matter[154], which is also referred to as atomic theory.
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cal elements[157]. The culmination of logic came in 1869, when Mendeleev[158] was 
able to draw up the periodic table(3) of elements. Every substance could now be de
scribed, using chemical formulae, by its constituents, the atoms that form the elements 
of the periodic table.

However, reductionism has gone further by explaining the logic behind the periodic 
table to describe every atom as a number of protons and neutrons, that comprise the 
atomic nucleus[159], around which circle a number of electrons[160]. It becomes now 
necessary to introduce the fundamental forces of nature also. But the description of 
matter has not been completely finished yet, since other constituents do exist, such as 
the muon, which has been found in (high energy) experiments in the middle of the 
twentieth century. Later experiments gave more insight and the current understanding 
is that three generations of quarks and leptons exist with their corresponding anti
particles. They are listed in Table 8.1 (from reference [68]).

family symbol
electric 

charge (e) mass (c 2) symbol
electric 

charge (e) mass (c 2)
1 d -1 /3 3 -  9 MeV e -1 511.0 keV

u +2/3 1 -  5 MeV Ve +0 < 3eV
2 s -1 /3 75 -  170 MeV V -1 105.7 MeV

c +2/3 1.15 -  1.35 GeV VV +0 < 0.19 MeV
3 b -1 /3 4.0 -  4.4 GeV t -1 1777.0 ±  0.3 MeV

t +2/3 174 ±  5 GeV Vt +0 < 18.2 MeV

Table 8.1: Quark and lepton families.

Only the members of the first generation are present in matter around us. The small 
cartoon in Fig. 8.1 more-or-less shows how.

8.2 (Fundamental) forces of nature

Sir Isaac Newton published his ‘Principia’ in 1687[161], where he introduced classi
cal mechanics, a description of the laws of motion, on the basis of action by forces 
in nature. Well known is the apple falling from the tree, which is associated to the 
gravitational force. Furthermore, he showed the equivalence of force and motion, or 
better yet: acceleration. Newton’s laws are a perfect description for what happens 
daily in our surroundings, but still they are only a good approximation. The validity 
of the laws depends on the scale at which the experiments are performed. When sys
tems are measured that approach the speed of light more-and-more, then it becomes 
apparent that the deviation from Newton’s laws becomes larger as well. The solution 
has been postulated by Albert Einstein in the form of special relativity[162](in 1905)

(3)The strength of logic lies in the fact that Mendeleev’s table contained a number of open places and 
thus predicted the existence and characteristics of several more chemical elements which were actually 
found later on using this knowledge.
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Figure 8.1: Magnification into increasingly smaller constituents o f matter, i.e. 
from molecules via atoms to nucleons.

and general relativity[163](in 1916), which conform extremely well to these kinds of 
measurements.

Another example involves magnetism, electricity and the corresponding electro
magnetic forces, i.e. meaning both magnetic and electric forces, which are all com
monly encountered in every day life as well. It is very well possible to constitute a 
separate theory for both, but Maxwell was able in 1864 to unify the two phenomena 
into one theory. The strength of the theory of electromagnetism[164, 165] is not so 
much that it gives an adequate description of magnetic and electric forces, but what 
makes it special is the notion that these forces are actually two possible appearances 
of one unified electromagnetic force.

Same-signed charges experience a repulsion, according to Coulomb’s law[166], 
and the smaller their mutual distance the larger the repulsion. This would mean that 
the positively charged protons cannot be brought together close enough to form the 
atomic nucleus. Still, it is known that they do, in conjunction with the neutrons. The 
strong nuclear force, better known as the strong interaction, acts on the various quarks 
and it is this force which is responsible for the stable atomic nucleus, since its attraction 
is so much stronger at short distances(4) than the electromagnetic repulsion.

Lastly, one other important force in nature which is subject to experiments is the 
weak nuclear force, better known as the weak interaction. The weak interaction is re
sponsible for natural radioactivity of various elements, and also for the “slow” decay 
of elementary particles. Examples hereof are the decay of a neutron: n ^  p  +  e-  +  v e 
and the decay of a muon: j -  ^  e-  +  v e +  Vj. A model[167,168] describing this inter
action was introduced by Fermi in 1933, where he had to postulate(5) the existence of 
the (possibly) massless, neutrally charged neutrino. Furthermore, the model predicted 
the existence of a four-point interaction according to the scheme presented below.

Although the idea of the existence of the neutrino has proven to be very successful, 
that of the existence of a four-point interaction was not good enough. Further experi-

(4)The typical distance here is of the order of one femtometer.
(5)The postulate actually came from Pauli in 1930[169].
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Figure 8.2: b-decay o f a free neutron.

ments showed a clear disagreement with the model at higher energies. This behaviour 
has led to the improved Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model[170-172] where use is made 
of the exchange of virtual particles. Here, we deal with a very peculiar non-intuitive 
concept.

It is not uncommon in physics to bring forth counterintuitive theories. Through 
Newton’s laws it has become known that force and acceleration are equivalent. Ein
stein’s famous formula E =  mc2 puts mass and energy on the same footing, while, 
according to his theory of general relativity, space becomes curved under the presence 
of mass, c.q. influence of gravity. The atomic shell model of Bohr[160] shows that 
even the densest substance consists of almost nothing, even neglecting the interatomic 
space. Furthermore, quantum mechanics has taught us that the observation itself ex
ercises an influence on the observed system. So to say, the above examples show that 
phenomena expose themselves depending on the way in which observations are being 
executed. This is called paradigm(6) cultivation.

Also for the other forces in nature, it is very well possible to build models in which 
they are described by virtual particle exchange. See Table 8.2 (taken from [174]).

name symbol mass 
( GeV/c2)

type of 
interaction

strength acts upon

gluon g 0 strong 1 quarks, gluons
photon g 0 electroweak 10-2 charged particles
vector- Z0 91.2 electroweak 10 -  13 quarks, leptons

bosons W± 80.2 electroweak 10 -  13 quarks, leptons
graviton g 0 gravity 0 3 OO massive particles

ps. the graviton has not been observed (yet) while both gluons and quarks have not 
been observed in isolation.

Table 82: Fundamental forces in nature, with corresponding virtual particles, in
teraction type and relative strength compared to the strong interaction at a distance 
of  10-15 m.

(6)An interesting example of a paradigm is the attempt to formulate physics in terms of music instead 
of the usual maths[173], which clearly demands a completely different way of performing observations.
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8.3 History of the Standard Model

At the moment, experiments in the field of elementary particle physics are conducted 
within the framework of the so-called Standard Model. This theory is a combination 
of a theory for the strong interaction with that of the electroweak interaction, both 
working on the previously described constituents of matter. Gravity has not been taken 
into account, since it has virtually no influence on the processes(7) under consideration. 
The building blocks of the Standard Model, therefore, are given by Tables 8.1 and 8.2, 
while leaving out gravitons. Its description was complete around 1968, though a small 
extension of the original model by one full family proved to be necessary.

The success of the model is reflected in the fact that a large number of predictions 
could be made[175,176] which all proved to be correct later on. In 1973[17] it became 
obvious that the Z0-vector boson did indeed exist, although it took until 1983 before 
it was actually observed[177,178], shortly after the discovery of the W+- and W - - 
vector bosons[179, 180]. The t - -lepton was found in 1975[181] and the matching 
generation of quarks a bit later, namely the b-quark in 1977[182] and the t-quark in 
1995[183,184].

To explain the phenomenon of mass, the Standard Model predicts the existence 
of a so-called Higgs-boson. This vital particle has not been observed by the existing 
experiments yet. The remainder of this thesis will concentrate on how to prove the 
existence of this particle. Before it is possible to continue, however, it is necessary 
first to introduce the essence of mass and the mathematics involved.

8.4 Concept of mass

It is important to ask oneself: what is mass, or: how do we experience the influence of 
mass when we cannot tell what mass is itself?

In fact, it turns out to be a deep philosophical question to be able to give the def
inition of mass. For this purpose(8), we concentrate on a ball and a boulder. These 
objects clearly exhibit the property mass; as they are said to be massive. According 
to Table 8.2 this must mean that these objects are under the influence of gravitational 
forces. Actually, it is precisely this property that tells us that these objects must pos
sess mass. As everyday experience tells us that we can weigh massive objects, i.e. a 
ball weighs a bit and a boulder usually weighs a lot more.

What happens is that the earth’s gravitational field pulls these objects towards the 
earth. The more mass an object has, the harder it is being pulled at by the earth, i.e. the 
more weight is shown on the balance. By the way, the objects pull the earth back just 
as hard(9), but the earth does not budge that easily. Gravitational forces are responsible

(7)The typical distance scale inside the atomic nucleus is o f the order of one femtometer.
(8)The text of this paragraph has been fully inspired by the inaugural speech[185] of prof. dr. Sijbrand 

de Jong. This booklet also gives a very readable introduction to the field of high energy physics.
(9)As Newton’s law states that action equals reaction.
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for the solar system, though, where the earth orbits around the sun, and the moon 
around the earth.

Even though gravity does have a clear connection to mass, it has not been possible 
yet to incorporate gravity into the Standard Model. Put differently, it is not clear how to 
put a consistent mathematical description of gravity into the mathematical description 
of the Standard Model. In this thesis no attempt will be made to do so, or to describe 
any of the ongoing research. Furthermore, as has been said before, the processes 
under consideration throughout this thesis are practically uninfluenced by gravitational 
forces. The other fundamental forces of nature are much more of importance for the 
processes under study.

Now, it has become important to make the distinction between mass and weight. 
For this purpose we are going to exercise an equal force on both objects, for instance 
by kicking against them. The ball will roll away some distance and the boulder should 
move a bit, probably, but if  it were larger the boulder stays on its spot completely. The 
conclusion from this experiment is that the heavier the object is the harder it is to make 
the bulk come to movement.

Our experience changes when we conduct the same experiment in space, where 
the gravitational forces and friction have reduced to practically nil. Again, an equal 
force is applied to the objects. The result will be, according to [185], that the ball will 
speed away from us. The boulder moves away as well but at a much lower pace. If 
the boulder were larger it should move still, but that would be hardly noticeable; there 
is more chance that we will have propelled ourselves into outer space. The conclusion 
is two-fold: firstly, objects in space are weightless, i.e. the balance shows zero weight, 
but not massless and secondly, the more mass the object has the slower it will move. 
It seems as if the mass of an object prohibits it attaining a certain velocity. The higher 
the velocity should become(10) the more the mass seems to resist[185].

Now of course the question comes up what it might be that causes this resistance 
to occur. Again, reference [185] is used to give an example. Try to move a treacle- 
pot along a perfectly smooth table without touching the pot itself. From childhood 
we know that this can be done by putting a spoon into the treacle and moving the 
spoon. The spoon will move a bit inside the treacle at first, but soon the whole pot 
moves as well. Then, when a specific velocity has been reached, the effort to sustain 
the movement becomes practically none. This is exactly what has happened with the 
massive objects.

The table represents space around us, the objects represent the treacle-pot, the equal 
force applied is the force applied on the spoon and so the spoon(11) stands for mass. 
But then: what is the treacle? The answer[185]: it is a background Higgs-field.

(10)Actually, the choice of words has been a bit sloppy till now. When kicking against the object 
a certain force has been applied during a certain time interval (Aí), thus giving the object a certain 
acceleration (F =  m ■a) during that time interval (Aí) resulting in a specific velocity afterwards (v =  
a ■ At +  V0).

(11)Here, a small spoon corresponds to a large mass, because the small spoon will have moved a lot in 
the treacle before the pot starts to move, meaning that much force has to be applied before the object 
starts to move. Likewise, a small mass corresponds to a large spoon.
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8.5 Vacuum, energy and particle creation

It seems strange that an object can have mass in space. This would mean that the 
vacuum is like the treacle, as described in the example of the previous paragraph, i.e. 
the vacuum of space would be filled with a background field of Higgs particles. Even 
though this seems a clear contradiction, it is in fact not. It is true that there are no 
particles in (a perfect) vacuum, but the Heisenberg uncertainty relation[186,187] does 
allow for the existence of so-called virtual particles during a short(12) time-period. All 
particles one can possibly think of appear (together with their anti-particles) and imme
diately disappear spontaneously in space. The particles do not live long enough to be 
measured, but their influence can be measured as was done by Casimir in 1948[189], 
therefore they are virtual. The process of spontaneous creation and annihilation of 
particle anti-particle pairs is called vacuum fluctuation.

In Sect. 8.2, we already touched on the idea of the exchange of virtual particles 
(quanta) associated with particular types of interaction, see Table 8.2. Actually, the 
classical point of view, where an interaction at a distance is described in terms of a 
potential or a field due to the influence of one object upon another one, is equivalent 
on a macroscopic scale, to the quantum mechanical point of view where quanta are 
exchanged. Both concepts are just as fictitious[188] since neither fields nor virtual 
quanta can be observed directly. Their influence is in both cases the same, namely a 
resulting force is exercised and this is the measurable quantity. On a microscopic scale 
though, on the other hand, it has been found that propagating fields are quantized in 
the form of bosons.

In 1935, Yukawa was seeking a way to describe the short-range force between 
neutrons and protons in the atomic nucleus and he came up with the connection stated 
in the following sentence. The range of the static interaction depends on the mass 
of the free field quantum, because the time of existence of virtual particles (during 
vacuum fluctuations) is also restricted by their mass. This Yukawa theory[3] led to the 
hypothesis of the existence of a spinless quantum with mass m ~  100 GeV/c2 given a 
range(13) of interaction of R ~  10-18 m, where R =  h/mc.

Turning back to the original argument, one should say that the idea of a vacuum 
consisting of absolutely nothing is based on a misconception. And so, even though 
the spontaneously created particles exist for a very short period of time, the vacuum 
fluctuations have their influence. The influence of the Higgs particles is rather special 
as they give mass to all particles (see appendix C for details on this mechanism). With 
this notion the argument is concluded.

(12)The uncertainty principle states that AE ■ At <  h, meaning that a particle with mass 1 M eV/c2 at 
rest (E =  mc2) could exist at most in the order of 10-21 s =  10-6 fs[188].

(13)Page 23 of [188] states the range of the weak interaction to be in the order of 10-18 m, while the 
mediators of the weak interaction have masses in the order of 80 -  90 GeV/c2.
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Chapter 9 

Theory: the Standard Model

9.1 A mathematical base

Humankind has a predilection for symmetry, or phrased differently: everywhere 
around us we experience symmetries in nature. Mathematics, usually, is a very good 
instrument to describe symmetry. So, it seems a good idea to formulate nature in terms 
of maths. Actually, during the development of philosophy a sound mathematical base 
emerged as well. One can say that there is a basis to empiricism thanks to symme
try because it states that every experiment should be repeatable at a different location 
and time while giving the same outcome. This means that verifiability can only be 
achieved when the laws of nature are independent of place and time. This is called a 
global, external symmetry.

A sphere, which looks exactly the same from every point of view, has the highest 
possible degree of global, internal symmetry. An internal symmetry does not depend 
on the movement of the system under consideration. Group theory(1), which is the 
maths behind symmetries, states that the symmetry group of a global symmetry re
mains the same for every point in space-time[190]. Quite a number of properties of 
elementary particles can already be explained by this type of symmetry.

9.1.1 Global symmetry

The space-time transformations associated with special relativity are the Lorentz-trans- 
formations, along with the Lorentz-group. If translations are taken into account as well 
then we end-up with the Poincaré-group (P(T)). To be more precise: the group of all 
coordinate transformations T in Minkowski space-time of the form x1̂ =  A ^ (T  )xv +  
t̂ ( T) with xv =  (ct, x,y  z); x  ̂=  gpvx v, where the 4 x 4 real matrices A( T) satisfy the 
relation Aop(T)gP^A(T)^v =  gov with g ^  =  ( J -}3 ) ; g^pgPv =  SJ and t (T) an arbi

(1)An example of a textbook on group theory is J.F. Cornwell[190].
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trary 4 x 1 real matrix. Now, for every physical system(2), described by the Lagrangian 
density L(x), the relationship P(T)L(x) =  L(x) must hold. This is the mathemati
cal definition of a global, external symmetry. It is actually responsible for some very 
important kinematic conservation laws: energy conservation and momentum conser
vation.

An example of a Lagrangian density is that describing a freely moving electron: 
L  =  Y ($  — m)Y, where the typical standard notation(3) of quantum field theory is 
used. Writing things out more explicitly we get[190]:

Lo(x) =  Y^(x)g4(ihcg^dj — mc2)Y(x) . (9.1)

This expression is valid for every free fermion field, so it just stands for a free particle 
with intrinsic spin 2 and rest mass m. The four-component spinor field Y(x) is deter
mined by this equation except for a fully arbitrary normalization, or gauge. Namely, 
every Y'(x) =  e- ia Y(x), a  G R fulfills the equation and gives rise to an identical 
Lagrangian density.

The transformation Y(x) ^  Y'(x) =  UY(x) with U =  e- ia , a  G R is called a 
global gauge transformation and has a unique connection to a global internal symme- 
try[194]. Or, put in mathematical terms, the theory described above has a global gauge 
invariance under the group(4) U(1). The Noether theorem[195] states that a local con
served current exists which is connected to this invariance, i.e. symmetry. Integration 
of the current over the three space coordinates gives rise to a conserved quantity, i.e. 
charge, which can be physically measured.

Important quantum numbers, conserved quantities, or charges, as for instance L, B, 
Q, S, C label one-dimensional representations of mutually commuting groups which 
are isomorphic to U(1)[194]. So, one can write the following:

B : Y ^  e-iaBY, B =  baryon number of particle Y (quarks have B =  1 )
Q : Y ^  e-ibQY, Q =  electric charge of particle Y 
S : Y ^  e-igSY, S =  strangeness of particle Y (s-quarkhas S =  - 1 )
C : Y ^  e-iSCY, C =  charm of particle Y (c-quark has C =  +1)
L : Y ^  e-iSLY, L =  lepton number of particle Y (quarks have L =  0 

and leptons have L =  1),

where all of these quantum numbers stand for global internal symmetries of elementary 
particles.

When performing experiments, however, it turns out that not all of these quantities 
are exactly conserved. For example, strangeness and charm are not necessarily con
served under the weak interaction. This phenomenon is known by symmetry breaking.

(2)Textbooks dealing with descriptions of physical systems are for example: ’Classical Mechanics’ by 
Goldstein[191], ’Quantum Field Theory’ by Itzykson & Zuber[192], ’Relativistic Quantum Mechanics’ 
by Bjorken & Drell[193].

(3)Usually so-called natural units are used, where the relation h =  c =  1 holds.
(4)The groups U(k) consist of all unitary (complex) n x n matrices U (they satisfy U  U =  U U  =  In), 

where the group U(1) consists of every e-ia  with a  G R .
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Though it might seem artificial at the moment, the importance of symmetry breaking 
will become more clear when looking at local gauge invariance.

The last, and utterly important, example of a global internal symmetry is that of 
isospin. The existence of this type of symmetry has been suggested by Heisenberg 
[196-198] in 1932, when he remarked that the proton and neutron could be treated as 
two states of one type of particle: the nucleon. Likewise, p± and p0 form the three 
isospin states of the pion.

Experiments confirm that isospin symmetry is conserved under strong interactions. 
This can be visualized by considering isospin to be an iso-spatial vector I. The length 
( I )  of this vector does not change under rotations in isospin-space, which is what counts 
during the strong interaction and thus no discrimination is made between the separate 
states of either nucleon or pion. The electroweak interaction, on the other hand, fixes 
the isospin. The I3 (or Iz)-axis becomes fixed in isospin space and all states are pro
jected onto it. This happens because the electromagnetic interaction couples to the 
electric charge of a particle. The latter has a direct association to I3 according to the 
relation given in Eq. (9.2). It is possible to give the group representation of particles in 
isospin space; for the nucleons we write |p) =  | 2 , 2) , |n) =  | 2 , - 2), and for the pi
ons |p±) =  |1, ± 1 ) ,  |p0) =  |1 ,0). This is according to standard notation: the isospin 
I  wave function becomes |I, I3 ) with I  =  |I |.

The symmetry group for the isospin of nucleons is SU(2). It leaves the norm I  
invariant (and accordingly that of the particle wave function). Actually, this underlying 
symmetry group is the only, and very misleading, connection to spin, as SU(2) is the 
typical symmetry group of spin-2 particles. The u- and d-quarks, given in Table 8.1, 
are grouped in an isospin doublet, while all other quarks belong to isospin singlets. 
After introduction of the hypercharge Y as Y =  B  +  S +  C, the empirical relation(5):

Q =  k  +  Y/2  (9.2)

seems to hold, as has been found by Nishijima[199] and Gell-Mann[200]. The impor
tance of isospin symmetry is that it explains the build-up of all hadronic multiplets, 
which becomes apparent when placing known particles in a Y-I3 plane(6) (and even 
more after adding an additional axis for the charm charge C).

Isospin is of importance for the weak interaction as well, though the value I3 is 
replaced by T3, which is called weak isospin (denoted by the symbol T ). As already 
mentioned, the quarks (u, d, s, c, b, and t) are not invariants under the weak interaction, 
i.e. they are not eigenstates of the weak interaction. Cabibbo[201, 202] found that 
certain linear combinations of quarks do become invariant under the weak interaction, 
though. In practice this means that the quarks (d, s, b) are replaced by (d’, s’, b ’), 
which are eigenstates of the weak interaction. The leptons in Table 8.1 are eigenstates 
of the weak interaction, i.e. they are given as weak isospin doublets in the table.

(5)Physical constants like e and h have been left out from the equation since natural units have been 
used.

(6)This insight has led to the discovery of the A++ particle.
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One striking observation is that the mass differences of quarks and leptons within 
one family can be really large. So, the weak isospin symmetry is a broken symmetry.

9.1.2 Local Symmetry
Having seen several manifestations of global symmetries in nature, it is now interesting 
to look a bit further into the details of local symmetries. Cornwell[190] states that a 
system has a local symmetry when it has an internal symmetry group S(x) at every 
point x  =  x =  (ct,x) in space-time and that all these groups S(x) have to be isomorphic 
to each other. The local symmetries correspond to gauge theories that can be of the 
Yang-Mills type[203] when G(x) is not abelian.

It is illustrative again to consider a free, charged fermion to demonstrate the power 
of a gauge field theory. However, this time the electric charge of the particle (field) is 
turned into a local U(1) symmetry, according to:

Y(x) t  Y'(x) =  ei0(x)QY(x) .

Application of this transformation to Eq. (9.1) gives rise to the inequality(7) L ' (x) =  
L(x) whereby the U(1) symmetry seems to have disappeared. Thus, it becomes nec
essary to use a technique called gauge fixing where the derivative is exchanged 
by the covariant derivate Dj =  +  iqA .̂ This introduces the gauge field A^(x) t  
Aj(x) =  Aj(x) +  3^a(x). With the identification 0(x) =  -  ea(x) we now do get the 
proper equality L'(x) =  L (x). Since Q stands for the electric charge quantum number, 
we derive that eQ stands for the electric charge q of the particle, which is the coupling 
constant(8) of this U(1) group. The vector field Ap is the electromagnetic potential de
scribing a massless, intrinsic spin 1 boson; the photon. The interesting part of the QED 
Lagrangian density is the interaction term:

Lint =  -q Ÿ /A ^ Y  =  - J A  (9.3)

with the electromagnetic current: ß  =  eQYy^Y. Though the argument looks rather ar
tificial, one might conclude that when the Lagrangian density of free, charged fermions 
and the free, electromagnetic field(9) needs to be (gauge) invariant under the previously 
given (gauge) transformations, then this means that an interaction between fermions 
and photons exists through a coupling to the electric charge. However, though the 
coupling goes through the charge (of the group), this does not mean that there is an 
explanation why, for instance, protons, electrons, and muons have the same magnitude 
of the electric charge.

In 1949, Feynman[204] introduced a way to get more insight into field theoretical 
calculations. Through the technique of Feynman-diagrams, it becomes possible to

(7)To be more exhaustive: L'(x) =  L(x) -  (g“5j0(x))QY(x)Y(x) .
(8)The coupling constant is generally denoted by g/ h c when using the proper units.
(9)This Lagrangian density has the general form (x) =  - 1  F̂ vF^v +  2 M2c2 /h 2ApAJ with F̂ , =  

dpAv -  dvAp where Ap(x) is a four-vector which denotes a free particle of intrinsic spin 1 and rest mass 
M; so M  =  0 for photons.
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associate every term of the Lagrangian density with a schematic representation of it. 
Without giving the rules of the schematic representations, we conclude the example by 
just showing the Feynman-diagram of Lint, i.e. Eq. (9.3), in Fig. 9.1.

Figure 9.1: Feynman diagram and Feynman rule of electrodynamic interaction. a, 
b and J  stand for space-time, i.e. four-vector, components (of incoming, outgoing 
fermions and photon, respectively).

9.2 Symmetry within the Standard Model

The fermions in the Standard Model, that is: the leptons and the quarks, have another 
property which has not been discussed yet. It is called chirality and can be experi
mentally measured only by means of the so-called helicity[188,205-207]. It has been 
shown that the four-component spinor Y(x) describing the fermion (field) is actually 
a superposition of a fermion field with left-handed helicity and one with right-handed 
helicity. This helicity is the measure in how far the intrinsic spin of the fermion is 
aligned with its direction of flight. Now, the following holds: Y(x) =  Y L(x) +  Y R(x) =  
PLY(x) +  PrY (x) =  1 (1 -  g5)Y(x) +  1 (1 +  g5)Y(x) and with this the helicity projec
tion operators: PL =   ̂(1 -  g5) andPR =  2(1 +  g5) can be defined.

Application of this relation to the free fermionic part of the QED Lagrangian den
sity in Eq. (9.1) gives Lf  =  iY LgJd jY L +  iYRyJ9jY R -  mYRYL -  m YLYR, from 
which one concludes that Y L and YR can be considered as independent fields. The 
mass term induces transitions between the fields, as illustrated graphically in Fig. 9.2.

m m

Figure 92: Helicity flips o f (massive) electrons caused by the mass term(s) o f the 
free fermionic Lagrangian density.

The concept of chirality goes back to 1956[208,209] when experiments on ß-decay 
gave clear indications of parity violation. Namely, one can prove that four-vector 
couplings (YgJY) and axial four-vector couplings (iYy5yJY) conserve parity, while 
scalar (YY), pseudo-scalar (Yg5Y), and tensor couplings ( lY g ^ Y )  do not. Just like
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the scalar coupling mYY, also the tensor coupling lY s ^ Y  is responsible for a chirality 
flip. The electrons produced in ß-decay (the process drawn in diagram 8.2) have been 
experimentally measured to be solely left-handed. In nature, also only left-handed 
neutrinos have been observed, which gives rise to the matrix element for this decay to 
be (Ypgj(1 +  y5)Y n)(Y eyJ (1 +  g5)Y V). This is an example of the so-called pure V-A 
interaction. Another example, namely the fermion-photon coupling, is presented in the 
diagrams in Fig. 9.3.

Figure 9.3: Examples o f pure V-A interaction diagrams o f the electrodynamic 
fermion-photon coupling.

Going back to the underlying SU(2) weak isospin symmetry group, one can say 
that the left- and right-handed components of fermions within the Standard Model 
correspond to different representations of this group. Namely, the left-handed compo
nents belong to doublets while the right-handed ones represent singlets. The scheme of 
Table 8.1 now has changed and is presented again in Table 9.1, along with appropriate 
quantum numbers.

Q =  q/e 1
family

2 3 I3 Y
- 1
+ 0
- 1

- 1 /3
+ 2 /3
- 1 /3
+ 2 /3

e

ne
eR
d
u
dR
uR

J
V,J /  L

s
c
sR
cR

t

Vt

t 
b
t
bR
tR

- 1/2 
+  1/2 

0
- 1/2 
+  1/2 

0 
0

- 1
- 1
- 2  

+  1/3 
+  1/3 
- 2 /3  
+ 4 /3

L L

L L L

Table 9.1: Quark and lepton families divided up into weak isospin doublets and 
singlets.

The symmetry group underlying the electroweak part(10) of the Standard Model is 
SU(2)W ® U(1)y. Here, SU(2)w stands for the weak isospin symmetry. Sometimes, 
this is also written as SU(2)L to emphasize that the left-handed doublets transform 
under SU(2), while U(1)Y stands for the hypercharge symmetry.

(10)That is: the GWS-model[170-172].
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In 1971, ’t Hooft[210-212] was able to prove that this theory(11) is renormalizable. 
This means that calculated quantities can be given a physical interpretation, e.g. they 
can be measured. Before this statement becomes really true though, it is necessary 
to introduce a complex doublet field: the Higgs-field[213-215] which is written as a 
weak isospin doublet of complex scalar fields F  =  ^ f 0 j . This field serves the purpose 
of generating masses for the particles in an elegant way.

To do this, a rather delicate construction is needed, because mass terms cannot 
be introduced into the Lagrangian density by hand anymore. According to Later- 
veer[216], the mass term in Eq. (9.1) gives rise to problems. The argument goes as 
follows: in the case that the mass of the fermions has been put into the Lagrangian 
density manually, this would mean that left- and right-handed fermions have to have 
the same coupling to vector gauge bosons in order to keep the theory gauge invariant. 
However, this immediately means that parity is conserved, which is in contradiction to 
experiment. Keeping the kinematic term of Lq, it is still possible to give a substitute 
for the mass term in the form of Yukawa-couplings gf((YLF )Y fR +  h.c.). With this, 
the theory remains gauge invariant because Y LF  transforms like the singlet YfR. Later 
on in this thesis, it will become clear from where the mass of the fermions originates.

The gauge transformation of the group U(1)Y is given by:

Y(x) t  Y'(x) =  e - lgia iM T /2Y(x) ,

the gauge transformations of the group SU(2)W by:

YL(x) t  YL(x) =  e-lg2CW T Y l(x) ; Y r(x) w  YR(x) =  Y r(x) .

In this, Y and T are the so-called generators(12) of the groups, g 1 and g2 are the 
accompanying coupling constants, while a 1 (x) and a 2(x) are fully arbitrary.

Again, it is necessary to perform gauge fixing. For this purpose the gauge fields Bj 
and T j  are introduced. They transform simultaneously as: BJ(x) w  Bj(x) =  Bj(x) +
3 ja 1(x) and as w j(x) w  WJ(x) +  dj,a2(x) +  g2a 2(x) x w j(x), where the very last 
term, i.e. the cross product, can also be written as g2£/k1a 2,k(x) Wj¿(x). The covariant 
derivative(13) is now given by:

dj  W D j =  d j  +  lg1Bj  • Y/2  +  lg2 Wj  • T (9 4)

for the left-handed spinors, while the last term logically becomes zero for the right
handed spinors. The resulting gauge invariance of l Q can only be proven by going to 
the infinitesimal forms of the gauge transformations.

(11)We are dealing here with a spontaneously broken Yang-Mills gauge theory[203].
(12)The standard notation uses Y/2an d  W =  lS /2  with the Pauli matrices Sj ( j  =  1,2,3).
(13)The hypercharge is different for left- and right-handed spinor fields, see also Table 9.1. This can be 

shown by considering the gauge invariance of the Yukawa interaction term (YLF )Y R, because the gauge 
transformation F(x) w  F'(x) =  exp (—ig1a 1(x) • Y/2  -  ig2a 2(x) • )F(x) gives rise to the identity YL -  
Yf — Yr =  0[207].
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9.3 Spontaneous symmetry breaking

It is most clarifying to study the properties of the Higgs-field in detail. The kinematic 
term inside the Lagrangian density is given by |D jF(x) |2, with the covariant derivative 
as in Eq. (9.4) for a weak isospin doublet. The most general, non-trivial, renormaliz- 
able potential term is V(F(x)) =  j 2|F (x )|2 +  1 |F (x ) |4 +  constant and 1 >  0. Because 
of the possibility to rotate freely in SU(2) weak isospin space, it becomes possible to 
consider just one component of F(x) only. The choice is to take the real part of f 0(x) 
and denote it by f  (x). Different choices of j 2 have their individual consequences, as 
sketched in Fig. 9.4 for the choices j 2 <  0 and j 2 >  0.

V(f ) V’(f )

Figure 9.4: Two dimensional representations o f the potential term V(f(x)) =  
j 2|f  (x) |2 +  1 |f  (x)|4 with 1 >  0, caused by the (rotated) Higgs field component
f(x).

In the first case of j 2 >  0, nothing special happens and the lower bound is found 
at |F(x)| =  0. This state corresponds to the well known general vacuum. When j 2 <
0, i.e. the second case, we see that the lower bound lies below the usual symmetry 
point f(x) =  0 and is reached at |f(x ) |2 =  — j 2/2 l .  These two minimum values of f  
correspond to a continuum of minimum values for f 0(x), and therefore also for F(x).

A definition is to take the minimum at v/ V2, which implies v =  —J 2/^ , thereby 
breaking weak isospin symmetry. This procedure is called spontaneous symmetry 
breaking[217,218], because the vacuum state has now been given a preferred direction 
in weak isospin space. Since the point f  (x) =  0 has become manifestly instable, it is 
better to use an expansion around the vacuum(14): f  (x) =  —  (v +  h(x)).

Going back to the Lagrangian density of the Higgs-field and writing things out, 
we encounter various interesting terms. For instance, the term ( j2 +  ^̂ V“)h2 (x) =  
1 mHh2(x) shows that, by the principle of spontaneous symmetry breaking, a massive 
Higgs-particle has come into existence. Its mass mH =  21V2 is fully unknown, since

(14)Many different notations are used here for the neutral scalar Higgs-field, eg. f(x), H(x), h(x), p(x) 
instead of the h(x) as used in the Higgs Hunter’s Guide[219].
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1 is unknown. The potential term also gives contributions proportional(15) to h3(x) 
and h4(x), which demonstrates that the Higgs-particle acquires its mass through self
interactions. Rather special is the fact that the masses of the three massive gauge 
bosons originate automatically from the kinematic term, while the fourth gauge boson 
remains massless[213-215]. Other kinematic terms of the Standard Model Lagrangian 
density give the interaction between fermions and gauge bosons, and between gauge 
bosons mutually. Corresponding calculations are to be found in appendix C.

One basic symmetry of the Standard Model still has not been taken into account 
yet. While the GWS-model deals only with the electroweak symmetry SU(2)W ® 
U(1)Y, the full symmetry of the Standard Model is SU(3)C ® SU(2)W ® U(1)Y. The 
group SU(3)C houses the group theoretical base for the hadrons, which consist of 
quarks (and gluons), and the coinciding strong interaction. All other particles, which 
do not undergo strong interaction, are described by singlet representations of SU(3). 
The six different quark flavors (u, d, s, c, b, and t) themselves come in three varieties, 
denoted by colour, which corresponds to a fundamental triplet representation of SU(3).

Again, a gauge field theory can be constructed by making the SU(3) symmetry 
local. In complete analogy to the QED example, every generator acquires an accom
panying gauge field. These gauge fields GJJ(x) couple only to colour and are called 
gluons. There are eight of these gluons, since SU(3) is built up by eight generators(16). 
The concept of colour is a fully abstract one, of course. There can be mention of real 
colour only in association with visible light, but the concept clarifies the underlying 
ideas quite well. An SU(3)C singlet representation can be said to be colourless, or 
white, and it is possible to assign the triplet representation of the quarks to three ad
ditive base colours: red, yellow, and blue. Also, the gluons carry colour charge(17), 
which means that they can interact mutually. This can also be seen in a more mathe
matical way from the free QCD Lagrangian density L QCD =  — ̂ G j^ ^ G ^ ^ x ) ,  and 
GJJv(x) =  d jG j (x) — dvGJJ(x) — g s f ^ G j(x)GV(x), where the generators Ta of SU(3)c 
satisfy the relation [Ta, Tb] =  if£ aTc. It is clear from these expressions that three-gluon 
and four-gluon interactions have to be taken into account.

According to experiment, the baryons and mesons, together comprising the had
rons, are colourless. This can be attained only if either all three base colours are com
bined or one base colour is combined with its anti-colour(18). The fact that only colour
less particles have been found by experiment so far, has the profound consequence that 
it is fundamentally impossible to isolate free quarks or gluons. This principle is known 
as (colour) confinement.

The gluon self-interactions combined with the strength gs of the coupling make it 
an arduous task to perform calculations in QCD. From now on, the strong interaction 
will not be taken into consideration any more, because of these difficulties and because

(15)See appendix C for detailed calculations.
(16)This can be compared with Bj, which comes from the single generator of U( 1 ) Y, and with WPtl(i =  

1,2,3), which come from the three generators of SU(2)W.
(17)See page 395 of Perkins[188] for the precise assignments.
(18) Anti-red is green, i.e. the addition of yellow and blue. Anti-blue is cyan/orange, i.e. the addition of 

red and yellow. Anti-yellow is magenta/purple, i.e. the addition of blue and red.
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of the fact that only the electroweak interaction is of concern when dealing with the 
Higgs-boson.



Chapter 10 

Large Hadron Collider (LHC)

Einstein’s law (E  =  mc2) defining the equivalence of energy and mass has two pro
found consequences. Firstly, it states the possibility to transform mass, e.g. particles, 
into a concentration of energy. The easiest way to accomplish this is to let a parti
cle collide with its counterpart: the anti-particle. Aside from technical details, this 
is what was done until recently inside the LEP-ring[220], where an electron(-beam) 
and a positron(-beam), i.e. anti-electron, were both accelerated to a kinetic energy of 
103 GeV. In the collision, the particles annihilate one-another with the result that all 
potential and kinetic energies added up(1) are concentrated inside a small area.

The second consequence is that a given concentration of energy can be transformed 
into mass, i.e. particles can be created, or put differently: new particles will be pulled 
out of the vacuum[185]. The available energy is partly used for the creation of the 
new particle(s) (the potential energy part) and partly used to boost these particles if  a 
number of them have been formed (the kinetic energy part). In the extreme situation, 
only one massive particle at rest is created. This has been the case during the LEP-I 
running, where Z0-bosons of mass 90 G eV /c2 were formed. Clearly, the higher the 
desired mass of the particle that is to be pulled from the vacuum, the more energy 
needs to be used. In practice, this means that the accelerator, which is used to build up 
the kinetic energies of the particles, needs to be sufficiently large.

Already in 1984, first studies were conducted on the idea to build a future large 
particle collider using (infra-)structures existing at CERN[221] (shown in Fig. 10.1). 
Especially the circular tunnel of 27 km length and 3.8 m diameter is of interest. The 
LEP accelerator, which occupied the tunnel until recently, reached centre-of-mass en
ergies of slightly more than 200 GeV[222] using electrons and positrons moving in 
opposite directions. Current technology is not able to go far beyond this value, so that 
other solutions needed to be explored. The possibility of building an even larger tun
nel has been ruled out because of the high costs. A more cost-effective solution is to 
accelerate particles which are more massive than the electron/positron. These particles

(1)The net energy concentration is 206 GeV which is twice the kinetic energy. Clearly, the potential 
energy 1 MeV of the two particles is not the main contribution to the total energy.
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Figure 10.1: Location o f CERN sites and LHC access points with respect to a map 
of Pays de Gex showing roads and villages. The ATLAS experiment is situated 
in Point 1,just outside o f the CERN main site.
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do not need a larger tunnel since they lose less energy due to synchrotron radiation(2) 
as compared to lighter particles. Another type of solution would be to use a linear 
accelerator where the particles do not suffer any synchrotron radiation. However, the 
drawback is that current technology again requires a very long, new, straight tunnel. In 
a circular accelerator all elements are reused every revolution, where bending magnets 
are needed to make the particles move in a circle. The heavier the particle is that needs 
to be accelerated, the stronger the bending magnets need to be to deflect the particle 
from a straight path.

This latter solution has been adopted for the LHC[9, 221, 224-228] where 1232 
bending magnets will be used. Each magnet is 14.3 m long and needs to be supercon
ducting in order to reach the necessary field strength of 8.33 T. It has a structure such 
that both particle beams can be housed using one magnet, as shown in Fig. 10.2.

Figure 10.2: Cross section o f the dipole magnets two-in-one structure. 1. Beam 
screen, 2. Cold bore, 3. Cold mass at 1.9K, 4. Radiative insulation, 5. Thermal 
shield at 55 to 75 K 6. Support post, 7. Vacuum vessel, 8. Alignment target.

Three bending magnets are combined with several correction magnets, i.e. quad- 
rupoles, sextupoles, octupoles and decapoles, to guide and collect the LHC beams 
resulting in so-called half cells of 53.45 m length, as shown in Fig. 10.3. The LHC 
will have eight arcs of 23 cells, each consisting of two half cells. This bending section 
clearly uses up most of the 26.66 km available length of the tunnel.

(2)Even an accelerator with a 200 km circumference would not help much, since a 500 GeV electron 
would lose more than 150 GeV per revolution[223]. The 1800 times heavier proton loses 1013 times 

less energy according to the formula DE =  ( E  )4[24], where DE stands for the energy loss, E is the 
energy of the beam particles with mass m, charge e, and velocity ß =  v/c, R is the radius of curvature 
of the accelerator, c is the speed of light, and e0 the dielectric constant.
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53.450 m
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Figure 10.3: Half cell consisting of three main bending and many correction mag
nets. (MB: main bending magnet, MQ: main quadrupole magnet, and others up 
to decapole correcting magnets)

Protons will be accelerated from 450 GeV to an energy of 7 TeV by eight super
conducting 400.8 MHz radio frequency cavities per beam operating at a maximum(3) 
voltage of 2 MV. This results in a centre-of-mass energy of 14 TeV. This is needed 
to produce particles with masses below 1 TeV/c2, since protons are composite objects 
and the 7 TeV energy is divided over its constituents. In practice, this means that the 
effective energy for particle production is much lower since the protons do not collide 
as a whole but only via one of their constituents[229]. Figure 10.4 shows examples of 
possible interactions.

Figure 10.4: Common interaction types between proton beams: gluon-gluon, 
quark-gluon and quark-quark interaction, where the quarks can be valence type 
quarks or the quarks can stem from the quark sea, i.e. free quarks inside the proton 
coming from spontaneous quark-anti-quark pair creation.

The chance of two particles colliding with each other is extremely small. Even 
though the width of the beams will be focused within (a transverse radius of) 15.9 jm , 
this still is 16 milliard times larger than the size of a proton. Furthermore, even if 
a collision occurs, the chances to pull out a Higgs particle from the vacuum remain 
slim, as will be explained later on. The only way around these problems is to let many 
bunches of protons collide with another in a time as short as possible. Therefore, 
2808 bunches of about 1.1 ■ 1011 protons are injected into both beam pipes, where 
the detailed bunch structure is determined by the beam dump requirements[230] and 
injection sequence as shown in Fig. 10.5.

These beams are accelerated and used for physics purposes in the interaction re
gions of the experiments during ten hours. After that time the quality of the beams 
has deteriorated so much that it is better to dump the beams and start up the filling 
sequence again. However, the bending magnets cannot just be switched off to discard

(3)The resulting maximum radio frequency voltage per beam is 16 MV.
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Figure 10.5: Detailed bunch scheme structure.

the beams since the energy stored is about 350 MJ, which would destroy(4) the LHC 
machinery immediately.

The length of each individual bunch is 7.7 cm. Owing to this length, the interaction 
region along the beam direction can be described best by a Gaussian of width 5.6 cm. 
Given these parameters, it is now possible to calculate the luminosity of LHC[229]:

L  =  N1N2 f /A  «  1034 /cm 2s .

Here, N1 and N2 are the number of particles in each bunch crossing, f  is the bunch- 
crossing frequency(5), and A is the overlap area of the bunches at the collision point. 
The overlap area is somewhat difficult to calculate so it is sometimes expressed in other 
parameters[68,151]:

A =  4p£«ß*/Y ,

with ß* being the value of the betatron function at the interaction point, en the emit- 
tance corresponding to the 1s contour of the beam profile, and g the Lorentz fac- 
tor[227]. The importance of the luminosity is that it has a direct proportionality to the 
number of events one can expect in a certain physics channel:

N (t)=  s í fL ( t)d t/ .
0

(4)This amount of energy is equivalent to the power that is needed to stop at once a column of ninety 
10 ton trucks driving at 100 km/h.

(5)The bunch-crossing frequency ( f  =  1/24.95 ns) can be replaced by the revolution frequency ( fr =  
1/88.9 fjs «  c/27 km) times the number of bunches (k =  2808). This latter expression is actually more 
accurate since it takes beam gaps into account.
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Here, N(t) stands for the number of events after a time-period t, L ( t ) is the luminos
ity during that time-period, and s  is the cross-section of the physics channel. During 
the first few years of the LHC running period, it is expected that the luminosity will 
be 1033 /cm 2s due to the fact that the machine needs to be tested and commissioned. 
After this initial period the standard luminosity should become 1034 / cm2s. An advan
tage is that the lower luminosity makes it easier to perform studies on B-physics for 
which high event rates can be expected[132]. Of course, all studies requiring a high 
luminosity in order to reach a significant amount of events will suffer.

Since the number of protons in each bunch is so high, one can expect several 
interactions to occur during a bunch crossing. Most of these interactions will be 
soft hadronic collisions, meaning that the participating partons/constituents i.e. quarks 
and/or gluons, carry a low fraction of the total energy of 7 TeV. Each interesting hard 
collision will, on average, be accompanied by 23 soft collisions. The detector is not 
able to distinguish between them and thus will always detect these collisions super
imposed. This is called pile-up. If the detector were to register every bunch crossing, 
then it would mainly record soft collisions. These minimum-bias events added up give 
practically the full contribution to the total proton-proton collision cross section(6) of 
about 60 mb.

Furthermore, the time between bunches is 24.95 ns, which is shorter than the time 
needed for particles to fly through the detector; at essentially the speed of light they 
have travelled about 7 metres. This means that it is very important to know to which 
bunch crossing a particle belongs, since otherwise even more (fake) hits and/or tracks 
would incorrectly be associated with a certain event. As is the case now, about 3500 
tracks[132] are present in the detector with each interesting event. This amount reflects 
the number of tracks that is incident on the calorimeters. However, very few tracks 
reach the muon spectrometer meaning that it does not suffer from minimum-bias. Also, 
the inner detector suffers less from minimum-bias tracks because of its smaller eta- 
coverage and insensitivity to neutrally charged tracks.

According to the current building schedule, it is foreseen that the LHC machine 
and detectors are finished before April 2007. This means that the first particle beams 
will circulate and collide then to produce physics events of interest to ATLAS. It is 
anticipated and hoped for that LHC will remain in operation for at least twenty years.

(6)Here, mb stands for millibarn (1 barn= 10-24 cm2) so that 6 • 108 interactions per second are to 
be expected (at LHC). Though, this value is averaged because of the gaps in the bunch structure, see 
Fig. 10.5, and the limited lifetime of the beams.
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Higgs boson detection

The main purpose of the LHC machine is to provide interaction regions inside the LHC 
experiments: ATLAS, CMS, LHCb[231], and ALICE[232]. In these experiments, the 
energy densities are so high that massive particles can be pulled from the vacuum. The 
particle of most interest is the Higgs boson, of course, since it plays a central role in 
the theory but has not been discovered yet.

As the mass of the Higgs boson is unknown, it is also not known under which con
ditions it will be produced. That is to say: over the years, a number of searches[219] 
have been conducted already, resulting in the exclusion of the mass range up to about 
114 G eV /c2[233]. It has been possible to positively exclude Higgs bosons with a mass 
within this range by carefully comparing available production and decay channels to 
existing data. A 2.9 standard deviation has been reported for a Standard Model like 
Higgs boson at 115.6 G eV /c2[233]. This possible evidence does not change anything 
to the mission of the LHC though, which is to confirm or to disprove this evidence 
and to measure a number of properties of the Higgs boson[234], e.g. mass, spin, par
ity, couplings, branching ratios and width. The most important property is the Higgs 
mass, since that determines the coupling to other particles.

It is interesting, and necessary, to comment on the possible evidence found at LEP, 
for Higgs bosons with a mass between 115-116  GeV/  c2. Firstly, the number of events 
concerned is so small that every single event has been studied in detail, resulting in a 
quantity denoting the events compatibility with an expected(1) Higgs event. However, a 
twist of fate cannot be ruled out due to this low number of events, i.e. statistically seen 
they might be caused by mere background fluctuations. Secondly, after an extended 
running time of one month[235], the CERN Council decided against running the LEP 
experiments for another year[236]. This decision was steered by the fact that no more 
Higgs candidate events were observed during the one-month extension. Furthermore, 
the LEP machinery has to make way in order to build the LHC machinery, with the 
latter being better equipped to study the Higgs sector, and thus to turn the first evidence 
into a confirmed observation.

(1)Typical signatures have been derived from Monte Carlo simulations which predict the possible 
event topologies.
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Thirdly, the introduction of the isospin doublet Higgs-field described in Sect. 9.2 is 
merely the simplest way to incorporate mass into the theory. This theory is therefore 
called minimal Standard Model. However, studies over the years have not only yielded 
the limits of the minimal Standard Model[219,237] but also probable inconsistencies 
within the theory(2). Many extensions to the minimal Standard Model exist[219]. They 
will not be discussed here, since they lie beyond the scope of this thesis. It is important 
to note though that most of these extended models predict the existence of a Standard 
Model like Higgs boson. So, even when more proof is found against the validity of the 
minimal Standard Model, then the signal study of this chapter still remains essential. 
The extended models are spectacular though in that they predict a whole spectrum of 
new particles that are to be discovered by the LHC.

11.1 S.M. Higgs production

Figure 10.4 already showed examples of particle production diagrams. Using Feyn- 
man-diagrams, like Fig. 9.1, and Feynman-rules which follow from the calculations 
in appendix C, one can determine the processes of most importance for Higgs boson 
production by the LHC. Keeping in mind that the Higgs coupling to other particles 
depends on their mass, it is clear that the production processes should involve mas
sive elementary particles. It also signifies that the cross sections of these processes 
depend on the Higgs boson mass. Concentrating on the interacting elementary parti
cles only, it is determined that Higgs bosons will mainly be produced by the following 
processes[219], see Fig. 11.1: gluon fusion and massive vector boson fusion, the latter 
being of less importance.

Figure 11.1: Feynman diagrams corresponding to typical Higgs production pro
cesses at the LHC. (a) gluon fusion, (b) vector boson fusion, (c) associated gluon 
fusion and (d) associated quark fusion. These associated fusion production pro
cesses are often referred to as Higgs strahlung or Higgs radiation.

The Higgs production cross sections used for Fig. 11.2 are obtained with the P y t h ia  
6.2[128] program package, which is able to sample a large number of different pro

(2)Calculations on this subject form the frontier of elementary particle physics today and are difficult 
to perform, in general, while experimental results supporting new theories remain to be virtually absent.
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cesses. These calculations are of such complexity that the magnitudes of the cross 
sections shown are believed to be only first estimates of the real cross sections and pro
duction rates. Specialized calculations (and studies) on some of these production pro
cesses have yielded correction factors[238], originating from higher-order Feynman- 
diagrams, going up to K  =  1.9, i.e. an increase of almost 100% compared to Fig. 11.2. 
Anyhow, given the large number of Higgs bosons produced during a years running, 
one can regard the LHC as a future Higgs factory(3).

Figure 11.2 shows that Higgs production through gluon fusion dominates over the 
full mass range. A small effect due to a real top-quark loop contribution (Fig. 11.1(a)) 
is visible as a shoulder above mH «  2mt «  340 GeV/c2. Usually, all attention goes to 
the gluon fusion and massive vector boson fusion production processes only. However, 
it can be inferred from the right-hand scale of Fig. 11.2 that a non-negligible number 
of Higgs bosons are expected to be produced through other processes.
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Figure 11.2: Cross sections o f Standard Model Higgs production processes with 
respect to the nominal Higgs boson mass, without usage of K-factor correc
tions. The right-hand scale denotes the anticipated number of Higgs bosons 
produced during a running period o f one year (107 seconds) at high luminosity 
(1034 /cm 2s), thus yielding 105 events per pb.

11.2 S.M. Higgs decays

Like most other elementary particles, the Higgs boson is not stable, which means that 
it will decay immediately after having been produced. Again, the largest coupling is 
to decay products with the highest possible mass. This is shown in Fig. 11.3, where 
the branching ratios to particular decay products are given as a function of the nominal 
Higgs mass.

(3)The LEP machine is often referred to as a Z factory.
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Figure 11.3: (a) Branching ratios o f all possible Higgs decays in relation to its 
nominal mass. (b) Same as (a) but for those channels that were not labelled yet in 
sub-figure (a). Note the different scale o f the sub-figures.

The decay H ^  bb dominates up to mH «  140 GeV/c2, from where the decay 
H ^  W +W -  is taking over to dominate up to the theoretical limit of mH <  1 TeV/c2. 
Other decays of importance, i.e. accounting for more than ten percent of the Higgs 
decay, are H ^  ZZ(*)/y*, especially when both Z bosons are real, and H ^  tt as soon as 
the threshold mH >  2mt has been passed. Some decays can possibly lead to clear event 
topologies, i.e. decays into relatively stable particles that lead to easily recognizable 
event topologies. However, most of the decays lead to multiple jets of particles. These 
particle jets are caused by cascade decays, where a decay product almost immediately 
decays itself.

A particularly clear event topology is the “golden” Higgs decay channel: four high 
energy muons form two pairs originating from the decay of real Z bosons from the 
Higgs decay, i.e. H ^  ZZ ^  ji+pr n + p r. The chance for this particular decay channel 
to occur is not very large, as three small branching ratios are involved: BR(H ^  ZZ) «  
30% for mH >  200 GeV/ c2 and BR(Z ^  l+ p - ) =  3.36% independently of mH, which 
yields BR(H ^  4p±) «  3.4 ■ 10-4 for mH >  200 GeV/c2. Ironically enough, this is 
comparable to the direct decay probability H ^  p+p- , which has a branching ratio of 
«  2 ■ 10-4 for mH <  125 GeV/c2. However, events with just two high energy muons 
do not provide a clear, or better yet, distinct enough event topology. There are too 
many QCD background processes in which two high energy muons are produced, e.g. 
pp ^  Z +  X ^  p+pr  +  X where the Z is produced directly.

The four-muon event topology is of interest as well when one of the Z bosons is not 
real. This happens when the Higgs mass is below the 2mZ «  180 GeV/c2 threshold. 
The virtual Z or massive photon, denoted as g*/Z* has the same properties as a real Z 
boson except for the lower mass. However, there are now other QCD processes that 
yield a comparable four-muon event topology. These processes will be dealt with in
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greater detail in Sect. 11.4.

m H (in G e V / c 2)

Figure 11.4: Number o f events per year to be expected in the decay channel pp ^
H +  X ^  ZZ(*) +  X ^  p+p- p+p-  +  X as a function of the Higgs mass.

Combining Figs. 11.2 and 11.3(a), leads to the number of events expected in the 
golden decay channel as a function of mH during a one-year running period(4), as 
shown in Fig. 11.4. Table 11.1 gives a comparison between the results shown in 
Fig. 11.4, obtained from P y t h ia 6 .2 , and those that were published previously[132, 
239]. The former are multiplied by a factor four to reproduce the full pp ^  H +  
X ^  ZZ(*) +  X ^  4l± +  X cross section used by the latter. Previous publications 
used P y t h ia 5 .7  and corrections on the branching ratios to obtain the best possible 
results[239]. These older results yielded a slightly lower cross section for Higgs 
masses below 150 GeV/c2 and a clearly higher cross section for Higgs masses above 
240 GeV/c2.

120 130 150 170 180 200 240 280 320 360 400 500
1.41 3.22 5.88 1 . 42 3.24 11.6 9.78 8.01 7.01 6.90 5.74 3.00
1.29 2.97 5.53 1 . 40 3.26 12.4 11.2 9.59 8.90 8.65 6.76 3.15
1.36 3.12 5.73 1 . 44 3.33 12.4 11.2 9.59 8.90 8.65 6.76 3.15

Table 11.1: Higgs boson production cross section times branching ratio for the 
“golden” decay channel (in fb, where 1 fb equals 100 events). Top row shows 
nominal Higgs mass in GeV/c2. Production cross sections obtained in this the
sis using P y t h ia 6.2 are given in the second row. Results from the Detector and 
Physics Performance TDR and from ATLAS Internal Note Phys-NO-048 are pre
sented for comparison in rows three and four, respectively.

(4)Using the equality that one femtobarn (fb) corresponds to hundred events in one year.
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11.3 Muon tracks from the Higgs signal

Chapter 6 already used single muon tracks that should typically resemble real muons 
originating from Higgs decays, with mH =  150 GeV/c2. Here, using the P y t h ia 6 .2  
program, a sample of 100.000 Higgs bosons has been generated which were forced 
to decay into four muons. The corresponding muon track parameter distributions are 
shown in Fig. 11.5. For comparison, see Fig. 6.2 for the single-muon sample used 
before. Though there is a resemblance between the two samples, as was intended of 
course, one can also see that the muons in Fig. 11.5 tend to have higher p -  and |h| 
values.

Figure 11.5: Track parameter distributions (pT, p  and h ) of muons originating 
from the “golden” Higgs decay channel (mH =  150 GeV/<?).

The higher p T is advantageous as this makes it easier for the pattern recognition and 
reconstruction programs to successfully reconstruct the event. Still, many such Higgs 
decays will not be detected, as at least two muons with p T >  20 GeV/ c are required 
to trigger the data read-out of the ATLAS detector. The choice has been made that 
the other muons in the event should have at least a transverse momentum of 7 GeV/ c  
This is for convenience of the muon reconstruction, which performs less well at lower 
transverse momenta.

The long tails of the h -distribution pose a problem, since these tails adhere to 
muons that stay close to the beam pipe where no detector elements reside. Therefore, 
an upper bound for the rapidity of |h| <  2.5 is used, which corresponds to the rapidity 
coverage of the inner detector. Together with the p j  cuts, these practical limits have 
the profound consequence that at a Higgs mass of 150 GeV/ c2 only about 55 ±  1% of 
all Higgs-into-four-muon decays can be registered.

After removal of unregistrable events from the sample, it is found that the distri
butions shown in Fig. 11.5 have not changed drastically, see Fig. 11.6. Actually, the 
distributions of h and p  are now somewhat more between those of Figs. 11.5 and 6.2. 
The same behaviour is found for samples of Higgs bosons with other masses. Ta
ble 11.2 lists the acceptance with which the ATLAS detector registers the “golden” 
Higgs decay at various nominal masses of the Higgs boson.

The ideal situation, i.e. at the Monte Carlo generator level, is summarized in row 
two of Table 11.2. However, reality can be far from ideal. To study this, the event sam-
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Figure 11.6: Track parameter distributions (p j, p  and h )  of remaining muons, 
originating from the “golden” Higgs decay events (mH =  150 GeV/c2), after ap
plication o f trigger and detector acceptance cuts.

ples have been used as input to the detector simulation program, described in Sect. 6.1. 
The resulting detector Monte Carlo output has then been fed into the reconstruction 
program, see Sect. 6.2. The output, i.e. fully reconstructed muon tracks, has been used 
to reevaluate a more realistic detector acceptance. Row four of Table 11.2 reviews the 
numbers of interest and one can conclude that another 20% of events is lost due to only 
partially reconstructed tracks.

mH( GeV/  c2) 130 150 170 200 250 400
MC acceptance (%) 45 55 61 66 67 74
(at generator level) (2225) (2760) (3047) (3323) (3354) (3716)
full reco. eff. (%) 34 42 47 51 51 57

(1705) (2089) (2360) (2556) (2539) (2836)
rescued rec. eff. (%) 45 55 61 66 67 74

(2227) (2752) (3040) (3310) (3343) (3701)

Table 11.2: Percentage o f events accepted after applying trigger and detection cuts 
on the Monte Carlo generator level (second row) and using a realistic detector 
simulation with fully reconstructed tracks (fourth row). When most partially re
constructed tracks can be rescued, i.e. measured with decent track parameters, we 
end up near the ideal situation (comparing second and sixth row). The numbers of 
events remaining, compared to the original 5000, is shown between parentheses.

The event loss is recuperated, however, once an attempt is made to rescue the 
partially reconstructed tracks. This rescue procedure entails the following ingredients: 
if  track segments of the inner detector do not match those of the muon spectrometer, 
then only that segment with the better track parameters is used. The same applies when 
segments have not been found in either the inner detector or the muon spectrometer. 
It is possible though that the rescued track segments are of such poor quality that they 
cannot be used for the final event sample, i.e. their influence would deteriorate the 
results.
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11.4 Background to the Higgs signal

It needs to be remarked that further cuts are needed, as there are other events that yield 
four high-energy muons. These events are considered to be background events with 
respect to the Higgs signal. This background consists of events that are accepted by the 
trigger, and therefore recorded by ATLAS, in first instance. However, a large part is 
already removed by the detector acceptance cuts, i.e. four muons with p i  >  7 G eV /c 
need to be reconstructed successfully. The (remaining) background events are divided 
into two categories.

The first category consists of non-resonant or continuous background. This cate
gory has the characteristic property that some muons come from secondary vertices. 
It is also referred to as reducible background, because it can be easily reduced by im
posing cuts on specific (track parameter) distributions. The largest contributions to 
the reducible background originate from tt and Zbb events. In these cases, two muons 
originate from b (cascade) decays, which means that they appear non-isolated in the 
detectors, i.e. such muons are accompanied by particle jets. These muons can also be 
subjected to an impact parameter cut, because their respective secondary vertices can 
be well separated from the primary vertex.

Even though reducible, the non-resonant background forms a potential problem, 
because it is produced copiously. Since the production cross section is around 3.3 nb, 
more than 3 ■ 108 tt-pairs are produced per year. Using only the direct decays t ^  W+b; 
W+ ^  p+np, b ^  l± +  X (and t ^  W —b; W — ^  b ^  l± +  X), underestimates 
the total branching ratio[240] of tt ^  4l± +  X. Also the cascade decays need to be 
included, even though the latter are more suppressed by the detector acceptance cut 
p r  >  7 GeV/c. An invariant mass cut |m12 — mZ| <  Dmz, which is to require a real Z 
to be part of the event, helps in reducing this particular background. Another further 
invariant mass cut, for the second muon pair, aids in removing the low energy part of 
the background. This cut requires the invariant mass of the second muon pair to exceed 
a given threshold, i.e. m34 =  mg*/Z* >  threshold mass.

Clearly, the first invariant mass cut is not as selective against another reducible 
background from Zbb with Z ^  p+p— and b ,b ^  l± +  X. However, this background 
is produced less abundantly. Its production cross section is only about 40 pb[241], 
corresponding to 4 ■ 106 events per year.

Given the large production rates and the high rejection factors, no attempt was 
made to simulate and reconstruct these backgrounds. It would simply take too much 
(computing) time to obtain satisfactory, trustworthy results. Despite the quantitative 
uncertainties, [132] claims that the remainder of these background events add up to 
a number similar to that of the signal events after application of trigger, detector ac
ceptance and invariant mass cuts. A Higgs mass of 170 GeV/c2 forms the exception, 
where the number of signal events only amounts to about half the number of reducible 
background events. However, one has to keep in mind that so far only acceptance and 
invariant mass cuts have been applied, and that the background has been integrated 
over a mass window of ± 5  GeV/ c2 around the nominal Higgs mass. In order to insure 
protection against uncertainties, it is necessary to further impose impact parameter and
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isolation cuts (see Table 11.6 in Sect. 11.6 below). The reducible background is highly 
affected by these cuts, as an additional rejection factor[242] of one hundred can be 
achieved.

The second category, the irreducible background, differs from the reducible one in 
a number of aspects. Firstly, it has the same decay products as the Higgs signal. This is 
clear from the production processes: qq ^  ZZ(*) (quark fusion) and gg ^  ZZ(*) (gluon 
fusion), which yield exactly the same intermediate state containing two Z bosons or 
one Z boson and one virtual photon g*/Z*. Furthermore, this intermediate state is 
produced at the primary vertex. Also, the Z/Z* bosons decay at this vertex. So, the 
qq, gg ^  ZZ(*) ^  4p± channel does not differ from the “golden” Higgs decay channel 
regarding the event topology, i.e. four muons originating from the primary vertex. 
There is another difference, however, but that will be dealt with later.

Secondly, a major difference between the two categories of background is the mag
nitude of the production cross section. This is 11.07 ±  0.01 pb for qq ^  ZZ(*) plus an
other 30% for gg ^  ZZ(*) [242] giving a total production cross section of 14.4 ±  0.1 pb. 
There is more than one possibility again to arrive at a four-muon event topology. 
The most obvious way is the direct decay channel ZZ(*) ^  4p±, which has a pro
duction cross section times branching ratio of s  x BR =  22.9 ±  0.2 fb. Another pos
sibility is through cascade decays, e.g. Z (*) ^  bb; b ,b ^  l± +  X or Z (*) ^  t + t —; 
t — ^  p—VpVt (t+  ^  p+VpVt ), but even more channels exist. The direct decay chan
nel is clearly irreducible, but it is questionable whether this holds for the four-muon 
final states of the cascade decays, since at least one muon will originate from a sec
ondary vertex. When taking into account the easiest cascade decays only, one can 
estimate the cross section times branching ratio to be s(pp  ^  ZZ(*)) * (BR(ZZ(*  ^  
p+p— bb ^  4p±) +  BR(ZZ(*) ^  p+p—t + t —)) «  4.8 fb. This is already less than the 
direct decay channel. So, for now, we concentrate on the irreducible background: 
pp ^  ZZ(*) +  X ^  4p± +  X.

pT (In GeV/c2) pT (in GeV/c2)

Figure 11.7: Track parameter distributions o f muons originating from the irre
ducible background: pp ^  ZZ(*) +  X ^  4p± +  X. Transverse momentum (a) and 
pseudo-rapidity (b) distribution of muon tracks. Likewise for (c) and (d) after 
application of the detector acceptance cuts.

The most characteristic track parameter distributions are shown in Figs. 11.7(a) 
and (b). There are striking differences when comparing these distributions with those
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of the muons coming from the “golden” Higgs decay in Fig. 11.5. This means that 
also the response to the acceptance cuts differs, as can be seen from Figs. 11.7(c) 
and (d). Firstly, Fig. 11.7(c) shows that the abundant low p T muons, which appear as a 
shoulder in Fig. 11.7(a), are removed from the sample, because these events do not pass 
the trigger. Secondly, Fig. 11.7(b) shows a very wide distribution in pseudo-rapidity, 
but only those events in which all muon tracks stay within the detector acceptance, 
i.e. |h| <  2.5, will pass the trigger and reconstruction program. The effect is that the 
distribution of remaining tracks is much more centralized, as shown in Fig. 11.7(d). In 
the end, of the 100,000 irreducible background events generated, not more than 36% 
(35,840 events) are accepted. Taking into account another 20% loss due to partially 
reconstructed tracks, one expects a reconstructed event efficiency of about 29%.

The reason for the difference between the two track-parameter distributions lies in 
the fact that the four-muon invariant mass distributions of Higgs signal and irreducible 
background do not resemble each other at all. Figure 11.8(a) shows the invariant mass 
distribution of the irreducible background, which should be compared with the pro
nounced resonance behaviour of the Higgs signal peak in Fig. 11.9(c). The resonance 
of the Higgs peak is absent of course in the background, but maxima appear just above 
the mZ and 2mZ thresholds. Fig. 11.8(b) shows the same invariant mass distribution 
after application of the detector acceptance cuts. The irreducible background below 
2mZ has been reduced by a factor of six, while the large peak around 200 GeV/c2 has 
diminished to 50% of its previous height.

200 400 600 800 1000 

in va r ian t  m a s s  (in G e V / c 2)
200 400 600 800 1000 

invar ian t  m a s s  (in G e\//c2)

Figure 11.8: Four-muon invariant mass distribution o f irreducible background (a) 
before and (b) after application o f detector acceptance cuts.

11.5 Higgs signal selection

Various aspects of the signal selection will be dealt with in the following subsections. 
The behaviour of samples containing Higgs bosons with pre-selected nominal masses 
is studied. Though the main focus lies on determining the Higgs mass and its width, 
some discussion will also be on methods to increase the number of recorded events.
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11.5.1 Default selection cuts
The additional invariant mass cuts which were introduced in the previous section, se
lect one real Z boson which decays into one ¡i+p r  pair, while the other ¡i+p r  pair is 
required to have a two-muon invariant mass above a specific threshold. Both cuts were 
found to have maximal efficiency when they are made Higgs mass dependent. As an 
example, Fig. 11.9 shows the effect of the invariant mass cuts for a nominal Higgs 
mass of 150 GeV/c2. Furthermore, knowledge of the Higgs mass could lead to an 
additional cut on the four-muon invariant mass, which would then be required to be 
close to the nominal Higgs mass.

Figure 11.9: (a) Scatter plot o f all possible ¡i+¡T -p+p~ pairs before application of 
the invariant mass cuts. (b) p~p+ pairs remaining after cut application, showing 
the Z0 peak on the right and the y*/Z* on the left. (c) Signal peak with an overlaid 
2 s  fit, for mH =  150 GeV/c2.

One might conjecture that cut windows around the Z and Higgs boson masses 
affect the background only. However, this is not entirely true since signal events get 
smeared and possibly lost due to three reasons. Firstly, the measuring inaccuracy of 
the track parameters can be such that they are too far off to give the proper invariant 
mass. Secondly, and more importantly, the muons can undergo final-state radiation. 
Both initial-state and final-state radiation are processes that change track parameters 
of decay products through QED and/or QCD interactions. The initial-state radiation is 
of no importance since it does not influence the Higgs mass measured, but final-state 
radiation does. It reduces the momentum of outgoing decay products, i.e. muons in 
our case, thus providing a four-muon invariant mass which is too low.

The third reason is that events get cut out due to the natural width of the Z and 
Higgs boson resonances. The lineshape of the former is well known, as it has been 
measured by LEP[243]. The resonance width of the Higgs boson around its nominal 
mass is fully dependent on the Higgs mass, according to the third-order law: s m ~  1 mH 
(both s m and me in units of TeV/ c2) for high Higgs masses, but of a much more 
complex form for lower masses. See Fig. 11.10 for the full mass dependence[244].

In order to interpret Fig. 11.10 correctly, one has to keep in mind that the width is 
given as the full width where the resonance distribution reaches its half maximum. This 
distribution is usually described by a Breit-Wigner (also called Cauchy) probability
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distribution function[28]. It resembles the Gaussian (also called normal) distribution 
but has much longer tails. Both distributions have the problematic artifact, though, that 
they are symmetric around their mean, which means that radiative corrections are not 
taken into account. Therefore, the choice is made to use a Gaussian to fit only the bulk 
of the distribution. In an ideal situation, the feature of importance of both distributions,
i.e. the width denoted by r  for the Breit-Wigner and by the standard deviation s  for 
the Gaussian distribution, is related according to r  (FWHM) =  2.355s (SD).

Figure 11.10: Natural width o f Higgs boson resonance in relation to its nominal 
mass, where T stands for the full width at half maximum (FWHM).

Again, reality is far from ideal. Especially at lower Higgs masses, i.e. mH <  
200 GeV /  c2, is the reconstructed width of the resonance peak dominated by the perfor
mance of the reconstruction program, see Chapter 7. Table 11.3 gives various numbers 
of interest related to the invariant mass cuts and the measured Higgs resonance width.

The second and third rows of Table 11.3 show the cut values on the invariant masses 
of the Z and g*/Z*. These values have been chosen such that a decent efficiency re
mains for the genuine Higgs events, while rejecting the majority of background events 
(shown in Table 11.6). An efficiency of 70% is maintained for Higgs masses below 
the ZZ-threshold, i.e. about 183 GeV/c2. Above this threshold, it becomes possible 
to demand two real Z0 bosons, which is reflected in the high cut value of 80 GeV/c2 
for the minimal invariant mass of the second muon pair given in row three. Row four 
gives several theoretical values of s mH which were derived from Fig. 11.10, according 
to the relation s  =  s mH =  T /2.355.

Contrary to the case of the detector acceptance, which differed for the simulated/re
constructed samples and MC generator level samples, as shown in Table 11.2, the fifth

100 200 000 400 500
m H (in G e V / c 2)
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and ninth row prove that both samples behave the same when subjected to the mass 
cuts. Shown here, between parenthesis again, is the number of events remaining after 
the detector acceptance cuts and after the invariant mass cuts. As the last digits are 
not significant, one should read the number of events as ±5  and the efficiencies as 
±0.5%, e.g. 70.0 ±  0.5%. The s m  of row eight is obtained from a two-sigma peak 
fit to the four-muon invariant mass distribution of the generated muon tracks, after 
application of detector acceptance and invariant mass cuts. This fit method is described 
in Sect. 11.5.3. Reconstructed tracks were used to obtain the s mH of row twelve, again 
after application of detector acceptance and invariant mass cuts.

mH (in G eV /c2) 130 150 170 200 250 400
DmZ (in GeV/c2)[132] 15 10 6 6 6 6
min mg* (in GeV/c2)[132] 20 30 45 80 80 80
theoretical s mH (in G eV /c2)[244] 0.002 0.007 0.16 0.61 1.7 12
MC cut efficiency (in %) 70 72 70 80 85 85
(at generator level) (2225̂ (2760̂ (3047̂ (3323̂ (3354̂ (3716̂

1558) 1992) 2119) 2657) 2855) 3164)
s mH of MC events (in G eV /c2) 0.0043 0.010 0.20 0.76 2.5 15
MuFit cut efficiency (in %) 69 72 69 79 84 84
(full track reconstruction) (1705̂ (2089̂ (2360̂ (2556̂ (2539̂ (2836̂

1184) 1509) 1632) 2020) 2143) 2389)
s mH of MuFit (in GeV/  c2) 1.50 1 . 68 2.11 2.71 5.03 17.8
s mH/m H of MuFit (in %) 1.15 1.12 1 . 24 1.36 2.01 4.45

Table 11.3: See text for an explanation. Last digits given are not significant. DmZ 
denotes maximum allowed deviation from mZ for first muon pair, while min g* 
refers to the minimal invariant mass allowed for the second muon pair.

The s mH of rows eight and twelve of Table 11.3 can be compared, but a number of 
additional remarks need to be made. Firstly, the events have been simulated with sec
ondaries included. However, as was discussed in Sect. 6.1, this does not have a large ef
fect on s mH. The effect was measured to lie within the error window of ±0.05 GeV/ c2. 
Secondly, the option of including the vertex with XKalman (see Sect. 7.4.1) was not 
used. This would not have a large effect on s mH, but would bias the tracks to come 
from the primary vertex, while background events with cascade decays have muon 
tracks coming from secondary vertices as well. Actually, the largest effect on s m  of 
row twelve comes from the vertex spread of the primary vertex.

Above a mass of 200 GeV/  c2, the natural width of the Higgs boson (in row eight) 
can be found from the measured width of the resonance peak (in row twelve), when 
taking into account the momentum resolution of the reconstruction program. The re
sulting effect of the momentum resolution on the mass resolution is 1.5 GeV/c2 at 
mn =  130 GeV/c2 and increases to 2.8 GeV/c2 at mH =  400 GeV/c2. This is in ac
cordance with Fig. 7.42, as it shows that the momentum resolution deteriorates at 
higher p j  values. See also appendix D for the p j  distributions of Higgses with masses
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other than 150 GeV/ c2.
The last row, i.e. row thirteen, has to do with a requirement, stated in Sect. 7.3.1.1, 

which had not been dealt with yet. This requirement is: the mass resolution needs 
to be about 1% for an intermediate Higgs mass. From row four of Table 11.3 and 
Fig. 11.10, we can now understand that this requirement can only concern Higgs boson 
masses below 200 GeV/c2, since the natural width of the Higgs boson does not play 
an important role in the reconstructed width. The reconstructed mass resolution comes 
close to the requirement, i.e. for me =  150 GeV/ c2 the minimum resolution of 1. 12 ±  
0.05 is reached.

11.5.2 Improvement of signal selection
The question arises if  and how it might be possible to further improve the results of 
Table 11.3. A comparison of these numbers with [132] shows that the values of s mH, 
and therefore of the mass resolution as well, are equal within their error windows. 
Also the acceptances coincide, see Table 11.2. Comparing with Lavrijsen[245], again 
yields a comparable mass resolution. However, the acceptance of Table 11.2 times 
the efficiency of Table 11.3 is much lower than the total efficiencies quoted in [245]. 
Therefore, a valid conclusion seems to be that an improvement is possible.

If there is a need for a higher efficiency, i.e. a larger number of events passing all 
cuts, then it is necessary to include as many partially reconstructed tracks as possible. 
However, caution should be taken as only additional segments from the inner detector 
should be used. This is because it should be clear whether a track(segment) comes 
from the primary vertex or not. It is impossible to tell this for track(segment)s from 
the muon spectrometer. Trying to operate the ATLAS detector without a working 
inner detector is very academic therefore, as it is not possible to tell Higgs events from 
background when looking only at the interaction region.

Rows one to nine of Table 11.4 show results corresponding to Table 11.3 but after 
rescuing partially reconstructed tracks. Several additional comments should help in 
understanding this first part of the table. Firstly, the acceptances in row two and the 
corresponding numbers of successfully reconstructed/rescued events in row four are 
lower than the values quoted in Table 11.2. The reason is that the first part of Table 11.4 
uses only the rescued events of the inner detector, while Table 11.2 used the rescued 
events of the muon spectrometer as well. Secondly, the number of generated events 
in the sample is given in row three, which means that the acceptances of row two are 
obtained by dividing the numbers in row four with those of row three. The same applies 
to rows five, six and seven, i.e. the efficiencies in row five come from the division of 
the numbers in row seven by the numbers in row six. These efficiencies should be 
compared to row five of Table 11.3, which leads to the conclusion that the behaviour 
of the accepted events is unaltered with respect to the invariant mass cuts. Thirdly, 
rows eight and nine of Table 11.4 give values of the reconstructed/measured Higgs 
resonance width and the mass resolution which are just slightly larger than the previous 
results, i.e. rows twelve and thirteen in Table 11.3. So, it seems fair to conclude that 
the additionally rescued tracks, and thus events, are in fact of only slightly inferior
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mH (in G eV /c2) 130 150 170 200 250 400
acceptance (in %) 44 54 60 66 66 73
including partially (5000̂ (5000̂ (5000̂ (5000̂ (5000̂ (5000̂
reconstructed tracks 2201) 2723) 3022) 3276) 3307) 3666)
cut efficiency (in %) 70 72 69 80 85 84

(2201̂ (2723̂ (3022̂ (3276̂ (3307̂ (3666̂
1534) 1961) 2084) 2608) 2806) 3096)

s mH with segments (in G eV /c2) 1.51 1.73 2.11 2.81 5.02 18.0
SmH/mH (in %) 1.16 1.15 1 . 24 1 . 41 2.01 4.50
s mH with vertex (in GeV/  c2) 1.46 1.67 1.93 2.77 4.90 17.5
SmH/mH (in %) 1.12 1.11 1.14 1.39 1 . 96 4.38
s mH with vertex (in GeV/  c2) 1.45 1.57 1.88 2.75 4.83 17.4
SmH/mH (in %) 1.12 1.05 1.11 1.38 1 . 93 4.35

Table 11.4: Using rescue procedure for inner detector track segments and/or using 
the XKalman vertex constraint. See text for a further explanation. Last digits 
given are not significant.

quality than the non-rescued ones.
After application of all cuts, the remaining events are considered to be Higgs 

bosons, having decayed into four muons at the primary vertex. It is possible to use this 
sample and refit all tracks using the XKalman vertex constraint. This gives a slight im
provement on the mass resolution, but should not be used to further cut away any events 
(with outliers). The second and third parts of Table 11.4 give the relevant numbers us
ing partially or only fully reconstructed tracks, i.e. the tenth and eleventh, or twelfth 
and thirteenth rows, respectively. So, rows twelve and thirteen of Table 11.4 can be 
compared directly to rows twelve and thirteen of Table 11.3, thus showing that the 
former, constrained values are indeed somewhat better than the latter, unconstrained 
values. It is not so certain actually, that usage of the XKalman vertex constraint will 
lead to a better mass resolution. The numbers in Table 11.4 are based on a clean sam
ple containing genuine Higgs decays only. In reality, however, the sample will also 
contain some background events. This might spoil the possibility of obtaining a better 
mass resolution after the refit, because these events are more randomly distributed than 
the Higgs resonance peak. Furthermore, the differences between Tables 11.3 and 11.4 
show the improvement not to be really significant.

Furthermore, better knowledge of the exact location of the primary vertex within 
the interaction region has been tested to lead to the ultimate resolution of s mH «  1.0 —
I.1% of mn for mn <  170 GeV/c2.

II.5.3 Method used to fit signal peak
To conclude this section, a bit more needs to be said about the width of the reso
nance peak. This width, denoted by s mH, is obtained from a so-called two-sigma fit.
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Figure 11.9(c) shows that the resonance peak has one completely non-Gaussian tail, 
which is due to final-state radiation. Taking this tail into account during the fit of the 
resonance peak would therefore be misleading. The way out is to use only part of the 
Gaussian fitting curve, namely two sigma both at the left and the right of its mean.

A few iterations are needed before the least significant digit is obtained. In gen
eral, the convergence proceeds well and quite fast. However, there were some cases 
in which the fit did not converge to one unique minimum, so the arithmetic mean was 
used instead. The convergence went particularly bad when using the XKalman ver
tex constraint with a 200 GeV/ c2 mass Higgs, which results in the relatively small 
improvement.

Normally, if  it were to approach a perfect Gaussian, one would expect about 84% 
of the events to be contained within this two-sigma curve. Table 11.5 shows the per
centages corresponding to the s mH values of Table 11.3 for various Higgs masses. The 
percentage for me =  130 GeV/c2 can be compared directly with [132], where this 
value is suggested to be 83.7 ±  0.6%, which is significantly different from the value 
88 ±  1% obtained here. This might be caused by the better momentum resolution of 
MuFit, see Sect. 7.3.3.

mH (in G eV /c2) 130 150 170 200 250 400
acceptance of mass cut (in %) 88 86 88 83 83 82

(1184—> (1509— (1632— (2020— (2143— (2389—
1046) 1304) 1430) 1678) 1785) 1961)

number of events 16.8 38.3 10.2 97.6 82.8 56.2

Table 11.5: Percentage o f genuine Higgs events within the mass peak (me — 2 s  m , 
me +  2 s mH ) and the expected number o f events detected after running one year at 
high luminosity, for various values o f the nominal Higgs mass. Last digits given 
are not significant.

The number of events expected to be found by the ATLAS detector during a one- 
year running period at high luminosity is also given in Table 11.5. It can be assumed 
that the luminosity of the first three low luminosity years added up will be equivalent 
to one year running at high luminosity.

11.6 Significance of Higgs signal

The previous sections have introduced the ingredients necessary for this section. The 
Higgs signal has been described quantitatively, i.e. Tables 11.2 and 11.3, while several 
aspects of the background were covered qualitatively.
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11.6.1 Results obtained using P y t h i a 6 . 2  and MuFit

Looking at Fig. 11.8, it is valid to say that the behaviour of the irreducible background 
with respect to the acceptance cuts depends on the mass (window) under consideration. 
Therefore, it was decided to generate, simulate and reconstruct samples of 10,000 
irreducible background events within certain mass windows. Table 11.6 shows how 
each sample behaves under the detector acceptance and invariant mass cuts.

The mass window under consideration has been chosen as ± 3 s , with s  the width 
of the corresponding Higgs peak as calculated in row twelve of Table 11.3. A mass 
window of ± 2s  was considered to be too optimistic, given the small number of events 
inside the peak, e.g. see Table 11.5. Taking a fixed value, as done in reference [132], 
is not a viable choice either, as this does not take the varying shape of the Higgs peak 
into account. The number of background events left is derived from the production 
cross section, with the help of Fig. 11.8(b) to estimate the percentage of events inside 
the specific mass window. Using this knowledge and taking into account the effect of 
impact parameter and isolation cuts, one finally obtains the significance of the signal 
over background, after one year running at high luminosity.

mH (in G eV /c2) 130 150 170 200 250 400
s mH (in G eV /c2) 1.50 1.68 2.11 2.71 5.03 17.8
events in 6 s mH window (in %) 6.15 5.08 6.64 20.9 22.3 17.2

(10000) (10000) (10000) (10000) (10000) (10000)
events in 3 s mH window (in fb) 0.71 0.58 0.70 2.51 2.46 1.68

(5017) (4953) (4616) (5239) (4809) (4263)
detector acceptance (in %) 14 20 27 36 36 32

(688) (997) (1255) (1909) (1728) (1377)

DmZ (in GeV/c2)[132] 15 10 6 6 6 6
min mg* (in GeV/c2)[132] 20 30 45 80 80 80
cut efficiency (in %) 57 48 53 79 82 84

(392) (481) (669) (1507) (1423) (1153)
signal efficiency (in %) after 
impact par. and isolation cuts 58 58 58 58 58 100
number of signal events (S) 11 26 6.8 68 58 69
irreducible background events 3.2 3.2 5.9 42 42 45
other background events (10%) 0.3 0.3 0.6 4.2 4.2 0
significance (S / \B ) 5.9 14 2.7 10 8.5 10
significance (2 VS +  B — 2VB) 3.9 7.1 2.2 7.8 6.8 7.9

Table 11.6: See text for an explanation. Last digits given are not significant. DmZ 
denotes maximum allowed deviation from mZ for first muon pair, while min g* 
refers to the minimal invariant mass allowed for the second muon pair. The num
ber of signal events is denoted by S, while the total number o f background events 
is referred to as B.
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Table 11.6 does not give the errors on the tabulated values, but the general rule is 
that the last digit given is never significant. The results in Table 11.6 need to be elab
orated. Firstly, every row is described in detail. The first row gives the mean invariant 
mass of each particular sample, denoted by the corresponding nominal Higgs mass. 
The one-sigma width of the signal peak, denoted by s mH, is taken from Table 11.3 and 
shown in row two. Row three gives the percentage of events, with respect to the total 
irreducible background, in a mass window of 6s mH. This mass window of 6s mH was 
chosen as to allow for reconstruction inefficiencies, such that an event that was gen
erated outside the 3 s mH window can fall inside it after the full event reconstruction. 
For every Higgs mass, a sample of 10,000 events was generated in the corresponding 
mass window (which is the number shown in parenthesis). In the fifth row, the cor
responding production cross section was calculated, along with the number of events 
inside the 3 s mH window. Shown in the seventh row are the percentages of events that 
were accepted for the various samples after simulation and reconstruction. Compari
son with the fourth row of Table 11.2 confirms the fact that muons originating from 
(irreducible) background events, in general, have lower transverse momentum and are 
closer to the beam line. The assumption that a 20% event loss is caused by partially 
reconstructed muon tracks, was also tested and found to be valid.

Rows nine and ten are a repetition of the invariant mass cuts belonging to that par
ticular nominal mass[132], see also Table 11.3. The effect of these cuts is represented 
in row eleven, where the efficiency is given as a percentage of the fully reconstructed 
events. A comparison between Tables 11.3 and 11.6 shows these percentages to be 
smaller in Table 11.6 than in Table 11.3 below the ZZ threshold of about 183 GeV/c2. 
This is again due to the lower transverse momenta of muons originating from the (ir
reducible) background. Also not surprising is that the percentages are about equal in 
Tables 11.3 and 11.6 in case of two real Z bosons, i.e. above 183 GeV/c2.

In row fourteen, a number of percentages are given denoting the expected effi
ciency for the Higgs signal under the isolation and impact parameter cuts[242]. These 
cuts have a significant influence on the Higgs signal, which is reduced by almost a 
factor two up to 250 GeV/c2. This efficiency has been kept rather low to insure a safe 
rejection against reducible backgrounds. However, the choice of a lower rejection fac
tor (see Sect. 11.4) results in a smaller loss of signal events[242]. At higher masses, 
the opinion[132] is that isolation and impact parameter cuts are not needed anymore, 
as virtually no reducible background events survive the detector acceptance mass cuts. 
Applying these efficiencies on the number of signal events, see Tables 11.1 and 11.3, 
gives the remaining signal events in row fifteen, which need not necessarily belong 
to the two-sigma peak. The number in the 2 s  peak can be calculated as well, but an 
additional fraction of about 0.85 would need to be used, see Table 11.5 for the exact 
numbers per nominal Higgs mass.

Application of all quoted percentages on the production cross section, yields the 
expected number of irreducible background events in a 3 sm  window, in row six
teen. Here, a multiplication factor is used of 100 events/fb, which corresponds to one 
high-luminosity LHC year per experiment. Since the first three years running at low 
luminosity yield results that are comparable to running one year at high luminosity,
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no attempt has been made to perform the analysis for a low luminosity year. Not all 
background events originate from the irreducible background, so the total contribution 
due to the reducible background has been estimated. The 10% contribution (relative to 
the irreducible background) seems to be a safe estimate, when compared to the number 
of events quoted in other references[132]. Though, one has to keep in mind that the 
reducible background is difficult to analyse due to the large production cross sections 
and the high number of possible decay channels involved. Row seventeen presents the 
number of events remaining after application of all cuts for all reducible background 
channels.

Finally, rows eighteen and nineteen present the significance of the signal over 
the background, using S/\jB , with S and B the number of signal and background 
events, respectively. This definition is based on an approximation, which is valid 
only if the uncertainties on S and B are small while the numbers of events them
selves need to be sufficiently large[246,247]. The approximation and definition are 
typical for a real experiment[248] that has delivered a number of observed events 
(nobs =  S +  B), while an expected number of background events is obtained through 
Monte Carlo simulation. Subsequently, the number of signal events is derived by 
subtracting the MC background from the observed events. Using the Gaussian (or 
normal) distribution N(x, p, s )  =  exp (—(x — p)2/2 s 2) /V 2ps[28], one can calculate 
the probability ß to measure at least nobs events[28], i.e. ß =  P(n >  nobs). Knowl
edge of this probability allows for the derivation of the associated number of standard 
deviations or sigmas, which is given by j /N ( x ,p  =  0, s  =  1)dx =  ß in the Gaus
sian sense or interpretation of standard deviation[249]. The significance s is just an
other name for the calculated number of standard deviations. Usually, the number of 
events is Poisson distributed in time, leading to P(r; 1) =  r1 exp (—1 ) / r! with variance 
1[28], so that ß =  P(n >  nobs) =  L /=nobs P(r; 1 =  B) which can be approximated by 
ß =  P(n >  nobs) «  f„ ls N (r;p  =  1, s  =  V1)dr[247]. Substituting x  =  (r  — B )/VB, 
using 1 =  B, leads to ß =  P(n >  nobs) «  / / / ^ e x p  (—x2/2)  /  V2pdx from which the

identity s «  S /V B  follows[248]. This significance, i.e. s =  S /y B , is a measure of 
how many standard deviations(/sigmas) the background should fluctuate(5) in order to 
obtain the number of events of signal and background added together. However, the ap
proximation made is particularly bad when the numbers of events are small[246], as is 
the case according to rows fifteen and sixteen of Table 11.6. So, another approximation 
is used, namely s =  2 (V S +  B — y/B) as suggested by Bityukov and Krasnikov[247]. 
Like the other approximation, this approximation also has the advantageous feature 
that it can be used with non-integer numbers of signal and background events while 
the expression[249] j'/N (X ;p  =  0, s  =  1)dx =  Y/=S+ßP(r; 1 =  B) is approximated 
much more accurately. Row nineteen provides the realistic significances, therefore.

(5)In particle physics, a significance of three sigma is considered evidence, while the limit is set at five 
sigma for a discovery (or confirmed measurement). It is for this reason that the potential Higgs events 
found by LEP[233] are said to be a 2.9 standard-deviation fluctuation of the background.
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11.6.2 Comparison to earlier results

It is possible now to compare this analysis, using P y t h ia 6 .2  and MuFit, to previous 
results [132] and [242]. These references agree with each other on the number of signal 
events. However, the number of background events differs between them, which is of 
particular importance for the irreducible background. This difference can be traced 
back to the size of the mass window that is considered. Reference [242] uses a variable 
mass window of 1.4smH, which is too narrow as compared to the more realistic width 
of 3 s m . So, [132] should be used to compare with the results of this thesis. In 
order to make the comparison, it is necessary first to divide the number of signal and 
background events by four, because [132] considers four types of event topology, i.e. 
4l± instead of 4p±. The simplistic variant of the significance in [132] should therefore 
be divided by two. Even then, it remains a difficult task to make a general comparison.

Looking first at nominal Higgs masses below 2mZ, it is found that more signal 
events remain in this analysis than in [132]. This rate growth amounts to about 15% to 
20%, which is a very advantageous result, given the small rates involved. Furthermore, 
the reducible background event rates are found to be comparable. However, there is 
a prominent difference between the irreducible background event rates. In [132], a 
rather constant rate is found of 1.8 ±  0.2 events. This is two times lower than the 
results tabulated in Table 11.6 and even three times lower for mH =  170 GeV/c2. The 
different sizes of the mass windows cannot explain the factor of two difference. A 
likely explanation is that the irreducible background suffers more from the isolation 
and the impact parameter cuts, i.e. a 42% rejection might be too pessimistic. This has 
not been checked though. In the end, the significances remain comparable, except for 
mH =  150 GeV/c2 where a better significance is found here.

The situation is different for higher Higgs masses, since [132] uses the detector 
acceptance cuts only, i.e. the invariant mass, isolation and/or impact parameter cuts 
are not used at all for nominal Higgs masses above 2mZ. This is rather surprising 
as Linossier and Poggioli[242] still show substantial reducible background rates for 
these masses, i.e. about 200 events at mH =  200 GeV/c2 and about 100 events at 
mH =  250 GeV/c2. Therefore, the results quoted in [132] are considered to be too 
optimistic. It has been found that the mass windows, over which the background is 
integrated, differ a lot as well. In [132], the following numbers have been used for 
the mass windows: ± 6.6 GeV/c2, ±8.7  GeV/c2 and ±24 GeV/c2 for mH =  200, 250 
and 400 GeV/ c2, respectively. They are clearly much smaller than those used for Ta
ble 11.6, i.e. 20%-55% less wide. So, it seems that [132] is too optimistic in this aspect 
as well.

The number of signal events cannot be compared easily either. Firstly, [132] ex
pects 90% of the signal peak to lie within the mass windows just quoted. This as
sumption is not realistic if we compare to Table 11.5, which finds about 83% of the 
signal events within the mass windows ±5.4 GeV/c2, ±10 GeV/c2 and ±36 GeV/c2 
for mH =  200, 250 and 400 GeV/c2, respectively. On the other hand, the effect of 
the detector acceptance cuts is approached from a negative point of view. A 90% re
construction efficiency per track is used for every track that is detected by the ATLAS
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detector. This means that the MC acceptance percentages, i.e. row two of Table 11.2, 
are convoluted with an additional factor of (0.9)4 =  65.6%. However, an additional 
loss of only 20% has been observed, i.e. the convolution factor using MuFit becomes 
80% =  (0.95)4, which can even be undone almost completely when rescuing partially 
reconstructed tracks. Finally, the production cross sections were found to differ, i.e. 
Table 11.1 shows much smaller cross sections obtained using P y t h ia 6 .2 . In the end, 
the number of signal events used by [132] within their mass windows is 487, 436 and 
297 events, for mH =  200, 250 and 400 GeV/c2, respectively. The number of back
ground events is 247, 180 and 97, respectively, which corresponds to significances of 
about 30 in all three cases. This is without using any further cuts.

These numbers can be obtained from Table 11.6 if we abandon the invariant mass, 
isolation and impact parameter cuts. The number of signal events yielded is 149, 118 
and 81, for mH =  200, 250 and 400 GeV/c2, respectively. Here, only the final state 
with four muons is used. Since [132] treats muons and electrons on the same footing, 
this means that there is a factor four difference between the number of events. Lavrij- 
sen[245] has recently performed a signal study using both muon and electron chan
nels, which shows actually that these two types of leptons cannot be treated equally 
(that easily). Taking into account now both reducible and irreducible backgrounds, we 
find the number of background events to be 142, 113 and 54, respectively. The corre
sponding significances are: 12.5, 11.1 and 11.0. They are lower than 15 because of the 
higher, more realistic background rates, even though the signal rates have increased as 
well.

The conclusion is that the significances quoted in [132], which are based on several 
assumptions, are too optimistic for Higgs masses above the 2mZ threshold.

11.6.3 Limits of the golden Higgs decay channel
There are limits to the use of the golden Higgs decay channel: H — ZZ(*) — 4l±. 
These limits are related to the number of signal or background events. The signifi
cance is a useful measure for these event rates, but it should not be followed blindly. 
Figure 11.11(a) helps in understanding this precaution. It shows an example, i.e. a 
statistically possible situation of the invariant mass spectrum of a 150 GeV/c2 mass 
Higgs boson, measured after one year, including all four background events. The sig
nificance is very high, even for the four-muon decay only, but one cannot expect to 
extract many physical parameters from such a small sample. From the variety of inter
esting parameters, it would seem that just a few can be measured, and then only with 
large statistical errors.

Though Fig. 11.11(a) shows only the events inside the mH ±  3 s me mass window, 
one can safely assume that a peak will be visible in the full mass range. So, the first and 
most important observation will be that a Standard Model like Higgs boson does exist. 
Furthermore, from a Gaussian fit of Fig. 11.11(a) it follows that a mass between 149 
and 151 GeV/c2 will be measured, and a width around 0.5 to 4 GeV/c2. Including 
the other leptonic decay channels and the other LHC detector, i.e. CMS[45], would 
already improve the statistics considerably. Though, a few years will be needed before
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spin, parity and other properties can be measured meaningfully.

146 148 150 152 154 300  350  400  450  500 300  350  400  450  500

m H (in  G e V /c 2) m H (in  G e V /c 2) m H (in  G e V /c 2)

Figure 11.11: Invariant mass spectra obtained after one year running at high lumi
nosity. All signal and background events included. (a) Higgs mass o f  150 GeV/ c2 
in a 3 s me window, (b) Higgs mass o f400 GeV /c 2 ina 6 s  mH window and (c) like
wise, but without using invariant mass cuts.

A critical issue has been mentioned briefly, namely which strategy is to be used 
to find the Higgs peak. This is an issue because the invariant mass cuts are Higgs 
mass dependent, while they are also crucial for removing the reducible background. 
A strategy would be to try several settings for these cuts and to check whether a peak 
becomes visible over the remaining background. This is easy above the 2mZ threshold, 
since one setting can be used throughout, i.e. DmZ =  |m12 — mZ | <  6 GeV/ c2 and ^34 =  
mg* >  80 GeV/c2. However, the settings need to be adjusted below this threshold, 
where a scanning of mH in steps of say 5 GeV/c2 is necessary.

One question is: looking at the significances and signal rates, how far down can 
we get in Higgs mass? What is measured if the Higgs mass would turn out to be 
116 GeV/c2 after all. Table 11.6 shows that a Higgs boson of mass 130 GeV/c2 will 
be detected using the golden decay channel, though it might not show up as a clear peak 
above the background that easily, due to the small number of signal events. However, 
such a Higgs boson should not prove impossible to be detected in combination with the 
other lepton decays and the CMS detector. Such a combination is certainly necessary 
for Higgs masses around 170 GeV/ c2, which is found to be a cumbersome region. So, 
using the information of various sources, one can conclude that the intermediate mass 
region is covered from 2mZ «  183 GeV/c2 down to at least 130 GeV/c2.

Using P y t h ia 6 .2  to obtain a production cross section times branching ratio of 
0.228 fb, the expectation is that 23 Higgs bosons will be produced in ATLAS in the 
“golden” decay channel per year for a nominal mass of 116 GeV/c2. The detector 
and reconstruction software acceptance is only 27%, while the efficiency against the 
invariant mass cuts is 60%. The invariant mass cuts have been adapted to this particular 
mass[132] and were set at DmZ <  20 GeV/c2 and min mg* >  15 GeV/c2, respectively. 
It is expected that a higher rejection factor is needed against the reducible backgrounds, 
which are more abundant at lower four-muon invariant mass. This has the effect that 
the signal efficiency due to the application of isolation and impact parameter cuts will
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be lower. A value of 40% has been chosen, therefore, leading to (a meagre) 1.5 signal 
events per year, after application of all analysis cuts.

In order to evaluate the number of background events, a window of 4.5 GeV /  c2 has 
been used, even though this is larger than three times the reconstructed signal width 
at 116 GeV/c2. This has to do with the small number of signal events from which a 
sensible width cannot be extracted. Just over 3% of the total irreducible background 
is produced inside this window around 116 GeV/c2. The detector and reconstruction 
software acceptance is slightly below 10% for these background events, while the ef
ficiency after application of the invariant mass and rejection cuts (isolation and impact 
parameter cuts) is 75% and 40%, respectively. This leaves a total of 2.2 irreducible 
background events per year. It seems reasonable to add another 0.3 events to this 
amount, due to the reducible backgrounds. So, in the end, the 1.5 signal events should 
be compared to the 2.5 background events, which leads to the conclusion that it will 
take many years before a Higgs boson with a nominal mass of 116 GeV/c2 can be 
detected in the “golden” decay channel.

Can the “golden” Higgs decay channel be utilized to detect heavier Higgs bosons, 
e.g. can the theoretical limit (mH <  1 TeV/c2) be reached? This question can also be 
answered best in a qualitative way. Figure 11.4 shows a gradual decrease, with in
creasing nominal Higgs mass, for the number of events to be expected per year. The 
reducible background has disappeared above 300 GeV/c2, which implies that the in
variant mass cuts need not be changed from the defaults DmZ =  |m12 — mZ | <  6 GeV/ c2 
and m34 =  mg* >  80 GeV/c2. These cuts have a moderate effect on the signal, so that 
an 85% signal efficiency seems likely (see Table 11.3). The detector and reconstruc
tion software acceptance is also quite good for higher masses, as Table 11.2 indicates 
that a signal acceptance of almost 60% is reached.

At first sight, the situation looks favourable with respect to the irreducible back
ground as well. Figure 11.8 shows that the production cross section of this background 
decreases with increasing four-muon invariant masses. However, it needs to be inte
grated over a mass window, around the nominal Higgs mass, which equals three times 
the width of the signal peak. This window determines the number of background 
events. The importance of the Higgs width, i.e. the integration window, is already 
apparent at mH =  400 GeV/ c2, as illustrated in Fig. 11.11(b). Here, the four-muon in
variant mass spectrum is shown of signal and background events that are successfully 
reconstructed and survive the invariant mass cuts. A 6s-window is used to illustrate 
the role of the background. It is asymmetric and contributes a majority of events at 
lower masses. Since the signal width is rather large, the signal does not stand out as a 
clear peak.

At higher nominal Higgs masses, the situation becomes even worse due to two 
reasons. Firstly, the signal width increases rapidly (recalling the third-order power 
law of Fig. 11.10). Secondly, the measured width increases even more due to the per
formance of the reconstruction software. As the muons originating from the decay 
(vertex) obtain higher transverse momenta, thus reflecting the higher invariant mass, 
the momentum resolution becomes worse according to Fig. 7.42. For example, a nom
inal Higgs mass of 500 GeV/ c2 has a corresponding mass window that stretches from
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about 400 to 600 GeV/ c2. Reference [132] sets the limit at mH =  800 GeV/ c2, though 
a remark is made that the signal rate might be too low already for mH =  700 GeV/c2. 
This latter Higgs mass has a corresponding mass window of about 400 GeV/c2 to
1 TeV/c2. It is doubtful that a signal peak, which has eighty percent of its small num
ber of events spread between 600 and 800 GeV/  c2, can be detected within such a large 
range. Trying to increase the rate, as is shown in Fig. 11.11(c) by removing the in
variant mass cuts, does not improve the picture. A safe conclusion is to assume that 
a heavy Higgs boson can be detected, deploying the “golden” decay channel, from 
mH =  2mZ «  183 GeV/c2 up to about 550 GeV/c2.



Chapter 12 

Discussion and conclusions

Chapters 6, 7 and 11 prove very explicitly that it is crucial to understand the tools that 
are being used in order to understand the outcome of an analysis. It is the aim of this 
concluding chapter to interpret the results of the two parts of this thesis.

on standard software

It seems to be an inherent feature of software that it will never be perfect. Even pack
ages that seem to work well are always subject to extensions and/or are found to have 
flaws in them, which influence their stability and reliability. Chapter 6 has been de
voted to these issues of reliability regarding the standard software tools provided by 
ATLAS. Every functional aspect provided by the software tools is in at least some 
sense crucial to subsequent analyses, which is why several functional aspects have 
been studied intensively.

To be able to evaluate the ATLAS detector performance implies to have an accurate 
description of its geometry. One potential problem has been identified here already, as 
it was found that the calorimetric volumes have a tiny bit of empty space between 
them, see also Fig. 6.10(c). However, the muon tracks are bent so that the effect is 
smeared and thus turns out not to have a negative influence on the analysis.

on detector layout

The performance of the ATLAS detector is cost limited, because the toroidal field is 
not strong enough to bend the tracks of the highest energy muons. Cost limitations also 
prevent the detector from becoming larger, which has a strong influence on the muon 
chamber positioning. The lever arm of the muon track cannot be increased, which 
results in a degradation of the momentum resolution that is visible(1) in Figs. 12.1(a) 
and (e) and starts at p j  >  150 GeV/c. Also Muonbox, the muon pattern recognition 
software, is limited by some necessarily unfavourable chamber positions. It cannot 
provide enough super space-points for h «  0 and for the feet sectors, where space is 
taken up by cables, services and support structures, which results in tracks either badly 
fitted or completely lost in these regions, see Figs. 7.35 and 7.43. Though, it needs to

(1)Figure 12.1 is actually Fig. 7.42 but now with the individual momentum resolution figures split up. 
Refer to Sect. 7.4.2 and Sect. 7.5 for a precise description of the figures.
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Figure 12.1: (a) Muon spectrometer resolution for the charged inverse momen
tum as a function of transverse momentum, and (b) its error estimate. (c) Inner 
detector resolution for the charged inverse transverse momentum, and (d) its error 
estimate. (e) Charged inverse transverse momentum resolution, i.e. performance, 
of the combined muon spectrometer and inner detector, and (f) its error estimate.
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be noted that the detector layout has been highly optimized in order to reduce the size 
and influence of unfavourable regions as much as possible.

on physics simulation

In Chapter 6 the influence of secondaries, which are generated by the passage of the 
muon, on the energy loss recuperation of GEANE has been analysed. It was found 
to be smaller than the statistical errors involved and therefore secondaries were not 
considered. However, the influence is expected to be much larger when all types of 
background are correctly simulated.

The fact that minimum-bias, pile-up, electronic noise, dead detector elements and 
uncorrelated (background) hits have been left out in the simulation as well, implies 
that the pattern recognition tasks have been largely simplified. Nevertheless, tracks 
were lost when trying to combine their spectrometer and inner detector segments, be
cause of momentum or position mismatches. The authors of the pattern recognition 
packages claim that their software is robust, so that this number of mismatches should 
not increase and the performance should not degrade too much in the presence of these 
backgrounds. If true, this means that the momentum resolution figures presented here, 
see Fig. 12.1, and by others, e.g. Lavrijsen[245], are feasible for the real ATLAS detec
tor. This situation will definitely change for p -  >  300 GeV/c, however, due to muon 
induced electromagnetic showers.

on muon seed usage

Two improvements are possible that should help in accomplishing the best possible 
momentum resolution figures as shown in Fig. 12.1. Firstly, Sect. 7.4 together with 
Fig. 7.38 shows that the seeds provided by the muon reconstruction can become much 
smaller than the default values. This helps greatly in combining the spectrometer and 
inner detector track segments, especially in the presence of the backgrounds mentioned 
previously. Secondly, Muonbox should not restrict its pattern recognition to the muon 
spectrometer only, as muons that pass through problematic regions are not likely to be 
found. Instead, it should try to match track candidates to inner detector track segments 
immediately, for instance using muon seeds. The gain of this procedure is expected 
to be large, i.e. it can be compared to the difference in performance when MuFit uses 
the beam pipe constraint or not, and will also lead to an early recognition of tracks not 
originating from the interaction region.

on fitting software

The GEANE software tool contains flaws. The energy loss recuperation had to be 
tuned in another way than suggested by the manual. It exhibits a strange discrete be
haviour even then, see Fig. 6.10(a), which is still not understood. Furthermore, a sign 
error was identified, found and corrected in one of its subroutines by Lavrijsen[141]. 
The treatment of multiple scattering is incorrect as it is based on a wrong approxima
tion. However, Lavrijsen[245] tested other methods but did not find any significant 
changes. This insensitivity is due to the existence of a very wide range of values ap
proximately corresponding to the optimal results.
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The track fitting method used was found to be insensitive to all problems in the 
tracking software, i.e. it was able to bend the track and fit it to the position coordinates 
without the need to change the track momentum parameter drastically. So, the con
clusion is that the fitting method is very robust. However, two remarks are in order. 
Firstly, using super space-points only, implies that MuFit cannot do better than Muon
box if no additional information is used. Secondly, the fitting method allows the track 
to assume a new direction at every fit point. The magnitude of this change is primarily 
influenced by its neighbouring fit points. This explains the robustness but does not 
take physics implied limits into account. In other words, the change in angles at every 
fit point should conform to the multiple scattering distributions, see Fig. 7.11.

Furthermore, it came as a complete surprise and is very interesting to see that this 
relatively old fitting method, used by MuFit, gives results that are comparable within 
the statistical errors to the recently developed fitting methods, e.g. Cobra[245]. It is, 
therefore, a useful and complementary addition to the other methods. In conclusion, 
given the huge benefit of the knowledge of the origin of a muon track, the main advice 
is to find and use this origin as early as possible.

on Higgs signal

Part II of the thesis uses MuFit to reconstruct the tracks of muons originating from a 
specific type of Higgs boson decay. The analysis of this decay channel and the back
ground channels with comparable event topologies has yielded very interesting results. 
Again MuFit proves its strength here, since the resulting number of signal events and 
the reconstructed resonance width are comparable within the statistical errors to pre
vious studies. This is surprising to some extent as intermediate results were found to 
differ. One reason for this difference is that a recent version of P y t h ia 6 .2  was used to 
obtain samples of Higgs bosons and samples of irreducible background. This yields a 
production cross section for Higgs boson masses below the 2mZ threshold, higher than 
that of P y t h ia 5 .7 , which was used for previous studies. On the other hand, a lower 
production cross section is found above this threshold.

Another reason that accounts for the differences in analyses, is that very pessimistic 
reconstruction efficiencies were assumed in previous studies[132]. The analysis in this 
thesis gives a consistent 20% loss for four muon tracks in all cases, instead of the 
earlier assumed 34%. Lavrijsen[245] uses a different reconstruction method resulting 
in an even smaller loss. A prescription has been given in Sect. 11.3 how to increase 
the track reconstruction efficiency. Care should be taken, however, since the quality of 
the track parameters of these rescued tracks has to be comparable to the quality of the 
bulk of the events. Otherwise, most of these rescued events will end up in the tails of 
the four-muon invariant mass distribution thus effectively augmenting the background.

on stand-alone spectrometer operation

Consider the following illustrative example of an extreme situation. Suppose that the 
track segments of inner detector and muon spectrometer cannot be combined, for some
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reason or other. All muon tracks, as found by Muonbox, will then be used by the 
analysis, since no distinction can be made between badly and well fitted muon tracks. 
Momentum and/or position mismatches are not noticed because no combination is 
made. Furthermore, there is no knowledge of the primary vertex, so that the impact 
parameter cut cannot be used. Referring to Sect. 11.4, this implies that the number of 
reducible background events equals the number of signal events. Concentrating on a 
given nominal Higgs mass, it is possible then to calculate the influence of this dramatic 
situation on the reconstructed Higgs resonance width, on the numbers of signal and 
background events and, therefore, on the significance.

At a nominal Higgs mass of 150 GeV /  c2, about 48% of the generated signal events 
are successfully reconstructed by the muon spectrometer. That is to say: 2395 out 
of 5000 events are comprised of four muons that pass the muon trigger (two muons 
with p i >  20 GeV/c) and the acceptance cuts (p i >  7 G eV /c and |h| <  2.5 for ev
ery muon). This acceptance is slightly higher of course than that quoted in row four 
of Table 11.2, because no tracks and therefore no events are lost due to mismatches 
between track segments in the muon spectrometer and the inner detector. However, 
the efficiency with respect to the invariant mass cuts has become about 68% (1630 
out of 2395 events). This is slightly lower than the efficiency quoted in row nine of 
Table 11.3, because the muon track parameters can only be determined less accurately, 
thus resulting in a larger spread on the distributions of interest.

The reconstructed signal width suffers in particular from the spread, i.e. measure
ment inaccuracy, almost becoming twice as large, namely s mH =  3.09 GeV/c2 instead 
of 1.68 GeV/c2 (see row twelve of Table 11.3). As a result, the background to be 
considered has become overwhelming. For the irreducible background, the detector 
acceptance of 19% is somewhat lower than in row seven of Table 11.6, namely 1746 
out of 9160 events, while the invariant mass cut efficiency of 48%, namely 837 out 
of 1746 events, has remained the same (compared to row eleven of Table 11.6). The 
similarity of the percentages is due to the uniformity of the background.

Using the proper conversions, i.e. one year running at high luminosity, the num
ber of irreducible background events becomes 9.7 per year. Likewise, the number 
of signal events is 48. These numbers will certainly become less when track isola
tion cuts are applied, which are needed to reject the reducible background. Reference 
[132] states that about 106 events per year, in a mass window of ±5  GeV/c2 around 
mH =  150 GeV/c2, are due to reducible background. The more realistic 3 s  window 
is almost twice as large, so application of isolation cuts is necessary whereby the re
ducible background is rejected by a factor 20 while keeping 80% of the signal[132] 
(and irreducible background) events. In the end, a significance (S /vB ) of about 9 
seems feasible, using S «  38.4 and B «  7.8 +  9.8 events.

The situation is even more favourable for mH =  400 GeV/c2, where the reducible 
background does not contribute anymore, while the signal width has increased from 
17.8 GeV/c2 to only 19.4 GeV/c2, because the inner detector does not play an impor
tant role at such high momenta. This leads to the conclusion that it is still possible to 
perform physics studies using the stand-alone muon spectrometer (in cases of emer
gency).
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on cross sections

A misleading way that, at first sight, seems to drastically increase the number of sig
nal events has already been mentioned briefly in Sect. 11.1 and involves the usage of 
K -factors to correct for higher-order QCD corrections. Spira[238] has calculated K - 
factors, which are in fact a function of the nominal Higgs mass, for the most important 
Higgs production processes. The increase in signal events is large, as is found when 
using the proper branching ratios (see Fig. 12.2). The reason why it is misleading and 
why it has been decided to use P y t h ia 6 .2  instead of these results is mainly that such 
detailed calculations do not exist for the background processes. Using K-factors for 
the signal but not for the background introduces a strong bias, even though K-factor 
corrections provide a better approximation of the cross section. Further studies would 
therefore benefit greatly when K-factors become available also for the background 
processes, regardless of whether the significance increases or not.

m H (in  G e V / c ‘ )

Figure 12.2: Number o f events per year to be expected in the decay channel pp ^
H +  X ^  ZZ(*) +  X ^  f— f— +  X for various Higgs masses using higher 
order QCD corrections (solid line) in comparison to P y t h ia 6 .2  results (points).

on four-muon background

Returning to the interesting results of this thesis means to concentrate on the numbers 
of background events. These numbers were found to differ significantly from previous 
studies. Sect. 11.6.2 has been devoted to a comparison of methods used to obtain the 
numbers of background events. Several causes for this difference were found. The 
most important factor is the size of the integration window, i.e. the range of masses 
over which the background needs to be integrated. It was argued to use an integration 
window of ± 3 s mH, i.e. a mass range of mH — 3 s mH to mH +  3 s mH, because it takes the 
signal shape into account. The analysis indicated that even this window might be too 
small, since a well defined signal width cannot be extracted from the small number of
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signal events involved. Previous studies have used smaller integration windows, thus 
resulting in a smaller number of background events.

It was also argued that the reducible background has not always been taken prop
erly into account in the past. Reference [132] ignores it completely for four-muon in
variant masses above 200 GeV/c2, while Linossier and Poggioli[242] prove this treat
ment to be too optimistic. However, taking the reducible background into account 
properly is very difficult due to two reasons. Firstly, the production cross sections are 
not well known. Secondly, all possible decay channels should be taken into account, 
including the cascade decays which are hard to evaluate. Large safety margins have 
been built into the default analysis method to make the resulting significances inde
pendent of the reducible background. A better knowledge of this type of background 
could, therefore, be of great benefit to the analysis.

on observability

Another way to increase the number of signal events, and thus to increase the Higgs 
boson observability, is to combine the results of both general-purpose LHC detectors 
and of other leptonic decay channels. This is important, not only for an early discov
ery of the Higgs boson, but even more for extracting physical parameters of interest. 
Lavrijsen[245] has done that for the Higgs boson signal and came to the conclusion 
that care should be taken as all leptonic decay channels should be treated separately.

Care should be taken, however, of using the proper approximation of the signifi
cance of signal over background. The default approximation s «  S /\[B  is not as good 
as the suggested[247] approximation s «  2(\JS +  B — \[B) for low numbers of signal 
and/or background events[246]. Since the number of events involved is small indeed, 
the latter significance has been given wherever applicable.

on discovery outlook

In the end it seems valid to conclude that future studies will be most interesting if 
all types of background are treated fully. This includes the usage of K-factors, of all 
possible decay channels and of the proper mass integration windows. K-factors for the 
signal can then be used, which in combination with other results should lead to well 
recognizable signal peaks.

mH (in GeV/  c2) 116 130 150 170 200 250 400
Significance (s =  2 V S +  B — 2 VB) 4

OO0. 3.9 7.1 2.2 7.8 6.8 7.9
Years to measure before discovery 38 3.7 1.5 7.2 1.2 1.6 1.2

Table 12.1: Significance o f the Higgs signal over a four-muon background ex
pected for ATLAS after one LHC year running at high luminosity using the sig
nificance definition for future, planned experiments. Expected number of years 
needed to run the LHC experiment before reaching the 5s-discovery limit as
suming low luminosity runs for the first three years. Last digits given are not 
significant.
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The studies in this thesis have shown that the ATLAS detector is well suited to 
the part of the LHC physics program that deals with the “golden” Higgs decay chan
nel. Even the stand-alone muon spectrometer delivers a reasonable Higgs discovery 
potential. Results for the decay into four muons are summarized(2) in the concluding 
Table 12.1.

(2)Referto Table 11.6 in Sect. 11.6 for the complete table.



Appendix A 

DE of GEANE dependencies

In this appendix, it is shown how the energy correction of GEANE depends on speci
fied parameters. As discussed in Chapter 6, the CUTS settings 6 to 10 and the settings 
of LOSS, DCAY, PFIS, MUNU, PHOT, COMP, PAIR, BREM, DRAY, and ANNI in
fluence this energy correction. The dependence on the last set of parameters is so small 
that they are not looked at any further, except for the LOSS parameter which is of im
portance. The five CUTS parameters can be grouped, namely CUTS 6 (DCUTE) and 
7 (DCUTM) have the same meaning, as well as CUTS 8 (BCUTE) and 9 (BCUTM).

The following tables show that the choice of BCUTE/M is of importance, as it 
has to have a high value, i.e. 105. Or, in case it does not, then LOSS 2 needs to 
be inferred. Otherwise, the value of LOSS is not of importance. It seems as if the 
DCUTE/M and PPCUTM (CUTS 10) parameters strengthen each-other, namely the 
lowest energy correction is obtained when both are low, i.e. 10—5, while the highest 
energy correction follows when both are set to high values, i.e. 105. Table A.1 shows 
the energy dependence for sample four of Table 6.3, see also Fig. 6.3. And Table A.2 
does the same for the sixth sample of Table 6.3.
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LOSS DCUTM BCUTM PPCUTM DE (GEANE) (in GeV)
1 low low low 1.8293
2 low low low 3.4929
3 low low low 1.8293
4 low low low 1.8293
1 low low high 2.0366
2 low low high 3.7001
3 low low high 2.0366
4 low low high 2.0366
1 low high low 3.4929
2 low high low 3.4929
3 low high low 3.4929
4 low high low 3.4929
1 low high high 3.7001
2 low high high 3.7001
3 low high high 3.7001
4 low high high 3.7001
1 high low low 1.9843
2 high low low 3.6479
3 high low low 1.9843
4 high low low 1.9843
1 high low high 2.1914
2 high low high 3.8551
3 high low high 2.1914
4 high low high 2.1914
1 high high low 3.6479
2 high high low 3.6479
3 high high low 3.6479
4 high high low 3.6479
1 high high high 3.8551
2 high high high 3.8551
3 high high high 3.8551
4 high high high 3.8551

Table A.1: Track parameters: p  =  45 GeV, h =  0.084, j  =  1.4865 radians. Sam
ple containing both ji+ andjT, without the presence o f a magnetic field. Specifi
cation of energy loss distribution: mean =  3.885 GeV and MOP =  3.076 GeV.
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LOSS DCUTM BCUTM PPCUTM DE (GEANE) (in GeV)
1 low low low 2.2600
2 low low low 4.3266
3 low low low 2.2600
4 low low low 2.2600
1 low low high 2.5370
2 low low high 4.6038
3 low low high 2.5370
4 low low high 2.5370
1 low high low 4.3266
2 low high low 4.3266
3 low high low 4.3266
4 low high low 4.3266
1 low high high 4.6038
2 low high high 4.6038
3 low high high 4.6038
4 low high high 4.6038
1 high low low 2.4670
2 high low low 4.5335
3 high low low 2.4670
4 high low low 2.4670
1 high low high 2.7438
2 high low high 4.8107
3 high low high 2.7438
4 high low high 2.7438
1 high high low 4.5335
2 high high low 4.5335
3 high high low 4.5335
4 high high low 4.5335
1 high high high 4.8107
2 high high high 4.8107
3 high high high 4.8107
4 high high high 4.8107

Table A.2: Track parameters: p  =  45 GeV, h =  2.084, j  =  1.4865 radians. Sam
ple containing both jj+andjT, without the presence o f a magnetic field. Specifi
cation of energy loss distribution: mean =  4.816 GeV and MOP =  3.934 GeV.
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Appendix B 

MuFit internals

This appendix describes the program and data flow inside the MuFit subroutines and, 
where necessary, inside the GEANE subroutines. Figure B.1 shows the program flow 
chart, seen from the general ATRECON[113] steering routine A R e c o n [112].

ARecon MFGFit MFFitMI
MuonMod GimeSuPo MFEIPair
MBoxStore MFHowTo MFMomTr
/MBoxRead MFGetSP ^  GimePoin MFSDToSC
MuonFit ^  MCoToBa ^  ToMCan MFSPFilt TrSDSC

ToMuEf MFPOrder EUFilP
ToMSup MFCalcPl ErTrak

MUGSetup MFFMeas MFSCToSD
MFUsePat ^  GimeCand MFFEstim MFGWeigM

MFBCanTP MFFitMI ^  ... MFGTranM
MFECanTP MFTAngle ^  MFSDToSC MFMakEqn

MFGFit ^  ... TrSDSC DSBEqn
MBPropag ^  GimeSpec MFPutTP ^  MFSDToSC DSBFInv

MBFollow MBFollow MFClChis
GimeBoun MBResVX MFCovMa
MBIDSeed MBCTPIP

/GEANETracking ^  MUGSetup MBToBoun ^  EUFilV
EUFilV ErTrak MBIDSeed
ErTrak MBParCl MSDErrTr

MBFVPToV MBPutIP
MBErrTr ^  TrSCSD

TrSDSC MBFVrtx ^  MBFVPlan
EUFilP MBFVPToV
ErTrak MBVAver ^ MBVertex
MBErrTr ^  TrSCSD MBVFCalc

TrSDSC MBPutVX

Figure B.1: Flowchart o f MuFit program subroutines.

Though most subroutines should be considered internal to MuFit, there are several 
that were made specially for external users. These subroutines are the ones that do
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not adhere to the ATLAS proposed naming scheme[250], i.e. they do not start with a 
capital M. In general, these subroutines provide access to data and should be under
stood as: give me something. They are used to retrieve certain pieces of information 
in a sequential way, i.e. the first subroutine argument whether the first data bank needs 
to be fetched or the next one. The second subroutine argument denotes the success 
of the operation and is, therefore, used to check if the end of the sequential chain has 
been reached. Table B.1 shows an example of typical FORTRAN[251] code using this 
method.

* retrieve parameters of all fitted muon tracks at the vertex 
Call GimeVrtx(.TRUE., okay) ! first track

10 If (okay) Then ! past last track?

. ! process data
Call GimeVrtx(.FALSE., okay) ! subsequent track(s)
Goto 10

Endif________________________________________________

Table B.1: Typical piece of FORTRAN code using ’give me something’ user in
terface.

The subroutines that adhere to this scheme are:
G i m e Ca n d  - to retrieve candidate track information of Muonbox,
GIMESUPO - to obtain super space-point header information on each Muonbox track, 
G i m e Spec  - to retrieve fitted track information of MuFit, inside the spectrometer, 
G i m e B o u n  - to retrieve backtracked track information of MuFit, at a specified bound
ary*^,
G im e V rtx  - to retrieve backtracked track information of MuFit at the vertex.
Two routines do not obey this scheme. They help in obtaining additional informa
tion on an already specified track. G im e M u E f holds Monte Carlo information on the 
GEANT hits, from which the single tube efficiency can be inferred. G i m e P o in  is used 
to obtain further information on every single super space-point. Using separate util
ity subroutines, in order to get access to window common block[252], is an outdated 
procedure; it is currently superseded by the USE-operator of AGE[108]. Figure B.1 
shows that MuFit uses these external subroutines internally as an interface to the data 
coming from Muonbox.

Starting at the steering routine, it is now possible to understand the data flow by 
following the program flow. In the steering routine, the decision is made to perform 
the pattern recognition, using M u o n M o d , and to store the results, or to skip this but to 
read in previously stored Muonbox common blocks instead. The track fit is selected 
by invoking MuFit. For some studies in chapter 6, Muonbox and MuFit are skipped

(1)This boundary is specified by two additional subroutine arguments, namely the name of the volume 
that needs to be entered and the name of the volume that will be left. These names can be: PIPE, INNE, 
CENT, and OUTE, as shown in Fig. 6.5.
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altogether and their functionality is replaced by G E A N E T r a c k in g , which performs 
the track propagation using Monte Carlo information.

The first thing that MuFit does, is to prepare Muonbox data to be used by the 
utility subroutines, i.e. it builds ZEBRA banks[253] out of Muonbox internal common 
blocks. M C o To Ba  is meant to mean: Muonbox Commons to (ZEBRA) Banks. Then, 
T o M C a n  is used to prepare the MCAN-bank for G im e Ca n d , and T o M u E f prepares 
the MUEF-bank for G im e M u E f , while To M S u p  prepares both MSUP- and MSPP- 
banks to be used by G i m e Su P o and G i m e P o i n . M U G S e t u p  performs the user-defined 
setup of MuFit and GEANE taking pre-defined settings, e.g. for the maximum number 
of iterations, which can be changed by data cards. This is the only MuFit subroutine 
that is used by G E A N E T r a c k in g  as well.

In order to prevent tracks from disappearing, it is necessary to have a back up in 
case of fit failures. M F U s ePat goes along all Muonbox track candidates, see Table B.1, 
and fills in the fit result bank M1TP (for muon reconstruction phase 1 track reference 
point/parameters), which is used later on for track propagation by G i m e Sp e c . Barrel 
and endcap tracks need to be treated differently, i.e. M F B C a n TP and M F E C a n TP. The 
M1TP-bank is overwritten when the track fit turns out to be successful.

Necessary preparations for GEANE and the mathematics of the fit procedure are 
performed by subroutine calls inside M F G F i t . It makes a loop on all tracks, using 
G i m e Su P o , by gathering information on the super space-points belonging to that par
ticular track only. M F H o w To determines the maximum number of iterations, whether 
or not to use the beam pipe as an additional super space-point, and the direction of 
tracking, i.e. whether to go from the outer stations to the inner stations or vice versa. 
These prescriptions come from M U G S e t u p , which already took them from default 
set values, or overriding data cards. Every super space-point is actually gathered se
quentially by M F G e t SP using G i m e P o i n . The possibility exists to filter out unwanted 
super space-points, i.e. bad information, or any other type of operation using the func
tion M F S P F il t . After this step, the decision is made to continue with this track, when 
enough super space-points contribute, or not. The points are ordered, by M F P O r d e r , 
to insure the right sequence to be used by the fit procedure. The planes describing 
the multilayer or mattress to which a point belongs are calculated by M F C a l c P l , and 
measurement errors are turned into proper weights, by M F F M e a s . The initial track pa
rameters are inferred/guessed from the set of super space-points, in M F F E s t im . Now, 
the data has been prepared enough to conduct the track fit using GEANE. M F F it MI 
takes care of this, but we will look at it in detail later.

There are situations in which M F F i t MI will fail to produce an adequate fit. This 
situation most often occurs when two super space-points lie very close to one another, 
as this can lead to an unstable situation in which the plane of the furthest super space
point is already passed before the closest one is reached. M F F i t MI misses the furthest 
super space-point in that case and reports a failure back to M F G F i t . Now, the strategy 
has been adopted to try the fit in the opposite direction first, before selectively starting 
to drop points from the track. Super space-points should not be dropped, but it is very 
important to fit every track, no matter how, so it is tried then to perform the fit without 
using the super space-point which had the largest measurement error estimates on it. If
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the fit fails again, the next worse super space-point is left out and so on until M F F i t MI 
reports a successful fit. In any case, not more than one super space-point is removed 
from the track which is only a severe operation if the number of super space-points 
was six, or less.

GEANE makes use of three types of reference frames[89], in which to represent 
the track parameters. Two of these frames are actually used by MuFit, namely the 
standard representation: Q /p ,  p — 0, j ,  L, S), which is called(2) SC and can be seen 
as the overall reference frame. It is used for backtracking purposes, and is also the 
convenient representation for external users of the MuFit results. The actual fit is 
performed in a local detector plane frame, called SD. Consider v and w to be vectors 
spanning the detector plane, and u to be orthonormal to this plane, then the track 
parameter representation becomes: (Q /p, V, W, v, w), where V =  jV and W =  Jw■

M FTA n g l e  uses the GEANE external subroutine T r SDSC to convert the fit results 
from the local detector plane system into the overall system, i.e. from SD to SC. These 
fit results comprise of five track parameters, the plane distance T and the covariance 
matrix, i.e. error estimates, of the track parameters. For ease of use, Cartesian co
ordinates of a point of reference on the track are provided as well, as obtained from 
MFSDToSC. The final fit results are stored into the M1TP-bank by M F P u t TP.

Now that a proper description of the muon track parameters, and inaccuracies 
thereon, has become available, it is possible to finish the first phase of muon track 
reconstruction by propagating the track information towards the interaction region. 
M B P ropag  is responsible for this task. What is does is to loop over all tracks to ob
tain the tracks’ point of reference, from the fit, using G i m e Sp e c . This point lies inside 
the muon spectrometer, on a multilayer which is closest to the interaction region. The 
backtracking, performed by M B F o l l o w , goes towards the interaction region thereby 
encountering several volume boundaries of interest. First however, the M1VX-bank is 
reset, by M B R e s VX, just in case that the track passes the beam pipe, and the M1IP- 
bank is initiated, by MBCTPIP. Then, the backtracking is stopped at the first boundary 
encountered, which is the transition of OUTE to CENT, see Fig. 6.5. M B T o B o u n  
uses the external GEANE subroutines EUFILV, to define the volume boundary, and 
E rT r a k , to perform the actual backtracking, to this purpose. Track parameters are 
calculated and stored into the M1IP-bank for intermediate track reference points, by 
M BPa r C l and M B P u t IP respectively. This procedure is repeated for the CENT/INNE 
and INNE/PIPE boundaries, where the latter happens to be the boundary closest to the 
interaction region. Figure B.2 shows, schematically, how the closest approach to the 
interaction region is constructed.

M B F V rtx  steers the necessary steps. First, it makes sure that two planes are de
fined, by M B F V P l a n , which are parallel to the z-axis and orthogonal to the transverse 
track directions, i.e. azimuthal angle of the track. Then, MBFVPToV changes the track 
from SC to SD representation, using M B E r rT r  and T r SCSD, places the vertex plane

(2)The terms SC, SD and SP come from EMC software[144-146], where SC denotes Streamer Cham
ber, which was identified with the overall system, SD means System of Detection, and SP comes from 
spline. The latter being a convenient mathematical description of a track in a fixed target experiment 
with successive parallel detector planes.
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Figure B.2: Transverse and longitudinal representation o f beam pipe and interac
tion region showing definition o f closest approach for backtracked muon using 
two parallel planes perpendicular to the azimuthal track direction. The distance 
is measured in the parallel plane from the closest approach of the muon track to 
the event origin, i.e. vertex.

and backtracks to it, using the external GEANE subroutines E U F il P and E rTr a k . The 
new set of track parameters, at closest approach to the vertex, is transformed from SD 
to SC representation, by M B E rrTr and Tr SD SC , to be used for further processing, 
e.g. by M BVAv e r . Here, it is possible to combine the vertex reference point with the 
real primary vertex, defined by M B V e r t e x (3), in a statistical manner. This introduces 
a bias on the vertex position, though, which changes the muon momentum as well, 
hence the decision is made not to incorporate this feature into a standard MuFit appli
cation. Additional vertex parameters are calculated, by M B V F C a l c , and the result is 
stored into the M1VX-bank by M B P u t V X .

The muon track parameters have been made available now at every point of the 
track, in principle. This feat makes it possible for M B P ropag  to loop along all tracks 
in the event, using G im e B o u n  to retrieve the track information on the outer bound
ary of the inner detector. The proper Jacobian transformation matrix is calculated 
by M B ID S e e d  and, afterwards, used by M S D E r rTr to perform the transformation 
of track parameters and covariance matrix from the MuFit representation to the in
ner detector pattern recognition software representation. The result is stored into the 
MISD-bank. This ends the first phase of muon reconstruction.

M F F it MI is the heart of MuFit as it steers the subroutines that take care of track 
and error propagation, and others that solve mathematical equations. It consists of 
two loops. One which loops continuously over all super space-points to create a track 
segment. The other loops as long as certain convergence prescriptions are not met. 
However, before going into the loops, the elements of the covariance matrix, belonging 
to the point of reference near the inner surface of the muon spectrometer, are identified

(3)The real primary vertex is located at x,y, z  =  (0 ,0 ,0) approximately, with an inaccuracy given by 
the Gaussian widths s x =  s y =  16 pm, s z =  5.6 cm.
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by M FEIP a i r . Then, the loops are entered taking the track information at the first 
super space-point and preparing the track information propagation. This information 
is needed in Cartesian form, so M F M o m T r , M F S D T o SC, and T r SDSC are used to go 
from the local detector to the overall system. A plane is placed at the next super space
point, by E U F il P, and the tracking is taken care of by E rT r a k , which delivers part of 
its results in SD form. The remainder is transformed by MFSCToSD. See Fig. B.3 for 
this first step of the track fitting process.

Figure B.3: Detector planes with measured track points Z ). Real muon track 
(solid line x) and prediction of first iteration (dotted line y  with predicted track 
points yi).

The error matrix is transformed into a weight matrix, by M F G W e ig M, and stored 
along with the transport matrix, which describes the change of parameters from one 
plane to the other. It is processed by M F G T r a n M. The predicted track parameters 
are used in the next iteration of the loop, which continues until all planes have been 
reached. Figure B.3 shows the procedure for subsequent planes as well, though it 
should be kept in mind that this figure is valid for the first iteration, as only the first 
plane has estimated track parameters associated to it, during the first iteration.

The information that is available at the moment is a set of planes with measured 
(zj) and predicted track points (y) on them. Predicted track parameters (y) exist on 
every plane at the predicted track point (y) and these describe a hypothetical track (y) 
which fits more-or-less to the measured track points (z¡). The objective, however, is to 
reconstruct the true track parameters (x), i.e. the measured track points (z¡) form the 
best known approximation of the true track (point) (xy). The quality of the current track 
(y) is described by the chi-square equation: %2 =  (z — x)V (z — x) +  (y — x )W(y — x), 
where V represents the 5N x 5N  weight matrix of the measurement errors, and W rep
resents the 5N x 5N covariance matrix on the tracking errors, with N  the number of 
planes. The GEANE manual[88] describes how an improved estimate of x  can be cal
culated from this equation. It is also proven that the given equations behave equivalent 
to the Kalman track filtering procedure[254], to first order in 1 /p. Compatibility to 
the Kalman filter is of importance, because it is the optimal linear filter[28]. It is even 
the best filter when the underlying error distributions are Gaussian in nature. MF- 
M a k E qn  prepares a linear set of equations, which is used as the linearized solution to
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the chi-square equation. This linear set is solved by standard methods in the subrou
tines D S B E qn  and D S B FIn v , which are provided with GEANE. These subroutines are 
special in that they treat the problem in N  blocks of 5 x 5 sub-matrices, instead of the 
full 5N x 5N matrix. The reason is that the latter would provide a continuous solution, 
and thus, a smooth track. This is not the behaviour wanted as it is known that multiple 
scattering occurs along the track. So, it should be allowed to have kinks, which is 
made possible by the block banded method. The effect is that the track points (y) of 
the predicted track (y) are pulled towards the measured points (x). However, this is 
done in such a way that the influence of neighbouring planes is taken into account, i.e. 
an interplay between planes is created. Figure B.4 shows the result after this filtering 
step.

Figure B.4: Detector planes with measured (z)  and predicted (y¡) track points.
Fitted track (ÿ ) becomes true track (”x”) at end of fit procedure.

The new chi-square of this track is calculated, by M F C l Ch is , and compared to 
previous chi-square values in order to determine the convergence behaviour. When it 
is found that the chi-square values exhibit a continuously decreasing behaviour, then 
the fit procedure is terminated as soon as the values would increase. Otherwise, if  an 
oscillating behaviour is noticed, the fit procedure stops as soon as a new local minimum 
has been reached. A third condition, namely when the maximum number of iterations 
has been reached, is never met but incorporated for testing purposes and to guarantee 
the termination of M F F i t MI. The fit procedure is ended by accepting the last predicted 
track (parameters) as the true track (parameters). M F C o v M a  prepares the covariance 
matrix of this track at the reference point for the user, so that it can be stored into the 
M1TP-bank.

When necessary, the fit procedure is repeated for the next iteration. It starts at the 
first plane again and follows the track to the next one. However, this time the track 
information at that plane is used instead of continuing the track from the previous 
plane. As already noted, this behaviour is contrary to that of the first iteration. This 
is, however, the best way to propagate information of multiple scattering (centres) 
along the track, both upstream and downstream. So, in essence we can conclude with 
Fig. B.5, which is a replacement of Fig. B.3 for the general case of the MuFit/GEANE 
fit procedure.
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Figure B.5: Detector planes with measured (z ) and newly predicted (y¡) track 
points for the next iteration.



Appendix C

L sm

This appendix deals with various terms of the Lagrangian density associated with the 
electroweak part of the Standard Model. The expression:

Lsm =  Ÿ f D j Y  +  \DjF\2 -  V(F) -  4 -  Lyuk

is gauge invariant. Here, Lyuk depends on the fermion(s) under consideration (see 
below), and V(F) =  /ß\F(x)\2 +  1\F (x)\4 +  constant. The different terms provide us 
automatically with the interactions and the matching Feynman-diagrams, along with 
important relations.

Huang[194] proves that it is always possible to go to the so-called unitary gauge, 
while Anselm[206] more-or-less shows how. Namely, consider that F(x) =  ^ fo^) )  =

U0 (x) (  1/V2(0+A(x) ^  with U0 (x) =  elTj0j(x)/2 , then this expression is immediately
fixed using Eq. (9.4) with the choice 0 j (x) =  a 2 j (x) , or put differently: the symmetry 
is spontaneously broken with this choice.

Firstly, the Higgs-potential V(F) leads to the following calculations:

|F (x )\2 = ( 0  à  ( v + h(x)))  U0t(x)U0(x) ( J ,  ( v +  h(x))

=  1 v2 + vh(x) + 1 tf(x)

and thus
1 3 1

\F(x) \4 = -  v4 + v3h(x) + -  v2h2 (x) +  vh3 (x) + -  h4 (x)

which together gives:

V(F) =  - / f ! f ( x )  -  V  h3(x) -  4v2h4(x) .

Taking mH =  -2 / j2 =  21V2 finally leads to

V (F) =  1  (x) +  f l  hh(x) +  m |  h4 (x)
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From this, one can conclude that the Higgs-potential term gives rise to the mass term of 
the Higgs-boson, as well as to self-interactions. The strength of these self-interactions 
is unknown since the Higgs mass is unknown, and v «  246 GeV[219]. It is quite 
striking that the strength of the coupling is proportional to the mass of the Higgs- 
boson.

The next term is the kinematic term \D /F \2 of the Higgs-field

D F  =  ( lg iB /  +  IgiW/ß +  d / lg2W/,i +  giW/2 \ (  0 N
2 V lg2 W/,1 -  g2 W/,2 lgi B/ -  lg2 W/,3 +  d j  y  V +  h(x) J

and

(D /F )t ( D / F ) = ^ ( v +  h(x)\ (W/,1 +  W/a ) +  v +  h(x)\ ( g B - gzW/,,)2 

+  ^  d/ h(x))  .

Application of the definitions:

T± =  j i  (T  ±  T  )

Z/ =  - f z B/ +  g W/,3 and W± =  jj(W ,.i T lW/j)

leads to
=  -  sin0 wB/ +  cos0 wW/,3 and gz (org) =  J g¡ +  g2

\D/ F \2 =  U  d/h(x)d/1h(x)] +  Ç  mW (W+ W - +  W-  W+) +  1 —Z Z Z +_ _ v _ , 2 W n n 2 
m2 m2 

+ - f  h(x)gK(W+ W- +  W-W++) +  - Í  h(x)Z/Z/ '+

—|  i f  (x)f/ ~ (W +W - +  w - w+ )  +  - | ,

with(1) —W =  1 g2 v2 and —Z =  4gZv2. From this one can conclude that the gauge 
bosons acquire their mass from the Higgs-field, factually by absorbing three of its four 
components[213]. On the other hand, the combination

A / =  cos 0 wB/ +  sin 0 wW/,3 (C.1)

with cos0w =  g2, sin0 w =  g1 remains massless and therefore represents the photon. 
Furthermore, the Higgs-boson couples to the massive gauge bosons with a coupling 
strength which is, this time, proportional to the mass of the gauge bosons.

The fermions do not acquire their mass in the manner described above. To accom
plish this purpose, it has been necessary to introduce a different type of term in the

(1)Expressions like g / (W+Wn +  W-  W+ ) are written like that only for an aesthetical reason, i.e. it 
shows the symmetry between W+ and W- . They can be written as 2W+W- ’/1 also, of course.
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Lagrangian density, namely the Yukawa-interaction. This Lyuk depends on the type of 
fermion considered, since fermions can have different positions in the isospin doublet. 
For the leptons we have:

Ly„t =  f  (Ÿ LF)Y fR +  YfR (F t YL)

=  j Á  YfL ( v +  h(x))YfR +  YfR (v +  h(x)) YfL 

=  —fY fYf +  —  Y fh(x)Yf

with Y l  =  ^ and —f =  gfv/ j 2 .  Likewise, for the down-type quarks:

Lyuk =  gd (  (Y lF ) YdR +  h .c .) =  Y ^  —d +  —  h (x)j Yd

_  (  Y u lwith Y l =  ( YdL ). On the other hand, it is necessary to go to the conjugate represen-
K+

tation for the up-type quarks, using F  (or F , or F c)=  ls 2F*. So, when F  =  ^ f0 J , it 

then follows that F  =  ^ f  j  with f -  =  f +* and thus

Lyuk =  (Y lF )Y ur +  Yur (F t Y L ^  =  —uYuYu +  - V^Ydh(x)Yd .

Not only has a mass term appeared in the Lagrangian density for the fermions, but 
also an interaction term with the Higgs boson. Again, the coupling is proportional 
to the mass, of the fermion this time, so it seems valid to say that massive particles 
acquire their masses through an interaction with the Higgs field. Since the magnitudes 
of the Yukawa couplings are unknown, this also implies that the theory does not predict 
the masses of the fermions. A curious detail is that one obtains the prediction —t =  
174 GeV for the choice gt =  1, which in fact could purport a deeper meaning.

All mass terms of the Lagrangian density have now passed in review. So, it is time 
to see what other information can be obtained from the remaining terms, like:

l Y f D / Y  =  l Y f d / Y  +  l Y f  ( ig lB /~  +  te W ^ T j  ) y  ,

where Tj ( j  =  1,2,3) does not have an effect on the right-handed component Yr  (of
Y =  Yl +  Yr ). Inversion of the definitions in Eq. (C.1) and application thereof to the 
expression between brackets gives, amongst others the two following terms:

• 1 (  J2 y  ^  V  . g 1g2 , (  YZ ( - g ? !  +  g2T3 +  l - J ^ = A / 2  +  T
21 +  g22 g 12 +  g2
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Because of the relation Q =  T  +  2 ,  one can make the identification e =  g 1g2/'J g¡ +  g2
from which follow s cos0w =  g^ sin0W =  f2, gz =  sin0Wecos0W, and tan0W =  H. Use=  - ,  si^ w =  —, ! z =  sin0wcos0w, and tanv' W g
of this knowledge leads to:

e Y
leQA/ + 1 ------- —  cos 0wTs -  sin 0 w -

 ̂ sin 0 w cos 0 w \  2

Since T3 does only work on Yl , it is often written as T3,L. Taking the Lagrangian 
density into account, we have now obtained the terms:

- e Y f  Q Y A /- g z Ÿ f  (T3,l -  Qsin2 0w)YZ„ .

For completeness, it needs to be remarked that lg2W /1T1 +  lg2W/2T2 becomes 
:W¡+T¿+ W -T D .o rin fu ll:

~ g 2 Ÿ f  T±YW ±  .

It is common practice to define currents to which Noether’s theorem[195] applies. 
They are

JEm =  eŸg'QY

for the electromagnetic current,

JNc =  g z Ÿ f  ( T ,l -  sin2 0 wQ)Y 

for the neutral weak current, and

JVC =  g2Ÿg ‘T±

for the charged weak current. This part of the Lagrangian density can, therefore, be 
rewritten as:

- J emA/ -  JNcZ / , -  J+CW+ -  JcC'w-  .

A last remark about this is that the neutral weak current can be written as a V-A inter
action, namely by a projection onto the chiral states, i.e.:

jNc =  g z Y f (  T3,l -  sin2 0 w Q ) y + g z Ÿ f  ( - sin2 0 wQ) ̂ y ^ 5Y

=  ; d ! r Ÿ ( « v g  ' - !»/Y 5)Y  2 cos 0 w

with ga =  T3,l and gv =  T3,l -  2 sin2 0wQ, or:

Æ  =  Y f  (gv - !aT 5)Y

with e
gv =  ^ - 0 ------- ( T3,L -  2sin2 0 WQ)2 sin 0W cos 0W
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and
gA = ------------- T

2 sin 0 w cos 0 w ’
It is clear that this is not a pure V-A interaction since gv =  gA.

Lastly, only two terms of the Standard Model Lagrangian density dealing with the 
free gauge-boson fields remain:

-  4  B / B  -  4 W j /  ,

where the notation B^ =  d-Bv -  dvB- and W-j,j =  d- Wvj  -  dv W -j +  g2ejklW-)kWv,i 
has been adopted. A lot of rewriting and a transition to the fields A/, Z- and W± in the 
end leads to the following expression[194] for the Lagrangian density:

LV =  -  4 B-vB /  -  4 W-v,JWj /  =  Lfree,v +  L3V +  L4V

with Lfree v denoting part of the free vector-boson Lagrangian (LfreeV), while L3V and 
L4V contain three- and four-vector-boson interactions, respectively. Now,

L1 =L  free,V
1 1 3 

=  -  -  (d/Bv -  dvB/)(d/ BV -  dvB- ) -  -  X  (d/ Wv,j -  dv W- , j )(d-  Wj -  dv W /
4 4 j= 1

=  -  4 F/vF/  -  1 Z WZ/  -  1 g-  gvs ( W+ W-s +  W-  W+-)

such that

Lfree,V =  -  4 Z-vZ-  -  1 — ,Z Z  -  2 W-+ W- ^  -  —W W+ W- , /  ,

where the symmetry between W+ and W-  has either been shown explicitly or not. In 
order to build Lfree,v , it was necessary to borrow several terms of |D -F |2 and most 
terms of Lfree v . Furthermore, the notations Z-j =  d-Zv -  dvZ- and W/± =  d- W± -  
dv W± have been adopted in analogy with the familiar electromagnetic field tensor 
(F/n =  d/Av -  dvA/). Lastly, the three- and four-vector-boson interactions become:

L3V =  f  (w + w - -  Wv+ W- ) ( F ~ + )

+ MW/+W---  -  w - w +- )(a + )

and

L4 V =  e2 O ' gvs -  f  g- - ) ( — i —  W+ W- W+ W-
V 2 sin2 0W

+ ( A / +  Ä / , ) ( A v  +  cos| WZv)W-+W-) , 
sin 0 w sin 0 w J

which exhibit the surprising artefact that no interactions exist involving the neutral 
z 0-bosons and/or neutral photons only.
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Appendix D

Muon distributions from the “golden” 
Higgs decay channel

The figures (Figs. D.1 to D.6) in this appendix serve the purpose of providing a spe
cific insight into (the track parameters of) the muons that originate from the “golden” 
Higgs decay channel. This decay channel has been analysed in Chapter 11, where 
Figs. 11.5 and 11.9 already have shown examples of distributions obtained from muon 
track parameters. In Figs. D.1 to D.6, four distributions are shown for nominal Higgs 
masses (—h) of 130, 150, 170, 200, 250 and 400 G eV /c2, respectively. Tables 11.2 
and 11.3 present the numbers that correspond to these figures, e.g. how many events 
are used (for the four-muon invariant mass distribution) of the original sample of 5000 
events, for each nominal Higgs mass.

The first distribution of interest is that of the transverse momenta of all muons in 
the event (shown in the first column of sub-figures in Figs. D.1 to D.6). Since we are 
studying the Higgs signal only, this implies that four tracks per event should appear 
in the distribution. However, for every sample of 5.000 events less than 20.000 tracks 
were used for the distributions shown, because of a minimum transverse momentum 
cut (at p -  >  7 GeV/ c) and a cutoff at pT <  150 GeV/ c used for convenience.

It is no surprise that the average transverse momentum of a muon increases with 
an increasingly higher nominal mass of the Higgs bosons. From the distributions, 
a rough analysis yields the relation: (p - ) «  c • —H/5, with c the speed of light and 
—H the nominal Higgs boson mass. This relation is very convenient, as it should be 
used together with the combined muon reconstruction performance shown in Fig. 7.42. 
Using this information, the following remarks can be made. Firstly, up to about —H =  
150 GeV/c2, the muon reconstruction relies fully on the inner detector. Secondly, 
given the width of the transverse momentum distributions in the first column of sub
figures, it should be concluded that the combined muon reconstruction plays a role for 
all Higgs boson masses. It is of particular importance for the mass range —H =  150
-  250 GeV/c2. Thirdly, the muon spectrometer stand-alone performance becomes 
crucial at high Higgs boson masses, i.e. about 400 GeV/c2 and onwards.

The second distribution is presented in a scatter plot (in the second column of 
sub-figures in Figs. D.1 to D.6). Muons are combined into neutrally charged pairs to
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obtain two-muon invariant masses. The mass of one muon pair is then plotted against 
the mass of the other muon pair. Events are selected whenever a combination of muon 
pairs passes the invariant mass cuts. This is shown in the scatter plot by a closed 
contour (or “cross”). Any point inside the contour belongs to a combination of muon 
pairs that is used to obtain the nominal Higgs mass.

The third distribution is again a representation of two-muon invariant masses (and 
shown in the third column of sub-figures in Figs. D.1 to D.6), though this time only 
of those muon pair combinations that were selected by the invariant mass cuts. A res
onance peak at about 92 GeV/c2 is present in all cases, which is due to the on-shell 
z  boson in the intermediate state, as required by one of the invariant mass cuts. An
other bump is found for a nominal Higgs boson mass below the 2—z 183 GeV/c2 
threshold. It is due to the virtual photon g*/z*. The lower bump has a very sharp 
lower cutoff, which is caused by the minimum invariant mass cut. There is no funda
mental difference between the two-muon invariant mass distributions for Higgs bosons 
with masses above the 2—z threshold, since the distributions merely represent the z  
resonance peak.

Finally, the fourth distribution (in the fourth column of sub-figures in Figs. D.1 
to D.6) corresponds to the four-muon invariant mass of the selected events. It repre
sents the reconstructed Higgs boson mass. The reconstructed width of the resonance 
peak can be extracted from this distribution when a sufficient amount of Higgs bosons 
has been detected. Care should be taken while doing this, because the reconstructed 
distribution exhibits large tails that are due to the reconstruction performance. Part of 
the low mass tail is also caused by final-state radiation, see Sect. 11.5.1. So, it seems 
best to apply a Gaussian fit to the bulk of the distribution only. In practice, this means 
that two standard deviations (2s —H) are taken into account on both sides of the reso
nance peak, see Sect. 11.5.3. A number of iterations are needed before the measured 
value of ——H, i.e. the reconstructed width, has converged. These values are used for the 
twelfth row Table 11.3. The plots of the four-muon invariant mass distributions, which 
are shown in a window of ± 6——H around the nominal mass, are overlaid by a curve 
that represents the Gaussian fit. This curve is cut off beyond ± 2 ——H. The conclusion 
is that the tails of the distribution fall outside this curve, indeed.
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pT (in GeV/c) mw (in GeV/c2) (in GeV/c2) (in GeV/c2)

Figure D.1: Transverse momentum, two-muon versus two-muon, two-muon and 
four-muon invariant mass distributions for a nominal Higgs boson mass of 
130 GeV/ c2. See text for further explanation.

Figure D.2: Same as previous figure, but for a nominal Higgs boson mass of 
150 GeV/c2.

Figure D.3: Same as previous figure, but for a nominal Higgs boson mass of 
170 GeV/c2.
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Figure D.4: Same as previous figure, but for a nominal Higgs boson mass of 
200 GeV/c2.
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Figure D.5: Same as previous figure, but for a nominal Higgs boson mass of 
250 GeV/c2.

Figure D.6: Same as previous figure, but for a nominal Higgs boson mass of 
400 GeV/c2.
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Glossary

ABAN

AgDATCAR
AGE

AgeToCxx
a g s b e g m
a l ic e

ALUMAN
AMDB

a n a l y s is

a n n i

a r e c o n

a t l a s

a t l s g e o

a t r e c o n

AtreconMain

AXXX

b c u t e

Abandon flag; control of stopping electron treatment (GE
ANT data card)
Age data card input; AGE internal subroutine
ATLAS GEANT language; specialized FORTRAN (dialect)
interface to GEANT
Age to C++; C++ generator for AGE structures
Age set begin of module; AGE internal subroutine
A large ion collider experiment; dedicated detector for
heavy-ion collisions at the LHC
Aluminium manganese alloy; by Swiss nomenclature
ATLAS muon database; text file containing the geometrical
description of the muon spectrometer
Analysis; SLUG data card to control analysis phase (also
part of MODE data card)
Annihilation flag; control of positron annihilation process 
(GEANT data card)
ATLAS reconstruction; ATRECON steering subroutine to 
the sub-packages
A toroidal LHC apparatus; general-purpose detector for the
l h c
ATLAS geometry; overall volume containing PIPE, INNE, 
CENT and OUTE (DICE internal module)
ATLAS reconstruction; package containing all ATLAS re
construction sub-packages
ATRECON main program; name of executable program for 
ATLAS reconstruction
Uniform interface of sub-detector digitized hits to all inner 
detector pattern recognition tools
Bremsstrahlung kinetic energy cut threshold for electron; 
GEANT data card (CUTS 6 data card)
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BCUTM Bremsstrahlung kinetic energy cut threshold for muon; GE
ANT data card (CUTS 7 data card)

BE Barrel extra; extension to inner station of muon spectrometer
barrel

BEE Barrel extra endcap; special chambers in BE station
BI Barrel inner; inner station of muon spectrometer barrel
BIL Barrel inner large; standard large chambers in BI station
BIR Barrel inner rails; special rails chambers in BI station
BIS Barrel inner small; standard small chambers in BI station
BKIO Book I/O; to read or write specified bank (SLUG data card)
BM Barrel middle; middle station of muon spectrometer barrel
BmagAtlas B-magnetic field ATLAS; magnetic field information
BMF Barrel middle foot; special feet chambers in BM station
BML Barrel middle large; standard large chambers in BM station
BMS Barrel middle small; standard small chambers in BM station
BO Barrel outer; outer station of muon spectrometer barrel
BOF Barrel outer foot; special feet chambers in BO station
BOG Barrel outer g-foot; special feet chambers in BO station
BOH Barrel outer h-foot; special feet chambers in BO station
BOL Barrel outer large; standard large chambers in BO station
BOS Barrel outer small; standard small chambers in BO station
BR Branching ratio; fraction of decays in a certain channel
BREM Bremsstrahlung flag; control of Bremsstrahlung process

(GEANT data card)
C++ C plus-plus; algorithm inclined, object oriented computer

programming language 
CBNT Combined physics N-tuple; (combined) information of all

sub-detectors for use by PAW 
CBNTKine CBNT kinematical information; CBNT/ATRECON internal

subroutine
cbntMuid CBNT Muon identification; CBNT/MulD internal subrou

tine
CBNTTrack CBNT track  information; CBNT/ATRECON internal sub

routine
CBNTUser CBNT user information and definitions; CBNT/ATRECON

external subroutine
CENT Central volume; DICE geometry definition containing all

GEANT elements of the calorimeters (also data card)
CERN Conseil Europeen pour la recherche nucleaire; European

laboratory for particle physics in Geneva 
CERNLIB CERN program library; collection of general purpose pro

grams and modules
CMS Compact muon solenoid; general-purpose detector for the

l h c
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Cobra

c o f id r

c o in t r

c o m c a n

c o m p

c o s u p o

c s c

CUTELE

c u t g a m

c u t h a d

c u t m u o

c u t n e u

c u t s

DBOX

d c a y
d c u t e

d c u t m

DEBUG

DETP

d ic e

DiceMain

d ig i

Combined muon reconstruction for ATLAS; tool for track 
fitting during muon reconstruction phases 1 and 2 
Common with segment fit candidate tracks; Muonbox inter
nal data structure
Common with unassociated inner station track segments; 
Muonbox internal data structure
Common with track candidates; Muonbox internal data 
structure
Compton scattering flag; control of Compton scattering pro
cess (GEANT data card)
Common with reconstructed super points; Muonbox internal 
data structure
Cathode strip chamber; detection technique used within the 
ATLAS muon spectrometer
Kinetic energy cut threshold for electron; GEANT data card 
(CUTS 2 data card)
Kinetic energy cut threshold for gamma; GEANT data card 
(CUTS 1 data card)
Kinetic energy cut threshold for charged hadrons; GEANT 
data card (CUTS 4 data card)
Kinetic energy cut threshold for muon; GEANT data card 
(CUTS 5 data card)
Kinetic energy cut threshold for neutral hadrons; GEANT 
data card (CUTS 3 data card)
Container for 10 energy cut thresholds: CUTGAM, CUT
ELE, c u t n e u , c u t h a d , c u t m u o , b c u t e , b c u t m ,
d c u t e , DCUTM, and PPCUTM (GEANT data card) 
Candidate tracks of Muonbox from segment fit; Muonbox 
external data bank
Decay flag; control of decays in flight (GEANT data card) 
Delta ray kinetic energy cut threshold for electron; GEANT 
data card (CUTS 8 data card)
Delta ray kinetic energy cut threshold for muon; GEANT 
data card (CUTS 9 data card)
Debug; GEANT data card to control first, last and frequency 
of events to debug (also part of MODE data card)
Detector parameter; sets parameters for specified detector 
(SLUG data card)
A detector integration code; package containing all ATLAS 
(sub-)detector geometry descriptions 
DICE main program; name of executable program for AT
LAS simulation
Digitizations; GEANT data bank for event related informa
tion: detector response
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d ig it iz a t io n

d r a y

DSBEqn

DSBFInv

EE

EEL
EES
e i

e il
EM

EMC

EML

EMS

EO

EOL
EOS
ErTrak

ErTrCh

ErTrGo

EUFilP

EUFilV

EVNT

f i

f il

f is

Digitization; SLUG data card to control digitization phase 
(also part of MODE data card)
Delta ray flag; control of 8-ray production (GEANT data 
card)
Finds double precision solution of banded linear equations; 
GEANE external subroutine (see appendix)
Double precision solved banded factorized inverse; GEANE 
external subroutine (see appendix)
Endcap extra; external extra station of muon spectrometer 
endcap (between EI and EM)
External extra large; special large chambers in EE station 
External extra small; special small chambers in EE station 
Endcap inner; external inner station of muon spectrometer 
endcap
External inner large; standard large chambers in EI station 
Endcap middle; external middle station of muon spectrome
ter endcap
European muon collaboration; experiment providing the 
track propagation subroutines of GEANE 
External middle large; standard large chambers in EM sta
tion
External middle small; standard small chambers in EM sta
tion
Endcap outer; external outer station of muon spectrometer 
endcap
External outer large; standard large chambers in EO station 
External outer small; standard small chambers in EO station 
GEANT Error propagation: track  propagation; GEANE ex
ternal subroutine (see appendix)
GEANT Error propagation: track charged particle; GEANE 
internal subroutine
GEANT Error propagation: track propagation go; GEANE 
internal subroutine
GEANT Error propagation: user filter for planes; GEANE 
external subroutine (see appendix)
GEANT Error propagation: user filter for volumes; GEANE 
external subroutine (see appendix)
Event; GEANT data bank for event related information: 
track parameters and vertices
Forward/endcap inner; forward inner station of muon spec
trometer endcap
Forward inner large; standard large chambers in FI station 
Forward inner small; standard small chambers in FI station
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FM

f m l

f m s

f o

f o l

Fo r t r a n

f o s
f w h m
f z l im it

g -c a l o r

g -f l u k a

G-GHEISHA

GEANE

GEANETracking

GEANT

GimeBoun

GimeCand

GimeMuEf

GimePoin

GimeSpec

GimeSuPo

GimeVrtx

GTMUON
GTRACK
GUSTEP

Forward/endcap middle; forward middle station of muon 
spectrometer endcap
Forward middle large; standard large chambers in FM station 
Forward middle small; standard small chambers in FM sta
tion
Forward/endcap outer; forward outer station of muon spec
trometer endcap
Forward outer large; standard large chambers in FO station 
Formula translation; mathematically inclined, algorithm 
based computer programming language 
Forward outer small; standard small chambers in FO station 
Full width at half maximum; measure of curve width 
File size limit; controls maximum file size on permanent me
dia (SLUG data card)
GEANT-Monte Carlo program package for the design and 
analysis of calorimeter systems; package for hadronic show
er development in GEANT
GEANT-Fluctuating cascade; package for hadronic shower 
development in GEANT
GEANT-Geisha detector simulation program; package for
hadronic shower development in GEANT
GEANT error propagation; package for trajectory estimation
and error propagation using GEANT
MuFit external subroutine replacing Muonbox and MuFit
functionality using Monte Carlo information (see appendix)
Geometry (or Generation of events) and tracking; detector
description and simulation tool
Give me MuFit track at boundary; MuFit external subroutine 
(see appendix)
Give me Muonbox candidate; MuFit external subroutine 
(see appendix)
Give me Muonbox efficiencies; MuFit external subroutine 
(see appendix)
Give me super space-point; MuFit external subroutine (see 
appendix)
Give me MuFit track inside spectrometer; MuFit external 
subroutine (see appendix)
Give me super space-point header information; MuFit exter
nal subroutine (see appendix)
Give me MuFit track at vertex; MuFit external subroutine 
(see appendix)
GEANT track muon; GEANT internal subroutine 
GEANT track  particle; GEANT internal subroutine 
GEANT user tracking step; GEANT external subroutine
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g w s

h a d r

h ig z
h is t

h it s

i/o

ib o x
in n e

ipa t

iPatRec

KINE

LEP
LHC
LHCb

l o s s

LUT

M1IP

M1TP

M1VX

m b c t p ip

MBErrTr

MBFollow

MBFVPlan

MBFVPToV

Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model; precursor to the minimal 
Standard Model
Hadronic process flag; control of hadronic interactions 
(GEANT data card)
High-level interface to graphics and ZEBRA;
Histogram; controls per detector histogramming (part of 
MODE data card)
Detector hits; GEANT data bank for event related informa
tion: detector intersections
Input/output; data storage and retrieval to and from perma
nent media
Input data for Muonbox; Muonbox external data bank 
Inner volume; DICE geometry definition containing all 
GEANT elements of the inner detector (also data card) 
iPatRec definitions; data card for passing parameters to iPat
Rec
Inner detector pattern recognition; tool for charged track re
construction in inner detector during phase 1 
Event kinematics; GEANT data card and data bank to con
trol event (user) kinematics (also SLUG data card)
Large electron positron collider 
Large hadron collider
LHC beauty experiment; dedicated detector for B-physics at 
the LHC
Energy loss flag; control of energy loss process (GEANT 
data card)
Look-Up Table; fast and convenient way to correlate results 
to reference values
Muon reconstruction phase 1 intermediate points; MuFit ex
ternal data bank (see appendix)
Muon reconstruction phase 1 track parameters; MuFit exter
nal data bank (see appendix)
Muon reconstruction phase 1 track parameters at vertex; Mu
Fit external data bank (see appendix)
MuFit backtracking: copy M1TP into M1IP data bank; Mu
Fit internal subroutine (see appendix)
MuFit backtracking: error matrix transformation; MuFit in
ternal subroutine (see appendix)
MuFit backtracking: follow track; MuFit internal subroutine 
(see appendix)
MuFit backtracking: fit vertex planes; MuFit internal sub
routine (see appendix)
MuFit backtracking: fit vertex from plane to vertex; MuFit 
internal subroutine (see appendix)
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MBFVrtx

MBIDSeed

MBOX

MBoxCommons

MBoxRead
MBoxStore
MBParCl

MBPropag

MBPutlP

MBPutVX

MBResVX

MBToBoun

MBVAver

MBVertex

MBVFCalc

MC
m c a n

MCoToBa

MDT

MFBCanTP

MFCalcPl

MFClChis

MFCovMa

MuFit backtracking: fit vertex; MuFit internal subroutine 
(see appendix)
MuFit backtracking: inner detector seed; MuFit internal 
subroutine (see appendix)
Muon global track list of Muonbox; Muonbox external data 
bank
Muonbox commons; I/O package for Muonbox common 
blocks
Muonbox read; MBoxCommons external subroutine 
Muonbox store; MBoxCommons external subroutine 
MuFit backtracking: parameter calculation; MuFit internal 
subroutine (see appendix)
MuFit backtracking: propagate; MuFit internal subroutine 
(see appendix)
MuFit backtracking: put into M 1IP data bank; MuFit inter
nal subroutine (see appendix)
MuFit backtracking: put into M1VX data bank; MuFit in
ternal subroutine (see appendix)
MuFit backtracking: reset M1 VX data bank; MuFit internal 
subroutine (see appendix)
MuFit backtracking: to boundary; MuFit internal subroutine 
(see appendix)
MuFit backtracking: vertices average; MuFit internal sub
routine (see appendix)
MuFit backtracking: vertex definition; MuFit internal sub
routine (see appendix)
MuFit backtracking: vertex fit parameters calculation; Mu
Fit internal subroutine (see appendix)
Monte Carlo; method to sample distributions randomly 
Muon reconstruction phase 1 Muonbox track candidate; Mu
Fit external data bank (see appendix)
Muonbox commons to banks; MuFit internal subroutine (see 
appendix)
Monitored drift tube; detection technique used within the 
ATLAS muon spectrometer
MuFit track fit: barrel candidate track parameters; MuFit 
internal subroutine (see appendix)
MuFit track fit: calculate planes; MuFit internal subroutine 
(see appendix)
MuFit track fit: calculate chi-square; MuFit internal subrou
tine (see appendix)
MuFit track fit: covariance matrix; MuFit internal subrou
tine (see appendix)
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MFECanTP

MFEIPair

MFFEstim

MFFitMI

MFFMeas

MFGetSP

MFGFit

MFGTranM

MFGWeigM

MFHowTo

MFLD

MFMakEqn

MFMomTr

MFPOrder

MFPutTP

MFSCToSD

MFSDToSC

MFSPFilt

MFTAngle

MFUsePat

m is d

Mod.Phys.Lett. A

MuFit track fit: endcap candidate track parameters; MuFit 
internal subroutine (see appendix)
MuFit track fit: error matrix index pairs; MuFit internal sub
routine (see appendix)
MuFit track fit: fit estimate track parameters; MuFit internal 
subroutine (see appendix)
MuFit track fit: fit using matrix inversion; MuFit internal 
subroutine (see appendix)
MuFit track fit: fit measurements to weights; MuFit internal 
subroutine (see appendix)
MuFit track fit: get super space-points; MuFit internal sub
routine (see appendix)
MuFit track fit: GEANE fit; MuFit internal subroutine (see 
appendix)
MuFit track fit: get transport matrix; MuFit internal subrou
tine (see appendix)
MuFit track fit: get weight matrix; MuFit internal subroutine 
(see appendix)
MuFit track fit: how to fit; MuFit internal subroutine (see 
appendix)
Magnetic field; DICE definition of magnetic field strengths 
(also part of MODE data card)
MuFit track fit: make equation; MuFit internal subroutine 
(see appendix)
MuFit track fit: momentum transformation; MuFit internal 
subroutine (see appendix)
MuFit track fit: planes order; MuFit internal subroutine (see 
appendix)
MuFit track fit: put into M1TP data bank; MuFit internal 
subroutine (see appendix)
MuFit track fit: from SC to SD; MuFit internal subroutine 
(see appendix)
MuFit track fit: from SD to SC; MuFit internal subroutine 
(see appendix)
MuFit track fit: space-points filter; MuFit internal subrou
tine (see appendix)
MuFit track fit: transform to angles; MuFit internal subrou
tine (see appendix)
MuFit track fit: use pattern recognition information; MuFit 
internal subroutine (see appendix)
Muon reconstruction phase 1 inner detector seed; MuFit ex
ternal data bank (see appendix)
Modern Physics Letters A: Gravitation, Cosmology, Nu
clear Physics, and Particles and Fields
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MODE

MOP

MSDErrTr

m s p p

m s u p

m u e f

MuFit

MUGSetup

MulD

MULS

MUNU

Muonbox

Muonboxlnterface

MuonFit
MuonMod
n d o f

N o m ex®
ntuple

Nucl.Instr.&Meth.
Nucl.Instr.&Meth.A

Nucl.Phys.B

OPAL

Detector mode; controls specified per (sub-)detector flags: 
e.g. PRIN, DEBU(G), GEOM, HIST, SIMU(LATION), DIG
ITIZATION), RECO(NSTRUCTION), ANAL(YSIS), and 
MFLD (SLUG data card)
Most probable value; parametrization of most probable en
ergy loss
MuFit backtracking: seed error matrix transformation; Mu
Fit internal subroutine (see appendix)
Muon reconstruction phase 1 super space-point; MuFit ex
ternal data bank (see appendix)
Muon reconstruction phase 1 super space-point header infor
mation; MuFit external data bank (see appendix)
Muon reconstruction phase 1 Muonbox efficiencies; MuFit 
external data bank (see appendix)
Muon fit; tool for track fitting during muon reconstruction 
phase 1 (see appendix)
M uFit and GEANE Setup; MuFit internal subroutine (see 
appendix)
Muon identification; tool for track fitting during muon re
construction phase 2
Multiple scattering flag; control of multiple scattering pro
cess (GEANT data card)
Muon nuclear flag; control of muon nuclear interactions 
(GEANT data card)
M uon black box; tool for pattern recognition during muon 
reconstruction phase 1
M uonbox interface; C++ wrapper around Muonbox output, 
i.e. internal data structures
M uon track fit; MuFit external subroutine (see appendix) 
Muonbox module; interface from AGE to Muonbox 
Number of degrees of freedom; opposite of number of con
straints used for statistics 
DuPont registered trademarked material 
N-Tuple; set of many elements used for analysis/histo- 
gramming
Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research 
Nuclear Instruments and M ethods in Physics Research Sec
tion A: Accelerators, Spectrometers, Detectors and Associ
ated Equipment
Nuclear Physics B: Particle Physics, Field Theory and Sta
tistical Systems, Physical Mathematics 
Omni purpose apparatus for LEP; general-purpose detector 
for LEP
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OPTI

OUTE

OUTPUT

p a ir

PAW
p a w c o m

PDG

PET
PFIS

Phil.Mag.
Phil.Trans.Roy.Soc.

PHOT

Phys.Lett.B
Phys.Rev.
Phys.Rev.D

Phys.Rev.Lett.
p ip e

p ix l

PIXLRec

PPCUTM

PRIN

Proc.Phys.-Math.Soc.
Proc.Roy.Soc.

P y t h ia

q c d
QED

Optimize; automatic optimization of geometry (GEANT 
data card)
Outer volume; DICE geometry definition containing all 
GEANT elements of the muon spectrometer (also data card) 
O utput; control for writing event data to permanent media 
(SLUG data card)
Pair production flag; control of e- /e+ pair production pro
cess (GEANT data card)
Physics analysis workstation
PAW common; storage space for PAW histograms and ntu- 
ples
Particle data group; international collaboration that reviews 
particle physics
Polyethylene-terephthalate; type of plastic 
Photofission flag; control of g-induced nuclear fission pro
cess (GEANT data card)
Philosophical Magazine
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London 
Series A: Mathematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences 
Photoelectric effect flag; control of photoelectric effect pro
cess (GEANT data card)
Physics Letters B: Nuclear Physics and Particle Physics 
Physical Review of the American Physical Society 
Physical Review D: Particles, Fields, Gravitation, and Cos
mology
Physical Review Letters of the American Physical Society 
Pipe volume; DICE geometry definition containing all GE
ANT elements of the beam pipe (also data card)
PIXLRec definitions; data card for passing parameters to 
PIXLRec
Pixel steered pattern recognition; tool for charged track re
construction in inner detector during phase 1 
Pair production energy cut threshold for muon; GEANT data 
card (CUTS 10 data card)
Print; GEANT data card to control printing (also part of 
MODE data card)
Proceedings of the Physical-Mathematical Society of Japan 
Proceedings of the Royal Society of London Series A: Math
ematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences 
MC generator for multiparticle states induced by hadron in
teractions (“Priestess’ of the Oracle of Delphi in Greece) 
Quantum chromodynamics 
Quantum electrodynamics
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r a s n ik

r e c o m u

r e c o n s t r u c t io n

r m s

r n d m
r o a d

r p c

s b o x

s c

s d

s im u l a t io n

s l b e a m

s l u g

s p
s t a c o

s t o p
s u p o in
TBOX

t d r

t g c

t im e

ToMCan

ToMSup

ToMuEf

Red alignment system NIKHEF; relative alignment system 
using infrared LEDs, special masks and CMOS sensors/CCD 
cameras
Pattern recognition and reconstruction of muons; Muonbox 
internal subroutine
Reconstruction; SLUG data card to reconstruction phase 
(also part of MODE data card)
Root mean square; measure of curve width (also method to 
add individual error contributions)
Random; initial random number seed (GEANT data card) 
Road definition; internal data bank for use by all inner de
tector pattern recognition tools
Resistive plate chamber; detection technique used within the 
ATLAS muon spectrometer
Inner station track segments of Muonbox; Muonbox external 
data bank
Streamer chamber; MuFit internal reference system (see ap
pendix)
System of detection; MuFit internal reference system (see 
appendix)
Simulation; SLUG data card to control simulation in GE
ANT (also part of MODE data card)
SLUG beam interaction; SLUG internal subroutine 
Simulations for LHC using GEANT; package around GE
ANT for managing sub-detector geometries and event for
mats
Spline; GEANE internal reference system (see appendix) 
Statistical combination; tool for track fitting during muon 
reconstruction phase 2
Stop; data card to stop reading further data cards 
Super space-point calculation; Muonbox internal subroutine 
Track parameters of Muonbox along full track; Muonbox 
external data bank 
Technical design report
Thin gap chamber; detection technique used within the AT
LAS muon spectrometer
Time information; initialization and termination times (GE
ANT data card)
Muonbox data banks to MCAN; MuFit internal subroutine 
(see appendix)
Muonbox data banks to MSUP and MSPP; MuFit internal 
subroutine (see appendix)
Muonbox data banks to MUEF; MuFit internal subroutine 
(see appendix)
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TP
t r a p

t r ig

TrProp

TrSCSD

TrSDSC

u g in it

u s e
u s e r

VBOX

WRICAN

x k a l

XKalman

z e b c o m
z e b r a

Technical proposal
Trap; controls program behaviour when arithmetic traps oc
cur (SLUG data card)
Trigger; total number of events to process (GEANT data 
card)
Track propagation for GEANE; EMC external subroutine 
(see appendix)
Transform from SC to SD; EMC external subroutine (see 
appendix)
Transform from SD to SC; EMC external subroutine (see 
appendix)
User defined GEANT initialization; SLUG internal subrou
tine
Use data bank; AGE operator for accessing data structures 
CBNT user definitions; data card for passing parameters to 
CBNTUser
Fitted track parameters of Muonbox inside muon spectrom
eter; Muonbox external data bank
W rite out COMCAN information; Muonbox internal sub
routine
XKalman definitions; data card for passing parameters to 
XKalman
Extended Kalm an filter; tool for charged track reconstruc
tion in inner detector during phase 1 
ZEBRA common; storage space for ZEBRA structures 
ZBOOK+HYDRA; data structure management system
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Summary

The prime focus of this thesis is on software for the ATLAS/LHC detector and in par
ticular on the muon track fitting package MuFit. In the second part of the thesis, the 
“golden” Higgs decay channel is studied in conjunction with the muon reconstruction 
software to get an impression of its performance. Examining, as a benchmark, this 
Higgs decay, into four muons exclusively, has the advantage that it allows for a com
parison with previous studies. These comparisons provide a particularly firm base for 
the conclusions that have been drawn and are summarized below.

An important conclusion is that all parts of the software should be well understood. 
In preparing this thesis, the first production release of the standard ATLAS software 
was used and found to exhibit unwanted features. Extremely narrow gaps between 
calorimetric detector volumes were identified as well as unphysical behaviour of the 
GEANE track propagation. However, the fitting method was proven to be robust, 
which explains why these effects turn out not to be disastrous for subsequent analyses.

Neglecting several types of background in this analysis, e.g. minimum-bias, pile- 
up, electronic noise, et cetera, which are claimed not to have a big effect, had the 
advantage that particle/detector simulation could be sped up, thus resulting in a shorter 
turnround. This allowed for a more rigorous testing of the fitting method and software 
itself, which was found to perform as well as its modern competitors. It is believed that 
this good performance is caused by the underlying pattern recognition package Muon
box and by the usage of well defined, small seeds for track matching with the inner 
detector. A set of Monte Carlo independent quality requirements has been proposed in 
order to quantify the performance obtained.

Many methodological improvements with respect to previous benchmark studies 
were tried. While some had a positive influence on the results, others were found to 
have a negative effect. Most important is the correct treatment of four-muon signal 
and background with the corresponding significance. In this thesis, the suggestion 
is made to use s =  2 (V S +  B — \B )  as the proper significance. It is more accurate 
but also smaller for small numbers of signal events (S) and/or background events (B) 
than the usual significance s =  S¡\[B. It was also found that previous studies treat the 
irreducible background too optimistically.

Given the uncertainty on the measured signal width, the suggestion is to take an 
integration window of me — 3 s mi to mH +  3 s mi for all four-muon backgrounds. The
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effect is larger than expected, due to the non-uniformity of the four-muon invariant 
mass of the background. In the end, the conclusion is that the ATLAS collaboration 
should be able to claim discovery of the Higgs boson after a couple of years, if  present 
in the mass range 130 to 550 G eV /c2. When only the decay into four muons is con
sidered, it would take several years longer, however, for a Higgs boson mass around 
170 GeV/c2.

The final remark is that future studies should include backgrounds, like minimum- 
bias, et cetera, to prove their negligible negative influence on the performance of the 
present muon reconstruction software. K-factors should be used for the calculation of 
production cross sections both for the signal as well as for the background. These more 
accurate cross sections have not been used in this thesis since they are not available 
for the four-muon background. Furthermore, it was argued to include every possible 
decay chain for the evaluation of the reducible background to understand it better. This 
knowledge could lead to a relaxation of rejection cuts thereby increasing the measured 
Higgs signal and its significance.



Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift behandelt computerprogrammatuur voor de reconstructie van muon- 
sporen en de analyse van het verval van Higgsdeeltjes om zodoende aan te tonen dat de 
ontwikkelde ATLAS-detector gebruikt kan worden voor onderzoek naar de oorsprong 
van massa. Maar: Wat is massa en waarom is er massa?

Deze existentiele, filosofische vragen worden niet direct beantwoord in dit proef
schrift, maar komen in een iets gewijzigde vorm aan bod. Namelijk in de vragen: Hoe 
fundamenteel is massa en hoe wordt het fenomeen massa gemeten?

Om antwoord te kunnen geven, is het nodig terug te gaan naar het verleden zodat 
vanuit een historische context de ontwikkelingen gevolgd kunnen worden. De ont
dekking van het reductionisme door de oude Grieken is zeer belangrijk geweest. Vol
gens hun reductionistisch wereldbeeld bestond de wereld uit de vier elementen aarde, 
lucht, water en vuur. Hoewel deze elementen niet direct de wereld om ons heen lijken 
te verklaren, is het bijzondere juist de abstractie die erachter schuilgaat. In de loop 
der tijd is namelijk ontdekt dat er fundamentele bouwstenen bestaan waaruit de natuur 
is opgebouwd. Hierbij is de kracht van het reductionisme en de abstractie cruciaal 
gebleven.

Momenteel denken wij dat de wereld om ons heen opgebouwd is uit moleculen 
en kristallen. Deze zijn op hun beurt opgebouwd uit atomen, die weer bestaan uit 
een atoomkern, met daarin protonen en neutronen, en enkele zogenaamde schillen 
van elektronen. Deze elektronen hebben een negatieve elektrische lading, terwijl de 
protonen een exact even grote positieve lading bezitten. Neutronen zijn, zoals de naam 
al aangeeft, neutraal geladen.

De atomen vormen stabiele bouwstenen vanwege het feit dat elektromagnetische 
krachten ervoor zorgen dat de elektronen in hun schillen blijven, terwijl de kern zelf 
bijeengehouden wordt door de sterke wisselwerking of sterke kernkracht. Daarnaast 
bestaat ook nog een zwakke wisselwerking of zwakke kernkracht die ervoor zorgt 
dat af en toe een neutron spontaan vervalt in een proton, een elektron en een anti
elektronneutrino.

Naast deze fundamentele natuurkrachten is er nog de zwaartekracht. Dit is de 
aantrekkingskracht tussen objecten met massa. Vertaald naar het dagelijks leven bete
kent dit dat de zwaartekracht verklaart hoe sterk we door de aarde aangetrokken wor
den en andersom, simpelweg gewicht genoemd. Er wordt echter nog op geen enkele 
manier verklaard hoeveel massa we hebben, zodat hieruit mag blijken dat massa en
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gewicht welbeschouwd twee verschillende zaken zijn. De zwaartekracht geeft daarom 
geen antwoord op de onderzoeksvraag wat het fenomeen massa behelst.

Voordat naar de onderliggende theorie van de natuurkrachten gekeken wordt, is 
het nuttig enkele begrippen te behandelen. Allereerst zijn het neutrino en het elek
tron leptonen en vormen tezamen de zogeheten eerste familie. Bij hoogenergetische 
botsingen, bijvoorbeeld in het heelal bij sterexplosies, kunnen andersoortige leptonen 
gevormd worden, zoals het muon en het tau-deeltje. Samen met het muon-neutrino en 
het tau-neutrino vormen deze de tweede en derde familie. De huidige experimenten 
tonen aan dat er niet meer dan deze drie families bestaan. Ten tweede is het van be
lang te weten dat elk elementair deeltje vergezeld gaat van een antideeltje met dezelfde 
massa maar verder tegengestelde eigenschappen.

Ten derde, het feit dat het neutron relatief eenvoudig in een proton kan vervallen 
komt omdat deze deeltjes sterk op elkaar lijken, bijvoorbeeld wat betreft massa. Dit 
wordt isospin-symmetrie genoemd en is fundamenteel aan de theorie. Het proton en 
neutron vormen de twee componenten van een isospin-doublet. Ten vierde is uitein
delijk uit experimenten gebleken dat protonen en neutronen, alsook de andere hadro
nen, uit nog fundamentelere bouwstenen bestaan: de quarks. Quarks komen altijd in 
groepjes van drie of in combinatie met een anti-quark in de natuur voor. Er bestaan 
zes varianten van quarks: up, down, strange, charm, bottom en top, die eveneens drie 
families vormen bestaande uit isospin-doubletten.

De theorie die uitgaat van de hiervoor aangegeven bestanddelen is ontwikkeld in 
de jaren zestig en staat bekend onder de naam Standaard Model. De (wiskundige) 
essentie van het Standaard Model wordt in deze alinea zeer beknopt beschreven. Als 
de verwaarloosbare invloed van de zwaartekracht buiten beschouwing wordt gelaten, 
dan is de interne symmetrie van de Lagrange dichtheid, of Lagrangiaan, gelijk aan 
SU(3)c 0  SU(2)w ® U(1)y. De hier niet gegeven, zeer complexe, Lagrangiaan is 
renormaliseerbaar omdat er onder andere geen expliciete massatermen in voor komen. 
De ijking van de theorie komt voort uit het feit dat het vacuüm een geprefereerde rich
ting aanneemt in de isospinruimte. Deze zogeheten spontane symmetriebreking hangt 
samen met de introductie van het Higgsveld, dat bestaat uit een isospin-doublet van 
complexe velden. De geprefereerde richting in de isospinruimte komt overeen met de 
rotatie van het Higgsveld in diezelfde isospinruimte, die ervoor zorgt dat drie van de 
vier componenten door andere ijkbosonen opgenomen worden. Wat overblijft is de 
vierde component, namelijk een massief scalair boson met spin 0: het Higgsdeeltje. 
De SU(2)w 0  U(1)y symmetrie met de vier bijbehorende massaloze spin 1 ijkboso
nen is nu eveneens gebroken, hetgeen resulteert in een U(1)EM symmetrie met bijbe
horend (massaloos) foton terwijl de drie overgebleven ijkbosonen (zeer) massief zijn 
geworden. Echter de acht typen gluonen die behoren bij de SU(3)e symmetrie blij
ven massaloos. Massa’s van fermionen komen juist voort uit Yukawa-termen die de 
wisselwerking met het Higgsveld beschrijven. De Yukawa-interactie vormt hiermee 
een renormaliseerbare vervanging voor massatermen in de Lagrangiaan. Terwijl in
teracties tussen fermionen onderling, dat wil zeggen de fundamentele natuurkrachten, 
voortkomen uit het principe van minimale substitutie van co-variante afgeleiden, waar
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door deze ijkinvariant worden, omdat hierin de ijkbosonen expliciete interacties aan
gaan met de fermionen. Op deze manier is door invoering van het Higgsveld een 
consistente theorie verkregen.

De echte kracht van deze theorie schuilt in het feit dat voorspellingen hieruit daad
werkelijk allemaal zijn waargenomen. Behalve een, namelijk het bestaan van het 
Higgsdeeltje als manifestatie van het Higgsveld. Metingen van de directe en de indi
recte gevolgen van de aanwezigheid van het Higgsveld duiden erop dat het Higgsdeel- 
tjezelf, met grote waarschijnlijkheid, een grotere massa zal hebben dan 115.6 G eV /c2, 
waarbij de massa is uitgedrukt in de potentiele energie die vrijkomt bij het verval van 
het Higgsdeeltje (volgens Einsteins formule E  =  mc2). Een complicerende factor is 
de levensduur van het Higgsdeeltje waardoor dit zelf nooit gemeten kan worden, maar 
slechts alleen de vervalsproducten ervan.

Voor het meten van die vervalsproducten wordt de ATLAS-detector gebouwd sa
men met de LHC versneller. Deze zal ervoor zorgen dat Higgsdeeltjes uit het vacuüm 
onttrokken worden. Gezien de relatief grote hoeveelheid energie die vrijkomt voor 
de vervalsproducten van de Higgsdeeltjes, zullen deze een grote kinetische energie 
hebben. Dit betekent dat ze een hoog doordringend vermogen hebben in materie en de 
geladen vervalsdeeltjes onder invloed van een magneetveld slechts minimaal van het 
rechte pad afwijken. Om toch nauwkeurig te kunnen meten, is het noodzakelijk een 
bijzonder grote detector te bouwen. De afmetingen van ATLAS kunnen met die van 
een groot gebouw vergeleken worden. De detector is namelijk 28 meter hoog en breed 
en heeft een lengte van 46 meter. Alleen door gebruik te maken van bijzonder hoog
waardige technieken kan uiteindelijk over dit soort afstanden een meetnauwkeurigheid 
van enkele tientallen micrometers worden behaald. Doordat op deze manier de ver- 
valsproducten nauwkeurig genoeg worden gemeten, kunnen kwantitatieve uitspraken 
worden gedaan over het Higgsdeeltje. Echter, in eerste instantie is het doel het bestaan 
van het Higgsdeeltje aan te tonen. Mocht dit niet kunnen worden aangetoond, zoals 
verwacht, dan vormt dit juist een extra uitdaging aangezien er volgens huidige, alter
natieve theorieen in dat geval een veelheid aan nieuwe elementaire deeltjes zal zijn.

In dit proefschrift is zeer gedetailleerd gekeken naar bepaalde aspecten van de 
ATLAS-detector en het verval van Higgsdeeltjes naar vier muonen. Er is berekend 
dat door dergelijke vervallen het bestaan van het Higgsdeeltje aangetoond kan wor
den, binnen enkele jaren na de start van het experiment in 2007, zolang de massa 
ervan tussen 130 G eV /c2 en 550 G eV/c2 ligt. Voor een hogere of lagere massa van 
het deeltje zullen andere vervalskanalen een beduidend groter belang hebben om tot 
een ontdekking van het Higgsdeeltje te kunnen komen. Tevens is gesuggereerd en 
beargumenteerd op welke punten de analyse verbeterd is en kan worden ten opzichte 
van eerdere studies. Wat het signaal betreft, is opgemerkt dat deze voor Higgsmassa’s 
onder de ZZ-limiet hoger is dan bij voorgaande studies en lager voorbij deze limiet, ter
wijl de meetefficientie beduidend beter is. Gezien de onnauwkeurigheid op de gemeten 
signaalpiek gedurende de eerste jaren is beargumenteerd dat eerdere studies de breedte 
van deze piek te bekend veronderstellen en daardoor de bijbehorende achtergrond te 
positief inschatten. Daarnaast werden achtergrondgebeurtenissen te gunstig behandeld
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door deze als uniform verdeeld aan te nemen of als te snel afvallend met de vier muon 
(invariante) massa. Naast een verbeterde behandeling van de niet-reduceerbare achter
grond, wordt in dit proefschrift de aanbeveling gedaan om de reduceerbare achtergrond 
volledig te simuleren, onder andere om zo alle cascades van mogelijke vervallen naar 
vier muonen goed in de berekening mee te nemen. Een belangrijke vooruitgang zal 
er zijn wanneer toekomstige studies voor alle berekeningen de benodigde hogere orde 
correcties op de gemaakte benaderingen gebruiken. Dit zijn de K -factoren, zodat de 
statistische significantie van het signaal ten opzichte van de achtergrond beter vast 
komt te staan. Belangrijk is dan ook de gesuggereerde methode voor een betere be
handeling van deze significantie die daarmee betrouwbare voorspellingen doet voor 
lage aantallen signaal- en achtergrondgebeurtenissen.

Kern van de analyse en dus ook van het proefschrift, is de gebruikte software. 
De aspecten van de ATLAS-detector die bekeken zijn, zijn feitelijk onderzocht met 
behulp van de beschikbare software. Die bootst niet alleen de werking van de ATLAS- 
detector zo nauwkeurig mogelijk na, maar ook de botsing van de protonenbundels en 
het verval van het Higgsdeeltje in het centrum van de detector. Een kanttekening die 
hierbij gemaakt moet worden, is dat enkele fysische processen, zoals onder andere 
temperatuurveranderingen, trillingen en elektronische ruis, ter vereenvoudiging van de 
simulatie juist niet nagebootst zijn. In onafhankelijke studies is aangegeven dat deze 
vereenvoudigingen praktisch geen negatieve consequenties hebben voor de eindresul
taten.

Zodra de detectorrespons bekend is, zowel voor de nagebootste als voor de echte 
detector, is reconstructiesoftware nodig die uit deze respons de sporen door de de
tector berekent van de muonen en andere elementaire deeltjes. De speciaal voor dit 
proefschrift gemaakte software, namelijk het MuFit pakket, is volledig geanalyseerd. 
Hierbij zijn ongewenste gedragingen van de standaard software aan het licht gekomen, 
maar er is vooral aangetoond dat de relatief oude MuFit software net zo goed presteert 
als de hedendaagse muonspoor-reconstructiepakketten. Met behulp van de MuFit soft
ware is aangetoond dat de nauwkeurigheid van de muon impulsmeting in de buurt 
van de maximaal gewenste afwijking van 1% komt, terwijl de nauwkeurigheid van 
de Higgsmassameting eveneens een afwijking van 1% dicht benadert. Uit de analyse 
komen duidelijk gebieden naar voren met een grotere onnauwkeurigheid op de metin
gen dan die hierboven aangegeven zijn. Kenmerkend aan deze gebieden is dat zich 
hier relatief veel materiaal bevindt omdat de subdetectoren binnen de muondetector 
ondersteund moeten worden en ook van allerlei leidingen zijn voorzien. Hoewel er 
uitermate veel werk verzet is om de negatieve invloed van deze gebieden op het eind
resultaat te beperken, is aangetoond dat de huidige software hiermee nog moeilijk om 
kan gaan. Het belangrijkste advies dat voortkomt uit dit proefschrift is dan ook om de 
spoorherkenning al in een vroeg stadium te laten profiteren van de meetgegevens in de 
andere subdetectoren.
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Stellingen
behorende bij het proefschrift

Muon tracks through ATLAS
1

Als herhaling de kracht is van de boodschap, dan spreekt een stot
teraar wel heel krachtige taal. (okt. 2000)

2
De uitdaging is het overwinnen van de angst voor het nieuwe. (apr.
1994)

3

Actieve en passieve leden: de overeenkomst is dat beiden van mening 
zijn dat activiteit üit de ander moet voortkomen. (vrij naar Bazuin nr. 
9, verenigingsblad Door Vriendschap Omhoog, 22e jaargang, apr.
1999)

4

Niemand kan iets níet leren, hoogstens ’t niet proberen. (feb. 1995)

5

Elke actie heeft tenminste twee reacties tot gevolg. (sep. 1995)

6

Tijdsbesef bestaat slechts door de selectiviteit van ons geheugen. jun.
1995)

7

Alleen een patroonherkenning die alle detectoronderdelen integraal 
benut, zal beter kunnen presteren dan de huidige, op subdetectoren 
gebaseerde, reconstructiemethoden. (dit proefschrift)

8

Gebruik van de theoretische signaalpiek-breedte voor bepaling van 
het massa-integratiegebied geeft een te lage schatting van het aantal



achtergrondgebeurtenissen. (ditproefschrift)

9

Significantie- en signaalbepaling, zoals bij bestaande experimenten, 
aan de hand van een aantal gemeten gebeurtenissen en een schatting 
van het aantal achtergrondgebeurtenissen is fundamenteel fout bij ge
plande experimenten. (dit proefschrift)

10

Met het Higgsveld is de ether teruggebracht in de fysica. (prof. dr. S. 
de Jong, dagblad Trouw d.d. 5juni 2001, dit proefschrift)

11
Bloemen zijn mooi; voor die schoonheid zijn echter hun wortels fun
damenteel. (vrij naar ’Toepassingen zijn belangrijk, maar hun oor
sprong is fundamenteel’, prof. dr. E.W. Kittel, Smoelenboek 1994 
studievereniging Marie Curie)

12
Omdat computers sneller printen dan dat mensen schrijven, zal ver
dere automatisering nog meer informatie op papier voortbrengen. jul.
2000)

13

Een interactief computerprogramma behoedt je niet voor je fouten, 
een mens daarentegen soms wel. jun. 1995)

14

Sociaal begaafd zijn is openstaan voor andere communicatievormen.
(mei 1998)

15

De grootte van de fles doet vermoeden dat een theelepel van het af
wasmiddel Dreft niet volstaat voor de hele vaat. (mrt. 1998)

Erik Joost Visser, Nijmegen, 21 maart 2003 

(deze stellingen vormen geen onderdeel van mijn openbare verdediging)


